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THE RESISTANCE OFFERED BY LEAVES TO TRAN-
SPIRATIONAL WATER LOSS^

BURTON EDWARD LIVINGSTON

The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

INTRODUCTION

The rate of water loss from plant surfaces exposed to the air

is always lower than the rate of e^'aporation from an equal area

of water surface in the same surroundings. Usually the evapora-

tion rate is very many times as great as is that of transpiration,

^

and it is thus possible to regard plant tissues as exerting a retard-

ing influence upon evaporation and outward diffusion of their

contained water. This retarding influence, or resistance to tran-

spirational water loss, is of different magnitude for different plant

forms, and for the same form grown under different conditions,

also for different portions of the transpiring surface of the same

individual plant. Furthermore, for the same plant, and for the

same portion of its surface, the resistance to transpiration often

varies with the age of the organism and with the diurnal march of

various internal conditions. Obviously, the factors which con-

dition the retarding influence here considered are all to be charac-

terized as internal, that is, they are all operative within the

periphery of the plant body, though they must of course be ulti-

mately controlled by external conditions, either in the present

or in the past. In the broad sense, these factors are anatomical;

in physical terms, they depend on the nature, amount and arrange-

ment ^^^thin the plant body, of its various component substances.

1 Botanical Contribution from the Johns Hopkins University No. 28. A pre-

liminarj- announcement of the direct method here used was published in Notes
from the Botanical Laboratories, The Johns Hopkins University Circular, pp. 11-

13, February, 1912.

2 Livingston, B. E., The relation of desert plants to soil moisture and to evapora-

tion. Publication 50 of the Carnegie Institution, 1906.
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2 BURTON EDWARD LIVINGSTON

Thus, for example, the resistance to water loss by transpiration is

much greater in leaves having a well developed cuticle than in

others in which the cuticular layer is thin or absent. Also, other

internal conditions being equal, a leaf with closed stomatal pores

must exhibit a greater retarding influence upon water loss than

one with open pores. Many other examples might be mentioned.

It is clear that an adequate appreciation of the dynamics of the

water relations of plants, and especially of the transpiration

process, must rest not only upon a quantitative knowledge of the

influence of external conditions on the transpiration rate, but

also, upon just as quantitative and thoroughly physical a knowl-

edge of the causal relations obtaining between internal factors

and this rate of water loss. We require measurements of the

water-extracting power of the aerial en\dronment and correspond-

ing measurements of the transpirational retardation which is

effective within the plant.

By the use of the various atmometers which are now avail-

able,' it is possible somewhat readily to measure and integrate

the environmental water-extracting power for any locality and for

any time period, providing freezing of water does not occur.*

This instrument gives at once a generahzed estimate of the

environment above the soil surface, as far as this influences water

removal. We are thus fairly well equipped to attack problems

dealing with differences in the external conditions.

Our status is, however, not nearly so satisfactory when we face

problems of differences in the internal factors. In attempting

to deal with variations and differences in transpirational retarda-

tion, as this is manifested in different plant forms and in the same

form at different times, advantage has been taken of a mathe-

matical treatment of the problem, which is common in physical

analyses. This relies on the principle that, wherever two, and

' Livingston, B. E., A rotating table for standardizing porous cup atmometers.

Plant World 15: 157-162, 1912; and the literature there referred to. Also see:

Livingston, Grace J., An annotated bibliography of evaporation. Monthly
Weather Review, 1908-1909.

For the most part, the problems of plant transpiration do not require the

measurement of the evaporating power of the surroundings during freezing

periods; nevertheless an adequate method should be devised for such times.
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only two, conditions are known to influence the time rate of a

given process, this rate must be proportional to the product of the

effective intensities of the two conditions. If, then, it be possible

to determine experimentally one of the effective intensities, as

well as the rate of the resulting process, it is not necessary to

measure the other, which may be derived by simple division.

In the study of transpiration, the method of the relative trans-

piration ratio^ is founded upon the principle just stated, the

primary assumption being that the absolute transpiration rate

is proportional to the product of the intensity of the evaporating

power of the surroundings and the magnitude of the transpiring

power of the plant. This transpiring power is of course the

reciprocal of the resistance manifested b}'^ the plant, to water loss

by transpiration. It is assumed, to be more specific, that, if a

plant with a superficial area of p loses m grams of water during a

time period when an atmometer with similar exposure loses r

grams, and if another plant with area q loses n grams while the

same, or a similar, atmometer loses s grams, then the internal

conditions favoring water loss from the first plant are to those

m n
of the second as — is to — . The ratio of the loss from the plant,

pr qs
'

per unit area, to the loss from the standard atmometer, under

the same conditions, is proportional to the transpiring power

of the plant. This ratio really states the number of atmometers

that would be necessarj^ to evaporate as much water as unit area

of the plant, the instrument and plant being similarly exposed for

the same time period.

Where the problem in hand contemplates only variations in

the transpiring power, or its reciprocal the resistance factor, for

the same plant, and at different hours of the same day, it is unnec-

essar\^ to introduce into the computation the area of the plant,

this area being assumed to be sensibly constant. Thus, if the

' Publication .50 of the Carnegie Institution, 1906; also see: Livingston, B. E.,

Relative transpiration in cacti. Plant World, 10: 110-114, 1907.

Delf, E. M., Transpiration and behavior of stomata in halophytes. Ann. Bot.

25 : 485-.505, 1911.

/dew. Transpiration in succulent plants. Ibid. 26: -109-441, 1912.
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transpirational loss from a plant be m for one time period and n
for another, and if the loss from the atmometer, under the same

smToundings and for the same time periods, be r and s, respec-

tively, then the intensity of transpirational retardation for the

T S
first period is to that of the second as — is to - or the resistance tom n

ms
water loss is — times as effective during the second period as

nr

during the first. In the study of the dailj^ march of the prop-

erty which we are considering, it is convenient to adopt as unity

the value corresponding to one of the short periods of observation,

and to reduce the other values to this basis by division.

Much as the method of the relative transpiration ratio has

aided in the advance of our knowledge of the physics of transpi-

ration and of the conditions limiting plant life, it is at best but

a very indirect and cumbersome means for comparing transpira-

tional retardations. It requires the absolute transpiration rates

and the corresponding atmometric data, the weighing of potted

« plants or the reading of potometers, together with the operating of

atmometers. It is thus not well suited to the estimation of physio-

logical resistance to transpiration in the field. A more direct

method has therefore been attempted. A description of this and

a statement of some of the results thereby obtained, form the

purpose of the present paper.

The work here reported was begun in the summer of 1908, in the

laboratories of the Pflanzenphysiologisches Institut in Munich,

where facilities for experimentation were kindly placed at the

disposal of the writer by the Director, Prof. K. von Gobel. Stud-

ies along this line have been prosecuted at intervals since that

time, but the most satisfactory advances were made in the sum-

mer of 1911, at the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie Institu-

tion. Here it was the author's pleasure to have the valuable

assistance of Mr. J. S. Caldwell, in this and related lines of study.

In the summer of 1912, at the same Laboratory, comparisons of

the transpiring power of different plants were carried further,

with the assistance of ]\Ir. E. M. Harvey.
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A METHOD FOR COMPARING TRAXSPIRATIOXAL RETARDATION

The tendency of water to evaporate from a free surface depends

upon two sets of conditions, one internal, resulting in the vapor

tension of the surface, and the other external, the evaporating

power of the supernatant air. The vapor tension is conditioned

by several factors, such as the temperature of the surface, the

amount of dissolved material in the water, etc. Now transpira-

tional retardation in plants may be compared to the retardation

of evaporation from a solution, caused by the presence of solutes.

This suggests that the problem of comparing transpirational

retardations involves the finding of some sort of hygrometric

device, which may indicate the relative rates of evaporation from

the leaves tested in terms of the rate of evaporation from a stand-

ard evaporating surface, as of free water, at the same tempera-

ture and under the same general conditions.

After preliminary experimentation, it became apparent that

a modification of the well known cobalt paper test devised by
Stahl^ gave promise of meeting the conditions of our problem.

It will be remembered that cobalt chloride has the property of

appearing blue when dry and red when h5-drated. Taking advan-

tage of this fact, Stahl prepared an hygrometric paper which is

blue when dry and which alters its color to white or pale rose-

color when moist. The paper loses all of its blue color when it

has absorbed a certain amount of water, and it can be prepared

so as to be very uniform and very sensitive. Stahl's object was
to compare the transpiring power of different leaves and of the

two surfaces of the same leaf, no attempt being made, however, to

standardize these findings to any physical surface. When small

pieces of the cobalt paper were appressed to a leaf surface, held

in position and protected from the external ah- by means of glass

or mica plates, the time required for loss of blue color was taken

as an index of the transpiring power of the leaf in question.

It was early found in the present studies that the paper used

must be comparatively thin, in order to give a quick response.

^ Stahl, E., Einige Versuche iiber Transpiration und Assimilation. Bot. Zeitg.

52: 117-146, 1894.
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It is also desirable that it be opaque, so as not to allow trans-

mitted light from the leaf to confuse the color judgment of the

observer. No doubt the quality of the paper most suitable will

vary with the properties of the leaves to be studied ; as will shortly

appear, it is not essential always to make use of the same paper.

A thin rough-surfaced writing-paper proved satisfactory, but the

best success was obtained with the "tissue towel" paper, now on

the American market. It somewhat resembles soft filter paper,

but is much thinner. It is very uniform in quaUty and thickness,

is very bibulous and sufficiently opaque.

The paper is saturated with a 3% solution of cobalt chloride

and suspended by one edge to dry. The most uniformly colored

portions of the sheets are then selected, cut into small squares

(about 7 mm. on a side) and these preserved in a suitable stop-

pered bottle. Each paper slip is dried just before use, by passing

it several times over a smaU flame, as of a candle, the sUp being

held in a pair of forceps and the position of the forceps being

changed during the operation, so as to give a uniform blue color

throughout. An acetylene lamp such as is in use for bicyles

has proved convenient for drying the papers, as well as for night

observations.

The standard of water supplying power first adopted was that

of the air at a distance of approximately one millimeter from a

free surface of pure water. A small glass vial, with the top

ground plane, is filled with water and the excess is carefully

removed with absorbent paper, till the margin of the meniscus

is definitely below the free edge of the glass. A square of dry

cobalt paper is laid over the mouth of the vial, thus coming to

lie within about a millimeter of the liquid water, and a plain

glass plate is quickly superimposed. Observation is made of the

time required for the complete disappearance of blue color. A
second vial like the first, over which a square of paper and its

glass plate are left continuously, furnishes the eye with a color

standard for comparison. The test is repeated, with the same

and with other paper slips, and a uniform lot are thus selected.

It is found that there is but little variation in the rapidity of

response of the various slips at the same temperature. The
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paper used in these experiments, placed upon such vials as the

one just described, loses its blue color in from 13 to 30 seconds,

depending of course on the temperature. Neither the water

tests nor the leaf tests may be carried out with direct sunshine

falling upon the apparatus. A small shade is sufficient.

Placed against the moist air, which is continually supplied with

water vapor from the adjacent water surface, the paper begins

inmiediately to absorb moisture, the rate of this absorption de-

pending upon the rate at which aqueous vapor can reach the paper

surface, and upon that at which the moisture is fixed through the

hydration of the cobalt salt. The former of these rates should

be constant for any arrangement of vial and water surface, and

for any given temperature of the water. The latter rate falls

continuoush" as water enters the paper. Finally, when all blue

color has disappeared, a certain amount of water has been ab-

sorbed, which depends on the quantity of salt held in the paper,

the thickness of the latter, etc. It is not requisite, however, to

determine this amount, it being a constant which falls away
in the calculations. Of course absorption continues after the

color change has been produced, since the paper is by no means
saturated at the critical point of the indicator, but of this further

absorption there is no visible evidence.

The use of the free water surface is attended with several diffi-

culties. To avoid some of these, ^Ir. E. ^I. Harvey de\'ised a

simple apparatus by which the hygrometric paper can be brought

to lie within about a millimeter of the surface of a piece of water-

saturated blotting paper. " The wet paper lies beneath a sheet of

vulcanite which is perforated b\^ two circular openings about 8

mm. in diameter and about a centimeter apart. A glass plate

' A saturated paper of this sort evaporates water for a long time at the same rate

as does an equivalent area of free water surface. On this point see the following:

Renner, O., Zur Physik der Transpiration. Ber. d. d. Bot. Ges., 29: -4:51-547,

1911. Reviewed in Plant World 14: 195-196, 1911.

Livingston, B. E. and Brown, W. H., Relation of the daily march of transpira-

tion to variations in the water content of foliage leaves. Bot. Gaz. 53: 309-330,

1912.

The paper in Mr. Harvey's apparatus is kept constantly saturated by dipping

below into a small reservoir of water.
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lies o\'er the vulcanite and is provided with a paper screen on its

upper surface. This screen is perforated with two circular win-

dows corresponding to the openings in the vulcanite below. On
the lower side of the glass plate, under one of the windows, is

gummed by its margin a piece of the cobalt chloride paper large

enough to cover completely one of the windows. This gives the

standard color of the hj^drated paper. The test paper is quickly

inserted over the remaining opening (under the second window)

the glass is returned to place, and observation is made of the time

required for the test paper to become of the same color as the

standard. Tests are more readily carried out with this apparatus

than with the vials.

For applying the paper slips to the plant leaves, small spring

clips are used, formed of hard brass wire, to either arm of which

is cemented—by means of De Khotinsky cement—a small glass

plate. The glass plates used in the present work were cut cross-

wise from ordinary inicroscopic slides and are about 12 mm.
wide and 21.5 mm. long. About a third of its outer surface is

occupied, at one end of each plate, by the cement attachment of

the corresponding arm of the wire part. The two inner faces of

the plates lie in contact when the clip is closed, its position of

rest, and pressure upon the looped portion of the wire separates

the plates, keeping their surfaces nearly parallel. The general

form of the wire is not unlike that of an ordinar}^ pinch-cock for

rubber tubing, the wire loop being the handle in the present case.

The cobalt paper slips should be small enough so as not to reach

to the edges of the glass plates when held between them.

It is expeditious, after drying a paper, to insert it between the

plates of a clip, and so bring it to the leaf to be tested. If the

leaf be held horizontally, the clip may now be opened so that the

paper rests on the lower plate, and the clip may then be moved
forward till the leaf lies over the paper and between the plates.

On closing the clip the paper is brought into the desired position

on the under side of the leaf. A very little practice leads to facil-

ity in these operations. Only a single paper should usuall}^ be

applied with one clip. To place a paper on the normally upper

side of a leaf, the latter may be turned till this surface comes to
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lie below, or the paper may be laid upon the leaf surface, after

which the clip may be placed. The clips are sufficiently light so

that they may be left hanging on the leaves of most plants during

the interval of the test, but it is a simple matter to arrange sup-

ports for them.

A paper having been placed upon a leaf, the time required

for complete loss of blue color is carefully noted. It is well to

facihtate the deteriTiination of the endpoint by having previously

prepared a cUp with a piece of leaf of the kind to be tested, held

between two squares of hj^grometric paper. Thus are provided

color standards for both upper and lower foliar sui'faces, and the

bit of paper has, in each case, a margin or background of the same

nature as have those in the actual tests. Several parallel and

simultaneous tests are made and the results obtained are averaged

for each leaf surface. The results obtained from the two leaf

surfaces are averaged to give the index for the surface of the leaf

as a whole.

The water test must be made under the same temperature

conditions as the leaf tests, it being assured that the water of

the standard surface has been allowed time to assume the general

ah* temperature. Between tests, the standard surface should be

kept covered, to prevent evaporation with its consequent cooling.

A stop watch is almost essential for the water test and is conven-

ient for the leaf tests.

To illustrate the manner of manipulating the results an exam-

ple may be given. Let it be assumed that the water test gives an

average time period of 15 seconds and that the corresponding

average for the lower leaf surface of a certain plant is 300 seconds,

while that for a second plant is 600 seconds. It is clear that the

water-supplying power of the lower foliar surface of the first

plant is 15/300, or 0.05 of that of the air that lies against the paper

in the water test, while the lower sui'face of the leaves of the sec-

ond plant can give off water only one-half as rapidly, their tran-

spiring power being 0.025 of that of the standard surface. These

transpiring powers should be approximately the same as the rela-

tive transpiration ratios derived indirectly'. The indices of

transpirational retardation are, in the above example, 20 and
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40, respectively, referred to the air-paper surface of the water

test. They are directly proportional to the cobalt paper times.

It is obvious that all of the leaves of a plant cannot usually

be subjected to the paper test, but the commonly used method of

random sampling ma.y here be resorted to. A sufficient number
of tests may be carried out to give to the resulting average

an adequate accuracy. Of course it is impracticable to obtain

indices by this proceedure, from surfaces which are covered by
a water film or which bear water droplets, as occurs with the fall

of rain or the formation of dew. Under such conditions, however,

absolute transpiration must approach zero or become actually

negative through slight foliar absorption. This is a consideration

which makes it seem unnecessary to attempt the measurement of

the internal resistance to transpiration at such times. Hairy

leaves and those which are much wrinkled or folded introduce

difficulties also, since with such surfaces the effect of the external

air upon the hygrometric paper is not readily excluded.

When the transpiring power of a surface is very low, the time

required for complete disappearance of blue color in the test

paper may be shortened by using a thinner paper, or it is possible

to adopt a color standard from which all of the blue color has not

disappeared and to bring all test papers to this color rather than

to the complete response. Furthermore, the error in the observed

time of response, due to the momentary exposure of the dried

paper to the air, may assume considerable importance in a very

humid atmosphere. Nevertheless, the procedure above described

has been followed successfully at all hours of the day and night,

in a greenhouse, under the climatic conditions of a rainy summer
in JNIunich.

The details of the application of the cobalt chloride method to

the more difficultly manipulated plant surfaces and of its employ-

ment under otherwise adverse conditions, remain mainly to be

elaborated. Under most circumstances, however, the method

above described is very simple of operation and requires no com-

plicated or expensive apparatus. It is well suited to operations

in the field, furnishing a ready means for the comparison of upper

and lower, or younger and older, leaves of the same plant, or of
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the same leaf at different stages of its development, in respect

to the resistance offered to transpiration. Also, we have here a

method which should be very valuable in comparing the tran-

spirational retardation of the foliage of different plant forms,

whether growing in the same or in remote localities, a line of

investigation which has not heretofore been attempted and which

should do much to advance both ecology and agriculture. As

far as resistance to transpiration is concerned, it would seem that

we might now be able to give something of a much needed quanti-

tative turn to the description and classification of ecological forms.

The only cases so far met with in which the method just de-

scribed fails utterly are those of extremely xerophytic leaves,

upon which the hygrometric paper does not completely lose its

blue color. Such is true, for example, of the upper surface of the

older leaves of the tree tobacco, Nicotiana glauca Graham. Here

we have apparently to deal with a question, not of rate at all, but

of vapor pressure. It seems that the leaf surface in such cases

possesses a lower vapor pressure than does the hygrometric paper

at its critical point of color change. This whole matter still

awaits investigation.

EXPERIMENTATION

Although the method of standardized cobalt chloride paper may
be applied to other plant surfaces, the experimental data to be

presented in this section deal with foliage leaves only; foliar

transpiration is generally by far the most important form of water

loss, and "it has seemed best, in the beginning of studies of this

kind, to confine attention to foliar conditions. The following

experiments have been selected from a larger number, the aim of

this presentation being to bring out some of the uses of the stand-

ardized paper method, on the one hand, and to indicate, on the

other, some of the possible variations in foliar resistance to tran-

spiration.

The potted plants for these studies were grown without shelter,

in sheet metal cylinders, and, while not as large as others of

similar age in the open soil, they showed no evidence of being

otherwise unusual.
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In the presentation below, all of the original data will not be

given, selected samples being allowed to indicate the methods

of manipulation and calculation to which the original obser^'a-

tions have been subjected.

Experiment I. This series of observations brings out the abso-

lute values and the range of variation in transpirational retarda-

tion for a single species under the conditions of the experiment,

and also makes possible a direct comparison of results obtained

by means of the method of cobalt chloride paper with other results

derived through the relative transpiration ratio. The series was

carried out with potted plants Physalis angulata L. var. linkiana

Gray, a plant that occurs plentifully in the experiment grounds

of the Desert Laboratory, developing vigorously and producing

flowers and fruit in the season of the summer rains. The experi-

ment continued from 21 hours of July 25 to 12 hours of the fol-

lowing day. At 11 hours 35 minutes, the series was interrupted

by a heavy shower, which necessitated the removal of the plants

and instruments into the laboratory.

Two observations with cobalt chloride paper were made hourly,

for the upper and for the lower leaf surface, the water test (with

free water surface) being also made. Two plants were used, the

tests being made with leaves of medium age. Different leaves

were employed for consecutive hours. The plants were taken

into the laboratory for the paper test and returned to the open

as soon as this was completed.

Hourly readings of a white atmometer and of a brown radio-

atmometer,^—both instruments drawing water from burettes,—

•

were obtained, also hourly weighings of two sealed potted plants,

and the relative transpiration ratios were derived according to

the methods described in Publication 50 of the Carnegie Institu-

tion. The atmometers were both placed in the incUned position, to

make the angle of incidence of the sun's rays upon the cup approxi-

mately constant throughout the day. The instruments remained

in the open until 1 1 hours 30 minutes, the plants were taken into

' Livingston, B. E., A radio-atmometer for measuring light intensities. Plant

World, 14:96-99, 1911.

Idem. Light intensity and transpiration. Bot. Gaz., 62: 418-438, 1911.
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the laboratory for a few minutes at each weighing. The differ-

ent operations were always carried out in the same order, and

there occurs in this series but Uttle discrepancy between the

actual time at which any observation was taken and that which

would have been requisite to give an hourly rate. The errors

produced by slight variations in the length of the time periods

have been ignored in this experiment.

Table 1 presents samples of the original data from the paper

tests, for hours 21 and 7, and also shows the manner of manipu-

lating these data in the derivation of the indices of transpiring

power for the two leaf surfaces and for the leaf as a whole.

TABLE 1

21

Time required for paper response, seconds

:

Over water 13 18

[Test 1 600 480

Upper leaf surface Test 2 840 420

Average 720 450

[Test 1 2100 300

Lower leaf surface Test 2 3000 300

Average 2550 300

Index of transpiring power, ratio of water test

time to average leaf time:

Upper leaf surface 0.018 0.040

Lower leaf surface 0.005 0.060

Average index for whole leaf 0.012 0.050

In table 2 (columns 2, 5 and 8) are given the indices of tran-

spiring power for the two leaf surfaces, and the average indices

for the entire leaf surface, for each observation. To obtain the

average indices of transpiring power for each hour period, the

indices from each two consecutive observations have been aver-

aged, and the averages thus derived are also included in this

table (columns 3, 6 and 9). Furthermore, the values of the last-

named indices after reduction to a uniform basis for comparison

(the index for hour 1), are Ukewise included (columns 4, 7 and 10).

It is e\'ident at once from table 2 that the index of transpiring

power varies definitely with the different hours of the day, and
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that this is true for both leaf surfaces and for their averages,

which represent the whole leaf. While the indices were 0.018

for the upper and 0.005 for the lower leaf surface at the end of

hour 21, the former index increases to 0.081 at the end of hour 8

and the latter to 0.120 at the end of hour 12. The index of the

leaf as a whole, on the basis of the actual times of observation,

varies from 0.0115 (hour 21) to 0.0960 (hour 12). The order of

TABLE 2

Index of Transpiring Power, Phtsalis

UPPER LEAF SURFACE LOWER LEAF SURFACE ENTIRE LE.VF SURFACE

HOUR
At end
of hour

For preceding
hour

At end
of hour

For preceding
hour

At end
of hour

For preceding
hour

Actual

Relative

to

hour

1

Actual

a

t
"a

p: to

hour

1

Actual

|r
5 2

ly 25)

21 0 018 0 005 0 0115

22 . 0 021 0 0195 0 89 0 012 0 0085 0 65 0 0165 0 0140 0 80

23 0 024 0 0225 1 02 0 009 0 0105 0 81 0 0165 0 0165 0.94

24 0 023 0 0235 1 07 0 015 0 0120 0 92 0 0190 0 0178 1.02

Iv 26)

1

I
021 0 0220 1 00 0 Oil 0 0130 1 00 0 0160 0 0175 1.00

2 023 0 0220 1 00 0 018 0 0145 1 12 0 0205 0 0182 1.04

3 0 035 0 0290 1 32 0 020 0 0190 1 46 0 0275 0 0240 1 37

4 0 025 0 0300 1 36 0 025 0 0225 1 73 0 0250 0 0263 1 . 55

5 0 025 0 0250 1 14 0 063 0 0440 3 38 0 0440 0 0345 1.97

6 0 036 0 0305 1 39 0 070 0 0665 5 11 0 0530 0 0485 2.77

7 0 040 0 0380 1 73 0 060 0 06.50 5 00 0 0500 0 0515 2.94

8 0 081 0 0605 2 75 0 089 0 0745 5 73 0 0850 0 0675 3.86

9 0 067 0 0740 3 36 0 078 0 0835 6 42 0 0725 0 0788 4.50

10 0 062 0 0645 2 96 0 087 0 0825 6 34 0 0745 0 0735 4.20

11 0 072 0 0670 3 05 0 103 0 0950 7 31 0 0875 0 0810 4.63

12 0 072 0 0720 3 27 0 120 0 1115 8 58 0 09ro 0 0918 5.24

occurrence of the variations will be considered later, as will also

the range of the average condition for the hour period; attention

is best confined here to the degree of variation and its meaning.

It will be recalled that the index under consideration is, in each

case, the quotient obtained by dividing the time necessarj' for

the paper response in the water test by the corresponding time

required for this response on the leaf surface. Since the cobalt
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chloride paper gives its color response when a certain definite

amount of moisture has been absorbed, and since the moisture

absorbed in the leaf tests must necessarih^ emanate from the leaf,

it follows that we have, in the indices here presented, approxi-

mate measures of the possible rates of water exit from the leaves,

these measures being stated in terms of the possible rale of evapo-

ration, under the same conditions, from a water surface covered

by a millimeter of vapor and air blanket. Thus, when the index

of transpiring power of the lower leaf surface of our plant is

0.096, this means simply that, at the end of hour 12, 1000 area

units of the leaf surface in question could supply moisture to any

set of aerial surroundings at the same rate as would 96 area units

of a free water surface blanketed by a millimeter layer of air.

It is to be noted that the range of transpiring power is very

much greater for the lower than for the upper leaf surface; for

the former the range is from 0.005 to 0.120 or from unity to 24.0,

and for the latter it is from 0.018 to 0.081 or from unity to 4.5.

Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that the greater range of

variation of transpiring power exhibited by the lower leaf surface

is not entirely due to a higher maximum than that attained by
the upper surface, but also to a markedly lower minimum. At
the time of greatest retardation of water loss on both sides of

the leaf, the transpiring power of the upper surface is still 3.6

times as great as that of the lower. A discussion of the causes of

these differences would be premature at present and out of place

in this paper.

Table 3 presents the data of transpiration from the two plants,

those of evaporation for the two atmometers, and the relative

transpiration ratios derived for each plant as compared to each

instrument. Each series of data has been reduced to a compara-

ble series, with the datum for hour 1 as unity. That the actual

losses from which the reduced rates have been obtained may
readily be reverted to, the actual value for hour 1 is inserted in

the table, in parentheses, below the item 1.00 (for hour 1) in each

series. Thus it is possible to obtain the actual observed rate from

plant or instrument, for any given hour. The inserted atmometric
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data have been corrected to the Li\dngston standard for this

instrument.''

In table 3 the ratio of relative transpiration by the white atmom-
eter, which absorbs comparatively little heat from the sunshine,

varies from 0.91 to 6.11 (1.0 to 6.7) and from 1.00 to 5.8g, for the

two plants, respectively. By the brown instrument, which sums

the effect of sunshine together with that of the evaporating power

of the air, these variations are from 0.89 to 5.66 (1.0 to 6.4)

TABLE 3

Transpiration, Phtsalis

ABSOLUTE
evaporation

1
hour

Plant 1 Plant 2

Plant 1 Plant 2
White

atmometer
Brown

atmometerBy white
atmometer

By brown
atmometer

By white
atmometer

By brown
atmometer

22 1 11 1.47 0 91 0 89 1 20 1 18 1 22 1.25

23 1 U 0.94 1 66 1 82 1 40 1 54 0 67 0.61

24 1 03 1.15 1 07 1 06 1 20 1 19 0 96 0.97

1 1 00 1.00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1.00

(0 .35) (0.34) (2 03) (2.09)

2 1 25 1.24 1 47 1 51 1 46 1 49 0 85 0.83

3 1 03 1.85 2 15 2 64 1 77 2 18 0 48 0.39

4 0 78 1.03 3 54 3 12 4 68 4 12 0 22 0.25

5 0 97 1.12 2 62 2 94 3 03 3 39 0 37 0.33

6 2 97 3.59 3 81 2 88 4 60 3 49 0 78 1.03

7 5 83 7.14 3 94 3 04 4 82 3 72 1 48 1.92

8 7 03 6.76 6 11 4 95 5 88 4 76 1 15 1.42

9 8 39 8.79 5 38 4 37 5 64 4 58 1 56 1.92

10 8 61 8.29 4 39 3 60 4 23 3 47 1 96 2.39

11 11 88 10.59 4 72 4 03 4 21 3 59 2 52 2.95

12 5 66 3.06 5 44 5 66 2 94 3 06 1 04 1.00

and from 1.00 to 4.76. The average range of the ratio, by the

white atmometer, for the two plants, is 1.0 to 6.3, and the average

range of the ratio by the brown instrument is 1.0 to 5.6. It is

to be remembered that these ratios represent average conditions

for the hour, and, consequently, to compare the ranges just given

with those of the index obtained from the paper test, it is neces-

sary to use for the latter hkewise, the range of the average con-

' Livingston, B. E., Operation of the porous cup atmometer. Plant World 13:

111-118, 1910.
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dition for the hour. From table 2 it is found that this range

is 0.80 to 5.24, or 1.0 to 6.6. The different values obtained for

the range of transpiring power in the plants of experiment I,

may be summarized as follows:

Range of relative lrunspiratio7i ratio for Physalis

By white atmometer

Plant 1 1 to 6.7

Plant 2 1 to 5.9

Average 1 to* 6.

3

By brown atmometer

Plant 1 1 to 6.4

Plant 2 1 to 4.8

.\verage 1 to 5.6

Range of index of transpiring power

By paper test 1 to 6.6

It is evident that the result arrived at by means of the cobalt

chloride paper is in very satisfactory agreement with those derived

by the indirect methods.

To compare the different series, in regard to the manner of

occurrence of the variations which they indicate, graphs have

been prepared for each series. The two graphs of relative tran-

spiration for one plant are so nearly identical with those for the

other, that the graphs for plant 1 alone are given here.

Figure 1 presents the graphs of the relative transpiration of

plant 1, by the white and by the brown instrument, the graph of

the transpiring power of the leaves as a whole (by hygrometric

paper), that of absolute transpiration of plant 1 and that of evap-

oration from each of the two atmometers. All of the graphs are

comparable throughout, being constructed to pass through a

common point at hour 1. The abscissae represent hourly inter-

vals and the ordinates are taken directly from tables 1 and 2.

Dawn occurred this day at about 3 hours 30 minutes, sunrise

at 6 hours. The forenoon was partly cloudy, as is clearly shown

by the behavior of the atmometers. There was very little wind

THE PL.VNT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. 1, JANUARY, 1913
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at any time, excepting for a few minutes about 11 hours 25 min-

utes, when the approach of the storm already mentioned was
accompanied by several strong gusts. With the coming of rain,

at 11 hours 35 minutes, the instruments and plants were taken

into the laboratory.

The general agreement of the three graphs bearing upon tran-

spiring power is such that if all three were smoothed so as to elimi-

nate irregularities in the lines, all would be in very satisfactory

agreement. As should be expected, the relative transpiration

graph by the white atmometer is uniformly higher than that by the

brown instrument during the hours of sunshine, the absorption

of radiant energy causing the rate of water loss from the brown

cup to exceed the rate from the white one. Since sunshine

must alwaj's accelerate transpiration, because of the absorption of

some radiant energy by the leaves, the brown instrument is

theoretically better suited to the determination of transpiring

power and its variations than is the white,^" and in this connection

it is clear that the graph from the dark instrument is more nearly

in agreement with that from the paper test than is the other. That

the relative transpiration graphs exhibit marked accelerations

and retardations that are only slightlj^, or not at all, indicated

by the graph from the direct method seems to be explained by the

supposition that the atmometers are much more sensitive to

changes in the siu-rounding conditions than are the plants. There

is available, from other sources, much evidence in favor of this

supposition, but the time for detailed discussions of these minor

questions has not yet arrived.

Experiment II. This is a series of observations similar to that

of experiment I, carried out with the same purposes in view. The
plants used were small specimens of Datura stramonium L. Two
series of hourly weighings, for the absolute transpiration rates,

were carried out, also the white atmometer and the brown radio-

atmometer were operated with hourly readings. The cobalt

chloride test was apphed hourly to the upper and lower surfaces

of leaves of medium age, four plants being used, two at each deter-

" Livingston, B. E. Light intensitj' and transpiration. Loc. cit.
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Fig. 1
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niination. No two consecutive determinations weremade upon the

same plant. From four to eight tests were made in each case,

the results being averaged for each of the two leaf surfaces. The
water test was carried out hourly, in a similar way, and the results

averaged. The time required for the color response of the

hygrometric paper over the standard water surface varied from

18 sec. (hours 11 to 13) to 27 seconds (hours 1 to 4). The
experiment began at 11 hours, September 2, 1911, and ended at

14 hours, the day following. The day was almost entirely clear,

with very few light clouds.. Dawn occurred about 4 hours and

sunrise about 5 hours.

Table 4 presents the indices of transpiring power for the upper

and lower foliar surfaces, for the end of each indicated hour, as

well as for the hour period preceding, these indices being derived

quite as in experiment I. The table also includes the averages of

the upper and lower indices for the hour periods, these averages

being taken to represent the condition of the entire leaf surface

as to its transpiring power. They are, therefore, more or less

comparable to the corresponding relative transpiration ratios.

The three different series are also given in the reduced form, the

reduction being so made in this instance as to relate each index

to the lowest one of the series as unity. It will be noticed that

this method does not necessarily bring unity in the reduced series

to the same hour, as does the method resorted to in experiment I.

The numbers have all been rounded off with the third place of

decimals for the primary series and with the first place for the

final reduced series in each case. The rounding off was not per-

formed, however, until after the various necessary operations

had been accomplished; the accuracy of our figures is far greater

than is requisite in such studies as this. The data for the entire

leaf surface at the ends of the hours have been omitted from this

table
;
they are readily to be obtained by averaging the correspond-

ing numbers in columns 2 and 5. The items of column 8 have

been derived by averaging the corresponding ones of column 3

and 6.

In general character, the data of table 4 agree with those of

table 2. Here, as in the former experiment, the range of tran-
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TABLE 4

Index of Transpirino Power, Datura

HOUR

UPPER LEAF SURFACE LOWER LEAF SUB FACE

ecedlng
)ur

ENTIRE LEAF
SURFACE FOR
PRECEDING
HOUR

At 6iid of
hour

For preceding
hour

At end of
hour

For pr
he

Actual Relative to
hour

22

Actual Relative to
hour

24

Actual Relative to
hour

24

(September 2)

11 0.298 0.219

12 0.284 0.291 11.2 0.460 0.340 21.9 0.315 14.8

13 0.287 0.286 11.0 0.429 0.445 28.7 0.365 17.1

14 0.252 0.270 10.4 0.440 0.435 28.0 0.352 16.5

15 0.338 0,295 11.4 0.466 0.453 29.2 0.374 17.6

16 0.233 0.286 11.0 0.415 0.441 28.4 0.363 17.0

17 0.186 0.210 8.1 0.295 0.355 22.9 0.282 13.2

18 0.097 0.142 5.4 0.140 0.218 14.0 0.180 8.4

19 0.050 0.074 2.8 0.065 0.103 6.6 0.088 4.1

20 0.026 0.038 1..5 0.022 0.044 2.8 0 041 1.9

21 0.026 0.026 1.0 0.031 0.027 1.7 0.026 1.2

22 0.026 T ni. . \j 0.021 1 7 1 9

23 0.027 0.027 1.0 0.017 0.019 1.2 0.023 1.1

24 0.027 0.027 1.0 0.014 0.016 1.0 0.021 1.0

(September 3)

1 0.030 0.029 1.1 0.017 0.016 1.0 0.022 1.0

2 0.030 1.1 U . Ui / 0.017 1.1 0.023 1.1

3 0.033 0.031 1.2 0.024 0.021 1.3 0.026 1.2

4 0.038 0.036 1.4 0.040 0.032 2.1 0.034 1.6

5 0.102 0.070 2.7 0.124 0.085 5.5 0.078 3.6

6 0.118 0.110 4.7 0.145 0.135 8.7 0.122 5.7

7 0.143 0.131 5.6 0.178 0.162 10.4 0.146 6.9

8 0.143 0.143 6.0 0.159 0.169 10.9 0.156 7.3

9 0.152 0.147 6.0 0.171 0.165 10.7 0.156 7.3

10 0.200 0.176 7.1 0.212 0.192 12.4 0.1841 8.6

11 0.222 0.211 7.5 0.353 0.283 18.2 0.247 11.6

12 0.243 0.253 10.3 0.413 0.383, 18.3 0.268 12.5

13 0.293 0.268 10.3 0.394 0.404 26.0 0.336 15.8

14 0.240 0.267 10.2 0.369 0.382 24.6 0.324 15.2

spiring power indicated by our indices is very much greater for

the lower than for the upper leaf surface; for the former the

range is from 0.014 (24 hours) to 0.466 (15 hours), or from unity

to 33.1; for the latter surface it is from 0.026 (24 to 22 hours) to

0.298 (11 hours), or from unity to 11.5. It is again apparent

that the minimum index for the lower surface (0.014) is much
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lower than that of the upper (0.026). When water loss is most

retarded in both cases, the transpiring power of the upper foUar

surface of Datura is about 1.9 times as great as that of the lower.

This point may be emphasized in another way by noting that,

from 22 hours of the first day to 3 hours of the second, the tran-

spiring power of the upper leaf surface exceeds that of the lower

surface in actual magnitude, while the converse holds for the

daylight hours. The diurnal march of the indices will be con-

sidered below.

In table 5 are given the ratios of relative transpiration, derived

from the absolute losses of the two plants of Datura and from those

of the two atmometers. The average ratios with reference to

each instrument are also given. All have been reduced to a

basis of the datum of hour 8 as unity, this datum representing

the lowest value in each series. Since there was considerable

variation in the actual time periods of this experiment, all losses

were first computed to hourly rates for hourly periods, and it is

from these corrected rates that the data of the table have been

derived.

The ranges of variation of the ratios of relative transpiration,

as given in table 5, are to be compared with the range of variation

of the indices of transpiring power derived from the hygrometric

tests. This comparison may best be accomplished by the follow-

ing summary:

Range of ratio of relative transpiration for Datura

By white atmometer

Plant 1

Plant 2,

Average,

1 to 11.5

1 to 18.7

1 to 14.1

By brown atmometer

Plant 1

Plant 2.

Average

1 to 9.2

1 to 15.8

1 to 12.5

Range of index of transpiring power

By hygrometric test 1 to 17,6
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It becomes at once clear that the ranges of the ratios of relative

transpiration for plant 2 are in satisfactory agreement with that

of the index. The latter range is about 6 per cent smaller than

that of the relative transpii-ation ratio by the white instrument,

and about 11 per cent greater than that of the ratio by the brown

TABLE 5

HOUR

Ratios op Relative Transpikation, Datura

BY WHITE ATMOMETER BY BROWN .VTMOMETER

Datura 1 Datura 2 Average Datura 1 Datura 2 Average

(September 2)

13 Q X 18 7 14.1 7 8 15.7 118X X . o

14 o . o 11 .9 6.8 12.8 Q 8

15 in 1 17 9X f . ^ 13 .7 9 2 15.8 19

16 7i . o in 8 9.

1

fi 4U .
'± 9.6 8 n

17 7 9 Q n 8.1 6.5 8 1O . X 7 3

18 "i fiO . D T n ^ . o O . *J 4 9 A 9

19 1.7 2.1 1.9 1.7 2.2 2.0

20 1.0 10 1.0 1.0 1.0 10
21 2.1 2.2 2.2 2 3 2.5 2.4

99 2.6 3.0 2.8 2.9 3 3 3.1

23 2.2 3.0 2.6 2.0 2.9 2 5

24 1.5 2.2 1.9 1.6 2.4 2.0

(September 3)

1 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.2 3 3 3 3

2 5.0 4.0 4.5 4 5 3.7 4.1

3 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.3

4 4.8 6.4 5.6 2.3 3.1 2.7

5 4.9 4.0 4.5 4.5 3.6 4.1

6 5.7 7.2 6.5 8.5 10.8 9.7

7 9.1 11.3 10.2 6.5 8.2 7.4

8 9.6 8.0 . 8.8 7.0 5.8 6.4

9 10.4 8.0 9.2 8.2 6.4 7.3

10 11.3 11.1 11.2 9 0 9 0 9 0

11 10.0 6.0 8.0 8.4 5.2 6.8

12 11.5 5.0 8.3 9.1 4 0 6 6

13 11.2 4.8 8.0 9.1 4 0 6.6

14- 9.4 4.0 6.7 7.8 3 4 5.6

instrument. For the other plant the ranges are not in satisfactory

agreement, a state of affairs which is of course transmitted to the

averages for the two plants. It must be borne in mind that the

same plants were not used for the cobalt chloride tests and for

the transpiration determinations, and 'that it is possible that
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special conditions may have been operative on one plant and not

upon another.

Figure 2 presents the graphs for the three series of indices

(table 4, column 4, 7 and 9) and for the two series of average

relative transpiration ratios (table 5, columns 4 and 7). Figure

3 repeats the graph representing the indices for the entire leaf

surface, and also shows the graphs for the four series of relative

transpiration ratios for the individual plants.

Inspection of the graphs brings out the fact that there is a

much greater uniformity and consistency in the march of the

index of transpiring power derived from the standardized hygro-

metric paper than is found in the march of the ratio of relative

transpiration. W'Mle the minor irregularities in the ratio graphs

may safely be related to non-uniformities in the fluctuation of the

surrounding conditions of the weighed plants and of the instru-

ments, the more pronounced discrepancies between the results of

the two methods with which we are dealing must have some other

explanation. Perhaps the most striking of these greater dis-

crepancies lies in the fact that, while the index remains low and

almost constant throughout the night hours, the ratio shows an

unmistakable tendency to increase in value after the early attain-

ment of its minimum. No explanation of this condition can now
be offered.

Another striking discrepancy between the graphs of the ratio,

on the one hand, and of the index, on the other, manifests itself

in the early fall of the values of the ratio in the case of plant 2.

This appears probably to be related to incipient drjdng,^^ which

may have occurred in plant 2 while it had not yet been sensibly

induced either in plant 1 or in the plants used in the hygrometric

tests.

It is also remarkable that the relative transpiration ratio of

plant 1, by either atmometer, presents a much flatter graph than

that exhibited by the hygrometric index of transpiring power.

In spite of discrepancies, however, the conclusion is forced upon

us that the results obtained by means of the two methods are

11 Livingston and Brown. Loc. cii.

I/ivingston, B. E., Incipient drying in plants. Science N. S., 35 : 394-395, 1912.
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much more in agreement than they are in disagreement, and

the student of such series of observations as have been presented

above finds himself unable logically to ascribe greater reUability

to either of the two methods. Of course neither is to be consid-

ered as quantitatively accurate, yet in the present state of our

knowledge of the dynamics of plant transpiration, it is clear

that both methods promise to be of great value for the future

development of physiology and physiological ecology.

Experivient III. In this experiment is considered merely the

comparison of the indices of transpiring power for two widely

different forms at the same time. At 10 hours 30 minutes Sep-

tember 17, 1911, potted plants of Zea mats L. (about 40 cm. in

height) and of Martynia louisiana Mill, (about 6 leaves each),

which had been grown in the open at the Desert Laboratory,

were subjected to the cobalt chloride test. The average time

periods required for the color change (4 to 6 tests in each case) are

summarized below, together with the indices of transpiring power

derived therefrom.

LEAF SURFACE TIME INDEX

upper
seconds

40 0.68

Martynia lower 36 0.76

entire 0.72 (average)

upper 430 0.064

Zea lower 446 0.061

entire 0.063 (average)

Water test (free surface) 27

It thus appears that in both plants the transpiring powers of the

two foUar surfaces are about the same, but that the index for

Martynia is over ten times that for Zea. It is also worthy of

note that, according to these figures, the transpiring power of

Martynia leaves should be about 72 per cent as great as the water-

supplying power of our standard water surface.

Experiment IV. These tests bring out the difference between

the indices for different leaves of the same plant, at the same time.

Potted plants of Phaseolus vulgaris L. (the Mexican bean) were
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used, each of which had a pair of very large primary leaves and
two or three leaves of the secondary form. It will be recalled

that the primary leaves of this plant are simple and that the others

have three leaflets. The average test times (for four tests in

each case), at 16 hours 30 minutes, September 9, 1911, are given

below, as well as the derived indices of transpiring power.

Phaseolus vulgaris

LEAF SURFACE TIME INDEX

seconds

f
upper 965 0.031

Large primary leaves '

|

lower 278 0.108

entire 0.070 (average)

upper 570 0.053

Smaller secondary leaves

|

lower 268 0.112

entire 0.083 (average)

Water test (free surface) 30

The lower surfaces of the two sorts of leaves have about the

same index, but the upper surface of the younger form is appar-

ently characterized by a transpiring power about 70 per cent

greater than that of the same surface of the primary leaves. It

is also to be noted that the difference between the indices for

the two leaf surfaces is greater in the case of the primary leaves

than in the others.

Experiment V. This and the experiments to follow were per-

formed in the early autumn of 1912, with the assistance of Mr.

E. M. Harvey. The saturated paper standard was used. Exper-

iment V illustrates the differences in transpiring power, between

upper and lower leaf surfaces by day and night, for plants of

Ruellia tuherosa var. occidentalis A. Gray, growing in the open

ground near the Desert Laboratory, but partially shaded by

Acacia and Prosopis. The plants were rather mature at the time

of testing (September 12, 1912), having practically ceased flower-

ing. The tests represent hours 16 and 23/

The results are summarized on following page.
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Ruellia tuberosa var. occidenlalis

TIME INDEX

teconds

upper leaf surface 949 0.020

Hour 16

1

lower leaf surface 145 0 124

water test, saturated paper 18

upper leaf surface 958 0.038

Hour 23

1

lower leaf surface 1101 0.033

water test, saturated paper 36

While the index of transpiring power at the dayhght observa-

tion is about six times as great for the lower leaf surface as for

the upper, the two leaf surfaces exhibit practically no difference

in transpiring power at the time of the night observation. At the

same time it is to be noted that this alteration is not entirely pro-

duced by change in the lower surface; the upper surface reveals

a much higher index at night than in the day. The average index,

representing the entire leaf surface, has a magnitude about twice

as great for the daylight observation as for that in the night.

Experiment VI. A flowering plant of Nicotiana trigonophylla

Dunal., in the open ground and unshaded, near the streamway

of the Canada del Oro, north of Tucson, was tested during

the 12th hour, September 1, 1912. The summary of results is

given below.

Nicotiana trigonophylla

LEAF SURFACE TIME INDEX

seconds

Upper 270 0.052

Lower 149 0.094

Entire 0.073 (average)

Water test (saturated paper) 14

In this case the upper leaf surface appears capable of suppljdng

water to the surroundings at a rate only about one-half as great

as that for the lower surface.

Experiment VII. Leaves of the grass Andropogon halapense

Brot. (Johnson grass) were tested during the fourth hour, August

31, 1912. The plant was growing in the experimental grounds of

the Desert Laborator3^ The results follow.
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Andropogon halapense

LEAP SURFACE TIME INDEX

seconds

Upper 234 0.043

Lower 33 0.303

Entire 0.173 (average)

Water test (saturated paper) 10

Here the index for the lower fohar surface is nearly eight times

as great as for the upper.

Experiment VIII. In the open oak forest above Oracle (about

64 kilometers or 40 miles northeast of Tucson, altitude 1372

m., or 4500 feet) the foliar transpiring power of the two forms

Rhus aromatica var. mollis (Gray) Ashe and Ardostaphylos pun-

gens H. B. K. was determined during the twelfth hour, September

8, 1912; The two shrubs were growing within a few meters of

each other. The first named is characterized by gray bark,

hairy shoots, and rather large, thin, lobed leaves of a strikingly

mesophytic aspect; the other is one of the characteristic man-
zanitas with brownish red bark, smooth shoots and smaller, much
thicker, entire leaves of strikingly xerophytic aspect. The results

of the tests follow.

Rhus aromatica var. mollis

LEAF 8UBFACE TIME INDEX

seconds

Upper Not determined

Lower 85 0.160

Water test (saturated paper) 14

Ardostaphylos pungens

Upper 692 0.020

Lower 139 0.098

Entire 0.059 (average)

Water test (saturated paper) 14

The hygrometric paper failed to lose all its blue color on the

upper surface of the leaves of the apparently mesophytic form,

and consequently an index of transpiring power cannot be obtained

for this surface by the present method. It is clear, however.
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that the lower leaf surface of this same plant possessed a much
greater transpiring power at the time of observation than did the

lower leaf surface of the xerophytic form. The lower foliar sur-

face of the latter plant exhibits transpiring power about five times

as great as that of the upper surface of the same leaves.

Experiment IX. On September 8, 1912, tests of the foliar

transpiring power of Sphaeralcea pedata Torr. were made above

Oracle, and on the following da}" the same tests were applied to

sensibly similar plants at the Desert Laboratory. The plants

were vigorous and in bloom in both cases and were of about the

same size. The leaves were apparently alike at both localities,

large, thin and practicalh' without hairs, these tests being per-

TABLE 6

Sphaeralcea pedata

LEAF SURFACE
TIME

IXDEX OP TBANSPIKING POWER

RELATIVE ORACLE,^ INDEX AS UNITY

Oracle Des. Lab. Oracle Des. Lab. Des. Lab.

seconds seconds

Upper 36 44 0.378 0.289 0.76

Lower 29 42 0.469 0.302 0.64

Entire 0.424 0.296 0.70

Water test (saturated paper 13

formed at the end of the summer rainy season, i- The results of

the two tests are presented in table 6, which explains itself. In

both cases, the data apply to hour 13.

It is clear that the indices of transpiring power are lower for

the Oracle plants than for those at the Desert Laboratory. The
average index for the two leaf surfaces is 30 per cent lower for

*

the plants at the higher station than for those at the lower. This

is obviously due to a greater difference (36 per cent) between

the indices for the lower surface and a smaller one (24 per cent)

'2 In the dry season the leaves of this species are markedly different from those

produced with low evaporation rates; in Maj' and June the plants are characterized

hy small, thick, denseh- hairj- leaves. In this connection see the following paper:

Livingston, B. E., Evaporation as a climatic factor influencing vegetation. Horti-

cultural Society of New York. ]\Iemoirs 2 : 43-54, 1910.
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between those for the upper surface. In spite of pronounced

differences in appearance, the two leaf surfaces at the lower sta-

tion possessed almost identical indices of transpiring power. At
the upper station these two indices differ widely.

CONCLUSIONS

As has already been pointed out, the method of the hj-gro-

metric paper tests promises to be of value in the determination of

the diurnal fluctuations 'in the transpiring power of many plant

surfaces, and appears to furnish at least a possible and practicable

alternative to the method of the relative transpiration ratio. In

this particular the new method is available in purely scientific

studies, whereby the causal relations between external and inter-

nal conditions are to be estabhshed and fundamental principles

are to be sought.

Also the new method puts it in the power of the student approx-

imately to measure and compare the internal conditions of differ-

ent plants, or of the same plant at different times, in regard to

one very important feature of the exceedingly complex water

relation. In certain respects the criterion of transpiring power

should be at least as valuable in plant comparisons as are those of

color, form, size, etc., upon which the descriptive botany of the

past has almost wholly relied. Here appears to be a simple

means by which to compare certain physiological possibilities

of different indi\'iduals or forms.

One of the main points in regard to which the method of the

standardized hygrometric paper is to be regarded as a forward

step, lies in the fact that it makes possible the study of the relative

transpiring power in the case of plants growing in the open soil.

That the results are confessedly only roughly approximate and

that the method itself is somewhat tedious in apphcation, are

not facts of primary importance when it is remembered that the

relative transpiration ratios, always derived from potted plants

or cut portions of plants, have heretofore furnished our only

satisfactory means for acquiring quantitative knowledge of the

power of plant surfaces to supply water to the aerial surroundings.

Turning now to the results of the series of selected experiments

which precedes the present section, we note that the transpiring
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power of the leaves of Physalis and of Datura (experiments I

and II), grown in pots as already described, exhibits a diurnal

march or fluctuation, from a low value in the night hours to a

much higher one in the day. A similar condition of affairs is

suggested in the case of the two observations upon Ruellia (experi-

ment V). Furthermore, the diurnal fluctuation in foliar tran-

spiring power of the three forms just mentioned is the resultant

of very different fluctuations in the separate transpiring powers

of the two leaf surfaces. Variations in this feature are not at all

the same for the two leaf surfaces as for the leaf as a whole; the

two surfaces may alter in this respect either more or less rapidly

than does the entire leaf surface, or one of them may actually vary

in the opposite direction. WTiile there is evidence that stomatal

distribution and movements may account for these fluctuations

in many cases, there is evidence also that some other condition is

frequently of prime importance. There appears no logical ground

for doubting that the phenomenon recently called incipient drying

hy Livingston and Brown (loc. cit.) plays an important role in

the determination of the fluctuations here considered, but the

time is not ripe for a thorough treatment of this problem.

As to the actual magnitudes of the indices of foliar transpiring

power given in the present paper, it will be instructive to sum-

marize these in table 7. The data are rounded off with the third

place of decimals. The indices corresponding to the minimum
and maximum transpiring powers of the entire leaf surface are

given for the first two plants. The lowest index in the table is

the indeterminate one for the upper leaf surface of Rhus aromatica

var. mollis, and the lowest determinate one is 0.009, for the lower

surface of Physalis at 22 hours. Following the indices for the

separate leaf surfaces are placed numbers in parentheses, these

numbers indicating the order of magnitude of the index, in the

series given in the table. The indices for the entire leaf surface

are not considered in this numbered series.

WTiile there are a number of cases in which the two indices for

a given observation occur in the same region of the numbered
series, e.g., Martynia (28, 29), Zea (13, 12), Sphaeralcea, Oracle

(25, 27), etc., yet there are also cases wherein the two simultane-

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. 1, JANUARY, 1913
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ous indices are very widely separated in the numbered series,

e.g., Ruellia (4, 19), Sorghum (8, 24), Rhus (1, 20), etc.

The total range of the series of indices is surprisingly great,

from 0.009, and below, to 0.760. One leaf surface could supply

moisture to the air over seven-tenths as fast as a water surface

blanketed by a millimeter of air and another could supply it only

nine-thousandths as rapidly as this water surface.

The data here given are to be regarded merely as a series of

more or less representative samples of the indices of transpiring

TABLE 7

INDEX OF TRANSPIRING POWER
PLANT TIME AND PLACE OF OBSERVATION

Upper leaf Lower leaf Entire leaf

surface surface surface

22 hrs.. July 25, 1911, Tucson 0 .020 (4) 0.009 (2) 0.014

12 hrs., July 26, 1911, Tucson 0.072 (14) 0.112 (18) 0.092

Datura 24 hrs., Sept. 3, 1911, Tucson 0.027 (5) 0.016 (3) 0.021

15 hrs., Sept. 2, 1911, Tucson 0.295 (22) 0.453 (26) 0.374

Martynia 11 hrs., Sept. 17, 1911, Tucson 0.680 (28) 0.760 (29) 0.720

Zea 11 hrs., Sept. 17, 1911, Tucson 0.064 (13) 0 061 (12) 0.063

Phaseolus, pri-

mary leaves. . . 17 hrs., Sept. 9, 1911, Tucson 0.031 (6) 0.108 (17) 0.070

Secondary leaves 17 hrs., Sept. 9, 1911, Tucson 0 .0.53 (11) 0.112 (18) 0.083

Ruellia 23 hrs.
,
Sept. 12, 1912, Tucson 0.038 (8) 0.033 (7) 0.036

16 hrs., Sept. 12, 1912, Tucson 0.020 (4) 0.124 (19) 0.072

Nicotiana 12 hrs., Sept. 1, 1912, between

Tucson and Oracle 0.052 (10) 0.094 (15) 0.073

Sorghum 4 hrs., Aug. 31, 1912, Tucson 0.043 (8) 0 .303 (24) 0.173

Rhus 12 hrs., Sept. 8, 1912, Oracle (Indeterm.

very low) (1): 0.160 (20)

Arctostaphylos. .

.

12 hrs., Sept. 8, 1912, Oracle 0.020 (4) 0.098 (16) 0.059

Sphaeralcea 13 hrs., Sept. 8, 1912, Oracle 0.378 (25) 0.469 (27) 0.424

13 hrs., Sept. 9, 1912, Tucson 0.289 (21) 0.302 (23) 0.296

power which occur in the plant kingdom. Many more tests

will have to be carried out before reliable generalizations may be

attempted, but it seems clear that we have before us evidence

enough to warrant the further prosecution of this line of inquir5^

Students of ecology have devoted many hundreds of pages

to attempts toward a classification of plants on the basis of their

water relations, using as criteria almost wholly the more or less

superficial appearance, on the one hand, of the habitats in which
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the various forms naturally occur, and, on the other, the appear-

ance of the plant itself (including of course its internal as well as

its peripheral structures and characters). That the character of

its place of occurrence cannot satisfactorily be used in the defini-

tion of a natural object—whether this be an element, a mineral

or an organism—^is a principle which gains in prominence with the

advance of every branch of science, and it appears that the growth

of plant ecology may soon lead to the dynamic or physiological

study of the organism, as offering the only really useful criteria

for ecological classification. In so far as the attempted classifica-

tion is to be based on the water relation (and all far-reaching

attempts toward such classification have been so based, e.g.,

those of Warming, Schimper and others), it appears that there are

just three features of the plant that need to be involved in an

adequate ecological description. These three features are (1) the

power of the plant to absorb water from its surroundings, (2) its

power to distribute absorbed water within its body and (3) its

power to prevent the loss of water to its surroundings; all other

features are negligible in a classification based upon the water

relation. 1^ We are still very far from the possession of any well-

tried means for studying the first two features just mentioned,

but the method of relative transpiration and that of the index

of transpiring power do seem to furnish a means at least tempora-

rily adequate for the study of our third feature, and this is the

main point with which this paper has had to deal. A statement

of the limits of variation of the index of transpiring power of a

given plant should be much more satisfactory than its mere refer-

ence to an ill-defined category such as that of xerophytes, etc.

It may be suggested finally that the conception of transpiring

power (or its reciprocal, resistance to water loss by transpiration),

together with the somewhat widely applicable method of hygro-

metric tests, should prove of great practical value to students of

agriculture. We should now be able to distinguish, physiologi-

cally and quantitatively, in so far as their aerial water relation is

concerned, between different varieties of cultivated plants.

For an outline of the main features of the water relations of plants, see: Liv-

ingston, B. E., A schematic representation of the water relations of plants. Plant

World, 15: 214-18, 1912.



A NOTE ON A CHAPARRAL-FOREST RELATION AT
CARMEL, CALIFORNLA.

W. A. CANNON
The Desert Laboratory, Tucson, Arizona

In the vicinity of the Carmel, CaUfornia, branch of the Desert

Laboratory there are many land and sea plants which are of

much interest, not only in or of themselves, but, also, in the rela-

tionship which they often hold to each other. The present note

refers to certain features in the relations between chaparral and

forest which came to my attention recently.

On the Monterey peninsula, which lies between Monterey bay

and Carmel l^ay, and in the vicinity of Carmel, as well as in the

town itself, the most important formations of the larger land

plants are forest and chaparral. The forest is composed almost

entirely of Pinus radiata and Quercus agrifolia, with the former

dominating. There are also Monterey cypress (Cupressus macro-

carpa), Cupressus goveniana, Pinus muricata, Quercus wislizenii,

Quercus agrifolia, and other oaks, but all of these are of restricted

range, or occur in small numbers. The relation of the oaks to

the pines is a peculiar one and will not be touched on here.

The chaparral may be found in the Carmel region ranging from

100 feet to 2000 feet, and may reach within one-half mile, or so,

of the sea. At the higher altitude it occurs free of forest trees,

and there one finds such shrubs as Garrya, Ceanothus, Vaccinium,

Castoniopsis, Adenostoma, Arctosiophylos and others. At the

lower altitudes, however, the chaparral may not be free from

forest intrusion. This is the condition at Carmel where the

Monterey pine (P. radiata) and Eucina oak {Quercus agrifolia)

especially invade the chaparral, forming an open forest with the

pine dominating. There are no apparent differences in the sub-

aerial portions of such pines as develop in chaparral and such

as grow free from chaparral, but it is possible, from what will

36
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be given presently, that the root-systems of pines of the two

habitats show some variation.

In the course of changes which have accompanied the estab-

Ushment and subsequent growth of the town of Carmel several

instances have been noted where the chaparral has been removed,

leaving the pines and oaks otherwise undisturbed. In such cases

the clearing off of the chaparral has been followed, after a lapse

of two years, more or less, by the death of the pines.

In considering the possible causes which bring about the death

of the pines it would be noted that the species has at least two

insect enemies, one of which is a serious menace. There is a

fly which attacks the leaf buds in early spring with the result

that subsequent leaf development is abnormal, ' and a beetle,

which penetrates the bole to the cambium, often girdling the tree

and interfering with the movements of sap and sometimes caus-

ing death. In the present case, however, neither of these causes

need be considered as contributing in a material way to the result

noted above. The probable conditions, leading to the death of

the pines, are as follows. These are in part climatic and in part

accidental, being related to environmental changes induced by
the presence of the chaparral during the development of the

pine and by the subsequent removal of the chaparral.

The main features of the climate of Carmel, so far as they

touch the present topic, have to do with the amount and the

character of the rainfall. Precipitation occurs in the winter

months mainly, the summer months being without rain. The
average rainfall is over 18 inches. Fog serves to ameliorate the

summer dryness along the coast, which, however, is fairly arid.

Among other results the long dry period brings about the drjang

out of the soil to such a degree, especially away from the fog

belt, that most annuals are dormant.

The chaparral is sufficiently dense to completely cover the

ground and affords a certain and large degree of protection

against excessive drying out. The protection thus given to the

ground, by which a disastrous desiccation is prevented, disap-

1 Cannon, W. A.: The gall of the Monterey pine. Am. Nat. 34: 801-810, 1900.

Peirce, G. J.: Notes on the Monterey pine. Bot. Gaz. 37 : 448-i55, 1904.
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pears with the complete and sudden removal of the chaparral.

This is shown by the disappearance of much of what herbaceous

growth is characteristic of this formation with its destruction,

and, as we have seen, by the death of the pines, under conditions

to be given directly.

The roots of the Monterey pines, so far as has been observed,

are in part very shallowly placed. Long and large roots of

mature plants lie close to the surface of the ground and are often

in part uncovered by the rains. In old trees these roots serve

in part for mechanical support, but the absorbing roots are also

in part superficially placed. The laterals of the young pines

extend outwards from the main axis for a comparatively longdis-

tance and lie mainly within 6 inches of the surface. The roots

are so well developed that the transplanting of trees grown in

nature is difficult except in the very young specimens. From
observations made on the roots of the species, therefore, it ap-

pears that changes in the water relations of the upper soil layers

may be of importance in the survival of the individual. This

conclusion is of especial significance when the long summers' rain-

less character of the climate is taken into account.

The leading events which bring about the death of mature

pines, therefore, under conditions given above, may be briefly

given. The chaparral affords a protection to the soil against

excessive drying out in summer. The root-systems of pines

which invade the chaparral adapt themselves in position to this,

and when the chaparral is removed, the more arid soil in which

the roots find themselves does not yield adequate water supply.

Starvation is the ultimate result. Support is given this hypoth-

esis in the springing up and thriving of the younger pine genera-

ation, after the cutting of the chaparral.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

A Biological Text.—The task of covering the field of Biology has

been taken up from a new view point in the Biologj- prepared by Conn.^

The author aims to add the consideration of the "broader fundamental

laws which should correlate the phenomena of life as one science" to

the elementary work in botany and zoology of the secondary schools.

As a matter of fact however the manner of treatment does not get rid

of the circumstance that plants and animals are different types of

organisms, although more emphasis is placed upon the physiological

principles common to both, than is frequently the case. After dis-

cussing the general field, and the position of unicellular organisms,

examples of multicellular plants and animals are taken up in an ascend-

ing order; the Castor Bean, Hydra, Lumbncus, and Rana being the

types selected. The morphology, and the physiology of these are dis-

cussed, then the two t}^es of organism—plant and animal—are con-

trasted in general and in respect to reproduction and developmental

histor}'. Finally, four chapters are given to theoretical discussion of

the questions related to the Source of Energy, the Living ^Lachine,

Origin of Organisms, and Evolution, with a final chapter on Classifica-

tion.

The book has been prepared for college students, apparently of the

Sophomore year, in anticipation of specialization in either Botany or

Zoology later. But the text itself is not uniform in style, parts being

written as if for secondary students, and other parts as if for Junior

men with laboratory work. An enumeration of the numerous bones

in the limbs of the frog, does not have any added information beyond

that supposed to have been received in the secondary school course.

The advantage of short bones in a clasping or supporting organ, like

the hand or foot, is not mentioned, or hinted at. The details of chro-

mosome divisions in the maturation of the egg and sperm cells are given

as if for senior classes, but the relative size of the cells as finally formed

is lost through the faulty execution of the drawings intended to show

them. In an effort to cover two distinct fields, as in this case, one is

* Conn, Herbert \V., Biology: An Introductory Study, for use in Colleges.

Pp. 425. Silver, Burdett and Company, New York, 1912 ($1.50).
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very apt to allow words to pass which would not be chosen if writing

for a more restricted group of readers. While the general truths hold

as stated, the details are often in error, according to the usual use of

words, as when proteids are said to be "eliminated" in the seeds and

falling leaves of plants. The reviewer regrets to see so much effort

placed on a text covering a field which has been outgrown by its com-

ponent parts. Biology, like Microscopy, has developed into intensive

study, and can not be satisfactorily covered in a single text.

Frederick H. Blodgett.

Bacteria in Frozen Soil.—Work by Brown and Smith is in part a

confirmation of
,
that of Cohn relative to the existence of specific groups

of bacteria which are capable of living and rapidly multiplying in frozen

soils. 1 A seemingly plausible explanation for this condition is that the

films of hygroscopic water become more concentrated as the main bod}^

of soil water freezes, thus depressing the freezing point so that the

hygroscopic moisture may remain uncongealed. Then, too, it is a well

known fact that the pressure exerted in holding the film around the

soil particles is sufficient to lower the freezing point of the hygroscopic

water below zero degrees Centigrade. The evidence which the authors

adduce indicates that frozen soils possess a much greater ammonifying

power than non-frozen soils. Frozen soils possess a weak nitrifying

power but a decided denitrifying power which diminishes as the cold

continues. There is, as the frozen period continues, an increase in the

nitrogen fixing power of frozen soils, the fixation being less, however,

than in the fall season.

—

Frederick A. Wolf.

Evaporation in Illinois.—Gleason and Gates have published the

results of their study of relative evaporation in central Illinois.- The
plant associations investigated range from the "blowout" association in

loose sand to the mixed forest, which is the local climax of the uplands

about Havana. The results are represented in terms of an arbitrary

standard as follows: blowout 1.27-1.56, bunchgrass 1.04-1.18, beach

(along Illinois River) 0.93, black oak 0.55-0.66, willow 0.44-0.56, mixed

forest 0.29-0.36. The authors conclude that the difference in the

various associations is due principally to the nature of the vegetation.

' Brown, P. E. and Smith, R. E.: Bacterial activities in frozen soils. Iowa
Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bull. 4: 159-184, 1912.

* Gleason, H. A. and Gates, F. C.: A Comparison of the Rates of Evaporation
in Certain Associations in Central Illinois. Bot. Gaz. 53: 478^91, 1912.
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They find the highest rates of evaporation in the initial stages of both

the prairie and forest successions. They believe "the observations indi-

cate that successions between associations are not caused by any condi-

tion of evaporation." This last statement is not easily reconciled with

the others, since successions are directly due to the survival of seedlings

and the rate of evaporation must be very important in this connection.

—E. N. T.

^'egetation of Natal.—Bews has published a brief account of the

climate and vegetation of Natal, with some excellent illustrations.' The
coastal bushland is of tropical floristic composition, the midland is less

tropical but like the coastal in being dominated by evergreen broad-

leaved trees; the bush of the interior is largely made up of Podocarpus.

The greater portion of the interior is occupied by thorn veld, a savannah

formation, and by high-level or low-level veld, as the author designates

the commonest types of grassland. The ingenuous supposition that the

trees of the thorn veld might occupj^ spots with a greater soil moisture

than the grass-covered intervals between them led to the discovery of

a uniform!}' low moisture content. The prevention of veld fires (and

apparently of grazing also) results in an increased stand of trees in the

thorn veld. A large body of well presented climatological data throws

a small amount of light on the distributional features of the vegetation.

—F. S.

» Bews, J. W.: The Vegetation of Natal. Ann. Natal Mus. 2 : 253-331; pis. 14-

23, 912.



NOTES AND COMMENT

During the years in which the national Forest Service has been under-

going rapid groAvth and development, its leaders have become increas-

ingly aware of the necessity of a broad foundation of scientific principles

for the regulation of its manifold technical activities. The forest crop

of the United States is almost as varied as its agricultural crop, and

its production is conditioned by quite as great an arraj^ of determining

factors. The agricultural crop is produced speedily, usually in a few

months, and is from the start a product of the activity of man; the

forest crop is the growth of decades or of centuries, and its inception

has usually taken place under natural conditions. These circumstances

are to be held accountable for the tardiness with which foresters, as

compared with agriculturists, have come to recognise the value of scien-

tific investigation in laying secure foundations for their work. The
Report of the Forester for 1912 calls attention to the steps which have

been taken by the Forest Service to promote the carrying out of experi-

mental work in reforestation and "forest influences" as well as in forest

management, fire protection and other more pfactical matters. A cen-

tral committee has been appointed to supervise the investigation, to

determine the lines of work which are most urgent, and to prevent

unnecessary duplication of work within the Service. The actual re-

searches are being carried out at a series of Forest Experiment Stations,

which are to all intents and purposes close analogues of the agricultural

experiment stations, with differences due to the dissimilarity of the end

products of these two great branches of applied botany, and to the

slowness which the longevity of trees imposes on experimental work

with the forest crop.

Six Forest Experiment Stations are now in operation at widely sepa-

rated localities in western National Forests, and cooperative work is

being carried on in two other places. The oldest of these is the Fort

Valle}^ Experiment Station, estabhshed in 1908 and located in the

Coconino Forest in northern Arizona. The group of problems with

Avhich this station is concerned center about the reproduction of the

western yellow pine, the chief commercial tree of the national forests

of Arizona and New Mexico. Seed production and viability, natural

reproduction, and nursery and planting methods have already been
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studied, and work is now in progress on the influence of soil moisture,

wind, and light on the reproduction and estal)lishment of the yellow

pine. An additional investigation under way is one looking to the

possibility of securing turpentine from the western yellow pine. The
attack upon these difficult and important problems is being made in a

most thorough and comprehensive manner by the present officer in

charge. In 1909 two more stations were established, the Fremont For-

est Experiment Station, in the Pike National Forest, Colorado, and the

Wagon Wheel Gap Station, in the Rio Grande Forest, Colorado. The
work of the Fremont Station is looking to a determination of the envi-

ronmental factors which underlie the occurrence of different types of

forest. The investigations thus far prosecuted have been concerned

with the soil and climatic differences between habitats dominated

respectively by Engelmann spruce, Douglas fir, and yellow pine. The
results indicate at present that soil moisture and soil temperature are

the chief controlling and differentiating factors involved. At this sta-

tion also the most thoroughgoing methods are being emploj-ed, and the

attainment of the full value of the work under waj' is not expected for

many years to come. At the Wagon Wheel Gap Station a more prac-

tical problem is under investigation, the outcome of which will give

quantitative details regarding facts which are already well known. Two
valleys have been selected which are alike in all their natural features,

and concrete dams have been erected in the principal streamway at

the foot of each of the areas. The rainfall and "stream flow of the

valleys are to be measured for two years, one of the areas is then to

be denuded of forest and the influence on stream flow to be determined.

The observations on the difference between the climatic conditions and

run-off of the two areas will be continued during the natural refor-

estation of the denuded area. The Utah Forest Experiment Station, on

the ]\Ianti National Forest, Utah, is concerned with practical problems

in regard to the best methods of restoring grasses and shrubs in over-

grazed forests. The Feather River Station, in the Plumas National

Forest, California, and the Priest River Station, in the Kaniksu Forest,

Idaho, have been but recentlj^ established and nothing has been heard

of their operations.

We venture to predict that the work of these stations represents

merely the beginning of a large body of activities which will ultimately

place the practise of forestry in America on a most enlightened and

efficient scientific basis.
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The University of jNIinnesota has just issued the Ninth Report of

the State Botanical Survey : a Manual of Minnesota Trees and Shrubs,

by Professor Clements, Professor Rosendahl, and Assistant Professor

Butters, of the Universit.y staff. The book will be useful to residents

of Minnesota by reason of its keys and numerous illustrations, and to

botanists at large through its detailed statement of the range and limits

of trees in that state.
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EXPERIIVIENTAL STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF SOME
NITROGENOUS SOIL CONSTITUENTS ON GROWTH.
NUCLEIC ACID AND ITS DECOMPOSITION PROD-
UCTS'

A Contribution from the Laboratory of Fertility

Investigations

OSWALD SCHREINER and J. J. SKINNER

Bureau of Soils, Department of Agriculture. Washington. D. C.

NUCLEIC ACID

Nucleic acid has been found to be a constituent part of the

soil organic matter in the course of the investigations carried on

in this laboratory. When it occurs it forms a constituent part

of the so-called humus, precipitated by the addition of acid to

an alkaline extract of soils. Its method of separation and identi-

fication is described elsewhere.'

Nucleic acid is a common constituent of plant and animal

material and its source in the soil is doubtless due to its accumu-

lation from vegetable and animal debris and from the bodies of

the microorganisms of the soil, the bacteria, the molds, the pro-

tozoa, etc. Chemically it is a complex substance, capable of

being split into much simpler units, such as phosphoric acid on

the one hand, and nitrogenous compounds on the other, such as

the purine and pyrimidine compounds, hypoxanthine, xanthine,

adenine, guanine and cytosine, all of which have been found in

soils in the course of these investigations, as well as carbohydrate

units, such as pentose sugars, likewise found in soils.

In addition to these ultimate units of degradation, there exist

the intermediate combinations, such as pentose sugar-purine base

complex, and other combinations of the above constituent parts.

' Published by permission of the Secretary of Agriculture.

- Shorey, E. C., Bull. 88, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agric. 1912.
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The exact chemical constitution of the nucleic acids is not known,

but these derivatives of it are well identified. There are prob-

ably many nucleic acids, depending upon which of these and other

bases enter into the molecule.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In studying the effect of nucleic acid on crops, wheat seedlings

were grown in aqueous culture solutions containing the ordinary

fertilizer salts, calcium acid phosphate, sodium nitrate, and potas-

sium sulphate. Some of the cultures contained calcium acid

phosphate only, some sodium nitrate only, and some potassium

sulphate only. Other solutions were composed of mixtures of

two salts, sodium nitrate and calcium acid phosphate, sodium

nitrate and potassium sulphate, and calcium acid phosphate and

potassium sulphate. Still other solutions had all three constitu-

ents in various proportions. The concentration of all the solu-

tions was 80 parts per million of the fertilizer ingredients, P2O5,

NH3 and K2O. In cultures containing only one fertilizer salt,

for instance calcium acid phosphate, the concentration was 80

parts per million of P2O6. If two salts were present, for instance,

calcium acid phosphate and sodium nitrate, the concentra-

tion was 80 parts per million of P2O5 + NH3. If all three

salts were present the concentration was 80 parts per million of

P2O6 + NH3 + K2O. The ratios of these constituents varied

in 10 per cent stages. In all, there were 66 different cultures of

nutrient solutions. The details in preparing the solutions as

well as the principles involved in the scheme of experimentation

have been given in an earlier paper.'*

Two sets of cultures were prepared; to one set were added

merely the nutrient salts, to a similar set 100 parts per million

of nucleic acid in each culture in addition to the nutrient salts.

The culture solutions were contained in wide-mouthed bottles,

holding 250 cc, and 10 wheat seedlings grown in each culture.

Schreiner, O. and Skinner, J. J., Ratio of Phosphate, Nitrate, and Potassium

on Absorption and Growth, Bot. Gaz., 50: 1. 1910.
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The culture solutions were changed every three days, four changes

being made in the course of the experiment. The solutions were

analyzed for nitrates immediately after each change.

In making these cultural tests in which appreciable quantities

of nucleic acid are required, the compound prepared from yeast

was used. In order to counteract the acidity, calcium carbonate

was added to each nucleic acid culture and also to each culture

in the control set for the purpose of better comparison. Both
sets of cultures grew, therefore, under the slight physiologically

alkaline conditions imposed by the calcium carbonate. Wheat «

seedlings were grown in both sets of culture solutions from April

8 to April 21, the solutions being changed every three days.

Effect on growth

When the two sets of cultures had grown in the greenhouse

under identical conditions for several days the effect of the nucleic

acid was already noticeable by a much superior growth in the

nucleic acid cultures, an effect which became quite marked as

the growth continued. This was more marked in some of the

fertilizer combinations than in others, but consistentlj^ so, as

will be shown. Direct comparison between the two sets showed

the effect of nucleic acid in producing increased growth to be

most pronounced in those fertilizers which contained no nitrate

and in those low in nitrate.

At the end of the experiment the green weight of the tops was

taken of both sets and the results obtained will be found in the

following tables. The total growth in the 66 cultures of nutrient

salts without nucleic acid, designated as normal or control cul-

tures, was 163.3 grams, against 200.7 grams in the case of the

66 cultures with 100 parts per million of nucleic acid. Putting

the normal at 100, the latter becomes 122, or an increase of 22

per cent in green weight, as an average of the 66 cultures, although

as before mentioned, this increase is more marked in those cul-

tures low in nitrates than in those high in nitrates, a fact which

will be amply shown by the tabular results presented.
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Growth in cultures containing no nitrate, with and without nucleic

acid

Table I gives the growth of the two sets of cultures comprising

the series of cultures containing no nitrates, but containing mix-

tures of potash and phosphate, varying in 10 per cent stages,

the total concentration being 80 parts per million of P2O5 + K2O
in each culture. In the fifth column are given the weights of

the cultures without nucleic acid, and in the last column the

weights of the cultures where nucleic acid was present. It is

apparent from these figures that the nucleic acid has caused a

considerable increase in growth. This is true in each of the

eleven cultures. For instance, in culture No. 37, which has 16

parts per million of phosphate and 64 parts per million of potash,

the growth without nucleic acid is 1.870 grams, and with nucleic

acid 3.520 grams. Culture No. 16 which is composed of equal

parts of phosphate and potash, produced 1.490 grams green

weight when nucleic acid was absent and 3.440 grams when the

nucleic acid was present in the solution. The growth in culture

No. 4, which is composed of 64 parts per million of phosphate

and 16 parts per million of potash, was 1.378 grams without

nucleic acid and 2.528 grams with nucleic acid. The total growth

TABLE I

Effect of nucleic acid on growth in culture solutions containing no nitrate

CULTURE NO.

FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS IN CULTUKE
SOLUTIONS GREEN WEIGHT OF CULTURE

PjOs NHj KsO Without nucleic
acid

With 100 p.p.m.
nucleic acid

p.p.m. p.p.m. grams grams

56 0 0 80 1.599 3.090

46 8 0 72 1.770 3.040

37 16 0 64 1.870 3.520

29 24 0 56 1.859 3.100

22 32 0 48 1.578 3.000

16 40 0 40 1.490 3.440

11 48 0 32 1.890 2.750

7 56 0 24 1.520 2.800

4 64 0 16 1.378 2.528

2 72 0 8 1.428 1.859

1 80 0 0 0.859 0.970
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of the 11 cultures without nucleic acid, composed of mixtures of

phosphate and potash only, was 17.241 grams, against 30.097.

grams for the cultures with nucleic acid. This is an increase of

74 per cent produced by the addition of nucleic acid to the line

of cultures containing no nitrate.

The results here recorded on the green weight are in full accord

with the actual observations made on the plants while growing.

For the purpose of record a photograph of this series of cultures

was taken after arranging the two sets, with and without nucleic

acid, alternately in pairs qf like composition in regard to the

mineral salts, phosphate and potash.

Cultures marked with the same number, for instance 56 and
56N have similar fertilizer ratios. The cultures marked with

numbers alone have no nucleic acid, the numbers with the letter

N have 100 parts per million of nucleic acid. The compositions

of the solutions are the same as those in Table I.

As shown in the figure the plants in each culture containing

nucleic acid, no matter what the proportion of potash and phos-

phate, is larger than the plants growing in a similar solution

without the nucleic acid, the tops in each case being broader

and taller.

Grouih in cultures containing eight parts per million NH3 as nitrate

Since nucleic acid was very beneficial in cultures containing no

nitrate, it is interesting to observe its effect in cultures which

contain a small amount of nitrate. Table II gives the result of

the effect of nucleic acid on growth in those culture solutions

composed of 8 parts per million NH3 as nitrate and varying

amounts of potash and phosphate, the total concentration of

each solution being 80 parts per million of P2O0 + NH3 + KoO.

By comparing the figures in the fifth and sixth columns, it is

seen that the growth with nucleic acid is still considerable larger

but the difference caused by the nucleic acid is not near so great

as in solutions containing no nitrate, presented in Table I. The
total green weight of these 10 cultures was, without nucleic acid,

25.272 grams, against 31.080 grams in the cultures with nucleic
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TABLE II

Effect of nucleic acid on growth in culture solutions containing 8 p.p.m. of NH3
as nitrate

FEBTILIZER INGREDIENTS IN CDLTDRE
SOLUTIONS GREEN WEIGHT OF CULTURE

CULTOHE NO.

P2O6 NH3 K2O Without nucleic
acid

With 100 p.p.m.
nucleic acid

p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. grams grams

57 0 8 72 2.709 3.400

47 8 8 64 2.590 3.340

38 16 8 56 2.890 3.300

30 24 8 48 2.629 3.700

23 32 8 40
•

2.850 3.700

17 40 8 32 2.770 3.600

12 48 8 24 2.800 3.150

8 56 8 16 2.200 2.750

5 64 8 8 2.225 2.500

3 72 8 1.609 1.640

acid, an increase of 23 per cent. In the cultures with no nitrate

the nucleic acid produced an increase of 74 per cent.

Growth in cultures with larger amounts of nitrate

The series of cultures containing 16 parts per ixdllion of NH3
as nitrate did not produce as much additional growth when nucleic

acid was added as did the two series with no nitrate, and with 8

TABLE III

Effect of nucleic acid on growth in culture solutions containing 16 •p.p.m. of NHj
as nitrate

CULTURE NO.

FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS IN CULTURE
SOLUTIONS OREEN WEIGHT OF CULTURE

NHa K2O Without nucleic
acid

With 100 p.p.m.
nucleic acid

p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. grams grams

58 0 16 64 2.900 3.800

48 8 16 56 3.500 4.300

39 16 16 48 3.150 3.450

31 24 16 40 3.300 3.770

24 32 16 32 3.249 3.700

18 40 16 24 3.439 3.550

13 48 16 16 2.800 3.190

9 56 16 8 2.400 2.320

6 64 16 1.745 1.650
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parts per million of nitrate, just discussed. This is shown by
the results in Table III. The total green weight of the cultures

without the nucleic acid was 26.483 grams, against 29.730 grams
for the nucleic acid cultures, an increase of 12 per cent.

In the cultures of higher nitrate content the effect of the nucleic

acid was not more noticeable than that already noted in the

case of the cultures with 16 parts per million of NH3 as nitrate.

The series of cultures containing 24 parts per million of NH3
as nitrate showed an increase of 11 per cent on the addition of

nucleic acid; the 32 parts per milUon series showed an increase

of 13 per cent; the 40 parts per million, 14 per cent; the 48 parts

per miUion 15 per cent; the 56 parts per million 7 per cent; the

64 parts per million, 20 per cent; the 72 parts per million, 10

per cent; the 80 parts per milUon, no increase.

Absorption of nitrate in the presence of nucleic acid

It is apparent from the foregoing that nucleic acid is beneficial

to growth and that its effect is most marked in nitrate free solu-

tions, showing that it can take the place of nitrates in producing

growth. With increasing nitrate content the effect of nucleic acid

in increasing growth, beyond that produced by the nutrient salts

becomes less, but is nevertheless appreciable. That it still plaj-s

a part in taking the place of nitrate in producing growth, even

in the solutions which contain nitrate, is shown by the result in

anal3'tically determining the removal of nitrate from the culture

solutions during growth. The culture solutions were changed

every three daj^s, as already mentioned, and the amount of

nitrate remaining in the solution determined. In this way it

was found that in the cultures containing no nucleic acid the

totar quantity of nitrate removed was 666.8 mgms., whereas the

amount of nitrate removed in the presence of nucleic acid was
orAy 516.1 mgms, thus showing a greatly diminished nitrate

requirement, when nucleic acid is furnished the plant, although

a much greater growth has resulted.

The culture work ^v•as throughout under strict chemical con-

trol, so as to' estabHsh as definitely as possible that the effects
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on the plants noted were produced by the absorption of the

compound as such. Nitrite, nitrate, or ammonia were tested for

and found to be absent, or, in the case of ammonia, in traces

only. Although neither nitrate, nitrite, nor ammonia was found,

the plants nevertheless grew remarkably well and the only

conclusion justified by this experimental evidence is that this

Whciit plants growing in culture solutions containing various porportions of

potash and phosphate, without and with nucleic acid. (Cultures marked N con-

tain nucleic acid.)

compound is directly absorbed and assimilated. With the strict

chemical control exercised all possibility of any extended action

by bacterial or other external biological agencies seems excluded.

If such effects were produced in these experiments, they were

of only minor significance in the results obtained. Bacterial and

other microorganisms were excluded as far as possible, but no
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special effort was made to maintain absolutely sterile conditions,

inasmuch as this would have been a practical impossibility in

experiments on so large a scale involving over a thousand plants

in a single test. Moreover, it may even appear questionable

whether absolute sterility, as being too artificial a condition for

the determination of the effect of soil constituents on plants,

would be desirable.

It would seem that chemical control under as normal conditions

as a cultural experiment will allow, is better than conducting

the experiment under the artificial condition of sterility, which,

after all, is made only so that biochemical changes be excluded.

In these experiments the bottles were sterilized before being used

in making culture solutions for the various changes, the pans and

other apparatus used in germinating the seed were sterilized

from time to time, and corks used for the cultures were always

clean and sterilized before use. Although all of these precautions

were taken, it was of course not possible to exclude some micro-

organisms in such work, as the solutions were exposed from time

to time to the air. There was no excessive microorganic life

noticeable. While bacteria and other microorganisms were pres-

ent in the solutions to a slight extent, it can hardly be said that

their influence could have been large; that is, such influence as

they had was probably so slight as to be negligible so far as the

general and larger tendencies which are shown to exist are con-

cerned.

HYPOXANTHINE

Hypoxanthine has been isolated from a number of soils, having

been found in 9 out of 24 soils examined for it.* It appears,

therefore, to be a soil constituent which will be frequently encoun-

tered in soil investigations. Hypoxanthine exists in some plants

as such, but probably arises principally in the soil as a result of

the changes of nucleic acids and nucleo-proteins. Its occurrence

among the splitting products of nucleic acid has been mentioned

in connection with the latter compound. In the light of the

^ Schreiner, O. and Lathrop, E. C, The Distribution of Organic Constituents

in Soils, Jour. Franklin Inst. 171: 145. 1911.'
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beneficial effect of the nucleic acid, it is especially interesting to

know the effect which this rather definite soil constituent, to be

considered as a product resulting from nucleic acid, has upon
plants.

In testing the effect of hypoxanthine on wheat seedlings, the

experiment was conducted in every way similar to that described

under nucleic acid. Two sets of the 66 nutrient cultures were

prepared, the one having added to each culture 100 parts per

million of hypoxanthine, the other set being used as a control.

The seedlings grew from February 1 to February 13. The solu-

tions were changed every three days as before. In the case of

the nucleic acid cultures, onl}^ the nitrates had been determined,

but in the case of hypoxanthine, in addition to the determination

of nitrate, immediately after making the change of solutions

in the cultures, the phosphate and potash were determined on a

composite of the four changes in each culture. Only the cultures

containing all three fertilizer elements were thus analyzed. It

was apparent almost from the start that the hypoxanthine set

of cultures was making better growth than the set not containing

this substance. The plants were better developed, had broader

leaves and longer and better developed roots. These effects

were especially noticeable in the cultures containing no nitrate

when these were compared with the same cultures in the control,

set.

The green weight of the cultures was taken at the termination
.

of the experiment. The total weight of the 66 normal or control

cultures was 139.4 grams against 150.1 grams for the 66 cultures

with the hypoxanthine. With the normal at 100 the hypoxan-

thine cultures become 108, or an average increase of 8 per cent for

all the cultures. The effect, however, was most marked in those

cultures in which nitrate was absent or low as will now be shown.

Growth in cultures containing no nitrate

Table IV gives the growth in the series of cultures in both

sets, with and without hypoxanthine, which contained no nitrate.

The comparison of the last two columns of the table shows in
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TABLE IV

Effect of hypoxanthine on growth in cultures containing no nitrate

FERTILIZER INGREDIENTS IN CULTURE
SOLUTIONS <!la,K.V WEIGHT OP CULTURE

NHs K20 \\lthout hypo-
xanthine

Yt itn luu p.p.m.
hypoxanthine

p.p.tn. p.p.m. p.p.m. grams grama

56 0 0 80 1.178 1.370

46 8 0 72 1.390 2.190

37 16 0 64 1.320 1.628

29 24 0 56 1.250 2.059

22 32 0 48 1.309 2.220

16 40 0 40 1.320 2 . 100 -

11 48 0 32 1.300 2.198

7 56 0 24 1.465 1.820

4 64 0 16 1.49S 1.720

2 72 0 8 1.190 1.655

1 80 0 0 1.000 1.055

every case an increase in the hypoxanthine culture, although this

naturally varies in the different combinations of phosphate and
potash in these cultures. The total green weight of the series

without hj^poxanthine is 14.220 grams, against 20.015 grams in

the hypoxanthine cultures, or an average increase of 41 per cent.

Growth in cultures containing eight parts per million NH3 as nitrate

Table V gives the effect which hypoxanthine had when added

to culture solutions which already contained a small amount of

nitrate. This is the series of cultures containing uniformly 8

parts per million of NH3 as nitrate, but varying amounts of

phosphate and potash as is shown in Table V. As in Table IV
the comparison of the last two columns shows that the hypo-

xanthine cultures are heavier in each case, but the difference is

not near so great. The total green weight in the series of cul-

tures without hypoxanthine is 20.707 and with hypoxanthine it

is 23.672 grams, an average increase of 14 per cent, as against

the 41 per cent shown in cultures given in Table IV.
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TABLE V

Effect of hypoxanthine on growth in cultures conlaining 8 p. p.m. of XH3 as nitrate

FEBTILIZEB INGREDIENTS IN CULTUBE
SOLUTIONS GBEEN WEIGHT OF CULTUBE

CULTURE NO.

PsOs NH3 KjO
xanthine

Wli-Vi inn r\ r» m
hypoxanthine

p. p.m. p.p.m. p. p.m. grams grams

57 0 8 72 1.748 2.150

47 8 8 64 2.440 2.772

38 16 8 56 2.150 2.470

30 24 8 48 2.000 2.628

23 32 8 40 2.390 2.692

17 40 8 32 2.456 2.850

12 48 8 24 2.370 2.640

8 56 8 16 2.275 2.450

5 64 8 8 1.800 1.920

3 72 8 0 1.078 1.100

Growth in cultures icitli larger amounts of nitrates

When the effect of the hypoxanthine in the series of cultures

already containing 16 parts per million of NH3 as nitrate is con-

sidered, it is found the effect is still less marked than either of

the above results. This is shown in Table VI, where the growth

with hypoxanthine, while still greater than the growth without

this ingredient, is nevertheless not so clearly marked as in the

two series of cultures already considered. The average increase

TABLE VI

Effect of hypoxanthine on growth in cultures containing 16 p. p.m. of XH3 as nitrate

FERTILIZER INGREDIENT.S IN CULTURE GBEEN WEIGHT OF CULTURE

CULTURE NO.
SOLUTIO.NS

NHj K2O Without hypo-
xanthine

With 100 p.p.m.
hypoxanthine

p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. grams grams

58 0 16 64 2.120 2.224

48 8 16 56 2.800 2.500

39 16 16 48 2.750 2.900

31 24 16 40 2.722 3.059

24 32 16 32 2.770 3.094

18 40 16 21 2.926 3.000

13 48 16 16 2.490 2.500

9 56 16 8 1.974 2.100*

5 64 16 0 1.270 1.150
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occasioned by the hypoxanthine in tiicsc cultures containing Ki

parts per million of NH3 as nitrate is only 3 per cent, while the

8 parts per million nitrate series was 14 per cent and the no

nitrate series was 41 per cent.

With still larger amounts of nitrate present the additional

effect was less certain. In some cases the hypoxanthine produced

an increase in growth, in others a slight decrease, so that the

result in the two sets of cultures with these higher nitrate con-

tents was practically alike. In other words, no additional effect

caused by the addition of the hypoxanthine is definitely shown
on the green weight, but an effect was produced, nevertheless,

in that less nitrate was consumed w^hile this equal growth took

place, as will be shown.

Influence of hypoxanthine on absorption of fertilizer salts

The foregoing discussion has shown clearly the influence of

hypoxanthine on growth and its effect in cultures containing no

nitrate. There remains to be discussed the effect of hypoxan-

thine on the removal of nutrients from the solution during the

growth of the plant. Mention has already been made of the fact

that the concentration differences produced by the growth of the

plants in the various cultures was determined by making an

analysis for nitrate at the termination of ever}^ three-day change,

and of the phosphate and potassium on a composite of the solu-

tions from the four changes. It is thus possible to compare the

results obtained under the so-called normal conditions and where

100 parts per million of hypoxanthine were present in the solu-

tion.

The sum total of P2O5, NH3, and K2O removed from solution

by the growing plants in the cultures containing all three of

these constituents was 1429.1 mgms. under the normal conditions

and 1134.2 mgms. in the hypoxanthine set. The figures show

the total of plant nutrients removed to be less in the hypoxan-

thine set although the green weight in this set was greater than

in the normal set. WTien the removal of the individual fertilizer

elements, P2O5, NH3 and K2O, respectively, from the culture
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solutions is considered, it is found that in the presence of hypo-

xanthine the nitrate is greatly conserved ; that is, much less nitrate

is consumed by the plant in the presence of hypoxanthine.

The amount of phosphate removed from the solutions of the

normal set was 330.1 mgms. and from the hypoxanthine set 361.2,

indicating a slightly greater phosphate requirement by the larger

plants.

The amount of potash removed from the solutions of the nor-

mal set was 603.1 mgms. and from the hypoxanthine set 521.1

mgms., indicating a somewhat decreased potash absorption

amounting to 82 mgms.
•The amount of nitrate consumed in the normal cultures was

450.1 mgms. and in the hypoxanthine cultures 247.6 mgms. This

shows a decreased consumption of nitrates amounting to 202.5

mgms. by the cultures growing in the presence of hypoxanthine,

although as shown above, an increased growth took place. Ni-

trate, nitrite, and ammonia were tested for in the hypoxanthine

cultures, similar to that in the nucleic acid experiments, and

there was no decomposition of the compound. It is obvious that

the hypoxanthine is able to replace the effect of nitrate in pro-

ducing growth.

XANTHINE

Xanthine, closely related to hypoxanthine, has likewise been

isolated and identified as a soil constituent.^ While it has not

been found as frequently as hypoxanthine, it appears neverthe-

less to be a frequent constituent of soils and in several cases has

been identified in the same soils in which hypoxanthine occurred.

Xanthine occurs as such in a number of plants, as well as in

animal substances. It has been found in yellow lupines, sprouts

of tea leaves and no doubt further investigation will disclose its

presence in many other plants. While it may get into the soil

from these sources, it is more probable that the most constant

source of this soil constituent, like the other purine bases, is in

the decomposition of nucleic acids and nucleo-proteins in the soil.

' Schreiner, 0. and Shorey, E. C, Pyrimidine Deriviitivcs and Purine Bases

in Soils. Jour. Biol. Chem. 8: 385. 1910.
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While xanthine has not been as thoroughly studied as the

hypoxanthine, in respect to its effect on plant growth, the results

obtained with this compound point, however, in the same direc-

tion, and sliow that xanthine is beneficial to plants. The effect

of xanthine in connection with fertilizer salts has not been studied

as the work was done earlier before the more extended method
with fertilizer salts was worked out. The xanthine is not very

soluble in water but a solution of 25 parts per million when
compared with a control culture in pure distilled water showed
an increase in green weight equal to 21 per cent, which is clearly

in harmony with the beneficial effects of hypoxanthine more
fully studied.

GUANINE

Guanine, the other common purine base resulting from the

breaking down of nucleo-proteins and nucleic acids, has also been

found in a soil.'' It is a constituent of guano and has been found

as a product of the autolysis of yeast. It appears to be rather

widely distributed and has been found in the seeds of vetch,

alfaKa, clover and gourd, in germinating barley, in sugar beet and

in sugar cane.

Guanine, like xanthine, was tested in distilled water solutions

only, and ow^ng to its slight solubility a concentration greater

than 40 parts per million could not be tested. In this concen-

tration the increase in growth noticed was 5 per cent over that

of the growth in a distilled water control. The root development

was especially marked, long white and clear roots being obtained,

which were very healthy in appearance. The result indicates

that guanine should be classed as a beneficial compound.

ADENINE

Adenine has also been found as a soil constituent" and its

source in the soil is probably the same as those of the other

purine compounds, guanine, xanthine, hypoxanthine, already dis-

«Schremer, 0. and Lathrop, E. C, Bull. 89, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of

Agric. 1912.

' Shorey, E. C, Bull. 88, Bureau of Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agric. 1912.
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cussed, but not sufficient material was at liand, either from soil

or other source, to make any study of its effect on plants.

SUMM.ARY

Nucleic acid and its decomposition products, hypoxanthine,

xanthine, guanine, and adenine, occur as soil constituents. Nu-
cleic acid, hypoxanthine, xanthine, and guanine were studied in

regard to their effect on plant growth. All of the compounds
were found to be beneficial to growth.

The beneficial effect was found to be most marked when
nitrate was absent from the cultures, showing that the com-

pounds are utilized by the plants in their growth.

When nitrate was present, the addition of the organic nitrogen

forms was less effective in producing additional growth than when
added to cultures containing no nitrate whatever. Analysis of

the culture solutions, however, clearly showed that less nitrate

was consumed by the plant when the nucleic acid or hypoxan-

thine were also present in the culture solution, showing that

these organic nitrogenous compounds are able to replace nit-rate

in producing growth.



BEHAVIOR OF ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS TOWARD
GRAVITATION AND LIGHT'

L. LENORE CONOVER
University of Michigan

Asparagus plumosus (Baker), var. nanus, a common green-

house plant, has a short horizontal rhizome which sends down-

ward and outward a mass of thick, fleshy roots, and sends upward

shoot after shoot, which develop into aerial plumes of most

delicate and decorative structure. Like the members of the

Asparagus genus generally, this one produces no assimilating

leaves, but substitutes for leaves clusters of minute, needle-like,

dwarf branches. The plant is commonly propagated from seed.

The first shoot to appear above ground from the seed, rises ver-

tically to a height of 5 to 10 cm. and then the tip makes a char-

acteristic bend to the horizontal position. Growth produces

a horizontal portion of a few centimeters, lateral branches develop

from the horizontal axis, and secondary and tertiary branches

appear, those of the last order being clusters of fine needles 5

to 7 mm. in length. When the upper part of the main axis of

the aerial shoot and its branches have attained their final devel-

opment, the entire system Hes in a horizontal plane and presents

the appearance of having come from a plant-press.

As the plant becomes older new shoots rise from the rhizome,

each shoot successively rising higher than its predecessor, and

each one bending its tip to the horizontal before the assimilat-

ing branches are unfolded. The increase in height of the succes-

sive shoots is controlled to a considerable extent by the amount

of space given to the roots. Confinement to a small pot will

keep the shoots below 30 cm. for years; whereas' optimum con-

ditions of growth will turn the plant after the lapse of several

'Contribution 134 from the Botanical Department of the Universitj- of Mich-

igan.
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months or a year into a twining climber that may rise to a height

of 10 meters.

In the study which follows special attention has been given to

these features: (1) The directive agents for the horizontal growth

of the apex of the shoot
; (2) The presence of morpho-physiologi-

cal upper and lower sides; (3) Nutation of tip of main axis and

of lateral branches; (4) Phenomena of climbing.

I. DIRECTIVE AGENTS FOR THE HORIZONTAL GROWTH OF THE
SHOOT

In the matter of changing its direction after a certain stage

of development is reached, the stem of Cucurbita pepo resem-

bles that of Asparagus plumosus. The hypocotyl of Cucur-

bita pepo is always orthotropic, but the epicotyl curves just

above the cotyledons and becomes plagiotropic. Sachs^ sup-

posed cases like this to have their plane of curvature deter-

mined by the direction of light, but believed the assumption

of the plagiotropic position to be due in some cases to gravi-

tation, in some to light, in some to epinasty, and in some to a

combination of stimuli. Czapek,^ working on the cause of

bending of the hypocotyl of Cucurbita, came to the same con-

clusion as Sachs.

The orthotropic shoot of Asparagus is very sensitive to the

directive influence of light as can be shown by one-sided illu-

mination. At a temperature of 20°C. the tips of several young

shoots were brought from the vertical to the horizontal position

by the light stimulus within an hour. In another preparation,

a pot with a young orthotropic shoot 15 cm., high was laid in

a dark-box with a small window for one-sided access of light.

The shoot extended horizontally and was transverse to the

direction of light. The test lasted for an hour during which

the pot was twice shifted so as to keep the moving tip more

nearly transverse to the incident light. In this period the tip

^ Sachs, Ueber orthotrope und plagiotrope Pflanzentheile. Arbeit. Bot. Inst.

Wurz. 2: 226. 1882.

' Czapek, Studien iiber die Wirkung ausserer Reizkrafte auf die Fflanzengestalt.

Flora 85: 424. 1S98.
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traveled through an angle of 180°. As the shoot nears the end

of its growth and begins to take the horizontal position, its

heliotropisin becomes weaker and weaker. \M\en the lateral

branches are nearly full grown, the apex of the main axis re-

sponds but feebly or not at all to one-sided illumination. This

was demonstrated in several cases by using the dark-box with

the small window in one side. The growth of the main axis

and of its branches ceases at about the same time; and with

this cessation there is no longer any heliotropism shown.

In a potted plant, the young, positively heliotropic shoot

is always deflected shghtly from the vertical by the unequal

distribution of light. The transverse position later assumed

by the apex of this shoot is always in the direction of the pre-

vious inchnation. Thus it can be said of the Asparagus shoot,

as Sachs said of other plagiotropic shoots, that the plane of

bending is due to positive heliotropism.

WTiile positive heliotropism may cause the shoot to bend

from the vertical, it could never, with the plant unshaded above,

cause the bend to go as far as the horizontal. It is conceivable,

however, that negative heliotropism might cause the stem to

take the horizontal position by the member reversing its re-

sponse toward light. That the horizontal position of the apex

of the shoot is due neither to negative heliotropism nor to epi-

nasty can be shown by the following results:

1. Pots with young orthotropic shoots which showed no

indication of making their transverse bend were placed in the

dark-room. The tips later took their horizontal position as

though the plants were in normal environment.

2. Two pots of plants each with an orthotropic shoot which

was bending into the horizontal position were selected and the

older shoots cut away. These preparations were then revolved

on the khnostat for sixty-seven hours. The axis of the klino-

stat was horizontal, and the plant was so placed that the plane

passing through the straight and the bent portion of the shoot

was perpendicular to the axis of the klinostat. The whole shoot

of the plant, therefore, described in its revolution a vertical

plane. An opaque paper cylinder covered each plant admit-
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ting light at its open end and in a direction parallel with the

lower, unbent part of the plant shoots. Strong light was sent

against the shoot tips by arranging mirrors in a semi-circle for

the lower half of the path of revolution. In the upper half of

the path, diffused light from the sky directly shone into the

cylinders. If now light is the cause of the assumption of the

transverse position of the shoot, through negative heliotrop-

ism, one would expect these experimental shoots to place their

tips at right angles to the direction of the light. Instead of

this, the tips straightened out the angles already formed, and

came into the same straight line as the lower part of the axis,

the shoot tips pointing directly toward the light.

3. A pot with a young shoot beginning to take the horizontal

position was revolved for sixty hours on the kUnostat in the

dark-room. The axis of the plant was parallel with the hori-

zontal axis of revolution. The young shoot straightened its

tip and became orthotropic. This result would seem to indi-

cate that the plant, when freed from the directive influence

of light and gravitation, possesses no inherent epinasty, but

does possess considerable autotropism.

That we have in Asparagus plumosus a reversal of geotropic

response related to the stage of development of the plant, is

shown by the following results:

1. If a plant with a young orthotropic shoot is laid horizon-

tally in a dark-chamber, the tip of the young shoot invariably

resumes the vertical position. The tip is, therefore, negatively

geotropic.

2. If a plant is used with a young shoot recently bent into

the horizontal position, and the preparation is so placed that

the bent tip of the young shoot is brought into the vertical

position, this tip will, after the lapse of an hour or two, regain

the horizontal position.

3. A pot with three young shoots, all about ready to make
the horizontal bend was revolved on the centrifuge for 76 hours

at the rate of 50 revolutions per minute. The axis of revolu-

tion was horizontal, and the axes of the shoots were parallel

with the axis of revolution. During the revolution, the tip
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of the youngest shoot bent back parallel with the axis of revo-

lution and grew toward the pot. The tips of the other two

shoots continued on in a straight course parallel with the axis

of revolution. All three tips, therefore, had placed themselves

at right angles to the direction of the "centrifugal force," which

corresponds to the diageotropic position.

11. THE PRESENCE OF MORPHO-PHYSIOLOGICAL UPPER AND LOWER
SIDES TO THE HORIZONTAL PART OF THE SHOOT

There can be no doubt that the position of equilibrium for

the apical portion of the mature shoot is diageotropic. "VMien

this position is assumed, the plant member may, hypotheti-

cally, still be radial or it may be dorsiventral. Moreover,

it may, to outward appearances, be morphologically radial and

physiologically dorsiventral.

An examination of the external morphology shows no reason

for calling the horizontal portion of the shoot dorsiventral.

The following experiments show also that there is no physio-

logical dorsiventrality

:

Two pots of plants with altogether three orthotropic young

shoots were inverted and thus suspended from a rafter in the

greenhouse. The two older shoots soon bent into the hori-

zontal position. The third and youngest shoot bent upward,

.parallel with its own lower portion, proceded vertically upward
for a few centimeters, and then bent its apical 2 cm. into the

horizontal position. All three of these shoots turned the side

upward that would have been the lower side, had the plants

not been inverted.

Two other pots each with a young shoot whose apex had

only a day before taken the horizontal position were laid on

their sides so that the bent apex of one of the young shoots

pointed vertically upward, while the apex of the other young

shoot was a little below the horizontal plane. After twenty-

five hours the tip that was directed vertically upward retained

its original bend, but turned its apex for a length of 2 cm. into

the horizontal position, the formerly lower side being now upper-

most. In the same time the tip of the second shoot had also
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attained the horizontal position, placing its formerly lower

side uppermost and making a small torsion in doing so. These

positions were the final ones for these shoots.

A series of rather brief tests showed that any flank of the hor-

izontal portion of the immature shoot may be made to act as

the permanent upper side. As already stated, the side that had

been the lower will serve as the upper if the plant is inverted.

If, however, the bent portion of the young shoot is brought

into the horizontal position, with its lateral branches in the

vertical position, the central axis will retain its position, while

the lateral branches will bend into the horizontal position. To
determine that the main axis in such a test as the last named
does not twist so as to bring the lateral branches into the hori-

zontal position, a hne of ink was drawn along the upper side

of the central axis before the plant was displaced from its nor-

mal position. When the plant had regained its equilibrium

after displacement, the Line was found still straight.

III. NUTATION OF TIP OF MAIN .\XIS AND OF LATERAL BRANCHES

While the young orthotropic shoot is growing upward, there

is, especially as the time nears fer the diageotropic curve, a

diurnal nutation due to the action of light and of gravitation.

During the day, the shoot-tip bends more or less toward the

horizontal, controlled by the direction of the strongest light,'

and erects itself again to the vertical position as darkness comes

on.

Besides the heliotropic and geotropic nutation there is appar-

ently an autonomic nutation of the tip of the main axis and

of the lateral branches while the diageotropic position is being

assumed. The tips of these various members descend 45 de-

grees to 90 degrees below the horizontal and rise again to the

horizontal twice or more times a day. The path pursued by

one of the tips in these oscillations does not lie in a single plane

but varies from a zigzag course to an ellipse. These oscilla-

tions often seem to be induced partly by alternating wilting

and recovery. The matter needs further study.
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IV. PHENOMENA OF CLEVIBING

Until the plant has grown to a considerable height, 30 cm.

or more, the shoot does not show circumnutation. With the

inception of circumnutation, the plant is ready for climbing.

About such a support as twine or a fine wire it twines with a

close spiral. Just before the definitive growth is attained,

the tip of the main axis bends outward and assumes the final

diageotropic position.

Numerous tests were made to determine whether the cUmb-

•ing shoot was sensitive to contact. Cords and thin rods were

placed in contact with the various flanks of the climbing shoot,

but no indication of sensitiveness to contact or pressure was

perceived.

V. SUISIMARY

The shorter, non-twining aerial shoots of Asparagus plumo-

sus show a vertical proximal portion and a horizontal distal

portion which are nearly equal in length. The most of the

branches of the main axis are borne on this horizontal portion,

and all of these branches, whether of the first or higher order,

are spread out in a horizontal plane.

This bending of the main axis to the horizontal is generally,

if not always, started by the heliotropism of the shoot carry-

ing the member out of the perpendicular. As the shoot nears

the cessation of growth, it reverses its response to gravitation,

changing from negative geotropism to diageotropism.

The branches of the main axis also become diageotropic,

but their tropic behavior toward light and gravitation has not

been very full}' studied.

Though the apical portion of the aerial shoot with its branches

becomes a horizontal, flattened frond, it still remains, both

morphologically and physiologically a radial member. When
the plant is inverted, and the previously lower side is made
the upper, there is no response on the part of the plant tending

to reverse the sides. Main axis and branches seem to be just

as much in equihbrium as before.
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The tip of the main axis of a growing shoot undergoes num-
erous deflections from the vertical position, the most notice-

able of which are due to the lateral access of light during the

day, the overhanging older shoots cutting off a large part of

the light from above. This lateral ciu-ving during the day dis-

appears at night, when the negative geotropism of the shoot

takes it again to the vertical position. When the shoot has

nearly attained its definitive growth, having taken the trans-

verse position, and the lateral branches being well extended,

the tips of main axis and of branches nutate up and down, and

.

present in this process the appearance of alternate wilting and

recovery.

After successively longer and longer, non-twining shoots have

been sent up from the rhizome for a year, the twining shoots

appear, making a very narrow coil about the cord that may be

given them for support. They rise to great heights—10 meters

or more. Experiments that were made failed to show any sen-

sitiveness to contact or pressure as an aid to climbing.

I am greatly indebted to Prof. F. C. Newcombe for his valuable

suggestions and his kindness during my work in his laboratory,

where most of the material and apparatus for experimentation

were provided.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

Morphology of Blastocladia.—The true systematic position of tlie

genus Blastocladia, a phycomycetous fungus, is established, by Barrett,^

as the result of an excellent critical investigation. His paper is accom-

panied by convincing illustrations of its morphology and development.

This study of a new species, B. strangidata, not only confirms but adds

basis for support to the opinion of Schroeter that the genus should be

included in the Leptomitaceae. The fungus, B. strangulatn , consists of

a cyhndrical basal cell, attached to the substratum by rhizoids and

supporting above a dichotomously or umbellatelj' branched .system of

hypae which terminate in reproductive bodies, either zoo.sporangia or

resting sporangia. The mycelium is more or less markedly constricted

at the points of origin of the branches. Pseudo-septa, quite unlike

anything previously described, occur at the points of constriction.

These pseudo-septa originate as separate protrusions, from the wall and

increase in length, probably by accretion, until they fuse at the center

of the cell. Their chemical nature is not definiteh' established. The
zoosporangia, broadly oval to spherical in form, originate terminally or

subterminally, and remain attached, often in chains, long after the

zoospores have been discharged. Segmentation in the delimitation of

zoospores begins at the periphery of the sporangium and the resultant

zoospores are typically uninucleate and uniciliate although quite fre-

quently there are those with two nuclei and two cilia and in rare cases

a triciliate condition was observed. On germination the cilia are re-

tracted and the body of the zoospore becomes the basal cell of the new
plant. The zoosporangia are provided with papillae of dehiscence. The
structure and behavior of these papillae in the expulsion of the zoospores

appear to be entirely unique. The resting sporangia, which are decidu-

ous when mature, originate in the same manner, in general, as the

zoosporangia and can be distinguished from them by the thicker walls

and the absence of papillae. The wall, consisting of three layers, an

outer and inner, smooth and hyaline, and a middle, thick perforated

and orange colored, begins to thicken early in the development of the

1 Barrett, J. T., The Development of Blastocladia strangulala n. sp. Bot. G;iz.

54 : 353-371, pis. 28-30. 1912.
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sporangium. After a period of rest of at least a month, germination,

not unlike that of the zoosporangia, may occur. An unusual process

of nuclear division, which the author considers as a peculiar type of

mitotic division, occurs in this plant.

—

Frederick A. Wolf.

Anatomy of Dune Plants.—The Botanical Gazette publishes a

paper on the comparative anatomy of dune plants by Miss Starr of Mt.

Holyoke College.' After a brief historical sketch and an enumeration

of the most important ecological dune factors, the author describes

plants collected on the dunes at the southern end of Lake Michigan,

and compares the anatomy of stem and leaf with that of the same

species collected in the flood plains of the Mississippi and Desplaines

Rivers. The results obtained are tabulated. As was to be expected

leaves, bud scales, cork, etc., were found to be thicker in plants grooving

on the dunes than in the same species growing under mesophytic con-

ditions. Leaves varied greatly with the seasons, those collected in 1911

from species growing in mesophytic locations being thicker than those

collected in 1909 from the same species growing under xerophytic condi-

tions—a fact explained by the unusually high temperature, the abnormal

amount of sunshine and the small precipitation in the spring of 1911.

Wood vessels were more numerous and thicker-walled in dune plants,

and had a greater cross-sectional area than in the mesophytes—facts

that agree in the main with the work of Cannon on desert plants. The
paper, which is really a continuation of the work started by Cowles in

1899, is a valuable contribution to the ecology of the Lake Michigan

dunes.—J. G. Brown.

' Starr, Anna M., Comparative Anatomy of Dune Plants. Bot. Gaz. 54 : 265-

305, figs. 35. October, 1912.



NOTES AND COMMENT

U'e have received an announcement of the prospective appearance

of a series of publications entitled Physiological Researches, under the

editorship of Professor B. E. Livingston, Dr. D. T. MacDougal, and
Dr. H. M. Richards. The numbers will appear at irregular intervals,

and will each consist of a single paper of a more or less extended char-

acter. The fii'st number is promised at an early date. The growing

community of interest between plant and animal physiology', and the

overcrowded condition of all existing avenues of publication in this

field, have been the actuating causes in the establishment of Physiological

Researches. Its financial support, aside from subscriptions, will be

derived from the contributors, who themselves become participating

owners in the completed volumes of 450 pages, and are reimbursed

through their sale and the sale of single numbers. Preliminary abstracts

of the published researches will be printed, and may be subscribed for

separately.

The general scheme of Physiological Researches is similar to that with

which we are already familiar in Watson's Behavior Monographs and

in Ule's Geographische Arbeiten, and it is one which can only be highly

commended. Among its advantages are, for the author, the securing

of prompt publication, and, for the reader, the possibility of purchasing

a given paper without having to pay for several other papers published

with it.

There are relatively few scientific men who realize the expense which

is involved in the pubUcation and dis.semination of their contributions.

A manuscript is sent to a given journal or other organ of publication, is

accepted and printed, and the cost of the operation is distributed over

the scientific public through subscription charges, or falls upon a single

society or special publication fund. The scheme by which Professor

Livingston proposes to finance Physiological Researches is not only an

expedient one, but it is also one that serves to make the contributor

realize the cost of the publication of his work, and the fact that the

benefits derived from such publication are partly his. If such a plan

impels any TVTiter to be succinct and direct in his statements, to omit

lengthy dis ; lisitions on the past and future of his problem, to give only
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as many detailed data as are necessary to the establishment of his con-

clusions, and to give his paper subdivisions and summaries that will

make it quickly comprehensible, the plan will achieve great benefits.

The publication of a paper in a series of monographs which are com-

pelled to pay their own way, serves as a strong deterrent against the

sending out of separates with the compliments of the author. Every

botanist may well ask himself whether he would not prefer, as against

our present system, to pay for each separate that he desires to own, and

at the same time to be relieved of the expense of sending separates of his

own papers to other men. The distributing of separates is an excellent

means of complimenting fellow-workers, and is suspected of being an

effective form of advertising. Perhaps a majority of the separates which

pass through the mails are preserved and found useful; we will at least

assume that they are preserved. Could not a saving be effected, how-

ever, in time, money, shelf room, and self-respect by making your fellow

workers purchase those of your separates that they wish to own, and by

purchasing theirs yourself?

Dr. N. L. Britton, of the New York Botanical Garden, and Dr. J. N.

Rose, of the National Herbarium, are inaugurating an extensive study

of the Cactaceae under a special grant from the Carnegie Institution of

Washing-ton. Their work will embrace the tropical and South American

members of the family as well as those of Mexico, the West Indies

and the United States. A collection of living plants is being brought

together in Washington and New York which will rival in completeness

any collections previously formed. An artist is preparing colored illus-

trations of the species as they come into flower, and herbarium and

skeleton specimens are being preserved. The completed results of the

work vnl] be published in the form of an elaborately illustrated mono-
graph, which \\-ill replace Schumann's Monographia Cactacearum as

the authoritative treatment of this group. During the present year

Dr. Rose will carry on field work in connection with their project.

Their first expedition will visit the West Indies, including Porto Rico

and the Lesser Antilles, and perhaps the northern coast of South America.
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II. THE BEAHING OF OSMOTIC PRESSURE ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PHYSICAL OR GENERAL

CHEMISTRY!

HARRY C. JONES

The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

The task that has been set me is an easy one. There is no

other property of solutions which has played so prominent a

role as osmotic pressure in the development of modern physical

or general chemistry.

The young Dutch chemist, Van't Hoff, was called at the age

of twenty-four from Utrecht to .\msterdam to the chair of chem-

istry in the latter institution. Van't Hoff, even when a pupil

with Kekule in Bonn, was not content with the chemistry of his

time. It did not appear to him to lead anywhere. To bring

certain things together, to allow them to react chemically and

then simply to determine the nature and properties of the prod-

ucts formed, did not appeal to him as sufficient, even if these

steps were necessary to develop a branch of natural science.

He wanted to know something about the nature of the reactions

which gave rise to these products. He wanted to know at least

the velocities with which these reactions take place, and the con-

ditions which existed when equilibrium was reached. In a word,

1 At the Cleveland meeting of the Botanical Society of America a symposium on

Permeability and Osmotic Pressure was held, in which the following subjects were

discussed:

I. Osmotic pressure and semi-permeability in animal cells. Jacques Loeb.

II. The bearing of osmotic pressure on the development of physical or general

chemistry. Harry C. Jones.

III. Quantitative researches on the permeability of plant cells. W. J. V. Oster-

hout.

rV. Osmotic pressure and related forces as environmental factors. Burton E.

Livingston.

The paper of Professor Loeb will be published later.
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he wanted to know something about the dynamics of a chemical

reaction.

While in this state of mind, and while pondering over the nature

of chemical reactions, especially in solution, he met his colleague

in the University of Amsterdam, Hugo DeVries, then botanist

there, a man who has since become very famous, as is well known
to this company. DeVries thought that Van't Hoff might ob-

tain some aid in solving the problems that he had in mind from the

work of Pfeffer on the osmotic pressure of solutions of cane sugar

and a few other substances, which, as is well known, was pub-

lished as a monograph in 1877 under the title "Osmotische Unter-

suchungen."

This was the introduction of Van't Hoff to the work of Pfeffer,

and this introduction marks an epoch in the development of the

science of chemistry. Let us now see why.

Pfeffer had measured the osmotic pressure of certain solutions

of cane sugar and a few other compounds, to learn the order of

magnitude of this force. He had gone at the problem as a plant

physiologist would do, and had solved it from this standpoint.

He measured more accurately than any one else had done the mag-

nitude of osmotic pressure, and this was his aim. "WTiere Pfeffer

left this problem was where Van't Hoff took it up.

Van't Hoff first observed from Pfeffer's data that there is a

very simple relation between osmotic pressure and the concen-

tration of the solution exerting it. This can be seen from the

following data:

PEHCENTAGE CONCENTRATION
OF CANE SUGAR

C

It will be observed that ^ is a constant, which means that

osmotic pressure is proportional to the concentration of the solu-
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tion. This is in itself not surprising. To say that the osmotic

pressure of a solution is proportional to the concentration of the

solution, is simply to say that two molecules in solution exert

just twice the osmotic pressure of one molecule, and there are

many similar properties of substances—the one being a linear

function of the other.

To an average mind this would mean nothing more than that

the one propert}' of the dissolved substance was proportional

to the other. But Van't Hoff's mind was not of the average

type. Indeed, very far from it. In looking over the history of

chemistry I can find no name which stands for more in the develop-

ment of scientific chemistry than J. H. Van't Hoff. Indeed, it is

a question in my mind whether anyone else has contributed quite

so much in so manj^ different directions. Van't Hoff is not only

one of the very greatest chemists of all time, but one of the great-

est men of science of his century. It is well known that he died

at the early age of fifty-nine in Berhn, somewhat more than a

year ago.

p
In the ratio — equals a constant, Van't Hoff saw an analogy to

the law of Boyle for gases. This law is usually stated that the

pressure times the volume of a gas is a constant. But since the

concentration of a gas, or the number of parts in a given space,

varies inversely as the volume, we can say that the pressure of a

gas divided by the concentration is a constant. In a word, the

pressure of a gas varies as the concentration.

These two properties, the pressure of a gas and the osmotic

pressure of a solution, might both obey Boyle's law as they do,

and yet have nothing very fundamental in common. There are

many properties of substances in nature which vary the one with

the other.

Van't Hoff went farther than this. If there is any real relation

between solutions and gases, then other laws of gas pressure must

apply to the osmotic pressui'e of solutions. Let us see whether

this is true.

Another well known law of gas pressure is that of Gay-Lussac.

This states that the pressure of a gas increases tts for every
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rise in temperature of 1°C. the volume being kept constant.

This raises the question, does osmotic pressure increase with

rise in temperature and if so, how much? The measurements of

Pfeffer enable us to answer this question. He not only measured

the osmotic pressure of solutions of cane sugar at different con-

centrations, but the osmotic pressure of a given solution of cane

sugar at different temperatures.

The temperature coefficient of osmotic pressure as calculated

from PfefTer's work is approximately frs', but this is only an

approximation; there being comparatively wide deviations in

the results obtained by Pfeffer bearing on this question.

Fortunately there is an indirect method of testing whether the

law of Gay-Lussac applies to the osmotic pressure of solutions.

This method is based upon a principle discovered by Soret. MTien

all of the different parts of a homogeneous solution are main-

tained at the same temperature, the whole solution will remain

of homogeneous concentration ; that is, all the different parts

will have the same concentration.

If, however, one part of the solution is heated to a different

temperature from the remainder, the warmer part becomes more

dilute and the colder part more concentrated. This is known as

the principle of Soret.

If Gay-Lussac 's law applies to the osmotic pressure of solutions,

then since, as we shall see, osmotic pressure is the cause of all

diffusion, we should be able to calculate the difTerence in con-

centration of different parts of a solution heated to different tem-

peratures, from the difference in temperature of the different

parts of the solution in question.

A moment's reflection will show this to be true. The warmer
solution becomes more dilute because the osmotic pressure of a

warm particle is greq,ter than that of a cold particle. This excess

of osmotic pressure drives the dissolved substance over from the

region of greater pressure to the region of lesser pressure, from the

warmer to the colder part of the solution—and this continues until

there is an equality of osmotic pressure in all parts of the solution.

If the difference in temperature of the two parts of the solution is,

say 50°, then the colder solution should be more concentrated
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than the warmer. The results of experiment agree so closely

with the result of calculation that we can say that osmotic pres-

sure and gas pressure have the same temperature coefficients,

or, in other words, the law of Gay-Lussac applies to the osmotic

pressure of solutions.

The third law of gas pressure that we wish to consider is the

law of Avogadro. This says that those gases which contain

the same number of parts or molecules in a given volume have

the same gas pressure. It is very easy to test this law for osmotic

pressure, and Van't Hoff did so in the following way. He took

hydrogen gas of a certain definite concentration, that is, contain-

ing a certain number of molecules in a given volume, and calcu-

lated its gas pressure. He then took a solution of cane sugar

containing the same number of molecules dissolved in a given

volume of the solvent that there were molecules of hydrogen in

the same volume of space. He compared the osmotic pressure

of the solution of cane sugar with the gas pressure of the hydrogen

gas, and found that the two pressures were exactly equal. This

was a most remarkable discovery. That the gas pressure exerted

by a gas particle should be exactly equal to the osmotic pressure

of a dissolved particle under the same conditions of concentration,

could never have been suspected until it was demonstrated experi-

mentally.

Let me make a slight digression here to avoid confusion. Gas
pressure and osmotic pressure are identical in result, that is in

their magnitude. But this does not say that they have identical,

or even closely related causes. As we shall see, we do not today,

in my opinion, know the cause of osmotic pressure, while we have a

very satisfactory theory to account for gas pressure. The kinetic

theory of gases tells us that the cause of gas pressure is the bom-
bardment of the walls of the confining vessel by the rapidly mov-
ing gas particles. It is difficult, not to say impossible, to account

for osmotic pressure on the basis of any such dynamical theory.

We know that dissolved particles move through the soh^ent with

very small velocities, with velocities altogether too small to give

us osmotic pressure in any manner analogous to that with which

gases produce pressure on the walls of the vessels that contain
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them. Let us, therefore, be very careful to distinguish between

the fact that gas pressure and osmotic pressure under comparable

conditions are equal, and what we might imagine to be true, but

which has not the slightest foundation in fact, viz., that gas pres-

sure and osmotic pressure have a common cause.

The three most fundamental laws of gas pressure, then, apply

to the osmotic pressure of solutions. But of what importance

is this generalization or the discover}^ of such relations?

Let us leave this question for a moment, until we have looked a

little more closely and thoroughly into the properties of solutions

in general. That the laws of gas pressure apply to the osmotic

pressure of solutions of substances such as cane sugar is obvious

from what has been said. But this is not the whole truth.

Solutions of acids, bases and salts exert osmotic pressures that are

too great in terms of the gas laws. But acids, bases and salts

are those substances which, when dissolved in water, conduct the

electric current. These are the electrolytes, while cane sugar is

a typical non-electrolyte. Electrolytes, then, in general have

osmotic pressures that do not obey the laws of gas pressure, but

are too great in terms of these laws. WTiat does this mean?

The answer to this question is the theory of electrolytic dis-

sociation proposed in 1887 by .Aj-rhenius, and the paper announc-

ing this theor}' was published in the same volume of the Zeit-

schrift fiir phj^sikahsche Chemie (vol. i) as Van't Hoff's paper

on the relations between gas pressure and osmotic pressure.

The theory of electrolytic dissociation, as is well known, states

that acids, bases and salts, when dissolved in a dissociating sol-

vent like water, break down into charged parts or ions, and that

it is these parts which are the active agents chemically. The
evidence for the general correctness of this theory comes from so

many independent sources, and is now so overwhelming, that I

know of no productive chemist who fails to accept it at least as a

basis of work.

It would lead us too far here, and it would be quite superfluous,

to attempt to present even a few of the many lines of e\ddence

bearing on this theory, in the brief time at my disposal. Suffice

it to say that this theory when taken with the relations between
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gas pressure and osmotic pressure gave us the first scientific

theory of dilute solutions.

IMPORTANCE OF A CORRECT THEORY OF SOLUTIONS

This raises our old question, of what scientific value is a correct

theory of solutions? I wish to dwell a little upon this point on

account of its fundamental importance. Van't Hoff showed

that the laws of gas pressure apply to the osmotic pressure of

solutions. In a word, there is some close connection between

the properties of solutions and those of gases. Why was this

step so distinct!}^ epoch-making?

We know matter in three states of aggregation, solid, liquid

and gas. Of the first we know comparatively little. We are

familiar with the crystallographic forms and the systems in which

matter crystallizes. We pass different forms of energy; heat,

light, electricity, etc., through matter in the solid state, and observe

its conductivity for energy, as it is termed. But after all we
know very little about solids. We do not know even the chemi-

cal formula of ice or rock salt. The one we say is H2O, but we
know that this is#not true. We know that it is (1120) ^ but we
do not know the value of x and have no reliable means at present

of finding it out. We WTite rock salt NaCI, but we know that it

is (NaCl)y, and the y in this case is just as much of an enigma as

the X in the case of water. I cite these cases to illustrate how
nearly perfect our ignorance of matter in the sohd state is, even

at present. We know practically nothing about the laws of soUds.

When we come to liquids our knowledge is only a little more

satisfactory. We do know more about liquids than about solids.

We know in many cases their molecular aggregation or, as ' we
say, their molecular weights. We have studied many of their

physical properties. But with this state of aggregation of matter

our knowledge is not only far from complete but, indeed, very

unsatisfactory. We kno.v very little about the laws to which

matter in the liquid condition conforms.

\\Tien we come to gases it is fortunately a different story.

Here we actually know a great deal. Many of the fundamental
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problems of gases may today be said to be solved. We know the

laws of gas pressure. We know the molecular weights of sub-

stances in the gaseous state, and this is fundamental to the deter-

mination of the atomic weights of the various chemical atoms.

We know a good deal about the inner mechanism of gases when
conducting heat, light and electricity, due especially to the

recent beautiful investigations of Sir J. J. Thomson. We can

deal with gases by thermodynamical methods and apply the first

and second principles of this, an exact mathematical science, to

them. All in all, we know infinitely more about matter in the

gaseous state than in the liquid and solid states both taken

together.

We can now see why it is so important to be able to deal with

solutions as we can deal with gases. We are thus able to deal with

solutions to some extent by the rigid mathematical methods to

which gases conform. Since the discovery made by Van't Hoff

we really know something about matter in solution, but this raises

the further question why is it so important to deal with solutions

by the exact scientific method, or by any method whatsoever?

Why is a knowledge of solutions so fundamental not only for

chemistry, but for so many of the other branche^of natural science?

And this question brings us to the most important part of our

task.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SOLUTIONS

A moment's reflection will show the importance of solutions

for natural science in general. The term solution is used here

in the broadest aspect of the subject. We know matter in three

states of aggregation, solid, liquid and gas. A solution is a homo-

geneous mixture of matter in the given state of aggregation with

matter in the same or a different state of aggregation ; the compo-

nent parts of which cannot be separated mechanicall3^ In terms

of this definition we can have solid, liquid or gas acting as a

solvent, and every state of aggregation dissolved in its own or

in any other state of aggregation. We would, consequently,

have nine types of solution.

Bearing in mind this broader definition of solution, the meaning
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of what follows should be clear. The whole science of chemistry

is only a branch of the science of solutions. Think of all the

chemical reactions you can, and see how many do not take place

in solutions in the broader sense of the term. Of course, all

reactions that take place at high temperatures between fused

masses are reactions in solution, because the term solution does

not raise any question as to temperature.

You will find that the number of chemical reactions that

take place outside of solution is extremely small, and it is thus

obvious that solution is a fundamental condition for all chemistry.

But let us turn to geology. The rocks are either precipitated

from aqueous solutions or aqueous suspensions, colloidal or other-

wise, or crystaUized from molten magmas—and the latter are

as true solutions as the former; the difference being chiefly a

difference in temperature. Thus, solutions underHe geology.

Take the biological sciences. Physiology, both vegetable and

animal, what would it be without matter in the dissolved state?

Without solution of course no life. We often say without carbon

no life, but it is just as true that without solution we could not

have living matter persist for any long period of time and repro-

duce itself. Take pharmacology, therapeutics, and indeed the

whole science of medicine, where would they be without solutions?

The reason that processes go on in living matter in solution is

probably closely connected with the fact that chemical processes

in general take place entirely or very nearly so in solution, in the

broad sense in which we are using the term.

The above would suffice to show the importance of matter

mixed with other matter, of solution, for the natural sciences in

general. If solutions did not exist the whole face of nature would

be changed. There would be no chemistry, consequently, no

biology, and no geology. It is appalling, not to say impossible

to think of what nature would be were it not for the properties

of matter in the dissolved condition. It is only when we bring

matter into the presence of some other kind of matter—into

solution—that it becomes active from the chemical, biological

and geological standpoints; and these various sciences owe their

existence to matter in the dissolved state.
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It is thus obvious that if we are ever to have a really exact

science of chemistry, geology or biology, even as we have a science

of phj^sics today, we must first know the condition and properties

of matter in that state which gives us these sciences.

The importance of the generalizations of Van't Hoff and Arrhe-

nius as to the nature of solution and the relations between solu-

tions and gases for the development of a real science of chemistry,

in contradistinction to a heterogeneous mass of more or less dis-

connected facts, cannot easily be overestimated.

The announcement of these generalizations in 1887 marked a

new epoch in the history of chemistry, and the beginning of what

we may fairly call a real science of chen^istr3^ From 1887 to the

present, general chemistry has made more progress towards becom-

ing a branch of really exact science than in the entire century which

elapsed prior to 1887; and these generalizations as to the nature

of solutions came as the result of Van't Hoff comparing Pfeffer's

measurements of osmotic pressure with the gas pressure of gases.

This alone would suffice to show the fundamental significance of

osmotic pressure for the development of general chemistry.

In making the above statement in reference to the enormous

strides that scientific chemistry has taken since 1887, I am not

unmindful of the fact that the law of mass action was discovered

and its discovery published in 1868, but the law of mass action

without the work herein discussed on the nature of solution was

comparatively barren. Indeed, it was this same Van't Hoff who
first applied successfully the law of mass action to chemical reac-

tions, and this, after he had shown the inherent relation between

solutions and gases.

It is not quite fair to leave the subject of the bearing of osmotic

pressure on the theory of solutions, without saying a few words

at least with reference to concentrated solutions, especially of

electrolytes.

The theory of Arrhenius, which it will be remembered was pro-

posed to account for the abnormally great osmotic pressure of

electrolytes, was really a theory of "ideal" or "very dilute" solu-

tions. It not only did not apply to concentrated solutions, but

not even to those concentrations with which we actually work in
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tilp laboratory—not to those solutions which give us chemistry,

biology, etc. Such solutions were in general found to exert os-

motic pressures that are too great even if we take into account

the dissociation of such solutions. And here again there was for

a time considerable trouble. We had a theory of solution which

might be called a theory of ideal conditions which were of very

little use in science—a theory which did not apply to the very

cases in which men of science were most interested.

We think that we have now a fairly satisfactory explanation

of the apparently abnormal results presented by solutions of

moderate and of great concentration. The solvate theory of

solution says that a dissolved substance combines with more or

less of the solvent, and this theory must be regarded merely as

supplementing the theory of electrolytic dissociation. The dis-

solved substances combining with more or less of the solvent

remove it from the field as part of the solvent. These solutions

are concentrated by just so much solvent as is combined with the

dissolved substances, and are in reality more concentrated than

we would suppose them to be from the amount of substance dis-

solved in them. This conclusion seems to be justified by the work
of this and other laboratories during the past fifteen years.

Indeed, more than a dozen independent lines of experimental

evidence all pointing to the correctness of the solvate theory of

solutions have been brought to light in this laboratory alone dur-

ing the past ten years.

Without going into any detail here on this point, suffice it to

say that when the theory of electrolytic dissociation is supple-

mented by the solvate theory of solution, which enables us to

calculate the amount of solvent combined with the dissolved

substance—to calculate the true concentration of the solution

—

we can then calculate the osmotic pressure of fairly concentrated

solutions approximately, knowing the amount of their dissociation.

In a word, we have today a theory of the nature of the real solu-

tions that we use in biology and in chemistry, and we have already

seen the meaning of such a theory for the biological sciences in

general.
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OSMOTIC PRESSURE AND DIFFUSION

In concluding let me say a few words with reference to the

bearing of osmotic pressure on general chemistry from a somewhat
different standpoint. There is no property of solutions with

which we are more familiar than with diffusion. Whenever a

solution of one concentration is brought in contact with a solution

of a different concentration, we have the dissolved substance

passing over from the region of greater to the region of lesser

concentration, and this continues until homogeneity is established

in all parts of the solution, provided the temperature of all parts

of the solution is kept the same.

We are so famiUar with this phenomenon that we are liable not

to stop and ask any questions concerning it. Yet a moment's

thought will show that we are deahng here with a very remarkable

phenomenon. Take a cylinder of water of almost any reasonable

height, and place on the bottom of that cylinder some very heavy

soluble substance, say lead nitrate, mercuric chloride or platinic

chloride. This heavy substance will dissolve and will rise through

the comparatively light water up to the top of the cylinder.

This phenomenon differs in degree, but somewhat resembles

the phenomenon that would be presented by our rising directly

through the atmospheric air, although we are a great many times

heavier than the air.

We cannot study the phenomenon of diffusion without recog-

nizing that we ha\'e some very powerful force at work, driving the

heavy dissolved substance upwards against the pull of gravity

through the much lighter solvent, and we must ask what is the

nature of this force.

A quantitative study of the phenomena of diffusion shows that

they obey the laws of osmotic pressure. Fick's law for diffusion

states that the amount of dissolved substance that will pass

through a given cross section separating two solutions of different

concentration, is proportional to the difference in concentration on

the two sides of that section. This will be recognized at once as

nothing else than Boyle's law for gases, which states that the

pressure exerted between two gases brought in contact, is pro-

portional to the difference in concentration of the two gases.
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We have seen that the osmotic pressure of solutions obeys the law

of Boyle for gases, and we now learn that diffusion obeys this

same law. This is, then, one analogy between the phenomena

of osmotic pressure and those of diffusion.

We have already become familiar with the beautiful principle

of Soret, which shows that the temperature coefficient of diffusion*

is the same as that of a gas. In other words, temperature has

the same effect upon diffusion that it has upon gases, and the

law of Gay-Lussac applies to both phenomena. The law of Gay-

Lussac, as we now know, also applies to osmotic pressure, and

this is a second analogy between osmotic pressure and diffusion.

By comparing the phenomena of diffusion in general with

those of osmotic pressure in the broadest possible way, we learn

that we are justified in concluding that the two sets of phenomena

obey throughout the same laws, and we conclude that osmotic

pressure is the cause of all diffusion.

Osmotic pressure is then the force which drives the heavy

dissolved substance through the solvent even against the pull of

gravity until the whole system becomes homogeneous. It is

capable, as we have seen, of driving a very heavy substance up
through a light solvent to a very great height, and of establish-

ing and maintaining equilibrium of concentration in solution.

Let us now think for a moment what diffusion really means
for general chemistry. If it were not for diffusion, therefore,

• if it w^ere not for osmotic pressure, it would be impossible to

maintain the different parts of the solution at the same concen-

tration for any appreciable period of time. Indeed, this condi-

tion in solution could be secured only approximately by keeping

the solution in question in most violent agitation. If a solution

would not maintain itself homogeneous, it would be a most seri-

ous matter not only for quantitative chemistry, but for quantita-

tive work in any branch of the biological sciences in which solu-

tions are used, and most of them employ solutions in one way
or another. It would be especially serious for the recent develop-

ments in botany and zoology, which have come about by varying

the conditions to which the organism is subjected and observing

what changes are produced in it. Without the property which
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solutions have of remaining homogeneous or standard, all volu-

metric methods in chemistry would be wiped out and experi-

mental biolog}' could not have hoped to achieve what has already

been done, or to advance as rapidly as we may reasonably expect

it to do in the near future.

Perhaps this brief sketch may serve to give some faint concep-

tion of the importance of osmotic pressure as a property of

solutions, especially in maintaining solutions homogeneous for

the development, from the quantitative side, of not only chem-

istry but many other branches of natural science.

And, again, consider the osmotic pressure of colloids or colloidal

solutions. This whole subject has come very much to the front

in the last few years, in connection with the tremendous develop-

ments in the field of colloidal chemistry. We all well remember
that it was only a few years ago that colloids were suspected of

having no osmotic pressure, and yet in many so-called colloidal

solutions we had phenomena manifesting themselves that were

at least analogous to diffusion; and how can we have diffusion

without osmotic pressure when the latter is the cause of the

former?

More recent work indicates that these colloidal solutions, and

perhaps some of the colloidal suspensions in which the parts are

much larger than in colloidal solutions, actually have osmotic

pressure, and it would not be surprising if it should ultimately

be shown that the osmotic pressure of colloidal solutions obeys

the same general laws as the osmotic pressure of so-called true

solutions. In colloidal solutions we know that matter is much
less finely divided than in true solutions, and, consequently, the

number of physical units present for any given amount of sub-

stance in suspension is much smaller in the colloidal than in the

dissolved state. It is, therefore, not surprising that such colloids

should, in the presence of say water as a solvent, exert much
smaller osmotic pressure than equivalent concentrations of

crystalloids, in which we know the parts in the presence of the

solvent are in a much finer state of subdivision. The role of

osmotic pressure, and of surface tension, which is probably very

closeh^ connected with it, will, in my opinion, be very prominent
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in the futuio development of colloidal chemistry, from which

much is to be expected.

Then take the application of osmotic pressure to the action

of the primary cell, about which I must say only a word. The
primary cell was discovered by Volta more than a hundred years

ago, and its action was not understood until the present theory of

solutions was worked out by Van't Hoff and Arrhenius. Knowing
the osmotic pressure of the solutions around the two electrodes

in the primary cell, we are not only able to calculate the electro-

motive force of such cells, but are able to explain satisfactorily

the action of all the simpler forms of primarj^ cells. The bearing

of osmotic pressure, then, upon this fundamental chapter of elec-

trochemistry is obvious and most important.

I should not close what I have to say in reference to osmotic

pressure, without adding a few words concerning the magnificent

measurements of osmotic pressure which have been, and are

being made by my colleague. Prof. H. N. Morse and his co-

workers. They have not only made the most accurate measure-

ments of osmotic pressure, but in doing this have overcome

difficulties which to any less skillful investigators would have been

considered as absolutely insurmountable. We now know the

osmotic pressures of cane sugar with accuracy certainly to the

second decimal, and over a very wide range in temperature.

This work is undoubtedly to be placed among the classics in

science for the difficulties met and overcome, and for the accuracy

of the measurements that are now being made.

Just one word more in reference to the nature of osmotic

pressure. \Miat is osmotic pressure? Or what causes it? T do

not know nor do I believe that anyone else at present does. The
number of attempted explanations of what osmotic pressure

is or what causes osmotic pressure is literally legion. It seems

to me that nearly everj^one who has not anything better to do,

or who wishes to write a paper for which a suitable subject has

not been selected, favors us with his opinions as to what the nature

of osmotic pressure really is.

As the result of reading more of these papers in the past than

I shall do in the future, I have come to the above conclusion
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which, frankly expressed, is that we do not know and at present

have no means of finding out what really causes osmotic pressure.

It seems probable from the splendid work of Morse, that when
osmotic pressure is explained we will have to take into account

the fact that the colloidal semi-permeable membrane used in

measuring it, probably takes up water from the outside and

becomes hydrated, and that the solution in some unknown way
dehydrates this membrane on the inside. But after all this is

not very much more than words.

What we do know, and in my judgment about all that we do

know at present in reference to the nature of osmotic pressure, is

that it is in some entirely unknown way connected with the sur-

face-tension of the solutions between which it manifests itself.

Whenever we have a satisfactory theory of osmotic pressure, it

seems highly probable that that theory must take into account

the phenomena which manifest themselves in capillary tubes,

which we call surface-tension, and this probably exerts itself in

the fine capillaries in the semipermeable membranes.

Although we do not today know the cause of osmotic pressure

yet we know its result. Its magnitude has now been accurately

measured and its significance in connection with solutions pointed

out by Van't Hoff and Arrhenius.

I hope some idea as to the importance of osmotic pressure in

the development of general chemistry may be gained from what

has already been said. All in all, it is to be regarded as the most

important property possessed by matter in the dissolved state.
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Since the rain-correcting atmometer was described by Living-

ston' in 1910, a few of these instruments seem to have come into

use, but perhaps not so many as their accuracy and simplicity

should justify. A reason for hesitancy in making use of this

apparatus may be due to the fact that, though one might easily

work out by simple physical principles how the instrument ought

to act under various assumed conditions, yet no published account

has shown just how it does act when exposed to conditions as

found in the field.

Considering this matter worthy of some attention, a set of

experiments were carried out to determine the answers to several

questions regarding the operation of the rain-correcting appa-

ratus. These questions may be stated somewhat as follows: (1)

Just how do the mercury valves behave under the influence of

different kinds of showers? (2) How great is the error involved

in the operation of the valves (i.e., to reverse them), and on what

does this error depend? (3) Is the absorption of rain by the

ordinary porous cup atmometer of sufficient amount to justify the

use of a rain-correcting device?

Six Li\'ingston automatic rain-correctors were made and at-

tached to standard 2 atmometers. The glass tubes were of the

thick-walled and small-bore type, frequentlj^ termed barometer

tubing. The cups drew their water from burettes. A lead tube,

connected with a water supply, was placed above each cup so

1 Livingston, B. E., A rain-correcting atmometer for ecological instrumentation.

Plant World 13: 79-82. 1910.

2 Livingston, B. E., Operation of the porous cup atmometer. Plant World,

13: 111-118. 1910. See also Livingston, B. E., A rotating table for standardiz-

ing porous cup atmometers. Plant World, 13: 157-162. 1912. .
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that water could be discharged upon the cups, maintaining either

a fihn over the entire evaporating surface or only over a portion

of it {i.e., any kind of "shower" desired). Rain drops striking

the cups should exert a certain amount of pressure not reproduced

by the simple discharge of water above, but the effect of this

extra force, from the impact of the rain drops, would undoubtedly

be only to increase, somewhat, the rate of absorption.

When a film of water is made to cover the entire evaporating

surface of the cup (as in a very hard shower), the mercury valves

reverse immediately, but after that there is neither loss nor gain

of water in the burette. If the water film covers only a portion

of the cup (as is often the case during moderate rains), it was
found that the area of the film necessary to suppress loss from the

burettes depended upon the evaporating power of the air (the

greater this evaporating power the larger must be the area of the

water film) and upon the height of the cup above the surface of

the water in the burette. The height of the cup influences the

rate of absorption as shown below. In an equilibrium of this

sort, where there is neither a loss from the burette nor a reversal

of the mercury valves, the evaporation from the free surface of

the cup exactly equals the absorption of water from the portion

covered by the film.

AVhen the film intermittently covers the cup (as in frequent

showers with rainless intervals) the backward flow of water into

the burette was again only the amount required to operate the

mercury valves, this amount of back flow (error of the instru-

ment) occurring as often as the valves were forced to reverse.

This jcsLse differs from that of moderate rains probably only in

giving more complete reversals of the valves, but less often.

The amount of the error in the reading, for each complete

reversal of the valves, depends always upon the size of the tubing

that dips into the mercury of the valve between the cup and

the water supply, and upon the height of the cup above the supply.

The tubing used in this experiment had an inside diameter of

approximately 0.8 mm. The volume per linear centimeter was

about 0.005 cc. The length of the mercury column when the

valves are reversed (i.e., the back flow of water involved in the
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operation of the valves) depends upon the height of the cup above

the water level in the reservoir. In the ordinary field use of

the cup the usual height is perhaps about 25 to 30 cm. The mer-

cury column necessary- to support this water column is 1.9 to 2.2

cm., so, taking into account the volume of the tubing per centi-

meter, the error for each operation of the valves is only about 0.01

Diagram showing construction of the rain-correcting atmometer. (Reprinted

from Livingston, The Plant World 13: 79. 1910.)

cc. The back flow allowed in the operation of the valves is thus

seen to be quite insignificant in the field vise of the cup.

An idea of the amount of water absorbed during rains by the

standard cup when unprotected by a mercury valve may be had

from the following experiment. Standard cups, not supplied

with the non-absorbing device, were subjected to the action of
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complete external water films ("hard showers") as described

above. The rate of absorption of water per hour and the height

of the cups above the surface of the water in the burettes was

recorded. For the varying water columns used, the rate of absorp-

tion was found to be almost directly proportional to the height of

the water column supported by the cup. The table below pre-

.

sents an example of the results obtained.

HEIGHT* OF CUP HOURLY RATE RATIO- "^'^
HEIGHT

cm. CC.

10 0.6 0.06

30 4.2 0.14

50 8.8 0.17

80 13.0 0.16

100 15.8 0.15

* Height measured from the top of cup to water surface in burette.

Assuming the average height of the cup in the field to be about

30 cm., the rain absorption by the cup may amount to as much
as 4.2 cm. per hour, an extent of error which may frequently

amount to more than the actual evaporation occurring in a par-

tially rainy period. Thus, if during a rainy day the actual evapo-

ration from the cup were n cc, and if rain absorption within the
,

period amounted to m cc. (m being greater than n), it is clear that

the reading of the instrument would be not only quantitatively

but also qualitatively wrong ; it would appear that during the day

there had been an absorption of m— n cc. and the observer could

have no way of knowing whether or not any evaporation at all

had occurred. With the mercury valve, the instrument would

give the integration of the actual loss from the reservoir, minus

that of the quite insignificant amounts of water injected into the

reservoir by the operation of the valve. With the valve and

height of water column assumed in the foregoing paragraphs, it

would require about one hundred complete reversals of the valve

to produce an error in reading of a single cubic centimeter. No
doubt, if it should ever be requisite, the instrument could be

arranged so as to record, in some way, the number of reversp-ls

of the valve and the error of the reading might thus be still fur-

ther reduced.
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There remains the consideration that small areas of the cup

may, during a driving shower, be exposed to evaporation and that

some water loss may thus occur. As is shown by one of the tests

above described, water might evaporate from one side of the

cup and be absorbed on the other side to an equivalent amount,

the level in the burette remaining without change. The absorp-

tion of slight amounts of dew might also introduce a correspond-

ingly slight error in the readings. No arrangement has been

devised which will care for these contingencies, but the error thus

involved is assuredly not one which will play any tangible part

in evaporation measurement for a long time to come.

It may be concluded that the error of rain absorption by the

ordinary porous cup atmometer is decidedly not to be neglected

in humid regions, and that the errors of this sort which are still

permitted by the Livingston mercury valve are so extremely

small as to be entirely negligible in all operations so conducted as

to expose the instruments to rain or dew.

As a possible improvement on the apparatus as described by
Livingston, it may be suggested (though this is probably included

in the remark about, possible modifications made in the original

publication on this subject) that a good stopcock might replace

the second mercury vah^e, the function of this valve being merely

to allow ready filling of the cup (when first placed or when a

change is made for restandardization) and to close the opening

thus used after the cup is filled.

The tests here considered were carried out at the Desert Labora-

tory of the Carnegie Institution, during the summer of 1912,

and the writer wishes here to express his obligation to Prof.

B. E. Livingston for numerous suggestions bearing upon the study.
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Capillary Segregation of Enzymes—An interesting volume on

the capillary analysis of enzymes, by J. Gruss,^ the outcome of his pre-

vious publications in journals of the brewing industries, places before

physiologists a new method for the investigation of the properties and

relations of enzymes, which are now generally considered as largely

controlling chemical and physical changes in the living cell. While the

author makes no claim to the general applicability of his methods, yet

there is little doubt that the field here opened up may furnish valuable

and much needed information regarding many recondite questions and
the book is worthy of careful perusal by all who are interested in the

dynamics of protoplasmic processes.

The method of capillary analysis is essentially an elaboration of earher

work (Gopplesroder's "Kapillaranalyse," etc.) in which splutes were

separated by allowing the solution to be drawn up by suspended strips

of filter paper. Griiss capillarized his solutions on Swedish filter paper

held tight between two concentric brass rings, the diameter of the inner

ring being 25 cm. If a drop of solution be placed at the center of a

sheet stretched in this manner it diffuses outward, becoming more dilute

as fresh fibers take up the solute. Following Traube's law, the diluted

solution moves with increasing rapidity until the last portions of solute

are "piled up" in a bounding rim zone. By conducting the process in a

chamber saturated with water vapor, outward movement of solutes is

retarded and the width of zones is increased. Diffusion of inert, col-

loidal solutions is facilitated by previously placing a ring of water upon

the paper and by adding glycerine to the solution, these agents serving

to increase the centripetal capillary force. Common dyes may be sepa-

rated by this method and such substances, not chemically interactive

and forming overlapping fields when applied singly, differentiate into

distinct zones when applied in the same solution. Some substances

can be separated by capillarizing in acetic acid vapor or ammonia gas

or by previously infiltrating the paper with a suspension of clay in acetic

acid or with Ume water. By this means, for example, proteins can

1 Griiss, J., Biologic unci Kapillaranalyse der Enz3Tne, pp. 227, text figs. 58,

colored plates 2. Borntraeger, Berlin, 1912 (mk. 16).
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be i^recipitated at the center of the field by an acid medium, wliile sugars

are diffused outward.

A conception of the nature of this method of analysis is most readily

given by Griiss' description of its application to a solution containing

salts of nickel, cobalt and iron. A drop of the concentrated compound

solution is placed at the center of the capillarizer and widening of the

zones is checked by rapid evaporation. A drop of ammonium hydroxid

is then- added, which precipitates iron hydroxid at the center of the field

while the other metals are washed into a narrow outer zone. The addi-

tion of ammoniacal potassium nitrite solution to this zone holds cobalt

as the insoluble potassium cobalto-nitrite while nickel diffuses still

farther outward. Identification tests are applied as follows: To the

central field is added hydrogen peroxide (to oxidize the iron) followed by

potassium ferrocj'anide which gives the blue ferric ferrocj'anide. Acetic

acid causes the formation of the yellow potassium cobalt i-nit rite in the

median zone and diacetyl-dioxime precipitates a red compound of nickel

in the outer zone.

In capillary analysis of enzymes it is necessary to apph' tests to the

various zones upon the paper in order to confirm the presence of specific

substances. For this purpose the paper is cut into sectors after capil-

larization and the sectors are applied separately to filter papers impreg-

nated with solutions of the various reagents or to glass plates coated

with starch paste, starch grains, or sections of cellular tissue. The
starch grains and tissue sections maA' be examined microsco])ically for

corrosion, and appUcation of iodine solution to the paper after treatment

with starch gives indication of the distribution of hydrolyzing activity.

Griiss used the following additional reagents for enzymes: Guaiac,

turned blue by oxidases and peroxidases; ursol tartrate, slate-blue with

peroxidase; 'Siolamin" (a benzene derivative), violet with bodies releas-

ing molecular oxygen, as well as by oxidizing enzjones (colored by hjxlro-

gen peroxid, it was used as a test for antioxidase or reductase) ; carminic

acid, decolorized by hydrogen peroxid, red with antioxidase. Sectors

bearing color reactions can be reunited to give a "chromogram" showing

the relative actiAity of the enzjines and their disposition in the different

zones. The volume contains two colored plates illustrating such chro-

mograms. Tests for an enz^-me present onlj' in minute quantity may be

strengthened by extracting its zone with water and recapillarizing on a

second paper, a process designated as "secondary capillarization."

Having found capillary analysis of the cell sap of cereal embryos

impracticable, Griiss applied color tests directly to the tissues, with the
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following CQnclusions. Enzyme balance in the aleurone laj^er is dis-

turbed at germination and oxidase is succeeded bj' diastase with peroxi-

dase properties, the latter moving into the endosperm and accumulating

there as germination proceeds. Antioxidase is gradually and continu-

ously produced in the aleurone layer and prevents the auto-oxidation of

diastase. He was unable to separate by capillarity the secretory and

translocatory diastases of Brown and jMorris but suggests that the latter

may act as coenzjone to the former.

A new conception of enzjTne balance is presented in the author's

suggestion that when invertase is excreted from the scutellar epithelium,

acting on the sucrose reserves of the embrj'o, there is a resultant disturb-

ance of balance which induces excretion of revertase on the opposite

side of the scutefiar layer. Similarly, excretion of diastase into the endo-

sperm is supposed to induce functioning of amjdocoagulase in the em-

bryo, sucrose being converted to starch by the latter enzjTne without

inversion. The fact that maximum secreting power of the epithelium

is not concomitant with, maximum diastase content, and thus cannot be

attributed to lack of diastase equilibrium between scutellum and endo-

sperm, is presented as evidence of glandular nature in cells of this tissue.

In view of the common requirement of oxygen for the production of

oxidase, diastase and amylocoagulase, it is suggested that the two last-

named enzjTnes are derived from the first or from a zjTnogen similar

to it.

Significant results are presented from work on the potato, which show

collective increase but disturbed equilibrium of enzymes in wound peri-

derm as compared with normal parenchyma. Oxidase is more in evi-

dence in the former, and diastatic activity is here equal to that of the

parenchyma reinforced by extract of barley scutellum. Indications were

obtained of a difference between the tyrosinase of potato and of moulds,

and investigation of the enzyme content of sap and latex in phanerogams

indicated great variations at different stages of the development of the

individual.

In summarizing, the author calls attention to the need of studjang the

details of balance not only of enzjTnes but also of enzjone sj'stems,

referring to the balance between enzymes and anti-enzymes as the

"Atlas of Life" on which gro'wiih and increase of tissues depends. He
considers the ascent or descent of components of this system as acting

as motive power for, and as checks upon, the cell mechanism, most

emphasis being placed upon the oxidase-peroxidase-antioxidase system

which controls the condition of the resting seed and spore. The assump-
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tion is made that, at equilibrium, oxygen from oxidase activity and
hydrogen from hydrogenase activity form water or hydroxy!, thus

checking oxidation in metabolic processes. It is also suggested that

antioxidase may act protectively by taking up oxygen.

Griiss would eliminate the term catalase, since a variety of bodies

has been shown to possess the property of releasing molecular oxygen.

He brands the term " intra-molecular respiration" as a misnomer,

holding that the CO2 attributed to this process arises from the action of

hydrogenase on carbohydrates. Representative equations are given for

the action of catalase, oxidase and peroxidase.—W. E. Tottingham.

A New Text on Soils.—Russell's recent book on soil conditions

and plant growth^ affords the most satisfactory single treatment of this

important and intricate field of scientific endeavor that has yet appeared.

Soil science has not heretofore received, in the English language, any-

thing approaching the attention it deserves, as is emphasized by the

very lack of any term in our language corresponding to the Ger-

man Bodenkunde; and the publication of this work should aid greatly

toward the systematic development of this subject in English speaking

countries.

The confused state which now characterizes the science of the soil

seems partially due to the fact that its problems have been frequently

attacked as more or less subordinate questions in studies directed pri-

marily toward botanical, chemical, and geological ends or toward the

perfection of the art of agriculture. Much confusion and many errone-

ous and well-nigh superstitious ideas may also be related to a thoroughly

unscientific state of mind which seems to have prevailed in this connec-

tion, and the follo'W'ing quotation from Russell's preface is well worth

the space it occupies. The author writes: "Suggestions throTVTi out by
men eminent in some other branch of science have been accepted with-

out much serious examination; illustrations used in farmers' lectures

to drive home some important point to an audience before whom lucidity

is above all things necessary, have acquired the force of established facts;

whilst statements, and even substances, have come to be believed in for

no better reason than that people have talked a great deal about them."

After an interesting and valuable chapter (18 pages) on the historical

development of the subject of agriculture as here considered, Russell

proceeds to lay the foundations for his subsequent treatment in a chap-

* Russell, Edward J., Soil conditions and plant growth. Pp. viii + 168, figs. 7.

Longmans Green and Company, London. 1912.
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ter (32 pages) on "The requirements of plants." Plant physiologists

will find this chapter very valuable. It includes a thoroughly modern,

though necessarily brief, discussion of the relations obtaining between

plant activities and temperature, with consideration of the temperature

coefficient. Light receives but a superficial treatment; a much more

thorough discussion is, however, impossible at present. Among material

conditions of plant activity, oxygen, water and "food" receive attention.

The first two are accorded only a very inadequate treatment, as would

be expected in a book on soil. The idea again finds expression (pp. 28 and

29) that transpiration is considerably influenced through variation in the

vapor pressure of the foliar cell sap, though such influence has been shown

(by Drabble and Drabble^) to be practically negligible. The term

food is used to denote inorganic material requisites, and the weight of

the present publication is added to the incubus of muddle which prevails

over the physiological aspect of this word. After announcing the title

Food, the author parenthetically acknowledges, however, that his usage

is logically wrong, stating (p. 30) that "the food of plants, or rather the

raw material out of which food is synthesized, consists," etc. But the

parenthesis will not be noted by the average reader, who will almost

certainly come from the reading of these and subsequent paragraphs

with the misconceptions that usually go with the word food. Russell's

treatment of the influence of the ordinary minerals on plant groAvth is

excellent.

The third chapter (27 pages) deals with "The constitution of the

soil," and includes, besides adequate discussions of the mineral and

aqueous portions, a welcome consideration of the organic soil materials

from a modern standpoint. The author apparently does not regard the

gaseous phase of the soil as logically a part of it, though he gives atten-

tion elsewhere to the influence of soil gases upon plants.

Chapter IV (24 pages), on "The carbon and nitrogen cycles in the

soil," is a very clear and readable treatment of the complex nitrogen and

carbon changes which are of such fundamental importance to plant

activity. Within the imposed spatial limits and in the present stage

of investigation of these recondite changes, this chapter could not be

notably improved; it appeals to the reviewer as a masterpiece of its

^ Drabble, E., and Drabble, H., The relation between the osmotic strength of

cell sap in plants and their physical environment. Bio-chem. Jour. 2: 117-132.

1907. See also Livingston, B. E., The relation of the osmotic pressure of the cell

sap in plants to arid habitats. Plant World 14: 153-164. 1911, and references

there given.
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class. Chapter V (18 pages), on "The biological conditions in the soil,"

is also an excellent discussion of a scries of questions not generally as

well appreciated as the present stage of investigation should allow. Here

are treated such topics as water supply, air supply, temperature, food

supply, soil toxins and partial sterilization of the soil. Regarding the

much discussed problem of soil toxins, Russell concludes that "there is

no evidence of the presence of soluble toxins in normally aerated soils

sufficienth' supplied with plant food (sic) and with calcium carbonate,

but toxins may occur on 'sour' soils badlj^ aerated and lacking in cal-

cium carbonate, or on other exhausted soils. There is no evidence of

plant excretions conferring [lasting] toxic properties on the soil, but the

Woburn fruit tree results show that a growing plant may poison its

neighbor." The work of the United States Bureau of Soils along this

line is accorded fair treatment and the author's attitude is, on the whole,

remarkably unprejudiced, considering the propaganda methods of state-

ment adopted in some of the Bureau's publications.

Chapter VI (12 pages) deals with "The soil in relation to plant

growth," a brief application of the principles previously brought out

to the groA\i;h of agricultural crops. This chapter considers the practi-

cal questions primarily from the standpoint of English soils. Chapter

VII (17 pages) is upon "Soil analysis and its interpretation," wherein

physical and chemical analysis are both treated.

An appendix (5 pages) on ' 'The methods of soil analysis," and a selected

bibliography (323 titles), followed by a brief index complete the volume.

B. E. L.



NOTES AND COMMENT

A series of lectures delivered at the University of London in 1911 has

just been published, with several additions, under the title Makers of

British Botany (Cambridge, University Press). The volume is edited

by Professor Oliver, and the seventeen lectures are contributed by as

many of the living leaders of botany in Great Britain. The several

biographies form an excellent panorama of the activities of British

botanists during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a period which

was most auspiciously opened by the work of Ray in taxonomy. Grew
in anatomy, and Hales in physiology. The editor and several of the

contributors allude to the barren period which followed the death of

Ray and Grew, and to the completeness with which botanists were

absorbed in systematic work for nearly a century after the activity of

Linneaus. The growth and exploration of the colonial empire of Great

Britain yielded such an enormous bulk of new and interesting plants

that the subversive advances in the science which were being made on

the continent found only a tardy reception in England, and were con-

spicuously participated in only by Robert Brown. The important work

in morphology, anatomy, and paleobotany that has distinguished Brit-

ish botany in more recent years is foreshadowed in the lives of William-

son aud Marshall Ward, but its principal exponents are not within

the scope of this volume. The lectures treat not only of such well known
men as the Edinburgh professors, the Hookers, Henslow, Henfrey, and

Gilbert, but of several less known men, including John Hill, an early

taxonomist of the sterile period, William Griffith, a contributor to the

morphology of tropical plants, and WiUiam Harvey, the algologist.

Darwin has been intentionally omitted from the series, and the gigantic

labors of George Bentham have been passed by.

Mr. Charles H. Thompson, of the Missouri Botanical Garden, has

recently written a short treatment of the culture and decorative value

of cacti (Bur. PI. Ind., Bull. 262). He has described the most success-

ful methods for their propagation from seeds or cuttings, and has given

full directions for the care of adult plants. The numerous illustrations

of handsome cacti and of striking decorative effects secured by their

use in outdoor beds will be sure to attract many new enthusiasts to

the cultivation of these plants.
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SOME BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF OLD SOILS

L. T. SHARP

University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada

Ficker has published an exhaustive treatise^ in which he dis-

cusses the resistant powers of various organisms under widely

different conditions of treatment, and classes the spore-forming

bacteria, molds, and yeasts, cyst-producing protozoa, ^ and thick-

walled cells in general as morphological forms exhibiting high

resistant powers. Soils exhibit an extreme complexity of chem-

ical and physical conditions, and a great diversity in the number

and species of their micro-flora, and therefore offer an unusually

good field for the investigation of the resistance of organisms

to desiccation, a subject of much practical importance in the

arid regions of the world. The significance of desiccation in

general bacteriological practise is apparent in the preservation

of various articles of food by drying, and in the transfer of dairy

starters, yeasts and cultures of Bacillus radicicola on dried media.

It is of interest to note that manufacturers guarantee the vitality

of their dried cultures for only a few months. It might be

expected that drying of short duration would exert no perma-

nent injurious effect on soil organisms within the soil, but it

would be surprising to find that the long dry spells and intense

heat of the arid regions, particularly of the desert areas, did

not decrease the number and activity of the different physiologi-

cal groups of organisms of economic importance in the soil, and
perhaps alter and rearrange their relative abundance.

Numerous Hving organisms, such as seeds, algae, bacteria, and
molds, have been studied in relation to their respective endur-

ances under a great vp,riety of adverse circumstances. Nageli,'

' Citation from Bui. 78, Delaware Exp. Sta.

^ Citation from Microbiology, p. 75. Blakiston's Sons and Company, 1912.

' Citation from Untersuch. aus dem Hot. Inst, zu Tubingen, 2: 28. 188G.
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writing in 1877 compares the lower microscopic forms of life

with the seeds of plants, stating that drying does not destroy

their vitality, but that they may endure in the desiccated con-

dition for hundreds or even thousands of years. Schroder^ deter-

mined that barley grains desiccated over sulphuric acid main-

tained their germination power for eleven to twelve weeks, mold

spores were alive after seventeen months, yeast cells lived from

seventeen weeks to seven months, and putrefactive bacteria

resisted the drying effects of the acid for twenty-one to twenty-

five weeks. Algae were aUve after five years of drying under

room conditions.

By experimentation with two separate portions of the same
soil, one air-dried for two months, the other for two years, Rahn'

determined that the soils contained respectively but one-third

and one-fifth of the original number of bacteria. Though a

decrease in total number was observed, the rate of CO2 and

acid production and ammonia formation from peptone and urea

solutions was more rapid when the solutions were inoculated

with soils previously air-dried than when inoculated with moist

soils. In explanation of the above mentioned phenomenon noted

by Rahn, Russel^ and Hutchinson suggest that the drying of

soils diminishes to a large extent the number of protozoa, which

had been feeding on bacteria, and this elimination of competition

enables the bacterial processes to gain superiority when sterile

solutions are inoculated with dry soil.

Referring to the resistant power toward drying possessed by
species of the Azotobacter group, Lohnis^ states that they are

comparatively less sensitive than other groups of organisms, and
that some of the cells remain ahve for months or even years.

However, Lohriis^ and Pillai observed that nitrogen fixation was
somewhat less in dry years than in wet years, and from^ experi-

^ Untersuch. aus dem. Bot. Inst, zu Tubingen 2: 11, 24-25, 34, 38 and 41. 1886-

5 Centlb. f. Bakt. 20: 42, 56. 1907-08.
^

^ Jour, of Agri. Science, p. 119. 1909.

' Einfuhrung in die Bakteriologie, p. 687.
s Centblt. f. Bakt. 20: p. 794. 1908.

• Einfuhrung in die Bakteriologie, p. 688.
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ments carried out in France, Germany, and the United States,

it was observed that Azotobacler activity and nitrogen fixation

were somewhat less in summer than in spring and fall. Clostri-

dium pastorianurn}^ has been found to be more resistant than

Azotobacter, for it may exist for at least seven years in a dry

condition.

Owing to the commercial methods of preparing and shipping

inoculating material of Bacillus radicicola for seed or soil, the

resistant powers of this organism toward desiccation have been

thoroughly investigated. Harding'' and Prucha report that the

method of drying cultures of B. radicicola on cotton is inherently

unsatisfactory because of the inability of that organism to per-

sist on dry cotton. Chester'^ corroborates the above cited re-

sults, finding however, that extremely virulent strains can suc-

cessfully be dried on cotton provided the drying process be rapid,

the culture immediately sealed and used shortly thereafter. Never-

theless, Lohnis'^ finds that B. radicicola can resist long enduring

droughts in soils without serious effect, especially in \'iew of

Simons''^ investigation determining that micro-organisms are far

more resistant when in the soil than on most other media. Yeast

cells'^ appear more resistant than B. radicicola.

'

The researches of Schlosing'^ and Muntz decisively demonstrate

that the organisms involved in the process of nitrification offered

little resistance toward drying. Winogradsky" found that nitro-

bacteria in zoogloea form were seriously interfered with if dried

twenty-four hours, while Wimmer'* determined that in soils the

effect was far less marked. Somewhat in contrast to the findings

of Rahn on ammonification, Lemmermann,'^ Fischer, Kappen

'« Handb. der Teck. Myk. 3:6.
" New York Exp. Sta. Bui. 270.

Delaware Exp. Sta. Bui. 78.

Einfuhrung in die Bakteriologie, p. 670.

" Jahresber. der Ver. f. angew. Botanik 5: 154. 1907.

Microbiology, p. 151.

Citation—Einfuhrung in die Bakteriologie, p. 617.

" Citation—Einfuhrung in die Bakteriologie, p. 617.

'8 Zeitschr. f. Hyg. 48; 170-174.

" Landw. Yahrb. 38: 344-345. 1909.
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and Blanck observed a notable and persistent depression of

nitrification due to drjdng of the soil.

From the foregoing review of the literature concerning desic-

cation it would appear that organisms persist longer in the soil

than when exposed to drying conditions on some other media.

That bacterial action is qualitatively and quantitatively different

in soils from what it is in artificial media is the logical reason for

adopting soils as the proper media for the determination of the

bacterial efficiency of the soil flora; similarly it is not unreason-

able to expect that soils in drying, presenting peculiar physical

and chemical conditions, exert a totally different destructive

force on the organisms from that concerned when they are dried

on artificial media. The ammonification flora, embracing numer-

ous species of organisms exhibiting a wide range of physiological

activity, seems to possess, as a group, a greater resisting power

toward drying than either the Azotohacter species, B. radicicola,

or Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter.

Having some soil samples^" which had been tightly stoppered

for the last twenty-five to thirty-three years placed at my dis-

posal, it appeared of great interest to investigate the bacteriologi-

cal flora existent in them. With this end in view the present

work was planned and executed to determine the remaining

potency of the micro-flora still present. This phase of soil biol-

ogy,—that of the resistance of organisms to drying of the soil,—

•

offers attractive research problems, because of its practical appli-

cation and scientific interest.

EXPERIMENTATION

It was planned to study the soil from four aspects, the number
of organisms present, and their physiological characteristics as

manifested by their ammonification, nitrification, and nitrogen

fixation powers. However, before proceeding to the experi-

mental details, it is essential for possible correlation between

2° The soils used in these experiments were chosen from the collection of Dr.

E. W. Hilgard, who kindly consented to their use in the furtherance of the inves-

tigation.
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bacterial activity and the character of the soil, that a brief tabu-

lated description of the soils be presented

:

The soils

NO. LAB. NO. DESCRIPTION AND ORIGINAL LOCALITY

1 15 Alkali soil—Westminster, Orange County, California

2 30 Alkali soil—Westminster, Orange County, California

3 5 Adobe ridge—Surface soil. Campus, University of California

4 4 Adobe ridge—Sub-soil, Campus, University of California

5 1 Adobe—10 to 20 inches in depth Campus, University of Cali-

fornia

6 8 Loam—Stockton, California

7 6 Black adobe—6 to 12 inches in depth, Stockton, California

8 51 Foothill sandy red soil—1 to 12 inches in depth. Auburn,

California

9 Rich loam—Huerohuero, San Luis Obispo County, California

These soils represent a variety of types, from the heavy adobe

to the Hghter red sandy soils, from the deeper sub-soils to the

surface soils, from the Stockton soils, rich in organic matter, to

the poorer foothill sands, and from the alkali soils typical of

the arid west to the normal soil free from excessive amounts of

injurious salts; This diversity in the soils which were used

permits of a wider application of the facts obtained.

THE NUIVIBER OF ORGANISMS

Although it has been observed that the physiological efficiency

or organisms in bringing about chemical transformations bears

little or no relation to the number present, it appeared of interest

to determine the number of bacteria still retained in the dried

soil, in order to observe any correlation between numbers and

physiological power that might obtain, but more particularly for

the sake of learning the effect of the drying on the numbers in

the various soils, comparing the count found with that of freshly

sampled soils.

The count was made by placing 1 gram of soil weighed in a

sterile platinum dish into 100 cc. of sterile water and shaking

for three minutes. From this suspension other necessary dilu-

tions were prepared with sterile water blanks and sterile pipettes.
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One cubic centimeter of the various dilutions was plated with

synthetic agar made up as follows: 0.2 gram MgS04, 0.5 gram
K2HPO4 neutralized with NaOH, 0.05 gram peptone, 10 grams

dextrose, and 20 grams of agar in 1000 cc. of tap water. The
plates were incubated at 28°C. for five days before the first

count, and subsequent counts were made. The results recorded

are as follows:

In alkali soils Nos. 1 and 2 we find comparatively few organ-

isms, probably owing to the small number originally present.

TABLE 1

NO. OF SOIL
NTTMBER OF MOLDS AND BACTERIA PES GRAM

Molds Bacteria Total

1 00 5,000 5,000

2 00 60,000 60,000

3 00 250,000 250,000

4 10,000 90,000 100,000

5 00 75,000 75,000

6 40,000 380,000 420,000

7 150,000 380,000 530,000

8 90,000 480,000 570,000

9 10,000 550,000 560,000

because of the toxicity^^ of the alkali salts. Perchance the in-

crease in concentration of the hygroscopic film through drying

brought about plasmolysis. The number of molds in soils 6 and

7 is particularly noticeable, due to the resistance of mold spores

and also to the prevalence of molds in the hea\'y soils of the

Stockton region, which are well supplied with organic matter.

Soil No. 8, though a sandy loam, harbors 90,000 molds per gram.

The number of organisms in normal soils Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

and 9, varies from 75,000 to 570,000. It is quite conceivable that

these amounts are perhaps one-fifth of the original number,

which would necessitate a count of from 350,000 to 2,850,000

per gram. Fresh samples of soils have differed from these numer-

ical limits in both directions. Soils Nos. 4 and 5 with the smallest

count are sub-soils of heavy adobe soil, which retains about

two and a half times as many organisms as the samples taken

" Centblt. f. Bakt. 33: 55. 1912, and 33: 313. 1912.
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deeper. The other soils free from excessive alkah salts, Nos.

6, 7, 8, and 9, possess a flora of twice the number present in

surface adobe soil No. 3. These figures suggest either fewer

numbers originally in the clay soils, or that a flora of less resisting

power existed in them, or that the loam soils offered a more

suitable medium when dried. As the original number of organ-

isms had not been determined and since so few soils were used,

no definite conclusions as to the determinant factors involved can

be stated.

As indicated by Rahn's work, the greatest decrease in numbers
occurs during the earliest periods of the drying, and subsequent

drying has little effect, so it is very possible that further drying

of the soils used in this experiment would have caused little or

no decrease in the numbers found. In short, the number of

organisms in a soil is quickly reduced to a constant minimum by
drying. Though little of a decisive nature can be deduced from

the results, yet it is a striking observation in soil biology that

even after 30 years of drying the average count of seven normal

soils is 358,000 organisms per gram.

AMMONIFICATION

The ammonifying power of a soil, though not dependent on

the number of organisms present, performs, as is well known,

an important function in the supplying of available nitrogen to

plants, and accordingly it was deemed essential for a complete

knowledge of the existing flora that the ammonifying power of

the soils be determined. Owing to the limited amount of soil

at my disposal, the determination was carried on as follows:

50 cc. of a 1 % tap water solution of peptone, distributed in

Ehrlenmeyer flasks and sterilized, was inoculated with 5 grams

of soil. The cultures were incubated three days and the ammonia
then formed was distilled off with magnesium oxide and received

in ^ HCl. The excess HCl acid was then titrated with ^ NHiOH.
DupUcates and sterile controls were run for each soil. The
results appear in table 2.

" Science 35: no. 893, p. 227. 1912.
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In alkali soils Nos 1 and 2 there is striking ammonification

power, possibly due to a stimulating effect of the alkali salts

which have been diluted to such extent that they are no longer

inhibitive. It appears from Lipman's^^ results that Na2C03, up

to comparatively large amounts, stimulates ammonification in

soils, NaCl and Na2S04 however fail to stimulate at the quan-

tities used, and possibly smaller quantities of salts would give

evidence of stimulation. Qualitative tests indicated that little

carbonate was present and that most of the sail: in soil Nos.

1 and 2 was white alkali. No other large differences in ammo-
nifying power occur, possibly due to elimination processes by
which all but the highly resistant spore bearing organisms were

destroyed. Each soil therefore contains an ammonifying flora

of predominantly spore-bearing organisms which are Ukely to be

of the same physiological efficiency. Prolonged drying seems to

equalize the ammonification power of soils, irrespective of their

TABLE 2

Ammonia produced from 0.5 gram of -peptone in three days incubation

NO. OF SOIL AMMONIA FOUND NO. OF SOIL AMMONIA FOUND

mg. mg.

1 33.3 6 31.8

2 48.1 7 25.6

3 27.7 8 31.8

4 27.3 9 38.7

5 28.5

original bacterial content. There is no apparent relation between

the ammonification power and the number of organisms. Soil

No. 2, with 60,000 organisms, produces almost twice as much
ammonia as soils with nearly ten times as many bacteria, possi-

bly owing to salt effects previously mentioned. It is strikingly

apparent in these figures that the physiological efficiency of the

organism is the determinant factor in establishing its economic

agricultural value, suggesting at once great opportunities for

developing a highly efficient soil flora, by scientific and practical

inoculation of the soil with organisms of eminent physiological

" Centblt. f. Bakt. 33: 55. 1912.
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powers. The results on ammonification compare well with others

secured from fresh soils, indicating that drying has little dele-

terious effect.

NITRIFICATION

Although recent work-^ has shown that many plants are able

to assimilate various forms of nitrogen other than nitrates, and

perhaps do so to best advantage, yet under field conditions and
for most agricultural plants there is not sufficient evidence in

hand to disregard nitrification as an essential soil function. It

appeared of interest therefore to determine the remaining nitri-

fying power of the soils. Upon suggestion of Dr. Lipman, in

order to avoid possible contamination likely to occur in using

glass tumblers, 25 grams of each soil were weighed into ster-

ile cotton stoppered flasks. A sufficient amount of a sterile

(NH4)2S04 solution of known strength was added to each flask

to add 0.1 gram of (NH4)2S04 to the soil. Three cubic centi-

meters of sterile distilled water was then added from a sterile

pipette and the flasks were incubated for two and a half weeks,

meanwhile keeping the water constant by further additions of

sterile distilled water. Duplicates and sterile controls were also

run on each soil. The nitrates were determined by the usual phe-

noldisulphonic acid method. Simultaneous qualitative ammonia
and nitrite tests were made. The results are recorded in table 3.

TABLE 3

NO. OF SOIL

Mg. OP N AS
NITRATES

ORIGIN.\LLY
PRESENT IX

SOIL

Mg. OF N AS
NITRATES
FOCND

Mg. OP N AS
NITRATES
FORMED

NHi
TEST

NO2
TEST

1 0.560 0.210 - 0.350 + trace

2 2.000 2.080 + 0.080 +
3 0.200 0.136 - 0.064 +
4 trace trace 0.000 +
5 none none 0.000 +
6 trace 0.350 + 0.350 + +
7 trace 0.070 + 0.070 +
8 trace trace 0.000 + +
9 trace 0.216 + 0.216 + +

Plus sign (+) denotes easih* detected quantities present.

Minus sign (— ) indicates insufficient amounts to affect the reagents used.

" Jour, of Agri. Science 4: no. 3, p. 282.
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Nitrification in all but soils Nos. 6 and 9 is positively and

permanently stopped. In these two soils there is a feeble trans-

formation toward nitric nitrogen, which is also indicated by the

nitrite test. This loss of nitrification power is in accordance

with observations previously cited and suggests a possibility that

plants in arid regions subject to long dry seasons may suffer

from a lack of nitrates as well as from insufficient moisture.

A comparison of the ammonification and nitrification results

gives clear evidence—as pointed out by Winogradsky—that

there are distinct physiological differences between the groups

of organisms involved in the various chemical transformations

in the nitrogen cycle. All of the soils experimented with show
strong ammonification floras, indicative of the high resistance of

some of the ammonifying organisms, while in all but two of the

soils the nitrification bacteria proved unable to withstand the

long dry period. The comparative resistance to drying distin-

guishes qualitatively between the ammonification and nitrifica-

tion floras. As in the case of the ammonifying power, there is

no relation between numbers and nitrification.

NITROGEN FIXATION

The inaccuracy of the solution method has led many soil

bacteriologists to abandon its use for the study of soil fertility

problems in relation to the soil flora. The insufficient quantities

of the soils under investigation compelled me to use the dis-

carded mannite solution method to determine their nitrogen

fixing power, rather than the more recent and suitable methods.

Accordingly a sufficient number of 50 cc. portions of a 2 % solu-

tion of mannite in tap water, containing in addition 0.2 gram
K2HPO4, 0.2 gram MgS04, 0.02 gram CaCU, and a drop of a

10 % Fe2Cl6 solution were distributed and sterilized in 250 cc.

Ehrlenmeyer flasks. These sterile solutions were inoculated with

five grams of the soils. The cultures were then incubated for

two weeks and the total nitrogen determined by a modified^*

2* Brief mention of the method employed appears in the Jour, of Biol. Chem.
10: no. 3, p. 174. 1911.
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Kjeldahl method. Duplicates and sterile controls were run on

each soil. Macroscopic observations were also made on the con-

ditions of growth in the flasks. The results are given in table 4.

Soil No. 2 possesses a very remarkable flora for it is the best

ammonifyer and now it proves to be first in nitrogen fixing power,

though it is an alkali soil. However, nitrogen fixation^^ as a

soil function has proved much more resistant to the alkali salts

than either ammonification or nitrification. The striking fixing

power of soil No. 2 is largely due to Clostridium pastorianum,

as indicated by gas production and formation of butyric acid

and corroborated by examination under the microscope. As
previously cited Lafar had observed the long Uved tendencies of

spores of this organism and my results give evidence of even

greater resistance than recorded by him.

TABLE 4

Nitrogen fixation

NO. OF SOIL
Mg. OP N
ORIGINALLY

PRESENT IN SOIL

Mg. OF N
FOUND

Mg. OF N
FIXED

CONDITION OP
FLASK

1 3.92 5.18 1.26 No membrane
2 9.17 13.05 3.88 Gas production

3 6.02 8.49 2.47 Xo membrane
4 6.02 7.98 1.96 No membrane

4.41 4.76 0.35 No membrane
6 lost 10.50 Gas production-

7 5.18 6.65 1.47 No membrane
8 6.16 8.00 1.84 Azotobacter

9 7.14 8.61 1.47 No membrane

In soil No. 8, Lipman" has previously isolated Azotobacter

Hilgardii which is still prevalent but has Httle fixing power. He
also isolated a spore-bearing nitrite-forming organism but was
unable to find Nitrobacter or Bacillus radicicola. In soil No. 2

the anaerobic form is present and in soil No. 8 the aerobic spe-

cies of the prominent nitrogen fixing organisms persists; with

these two exceptions all other Azotobacter types and Clostridium

In a paper to appear in the near future Lipman and Sharp have shown that

the nitrogen fixation flora resists to a far greater degree the presence of alkali

salts in the soil than either the ammonification or nitrification floras.

" Science, June, p. 942. 1909.
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forms are absent in these soils. Unfortunately I have no infor-

mation concerning the original nitrogen fixing flora of the soils,

so my conclusions must be somewhat limited, but it is of scien-

tific interest to note that one species of the Azotohacter group

prevails after thirty years of drying.

Nitrogen fixation and ammonification show somewhat similar

characteristics with respect to the effects of desiccation, as indi-

cated by the results presented in this paper. The same soil

proved superior in both tests of physiological efficiency. With
one exception, that of soil No. 5, the nitrogen fixing power of

the soils compared favorably with freshly sampled soils, while

all of the soils possessed a strong ammonifying power. The
power of a soil to fix nitrogen in a suitable solution does not

depend upon one distinct class of organisms, as does nitrification,

but, like ammonification, nitrogen fixation as a soil function,

can be accomplished by various types of organisms. In all of

the flasks a certain amount of organic growth occurred consisting

of bacteria, molds, algae, and possible yeast cells, and as proved

by the researches of many investigators, these lower forms of

life have the power of fixing atmospheric nitrogen, thus account-

ing for the nitrogen fixed in the culture flasks. Nitrogen fixation

resembles ammonification in its high resisting powers towards

desiccation. Neither process bears any relation to the number
of organisms present, nor are they similar to nitrification with

respect to their power to withstand drying.

GENERAL REMARKS

That these soils, air dried for thirty years, should still con-

tain a strong ammonifying flora and a fair nitrogen fixation

power, illustrates the remarkable persistency of organisms con-

cerned in those processes. On the other hand, the nitrification

bacteria were almost completely destroyed. This loss of the

active agents of an important soil function—that of supplying

plants with nitric nitrogen—deserves further investigation in the

dry regions. That a soil with a feeble nitrification power may

2« Jour, of Biol. Chem., 10, no. 3. October, 1911, p. 169, etc.
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provide insufficient nitrates for the proper development of plants

is not unlikely, and in such cases suitable inoculation with viru-

lent strains might invigorate the depleted flora. The effects of

drying on the soil organism in the soil are of a scientific and

agricultural interest in estabhshing the relative resistance and

distinguishing features between groups of organisms involved

in the economic processes of anmionification, nitrification, and

nitrogen fixation.

It is interesting to compare the resistant powers of seeds of

various plants with those of the soil organisms. McCarthy^'

from his own observations and those of Nobbe, concludes that

the life of seeds of most commercially grown plants under mer-

cantile conditions does not exceed six years, with a limit of ten

years for the most resistant. In contrast to the observations of

McCarthy, DuveP" has found that seeds of economic plants

buried in dry clay soil will not maintain their vitality for periods

longer than eleven months. Seeds exist for a comparatively

short period in the soil, bacteria remain ahve, as far as known
indefinitely. Quite the contrary is observed with respect to

direct exposure to the air where seeds remain viable for at least

six or seven years, while the life of bacteria is comparatively

short, depending upon the material on which they are exposed.

This striking contrast between the resistant power of seeds and

bacteria brought about by reversing the conditions of exposure

is agricultiu-ally important, especially in connection with inocula-

tion experiments with Bacillus radicicola.

It is quite evident from the literature cited that organisms

are able to Uve longer in the soil than on other media. In short,

the soil exhibits a protective function, perhaps involving one or

more factors. As indicated by Hilgard,^i hygroscopic moisture

has a protective function for plants in cooUng the soil by evapo-

ration, and it is more than likely that the cooUng influence pro-

duces a more favorable condition for the bacterial flora of soils

exposed to direct rays of the sunomer sun in the arid region.

" North Carolina Exp. Sta. Bui. 108, pp. 378-379.

" Bui. 83. Bureau of PI. Ind. U. S. D. A..

" Soils, p. 199. Macmillan, 1911.
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The thickness of the film of hygroscopic moisture, calculated by
A. D. Halp2 as 0.00001 of an inch, may in itself offer sufficient

moisture for the maintenance of a portion of the soil flora. The
very minute size of the organisms may even permit of their

complete protection in soils of high hygroscopic power. This

suggests the necessity of increasing the water holding power and
hygroscopicity of soils in the arid regions by introducing organic

matter through green manuring. Certain extremely hygroscopic

salts, as salts of magnesia or the alkali nitrates, may gather

sufficient moisture to offer protection to bacteria, pro\aded the

solutions formed are not toxic, or do not bring about destructive

plasmolysis.

Hygroscopic moisture is a protective factor, gravitational and

capillary water are rejuvenating forces. The reclamation of the

desert by irrigation must produce striking effects in the bacterial

flora of the soil. The results in this paper indicate that the

bacterial activity may be renewed by addition of sufficient mois-

ture to dry soils. Thus in ammonification and nitrogen fixation,

though the original number of organisms is limited, they become

physiologically active when placed in solutions. Nitrification

does not proceed,—except in two cases—because the extreme

drying period to which the soils had been subjected had entirely

destroyed the nitrification flora. Irrigation, suppl3dng the much
needed capillary moisture, must bring about rapid bacterial

development in the desert soils.

SUMMARY

1. Soils free from excessive alkali salts retained from 75,000 to

570,000 organisms per gram after thirty years drying under room

conditions. Alkali soils contained under similar conditions 5000

to 60,000 organisms per gram.

2. The ammonification flora is most resistant, being especially

strong in the alkali soils.

3. Nitrification occurs feebly in two soils and is permanently

destroyed in the other seven soils.

" The Soil, p. 82. Button and Company, 1910.
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4. Though Azotobacter forms are entirely absent in all except

soil no. 8, the nitrogen fixation power of the soils is well main-

tained by other organisms.

5. There is no relation between numbers and physiological

efficiency.

6. The persistency of these organisms under dry conditions

and their renewed activity in the presence of sufficient moisture

is agriculturally important.

7. The soil exhibits a protective function towards lower forms

under adverse conditions.

I take great pleasure in expressing my thanks to Dr. Chas.

B. Lipman for many valuable suggestions, helpful criticisms, and

kindly interest in the preparation of this paper. The work which

it embodies was carried out at the Soil Research Laboratory of

the University of California.



THE OCCURRENCE OF CALLOSE IN ROOT HAIRS.

CHARLES S. RIDGWAY
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama

In the pertinent literature at hand but one reference has been

found concerning the occurrence of secondary thickening in root-

hairs. Kiister^ states that strong cellulose thickenings have been

found in root-hairs of plants which have been subjected to dis-

turbances of nutrition and the influence of growth-checking

factors. The presence of thickenings on the walls of such struc-

tures as rhizoids, pollen-tubes, and various algae and in the hy-

phae of fungi is well known, and the thickening substance in

many of these cases has been found to consist of callose,^ but

apparently no mention has been made of the occurrence of this

substance in root-hairs. Recently, however, the writer noticed

that some of the root-hairs of young plants of Panicum sp. were

very strongly refractive under low magnification and presented

an entirely different appearance from that of the majority, which

were of the usual type. Closer examination showed that the differ-

ence in appearance was due to a marked thickening of the wall of

the hair and of the outer tangential and the radial walls of its

enlarged basal part. A large number of the roots of the grass

were then examined in water, and the thickened hairs were found

to be of frequent occurrence.

In preparations mounted in glycerine and examined after 24

hours it was found that the clearing effect of the glycerine had

heightened the contrast between the thickened and normal hairs,

as regards their power of refraction. In these preparations the

outer cellulose part of the wall and the layered structure of the

* Kuster, E., Pathologische Pflanzenanatomie. Jena 1903, p. 63.

- Kuster, E., loc. cit., Mangin, L., Sur la callose, nouvelle substance fundamen-

tale existant dans la membrane. Compt. Rend. 110 : 644. 1890 Zimmerman,
A. Botanical Microtechnique, pp. 163-166. 1893.
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thickening substance could be clearly seen in optical sections, and

the absence of definite pits, such as usually appear in other thick-

ened cell walls, could be determined (fig. 1).

That no definite mle could be established concerning the dis-

tribution of the thickened hairs on the roots was demonstrated

by the examination of a large number of preparations. They
were found as frequently upon the younger as upon the older parts

of the roots (figs. 1, 6, 8 and 9) and occurred singly or in groups of

half a dozen or more. Some of those on the older portions of the

roots gave evidence of the formation of callose with consequent

cessation of elongation during the early period of their growth

(fig. 1), while others (figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9) showed clearly that

the thickening substance had been laid down after various later

stages of growth had been reached. In some cases such hairs

were found distributed almost uniformly on all the roots of the

plant, in other cases they were found on some roots while others of

the same plant did not show them, and finally, on plants growing

close to one another, apparently of the same age and under the

same conditions, the roots of one would show the thickened hairs

in large numbers while those of its neighbor had very few or even

none at all.

With regard to the nature of the thickening, there appeared to

be no uniformity except that the substance laid down on the

inside of the cell wall was, with a single exception, the same,

namely, callose. In one instance the thickening substance failed

to give the reactions for callose (fig. 12). In this case the pad

resembled in appearance the sort of thickening figured by Kiister,

and it also gave definite cellulose reactions. The callose thicken-

ing was found uniformily throughout the hair and on the outer

and radial walls of its basal part in some, in a varying degree,

from a very thin layer to a complete closure of the lumen (figs.

1, 3, 6, 8 and 9).' In others it occurred in the distal (figs. 2, 3 and

5) or in the proximal portion only; in both distal and proximal

ends with Uttle or none in the middle portion; as one or more par-

tial or complete plugs in the lumen (figs. 2, 4 and 6) or as very

irregular deposits throughout the whole haii* except on the inner

tangential wall of its base (fig. 9) . In a few cases pads or lumps of

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 16, MO. -1, APRIL, 1913
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callose were found attached to the walls in epidermal cells which

produced no root-hairs. In these instances the pads occurred on

any except the inner wall (fig. 7).

The shape of the lumen necessarily varied according to the

nature of the thickening. In some cases of uniform deposit of

callose the cavity of the hair was entirely obliterated. This

condition was found also when only a plug occurred in the hair or

when the callose was found at either of its extremities. In others

the lumen was closed for a shot distance, then appeared further

on only to be closed again toward the extremity of the hair (fig.

1). These open places in many cases contained protoplasm and

in others were empty. In plugged hairs the protoplasm is found

on both sides of the plug in some and on one side only in others

(figs. 4 and 6). In this last case a resemblance is seen to the

"cellulose" plugs found in the pollen tubes of members of the

Rubiaceae and in many representatives of other families.^

Though Haberlandt* indicates that the lumen of the root-hair

is conveniently continuous for the purpose of rapid transfer of

absorbed substance, nevertheless several cases of septate root-

hairs, both callosed and thin walled, have been found among those

observed during the progress of this work (figs. 3 and 10). Though
the partitions represented in figure 3 appear to be mere bars of

callose extending across the lumen and not true septae, cases of

callosed, septate hairs were found. The irregular outline of the

cross walls shown in figure 10 were believd to be due to the begin-

ning of callose formation, despite the failure to get a definite

reaction in this particular case.

Microchemically, the substance responsible for the thickening

of the hairs seemed to conform sufficiently to the following tests,

according to Zimmerman,^ Haberlandt® and Strasburger and

Hillhouse^ to prove its identity with the callose of sieve plates,

etc.

:

'Lloyd, F. E., p:mbryology of the Rubiaceae. Mem. Torr. Bot. Club, 8: 98,

xxxx.

* Haberlandt, G. Physiologische Pflanzenanatomie, 1904, p. 195.

' Zimmerman, A., loc. cit.

^ Haberlandt, G., loc. cil.

' Strasburger, E and Hillhouse, W., Handbook of Practical Botany, 1911.
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1. Insoluble in water, alcohol and cuprammonia.
2. Cold 1 % caustic potash caused rapid swelling and subsequent

solution of the callose within unbroken root-hairs. When a callosed

root-hair was stained with corallin, that the character of the thickening

might be more easily determined, and then cut across with a scalpel

and irrigated with 1% caustic potash solution, a very rapid swelling

could be watched. This swelling of the callose continued until a gelat-

inous mass exuded from the incision (fig. 11). Irrigation with water
followed by a solution of corallin showed that the gelatinous mass
was the swollen callose. The thin outer edges of the mass indicated

that the callose substance at that place was passing beyond the stage of

swelling into complete solution, such solution ceasing when the caustic

potash was displaced by water. In large root-hairs containing a small

plug of callose the caustic potash caused sufficient swelling of the plug
to give a uniform pale pink reaction with corallin throughout the entire

lumen of the hair when the stain was applied after irrigation with water.

3. Cold 1 % caustic soda acted in the same manner as did the potash
solution, though less rapidly.

4. Readily soluble in cold concentrated sulphuric acid.

5. Readily soluble in a mixture of equal parts of concentrated solu-

tions of calcium and stannic chlorides.

6. Swelled in cold solutions of alkaline carbonates and ammonia.
7. Chlorozinciodide gave a red-brown color. At first a bluish tint

could be detected together with the brown. This disappeared on irri-

gation with water, leaving the cellulose part of the wall colorless and the
thickening substance a bright red-browm color which faded out after

an hour or more in water.

8. Aniline blue in dilute aqueous solution gave a bright blue color

almost immediately. Preparations stained in this way held the color

for several weeks when mounted in glycerine.

9. Corallin in 4 % carbonate of soda solution gave a color varying
with the concentration of the stain from bright pink to red. This stain

was not held permanently by the callose in any of the mounting media
tried.

10. Aqueous aniline blue followed by calcium chloride and iodine

gave a rose-red color.

11. Positive callose reactions in the thickenings of root-hairs have
also been found with reagents devised and employed for the detection

of callose in seive tubes by Dr. A. F. Hemenway, and hy him privately

communicated to me. Doubtless these reagents will be published by
him in the near future.

All reagents and reactions stated above were tested on the

callose in the sieve tubes of Wistaria chinensis.

The callose-thickened root-hairs are not confined to any one

species. They were found on young plants of three species of

Panicum grown in ordinary soil, on young plants of Zea mays L.
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and Avena sativa L. and on the newly formed roots of old plants

of Capriola dactylon L.

The following dicotyledonous plants were examined and showed

the callose in their root-hairs in varjdng degrees: Pisum sativum L.,

Eupatoriuni capillifolium Lam., Oxalis strida L., Vivna catjang L.,

and Ipomea quinquifolia L.

Most of the plants examined were taken from a greenhouse

bench filled with loam soil which had had a httle air-slaked lime

added. Plants of some of the above species, chiefly Bermuda
grass and species of Panicum, from other places were also exam-

ined and it was found that the callosed root-hairs occurred on

plants growing in cinders and in sand on benches in the green-

house and also in rich loam and in sandy soil near buildings out of

doors.

Besides the occurrence of callose in its familiar location, namely

as pads closing the pores of sieve plates, it has been found by

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

All drawings were made with the aid of an Abbe camera lucida with a Zeiss D.

and No. 8 compensating ocular combination.

1 Callosed root-hair on old portion of root (3 cm. proximal to root tip). Cal-

lose formation took place at an early stage in its development.

2 Distal end of an old root-hair, close to the one from which figure 1 was drawn,

showing partial plugs.

.3 Distal end of a long, slender hair, showing closure of the lumen and inclusion

of protoplasm.

4 Lumen of hair completely plugged by callose, protoplasm on both sides of

plug.

5 Callose formation in distal end of root-hair only.

6 Plug of callose in a large, old root-hair; the distal end breaking down and pro-

toplasm pro.ximal to plug only.

7 Callose formation on radial wall of epidermal cell without root-hair. The
appearance of breaking down of adjacent cells was caused in making the prepara-

tion.

8 Very young root-hair close to root tip showing strong callose formation.

9 Irregular thickening by callose in root-hair of medium age. Cross sections

shown at right of figure, Semi-diagramatic.

10 One of several examples of septate root-hairs.

11 Representation of swelling effect upon callose of 1% caustic potash solution.

12 Thickening of wall of root-hair bj- local formation of cellulose.
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Mangin* and others in the membranes of various pollen grinas

and pollen tubes and in many fungi, notably in the mj^celium of

members of the Peronosporaceae. Mangin has also shown the pres-

sence of this substance in phanerogams in various cell walls which

are encrusted with carbonate of hme^ and also in the achenes

of Lithospermum, Cynoglossum, etc., where it occurs without

the deposit of lime. In this last instance its presence is claimed

by him to be related to the disappearance of the cell contents

and with the gradual destruction of the parenchyma. The same

author has also seen it in the walls of cells bordering tissues which

have become suberized in consequence of injuries. Strasburger

and Hillhouse^" mention the presence of "callose mucilage

in old tissues and membranes which are distinguished by
rapid solution, e.g., the callose of sieve tubes, the sporangium

wall of pollen mother cells." In the peculiar root-hairs herein

described, however, no deposits of calcium carbonate were found,

the cell contents had not disappeared, the adjacent parenchyma

cells were apparently not breaking down, and no evidence of

injury of the hairs could be detected; nor are root-hairs structures

which are characterized by rapid solution.

Both fungi and bacteria have been found closely associated

with the root-hairs of some of the plants examined, but so far the

writer has been unable to show that they are in any way respon-

sible for this unusual occurrence of callose since they were as fre-

quently found in and around thin-walled hairs as with callosed

ones. No conclusive evidence has been found, as yet, which

throws sufficient light on the physiological significance of cal-

losed root-hairs to warrant conclusions. It is believed, however,

that the phenomenon has its causative agent in certain soil condi-

tions as yet undertermined, and experiments along this line are

now in progress.

'Mangin, L., loc. cit.

' Mangin, L., Sur la constitution des cystoliths et des membranes incrustces de

carbonat de chaux. Compt. Rend. 115 : 260. 1S92.

"> Strasburger, E. and Hillhouse, W., loc. cit. p. 429.
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Recent Results in Induced Mutations.—Students in genetics

are prone to distrust all evidence not discovered in their own labora-

tories and to view with suspicion all accounts of facts not amenable to

their o'vra favorite hj^potheses. No sooner does one cytologist base

conclusions of sex-inheritance upon the number and involutions of the

chromosomes than another counts them differently and fails to find the

odd one. Some would have the mutation theory stand or fall upon the

evidence obtained from the evening primroses and then, having driven

the matter into a corner, as it were, they proceed to make something

just as good as Oenothera Lamarckiana by hybridization, which never-

theless by some oversight in the synthesis fails to mutate. If one is

working with guinea pigs the inharmonious behavior of chickens in

another place is a grave matter; if birds are facile for breeding, beetles

for undefinable reasons are hardly eligible; if lizards are productive of

startling results, the decided action of crustaceans must surely have been

due to- unconscious selection on the part of the experimentahst; if you

have isolated genotypes of beans or wheat the derivatives of pomace

flies must be ascribed to heterozygotes; likewise the breaks in heredity

induced by tense emdronment or ovarial treatments must have been

due to masked genotypes; if you are a mutationist the alleged progress

of a selected series beyond a certain point was due to a discontinuous

variation, while if you are a selectionist or a statistician nothing matters

at all unless it is displayed by a thousand individuals in a hundred gen-

erations.

It is a pleasure to turn from this medley of narrow cynicism to the

clear cut results of Miss Scieman^ who has been testing the action of

various excitation agents upon the common black mould, {Aspergillus

niger) in the laboratories of the Agricultural High School at Berlin.

The mould was grown on agar containing a nutritive solution of cane

sugar, peptone, potassium phosphate, potassium nitrate, and magnesium

sulphate, and was subjected to the action of such substances as potas-

' Scieman, E., Mutationen bei Aspergillus niger van Tieghem. Zeitschr. f.

ind. Abst. u. Vererbl. 8: pts. 1 and 2, 1912.
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sium dichromate, copper carbonate, zinc sulphate, magnesium oxide,

and potassium chlorate.

Two atypic forms of mould were seen to originate in the cultures to

which potassium, dichromate had been added: one with brownish conidia

was named A. fuscus and was carried through forty generations without

change: a second to be known as A. cinnamomea, was characterized bj'-

conidia colorless at first, which gradually change to sandy then to cin-

namon in color. This form was followed through thirty-four genera-

tions. Other forms known as A. niger altipes and A. proteus appeared

in cultures kept at unusually high temperatures.

Miss Scieman agrees with Tower and the reviewer that no special

connection exists between the nature of the excitation agent and the

mutatory reaction.

It has remained for Col. R. H. Firth of the Royal Army Medical

Corps of Great Britain to duplicate the results of the reviewer in obtain-

ing atypic 'forms by ovarial treatments of plants.^ Colonel Firth cul-

tivated a number of species of Onagraceae in soils to which various sub-

stances had been added and in this way saw new forms appear. Then
injections into the ovaries of Oenothera odorata (Raimannia odorata),

Epilobium roseum and other species resulted in atypic derivatives. Not
much success was attained in the cultures of the derived forms at Simla,

East India, where the work was performed. Dr. Firth intimates that

the induction of forms by ovarial treatment is most easily secured in

plants subjected to unusual conditions of cultivation or nourishment,

which would support the suggestion mentioned above to the effect that

there is no direct relation between the nature of the inciting agent and

of the mutations induced.

It is of interest to note that Dr. Firth induced mutation in Raimannia

odorata (Oenothera odorata) in which the discovery of the method was

originally made by the reviewer in 1905. Dr. Firth was not aware

of the results of the reviewer when he did his own work in ovarial treat-

ments in 1909 and 1910 and says "So far as our information goes we
believe them to be on original lines. The results are so encouraging that

we think them to mark an altogether new step forward in the experi-

mental study of the origin of species."—D. T. M.

A Life of Linnaeus.—^On May 23, 1909, when the whole scientific

world was doing homage to the name and fame of the great Swedish

' Fil th, R. PL, Jour. Royal Med. Corps, 16: 497-514, 1911.
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naturalist, Linnaeus, a Washington audience was listening to an address

by Dr. Edward L. Greene on the life of Linnaeus. Of Dr. Greene it

may be truly said there is no more profound student of Linnaeus, nor

a better interpreter of his works. This address has just been published

in book form.^ In this work only the saUent events of the life of Linnaeus

have been selected, but these are given in a style so simple and so direct

that even the most general reader must be entertained. It treats of the

lineage and childhood of Linnaeus, his education, his travels abroad,

his professional career, closing with a philosophical discussion of his

influence upon botany. A chapter by Wm. H. Dall, on Linnaeus as

a Zoologist is added, while another address by Dr. Greene, entitled

Linnaeus as an Evolutionist closes the book. While the claims put

forward in this closing chapter for classing Linnaeus as an evolutionist

do not seem to be conclusive, it must be admitted that Dr. Greene has

given a most interesting paper.

Two portraits illustrate the book, one a reproduction of RosUn's

showing Linnaeus as an oM man. In his buttonhole is displayed a

spray of Linnea borealis, which appears on nearly all his portraits. The
other portrait shows him as a young man, and is accompanied by the

following legend: Carolus Linnaeus as he appeared when starting upon
his journey to Lapland in JNIay, 1732. This is hardly correct, for it was
not made imtil 1737, after Linnaeus returned from Lapland. The origi-

nal was made by the great artist, Hoffman, who made two full-length

portraits of Linnaeus in his Lapland dress; the first, and the onlj^ one

preserved, was made for CUfford. This portrait is still in the Clifford

family.

This little book was edited by Dr. Barton W. Evermann in a most

satisfactory manner, and he also wrote the introduction. The pub-

lishers have done their part most admirably and, considering the high-

grade workmanship, the book is cheap at their price, and ought to be

in the hands of every teacher of natural science in our coimtry.

—

J. N. RosK.

The Chemistry of Enzymes.—The translation of Euler's General

Chemistry of the Enzymes, by Pope,^ makes this comprehensive work
on enzymes and enzjTne action more readily available to Enghsh speak-

' Greene, Edward L., Carolus Linnaeus. Pp. 105. Philadelphia, Christopher

Sower Company, 1912 ($1.00).

' Euler, Hans, General Chemistry of the Enzymes. Translated by T. H. Pope.

Pp. 323. New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1912 ($3.00).
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ing students than has heretofore been possible. The book comprises eight

chapters, in the first of which the author takes up the special chemistry

of enzymes and presents an outline of the main groups of these, with

discussion of some of the more important in each class. Chapter II is

concerned with the physical properties of enzymes. Surface tension is

discussed and absorption by colloids and solid neutral media. In the

third chapter, activators (co-enzymes), paralysors, and poisons are

treated. The author prefers the term activator rather than co-enzyme,

for a substance which participates with an enzyme in the acceleration of

a reaction. He considers that kinases, which activate zymogens, act

essentially as do other activators.

The remaining five chapters are devoted to the chemistry of enzyme

action, treating in order the chemical dynamics of enzyme reaction

(with many experimental data), the influence of temperature and of

radiation on enzymic reactions, chemical statics of enzyme action,

enzymic synthesis and the specificity of enzyme action. An appendix

by the translator on Practical Methods and Bertrand's tables for the

estimation of sugars complete the work.

The present volume embodies revision and considerable improvement

over the German edition of 1910, and the resvdts of many investigations

that have appeared -wathin the last two years have been included. As

the author points out, the book is not intended to be a summary of our

knowledge of enzymology, but is an attempt to present the more impor-

tant facts of that branch of science in their proper relations to general

and physical chemistry. This seems to have been accomplished so far

as the present limited amount of accurate data on enzyme action will

allow. A large number of references add to the value of the work.

—

LoN A. Hawkins.
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Dr. Henry Kraemer, of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, has

long been active in his efforts to have pharmacologists feel the logical

position of their subject as a branch of botany, and to have botanists

appreciate more fully the work of his co-professionals. His latest con-

tribution to these ends has been in the form of a series of articles in The
Pharmaceutical Era on The Rise and Development of Pharmacognosy'',

in which the close inter-relationship of this subject and its mother

science is clearly and interestingly brought forth.

Readers who expect to find a contribution in Leduc's Mechanism of

Life, translated by Butcher, will be grievously disappointed. The
author is a professor in the School of Medicine at Nantes, and the

translator is an ex-president of the Rontgen Society. Although the

French Academy of Science excluded this paper from its Comptes
Rendus as late as 1907, for reasons apparent to any plant physiologist

who reads the first ten pages, yet the names of its author and sponsor

have persuaded a reputable pubhshing house to foist this book on a

confiding scientific public. The translator unctuously attributes the

disfavor showTi the paper in the country of its author to the fact that

it "touched too closely on the burning question of spontaneous gen-

eration."

The would-be Columbus in physiology deals in outworn generaliza-

tions and superficial resemblances of osmotic phenomena to morpho-

genetic phenomena in living matter. Only in so far as the book happens

to state well established conclusions is it useful as part of a scientific

library, and the reader is recommended to seek his references under

less questionable setting. The artificial parthenogenesis induced by
Loeb and Delage is said to be caused by " plunging the egg into a liquid

other than sea water, and returning it to its original medium," the

results being attributed solely to diffusion and cohesion, although we
believe no reputable biologist holds to such a view understandingly.

The grotesque superficiality of this unique little book is well indicated

by the sentence, taken from p. 159, which reads: "We caimot at pres-

ent produce osmotic growth with all the combinations found in living
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beings, but it is only because chemistry still lags so far behind physics

in the synthesis of organic forms."—D. T. M.

The Cambridge University Press announce the appearance of a vol-

ume entitled Herbals—^Their Origin and Evolution, by Agnes Arber,

Fellow of Newnham College. The history of the printed herbal is

traced from 1470 to 1670, both from the botanical standpoint and that

of the art of illustration.

The fifth Bulletin of the Geological and Biological Survey of South

Dakota contains papers on the geology and geography of the bad-land

region in the southern part of the state, together with an account of its

floristic ecology and a list of its flora, by S. S. Visher.

Considerable success has attended the experiments in afforestation

which have been carried on for several years by the Forest Service in

the sand hill region of north-western Nebraska (Forest Service Bulletin

121). This region, which makes one-fourth of the area of Nebraska,

is covered by a scant growth of grasses and is almost devoid of trees.

Its rainfall is from 15 to 26 inches a year, and its surface soil usually

possesses less than 1% of organic matter. The western yellow pine and

the jack pine have been the most successful trees in the experimental

plantings. The former of these now has its eastern limit of distribution

just west of the sand hills, but remains of it have been found well within

the sand hill region and east of it. This, together with the fact that none

of the few cottonwood and hackberry trees found growing within the

region are more than 25 years old, points either to destructive fires or to

an increasing aridity of climate as having been hostile to the occurrence

of trees. The scantness of the grass cover makes it improbable that

fire has been the deforesting factor, and the success of the planted trees

indicates that whatever features of the climate and soil are inimical to

spontaneous afforestation have to do with germination and the early

history of the seedling.
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II. SOME QUANTITATIVE RESEARCHES ON THE PER-
!\IEABILITY OF PLANT CELLS'

W. J. V. OSTERHOUT

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

The preceding speaker has said that our ignorance of some

physico-chemical aspects of our subject is nearly perfect. If this

be true of a field where accurate quantitative methods have long

been employed what shall we say of the biological branch of our

subject, W'here such methods have scarcely begun to be used?

It is this point of \'iew which leads the speaker to lay emphasis

upon some quantitative investigations of permeabihty.

It is well known that qualitative methods have played the

chief part in the stud}' of this subject. The most important of

these may be briefly mentioned.

The penetration of dyes has been commonly used as a criterion

of permeability, although the entrance of the dye can not as a

rule be demonstrated unless the dye becomes more concentrated

in the cell than in the external solution. It is, however, quite

clear that a dye may be able to penetrate the protoplasm freely

without becoming so concentrated within the cell.

It can not be said that this method has led to any trustworthy

results of great importance. It appeared at one time to furnish

a substantial basis for Overton's theory that the outer layer of

the protoplasm is composed of lipoid substances.^ If this theory

were correct we should expect that only those dyes which are

' Address delivered at the Symposium on Permeability and Osmotic Pressure

before the Botanical Society of America at Cleveland in January, 1913.

' The term lipoid has been variously used to designate (a) non-saponifiable

substances soluble in ether and chloroform, (b) any fat -like substance soluble in

ether and chloroform. To many authors "lipoid soluble" apparently means sol-

uble in ether: to some it means soluble in oil; to others soluble in lecithin or chol-

esterin. In testing solubility some regard it as important to use lecithin or chol-

esterin which has been purified and freed from water, while others pay no attention
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soluble in lipoid would penetrate the living cell. Overton's

experiments seemed to show that this is really the case, but more

recent experiments have brought so many exceptions to light

that it no longer seems to hold.

The penetration of substances other than dyes has been shown

in various ways. Some cells contain natural indicators by which

the entrance of acids or alkalies is e\ddenced ; others can be stained

by neutral red or some other indicator before applying the acid

or alkali. Certain substances cause precipitates within the cell

or produce other visible changes. FaiUng this the penetration

of the substance may sometimes be shown by the subsequent

application of a suitable reagent.

To most of these experiments the objection could be made
that the reagents altered the permeability of the protoplasm and

that it was not shown by subsequent and sufficiently prolonged

observation that the cells were wholly uninjured by the exper-

imental treatment.

In order to overcome these objections experiments were per-

formed on actively growing root hairs. As individual hairs were

kept under observation for several days before and after being

tested for permeability, it was possible to say with certainty

whether injury had ocurred. By growing the roots in distilled

water root hairs were obtained which were free from crystals.

On placing them in tap water or in dilute solutions of calcium

salts, crystals of calcium oxalate soon made their appearance

inside the cells, thus proving the penetration of the calcium salts,

These cells subsequently grew and developed in a perfectly

normal manner.

The absorption of oxygen and the excretion of carbon dioxide

and other substances under normal circumstances shows that the

plasma membrane is permeable to these substances. But the

absorption of food substances is usually too slow to serve as a

valuable criterion.

to this precaution. Such tests are usually made by shaking the substance in a

medium containing drops of oil or finely divided lecithin or cholesterin, but this

method is unsatisfactory, since no distinction is made between the part played by

adsorption and that played by solution.
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The analysis of the solution before and after living tissue has

been placed in contact with it (as well as the analysis of the tissue

itself) usually proves to be disappointing on account of adsorp-

tion and of errors introduced by dead cells or by intercellular

structures or spaces.

Another way of testing penetration is by plasmolysis, accord-

ing to the method of Pfeffer and DeVries. If a solution plas-

molyzes a cell without injuring it and of the protoplast does not

subsequently expand if left in the solution it is clear that the

dissoh'ed substance does not penetrate. If it penetrated it would

gradually raise the osmotic pressure within the cell until the latter

was equal to the external osmotic pressure. The protoplast

would consequently expand and return to its original condition.

By means of this method Overton tested the behavior of a

great variety of substances. He drew the general conclusion

that the rate at which they penetrate is a function of their lipoid

solubility, and assumed that the outermost layer of the li\dng cell

is composed of lipoid.

A consideration of all these results shows that future progress

must depend very largely on the introduction of quantitative

methods. To the writer it seemed that the plasmolytic method,

as employed by Overton, Lepeschkin and others, needed impor-

tant improvements in order to develop it into a reliable quantita-

tive method. These may be stated as follows:

a. The first requisite was to find a solution which could be

used as a general standard of comparison, the chief requirement

being that it should have a purely osmotic action, involving no

alteration of the normal permeabiUty of the plasma membrane.

It had previously been assumed that sugar, NaCl, KNO3 and

various other substances fulfilled this requirement, but the writer

found this assumption to be erroneous.^ It was found, however,

that a properly balanced solution fulfils this requirement. In

most cases sea water (suitably concentrated or diluted) proves

to be an entirely satisfactory balanced solution and solves per-

" The proof of this will be given when describing the electrical method of meas-

uring permeability.
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fectly the problem of preserving the normal permeability of the

plasma membrane.

b. It is highly important to keep the same individual cell under

observation throughout the experiment and to make observa-

tions as frequently as possible.

c. It is necessary to distinguish between true and false plas-

molysis/ and where this is impossible to reject the results in all

cases.

d. Experiments in which the criterion of permeability is the

recovery of the protoplast {i.e., its expansion when left in the

solution) should be carried out at constant temperature, as recov-

ery is more rapid at higher temperatures. "VMien the temperature

cannot be kept constant each experiment should be accompanied

by numerous controls in which a part of the material is plasmolyzed

in sea water at each of the different temperatures employed. It

is, of course, important that plasmolysis should not be too great

and that all the cells should be plasmolyzed to the same degree.

Cells which recover promptly when slightly plasmolyzed may
recover very slowly or not at all when severely plasmolyzed.

Ha\Tng found a reliable standard and satisfactory methods of

using it, the next step was to obtain uniform material. The
writer has found it very desirable to employ long filaments of

Spirogyra or Chaetomorpha which may be cut with a sharp scissors

into short pieces. A piece of each filament is tested in the

standard solution. In this way very uniform material may be

secured. The same procedure is used with Elodea and similar

material.

* True plasmolysis is produced only by hypertonic solutions (those having a

greater osmotic pressure than the cell) but appearances closely resembling it may
be produced by dilute (hj'potonic) solutions of NaCl and many other substances,

or even by distilled water made in a metal still. These appearances may also

be produced in many marine plants by transferring the cells from seawater to

pure water taken directly from springs or ponds, or to pure distilled water (made
in a glass or quartz still with all precautions, and not toxic to sensitive root hairs

and other test objects). To such appearances we may apply the term "false

plasmolj'sis." False plasmolysis is usually distinguishable from true plasmolysis

by abnormal' appearances or by the length of time required to produce it, or by
the ability of the cell to recover its normal appearance when returned to its usual

environment.
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Instead of waiting for the recovery of a plasmolyzed cell we
may determine the comparative rate of penetration of a sub-

stance by observing the osmotic pressure of the plasmolyzing

solution and comparing this with the osmotic pressure of a bal-

anced solution which plasmolyzes to the same extent in the same
time (and at the same temperature) . It is evident that the more

rapidly a substance penetrates the higher the osmotic pressure

of its solution must be in order to plasmolyze.^ The results of this

method agree with those of the method of recovery and of the

electrical method to be described later.

It is a noteworthy fact that in Overton's list inorganic salts are

the only substances which are set down as wholly incapable of

penetrating the protoplasm. From the standpoint of Overton's

theory this is a necessary conclusion because salts are for the

most part insoluble in lipoid. But from the standpoint of plant

nutrition it is quite inconceivable. In order to put the matter to

a decisive test the experiments which Overton had made on

Spirogyra to test its permeability to inorganic salts, were repeated

with the improvements on Overton's method which have just

been described.

The results were in all cases quite the opposite of those ob-

tained by Overton. In salts of NH4, Rb, Na, Cs, K, Li, Mg, Ca,

Sr and Al, the protoplast which was plasmolyzed and left in the

solution expanded again to its normal size, showing that all these

salts readily penetrate the protoplasm.

As an illustration, an experiment with NaCl is described, for

the reason that this is very generally employed as a plasmolyzing

agent. Filaments of Spirogyra were placed in a 0.4M NaCl

^ The comparison with the standard solution may be made bj' other means.

The loss of volume may be measured in a pycnometer (or unicellular organisms

may be centrifuged) and in some cases (where there is a constant amount of gas

or none at all in the intercellular spaces) loss of weight may serve as a criterion.

These determinations depend upon the principle that hj-pertonic solutions of

substances which do not penetrate will cause a more rapid loss of water than

corresponding solutions of substances which penetrate. But emphasis should

be placed on the fact that loss of weight or volume may also be caused by false

plasmolysis, and that unless it is possible to distinguish between true and false

plasmolysis, loss of weight or of volume or change of specific gravity can not be

relied upon as a criterion of penetration.
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solution. Within two minutes the protoplasts of most of the

cells were so far plasmolyzed that they no longer touched the

end walls of the cells. Several of these were accurately sketched

with the camera lucida and kept under continuous observation.

In the course of ten minutes several of them had begun to expand

and in thirty minutes all had expanded so as to completely fill

their respective cells. To avoid the injurious action of the salt,

the filaments were then transferred to 0.18M CaCL solution and

this was gradually diluted until its osmotic pressure was not

greater than that of tap water. The cells were then transferred

to tap water. They were examined the next day and found to

be alive. On being placed in 0.4M NaCl they were plasmolyzed

and afterward expanded as before.

Recovery from plasmolysis is about as rapid in KCl as in NaCl,

while in CaCU it is much slower.^

The most striking proof of the penetration of the salt is afforded

by the following simple experiment. By dividing a Spirogyra

filament into several portions if was found that it was plasmolyzed

in 0.2M CaClz and in 0.38M NaCl but neither in 0.195M CaCU
nor in 0.375M NaCl. On mixing 100 cc. 0.375M NaCl with 10

cc. 0.195M CaCU and placing other portions of the same filament

in it, prompt and very marked plasmolysis occurred. By mix-

ing together two solutions neither of which is able to plasrnolyze we

produce a solution which plasmolyzes strongly. The experiment

is so simple and striking that it is admirable for class-room dem-

onstration.

It may be noted that in this experiment we add to a solution

of NaCl a solution of CaCU which is of much lower osmotic

^ It should be pointed out that it is very easy to overlook recovery in salt

solutions if the precautions described above are not carefully observed. Unless

the same individual cell is kept under practically continuous observation during

the first period of the experiment, recovery may occur and be succeeded by false

plasmolysis in an interval between observations. If the false is mistaken for

the true plasmolysis (as frequentlj' happens) the observer will be fully convinced

that no recovery has taken place. With some species there is no recovery for the

reason that false plasmolysis occurs too quickly to permit it. And the use of a

standard balanced solution and of uniform material is necessary where we wish

to compare the speed of recovery in different salts.
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pressure. It is evident that although the addition of the CaCU
lowers the osmotic pressure of the solution, it nevertheless in-

creases its plasmolyzing power considerably. Evidently it can

do this by hindering the NaCl from penetrating the protoplasm

or the two salts may mutually hinder each other from going in.

It would seem that this experiment furnishes the key to the

theory of antagonism, for it is evident that CaCL may protect

the cell against the toxic action of NaCl by hindering the NaCl
from penetrating the protoplasm and vice versa.

A striking proof of the correctness of this conclusion is found

in the fact that recovery from plasmolysis is very slow in a bal-

anced solution of NaCl + CaCl2 as compared with a solution

containing only NaCl. With one species of Spirogyra, plas-

molyzed in a solution of NaCl containing a little CaCl2 (1 mole-

cule of CaCh to 100 molecules of NaCl), the recovery takes 10

hours instead of the half hour required when it is in pure NaCl.

It is therefore obvious that the penetration of the NaCl is hindered

by the presence of CaCl2.

The fact that recovery occurs in NaCl + CaClo shows that

penetration takes place in this mixture. It seems highly proba-

ble that not only NaCl but also CaCh penetrates, because in

pure solution of CaCL penetration and recovery occurs (though

more slowly than in pure solutions of NaCl) and in balanced

solutions of NaCl + CaCL the penetration of CaCL into root

hairs can be shown by the formation of crystals of calcium oxalate

as described above.

We may therefore suppose that CaCU, entering together with

NaCl, may hinder the latter from penetrating rapidly into nuclei,

plastids, vacuoles and other structures (even down to those which

are ultra microscopic).^

The salts must be supposed eventually to penetrate most or all

structures in the cell. We may ask whether CaCla protects the

protoplast merely by delaying this penetration or whether it

' In this discussion it seems more convenient to speak of CaCh as protecting

the cell against the toxic action of NaCl, but it is probably true in all cases that

the antagonism is a mutual one and that the beneficial effect is due to the com-

bined action of the antagonistic salts.
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has a further beneficial action after the penetration has been

accompUshed. The writer beheves that CaCl2 has a favorable

influence in both these ways. Evidence for this will be presented

later. It may be added that the beneficial effect of the CaCL
is so great that the appearance of the cell shows none of the char-

acteristic disturbances which NaCl alone produces, even in a

dilute solution.

It may be asked how merely delaying the entrance of a salt

can protect the protoplasm against its toxic action. In this con-

nection we may recall the familiar phenomenon of colloid chem-

istry that a salt which produces marked effects when added sud-

denl}^ may produce little or no effect when added slowly.

The results of these experiments may be briefly summarized

as follows:

In the first place they show that Overton's hypothesis is un-

tenable, since it requires that only those salts which are soluble

in lipoid should be able to penetrate.

In the second place they prove the correctness of Loeb's sug-

gestion that the antagonistic action of one salt on another is due

to the fact that one salt hinders the other from entering the cell.

Thirdly, they indicate that the plasma membrane is protein

rather than lipoid.

Fourthly, they show that the usual methods of determining

the osmotic pressure of the cell by means of salts are faulty.

Finally they make it plain that true and false plasmolysis are

often confused in a way that may lead to serious error.

These conclusions have all been very carefully tested by an

entirely different method which permits great accuracy, namely

by measuring the electrical resistance of the living tissue.

The electrical method depends on the fact that the electric

charges in a solution are carried solely by ions, and that anything

which impedes the passage of ions will proportionally increase

the electrical resistance. The method, therefore, consists in

passing a weak current of electricity through the living tissues

and measuring their resistance by means of a Wheatstone bridge.

To obtain reliable results in conductivity experifnents material

should be used which is not injured by weak currents or by other
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experimental conditions. It is desirable that the amount of

space between the cells be constant so that the current which

passes between the cells may be a constant fraction (as small as

possible) of that which actully traverses the li\dng protoplasm.

The current should pass through a large number of thin sheets

of living tissue, separated by thin films of solution. The pene-

tration of various ions may then be studied by merely changing

the solution.

All these conditions are admirably fulfilled by the common
kelps of the Atlantic coast (species of Laminaria). This material

was accordingly used throughout the investigations.*

If the plasma membrane and the cell wall presented no obstacle

to the passage of ions we should expect the resistance of a cylinder

of living tissue to be practically that of a similar cylinder full

of sea water. It was found that a cylinder of living tissue had a

resistance of 1100 ohms (all the figures given in this paper refer

to readings taken between 18°C. and 18.2°C.) while that of a

cylinder of sea water of equal size was 320 ohms. To ascertain

whether this excess of resistance was due to living protoplasm or

to cell walls the protoplasm was killed by adding sufficient formalin

to the sea water to make a 2 % solution. In other experiments

the disks were killed by careful drying. In all cases the resist-

ance after killing fell to about 320 ohms. These experiments

demonstrated in the clearest manner that the ions penetrated

less rapidly into li\dng cells than into dead protoplasm or into

cell walls.

Experiments were then made to determine the rate of penetra-

tion of various ions. As the treatment was the same in all cases

it will suffice to describe a typical experiment dealing with NaCl
and CaCl2.

The material was first tested in sea water and found to have a

resistance of 1100 ohms. After remaining four hours in sea

water the resistance was unchanged. The material was then

transferred to NaCl 0.52 M which had the same temperature as

the sea water and the same conductivity (as determined by num-
erous careful tests).

'The method is described in Science N. S. 34: 187, 1911.
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After remaining five minutes in NaCl the resistance had

dropped to 1000 ohms; after ten minutes to 890 ohms; after fif-

teen minutes to 780 ohms; after sixty minutes to 420 ohms. It

continued to fall steadily until it reached 320 ohms, at which

point it remained stationary; it then had practically the conduc-

tivity of sea water. On replacing in sea water it did not recover

any of its resistance, even after standing for several days. It

should be noted that the solution of NaCl employed is nearly

isotonic with sea water and that none of the observed effects

could be due to osmotic action.

A very striking contrast is obtained by placing living tissue in

a solution of CaCL having the same conductivity as sea water.

The resistance then rises rapidly to a maximum (very often in

the first fifteen minutes from 1100 ohms to 1750 ohms). After

this it slowly sinks and finally reaches about 320 ohms, which

is the resistance of an equal amount of sea water.

What is the effect of combining NaCl and CaCL in the pro-

portions in which they exist in sea water? This question has

great theoretical and practical interest in view of the fact that

CaCl2 is known to antagonize the toxic action of NaCl in the

most striking way. To answer this question the following exper-

iment was performed. To 1000 cc. NaCl 1 M there was added

15 cc. CaCU 1 M; the mixture was then diluted until it had the

same conductivity as sea water. On placing living tissue in this

mixture it neither gained nor lost in resistance and even after

twenty-four hours had the same resistance as at the start.

It is therefore evident that the entrance of the ions of NaCl is

greatly hindered by the presence of very small amounts of CaCl2

and that this may explain the antagonistic action of CaCl2 on

NaCl.

Further experiments showed that such salts as KCl, MgCl2,

CsCl, RbCl, LiCl, NH4CI, NaBr. Nal, NaNOa, KNO3, Na2S04 and

Na-acetate act in general like NaCl (though with different degrees

of rapidity) while BaCl2 and SrCl2 act like CaCL.
It might be supposed that some of these effects are due to expan-

sion or contraction of the cells under the influence of the salts,

but microscopic observation showed that this was not the case
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except only that when a cell is injured by the salt a,contraction

(due to false plasmolysis) may take place. But as the fall in

resistance is already great before any such contraction begins

and as the contraction is in any case too small to account for

more than a small per cent of the decrease in resistance it may be

regarded as at best a secondary factor which is absent until the

resistance has reached a low point and which is almost negligible

beyond that point.

It might be supposed that the change in resistance is due to

causes which operate in the interior of the cell rather than in the

plasma membrane, but this is opposed to a variety of evidence

which can not be discussed here.

All of the results which the writer obtained by plasmolysis

were corroborated in detail by the use of the electrical method.

This complete agreement of the results of the two methods fur-

nishes the most conclusive proof of their correctness.

The objection has been made to the plasmolytic method that

the behavdor of the cells in hypertonic' solutions may not be the

same as in solutions to which they are accustomed. In order to

test this matter experiments were made by the electrical method,

employing solutions which were strong enough to produce

plasmolysis. The alterations of permeabiUty which are produced

by various salts are, of course, more rapid the higher the concen-

tration, but the relative penetration of various salts and the action

of antagonistic salts remains about the same. There is therefore

no essential difference in behavior, and it is clear that this objec-

tion to the plasmolytic method is unfounded. Incidentally these

experiments proved that breaking the protoplasmic connections

between the cells (by plasmolysis) does not alter the character of

the results.

The electrical method enables us to follow from moment to

moment the changes in permeability of a given piece of tissue with

such accuracy that it gives curves which are comparable in

regularity with those obtained in purely physical experiments.

In these and other respects it is much superior to the plasmolytic

method for quantitative purposes and by its use the writer has
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been enabled to carry out a large number of quantitative re-

searches some of which are briefly summarized in the following

paragraphs.

The first of these relates to alterations of permeability.

According to one opinion permeability is a relatively fixed

property of the cell and is altered only as the result of injury: the

alteration is then irreversible.

Another view assumes that there are reversible changes in

permeability which involve no injury and which may form a

normal part of the activities of the cell. If such changes occur

it is clear that they may control the course of metabolism.

That permeability may be altered in this manner is suggested by

a number of facts, but their interpretation is too doubtful to

place this view on a firm basis. It is highly important that its

truth or falsity be established by rigorous proof. Such proof

seems to be afforded by a series of experiments, some of which

have recently been described.^

Upon transferring the living tissue from sea water to pure

sodium chloride of the same conductivity (and at the same

temperature) an immediate increase of conductivity was ob-

served, which up to a certain point proved to be reversible.

In order to make certain that no injury resulted from a brief

treatment with sodium chloride an experiment was performed to

ascertain the effect of repeated treatments on the same lot of

tissue. In one experiment the tissue was treated with sodium

chloride until the resistance dropped from 1020 ohms to 890 ohms
and was then replaced in sea water, after which the resistance

rose to 1020 ohms; this was repeated daily on the same lot of

tissue for fifteen days. On the tenth day the tissue began to show

a falling off in resistance, which continued to the fifteenth day,

when the experiment was discontinued. As this falling off was

also shown by the control, which was kept in sea water throughout

the experiment, it was not due to the sodium chloride, but to other

causes.

Electrolytes may also cause a reversible decrease in permeabil-

ity. The simplest way of demonstrating this is by adding to the

•Science N. S. 36: 350, 1912.
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sea water in solid form salts of calcium, lanthanum, etc. This

causes a very marked increase in resistance which is completely

reversible. The experiment may be repeated on the same piece

of tissue for several successive days without injury.

The addition of these salts in soUd form increases the conduc-

tivity of the solution and at the same time decreases the con-

ducti\'ity of the tissue. This affords the most convincing proof

that the change in the conductivity of the tissue in these experi-

ments can not be due to any cause other than a change in per-

meability; for the concentration of the ions of the sea water re-

mains unchanged, and if they were able to penetrate as freely as

they did before the addition of the salt the resistance would not

increase. It would, in fact, diminish on account of the increased

conductivity of the solution held in the cell walls, as is clearly

shown by experiments on dead tissue.

It ma}' be remarked incidentally that these experiments effec-

tualh- dispose of the possible objection that the current passes

between the cells but not through them. Were this objection well

founded the decrease in conductivitj' could be explained only as

the result of a decrease in the size of the spaces between the

cells. This decrease could not be brought about except hy

greatly reducing the thickness of the cell walls. Both macroscopic

and microscopic measurements show most conclusively that this

does not occur. The contrary effect would be produced b}' the

addition of salts in solid form, for they would tend to produce

plasmolysis and thereby to increase the space between the cells.

We are therefore justified in drawing the following conclusions:

1. It is possible to cause rapid and very large changes in per-

meability by means of electrolytes.

2. These changes may consist in either an increase or a

decrease in permeability.

3. Within wade limits these changes may be completely reversi-

ble and entirely devoid of injurious effects.

4. The plasma membrane is readily altered by a variety of sub-

stances in a fashion which indicates that it is protein rather than

lipoid.
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Another investigation relates to anaesthesia. Much uncer-

tainty exists as to the mode of action of anaesthetics, and particu-

larly as to their effects on permeabihty. Most writers hold

that anaesthetics increase permeability, but some have taken the

opposite view.

Without quantitative methods it would not have been possible

to give a definite answer to this question. It is, however, very

satisfactorily cleared up by means of the electrical method.

Very low concentrations of anaesthetics produce little or no effect,

but when the concentration is increased a point is soon reached

at which a decided decrease of permeabihty occurs. As the con-

centration increases still further this decrease becomes more pro-

nounced (and is maintained for several hours if the material is

allowed to remain in the anaesthetic). This change of per-

meability is completely reversible and involves no injury.

If the concentration be still further increased the permeability

at first decreases and quickly falls to a minimum: the permea-

bility then rises rapidly to a point far above the normal, where

it may remain stationary for a time, but if the concentration be

sufficiently high it continues rising until death ensues.

It is therefore evddent that typical anaesthetics, such as ether

chloroform, alcohol and chloral hydrate, increase or decrease

permeability, depending on their concentration.

A question of great importance is: which of these effects is

responsible for anaesthesia. It seems that the "answer to this

question is clearly indicated by the fact that the decrease of

permeability is quickly and easily reversible, while the increase

of permeabihty is not. The increase of permeability is in most

cases almost completely irreversible; only exceptionally, when

the increase has gone but a little way, can a partial reversal be

secured.

The distinctive mark of an anaesthetic is the reversibiUty of

its action, and it is quite e\adent that we have in this experiment

two distinct things, the anaesthetic effect which is associated

with a reversible decrease of permeabihty, and the toxic effect,
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associated with an increase of permeability which is practically

irreversible.'"

According to Czapek a variety of organic substances produce

an irreversible increase of permeability when their concentration

is such as to diminish the surface tension of the solution (against

air) by a definite amount. He concludes that this affords a

measure of the surface tension of protoplasm, and that the plasma

membrane is of the nature of lipoid, oil or soap.

Another investigation relates to the sugars. It has been gen-

erally assumed that sugars act only osmotically {i.e. without

altering the permeability of the plasma membrane), and for this

reason they have been widely employed to determine osmotic

pressure by means of plasmolysis. In view of this it is of inter-

est to find that the electrical method shows that saccharose, glu-

cose and glycerine cause a marked increase of permeability, which

is reversible.

One of the most important results of these studies is the proof

that the permeability of the plasma membrane is variable and

that it depends on the nature of the substances with which the

membrane is in contact. From this it follows that the internal

membranes of the cell (membranes of nuclei, vacuoles and plas-

tids, etc.) may have a different permeability from that of the

outermost plasma membrane, since they are in contact with

substances different from those which surround the cell externally.

The writer has been able to secure what he regards as con\'incing

experimental evidence of the truth of this deduction.

The electrical method has an especial advantage in that it

enables us to detect the effects of injurious conditions or sub-

stances long before there is any visible indication of them. It

is thus preeminently adapted to studying the effects of toxic

substances and following their action from moment to moment.

This method also gives us what may be called a quantitative

measure of \dtality. By this is meant simply that it is possible

to examine a plant in its natural environment and state whether

i»Cf. Science N. S. 37: 111, 1913.
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it is in sound condition and also to foretell approximately how
long it will survive if subjected to the conditions of the laboratory.

Having established an empirical standard for healthy tissue it

is possible to compare quantitatively the condition of any sample

of tissue with this standard. This has great practical value for

such researches as are here described, for it enables us to reject

unhealthy tissue at the outset.

It also has a high theoretical value, for it proves that the perme-

ability of a tissue is a delicate and accurate index of its vitality,

and in view of this all agencies which affect permeability acquire

a special significance. And it emphasizes in the most striking

way that the preservation of the normal permeability of the

plasma membrane is of fundamental importance to the organism.
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A MUCH DESIRED OENOTHERA

BRADLEY MOORE DAVIS

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

This paper is written to bring to the attention of botanists in

the southwestern part of the United States a problem of impor-

tance and great interest. It is the problem of the origin of Oeno-

thera Lamarckiana De Vries.

It seems clear from evidence recently brought forward^ that

the Lamarckiana of De Vries's cultures is not the same plant as

that described by Lamarck^ under the name Aenothera grandi-

flora from material grown in Paris at about 1796 or earlier, and
renamed by Seringe^ Oenothera Lamarckiana. The plant of Lam-
arck seems to have been a form of Oenothera grandiflora Solander*

(0. grandiflora "Alton") introduced into England in 1778 from

Alabama.

The material of De Vries's cultures which I have proposed shall

bear the name Oenothera Lamarckiana De Vries (since 0. Lam-
arckiana Seringe passes into the synonomy of 0. grandiflora

Solander) has with little doubt come down to us, possibly greatly

modified, from certain plants placed upon the market by the seeds-

men Carter and Company of London at about 1860.

The description of the cultures of Carter and Company is not

sufficiently detailed to allow us to form a picture of their plants

further than that they were 3 to 4 feet high, very hardy, and with

flowers 4 inches in diameter. The figure published with the de-

scription^ is of an impossible Oenothera. Carter and Company

1 Davis, B. M., Was Lamarck's evening primrose {Oenothera Lamarckiana Ser-

inge) a form of Oenothera grandiflora Solander? Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, 39: 519,

1912.

2 Lamarck, Encyclopedic M^thodique Botanique, 4: 554,? 1798.

'Seringe, N. C, De Candolle, Prodromus, 3 : 47, 1828.

^ Solander, D., Alton, Hortus Kewensis, 2: 2, 1789.

5 The Floral Magazine 2: pi. 78, 1862.
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report that their cultures came from seeds received unnamed from

Texas.

Now we have no evidence to dispute the statement that these

seeds came from Texas and we certainly have reason to feel hope-

Fig. 1. Sheet in the Gray Herbarium of Harvard University. An Oenothera

grown by Dr. Asa Gray at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1862, and probably de-

rived directly or indirectly from the cultures of Carter and Company of London,

which were distributed under the name of 0. Lamarckiana.

ful that if these plants grew in Texas further back than 1860 they

will still be present in the southwest. It is of course possible that

the seedsmen made some mistake and that their seeds came not
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from Texas but from some part of England where large-flowered

Oenotheras were recorded at dates much earlier than 1860. That,

however, is a problem for the English botanists. It is plainly the

responsibility of American botanists to make every effort to bring

forward any form that may throw light on the source of the cul-

tures of Carter and Company.
There is fortunately in the Gray Herbarium a sheet (fig. 1)

which contributes much more information on the probable com-

position of the cultures of Carter and Company than the brief

description and obviously inaccurate plate of the Floral Magazine.

The specimens on the sheet are from a plant grown in Cambridge,

Massachusetts in 1862 by Dr. Asa Gray. From the records upon

the sheet^ it appears quite certain that Dr. Gray received the

seeds from William Thompson of Ipswich, England, a seedsman

who probably obtained from Carter and Company their new
novelty. It is then possible that the plant grown by Dr. Gray
was not more than one or two generations removed from the

original cultures of Carter and Company.
The following is a brief description of the specimens on the sheet

in the Gray Herbarium illustrated by figure 1.

1. Stems and Foliage. The stem bears long hairs arising from papillae which are

colored red as in Lamarckiana and are about as numerous as in that species. The
large detached leaf, about 18.5 cm. long with sinuate margins, slightly lobed below,

and with some evidence of former crinkles, suggests by its shape (although too

small) the basal leaves of Lamarckiana. The leaves of the upper foliage, short

petioled, are not so nearly sessile as in Lamarckiana.

2. Inflorescence. The inflorescence has longer internodes than in Lamarckiana

and consequently is not so compact. The bracts are broad at the base, slightly

toothed, and persistent, becoming large lanceolate leaves on the fruiting branches;

those of Lamarckiana remain much smaller.

3. Buds. The buds are about 9.5 cm. long, not stout and 4-angled as in Lamarck-

iana. The sepal tips are more attenuate than in Lamarckiana, projecting 1 cm.

beyond the folded petals. The pubescence upon the sepals consists of long hairs

arising from papillae among much shorter sessile hairs as in Lamarckiana.

4. Flowers. The petals are about 4.5 cm. long, as long as those of the largest

forms of Lamarckiana. The stigma lobes are about 8 mm. long, and close to 5 mm.
above the tips of the anthers, in these respects agreeing with large-flowered forms

of Lamarckiana.

«See Davis, Am. Nat. 46: 417, 1912.
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5. Capsules. The capsules. about 3 cm. long, are longer and not so stout as those

of Lamarckiana.

The plant grown by Dr. Gray differed from the Lamarckiana of

the cultures of De Xvies in the longer internodes of the inflores-

cence, in the larger more leaf-like bracts, in the form of the buds,

in the much attenuated sepal tips, and in the longer seed cap-

sules. There would be Httle profit in discussing at present

whether or not this plant was truly representative of the cul-

tures of Carter and Company and whether or not their plants

became greatly modified during the quarter century before the

time when De Vries began his studies at about 1886, and isolated

the form we know today as 0. Lamarckiana De Vries.

T\Tiat we desire is information on all of the tall Oenotheras of

the south and west that have large flowers (petals 3 to 4 cm. long)

and broad leaves. We wish to know whether any of them resem-

ble the Lamarckiana of De Vries' s cultures. We wish to know
whether any of them resemble the specimens of the plant grown

by Dr. Gray. One species of the south, Oenothera grandiflora,

from Alabama is fairly well understood; does this species grow

in Texas? In California and Arizona are forms usually desig-

nated 0. Hookeri; do any of these grow in Texas?

A few words to the field botanist will not be out of place. For

this problem the mere observation or collection of an herbarium

specimen without seeds is worse than useless. We can have no

certainty as to the characters of an indi\'idual plant unless its

seeds have been grown in large cultures; it may be a chance hybrid.

Preferably flowers should be hand pollinated and then protected

by paper bags until withered. \\'Tien this is not possible ripe

capsules should be gathered always from the same plant upon

which observations are made.

A recent experience of the writer will illustrate the reason for

the cautions expressed above. In January, 1912, Mr. H. H.

Bartlett sent me seeds of an Oenothera which he had in cultivation

and which seemed to be very close to Lamarckiana De Vries, if not

identical with it. His cultures came from seeds of a plant which

grew near Boulder Creek, Santa Cruz County, California and was

collected by Prof. C. P. Smith (No. 2320). Prof. Smith had
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written "my 2320 was taken at the edge of a vacant, unkempt lot

in town (Santa Cruz) and may very well have escaped from culti-

vation, though none of the plant was in evidence in cultivation

roundabout as far as I noticed."

The writer grew in 1912 a culture of 106 plants from this Santa

Cruz material. As young rosettes the culture presented a diverse

assemblage; about | of the rosettes were Lamarckiana-Yike, about

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 2. Mature rosette of Oenothera Lamarckiana De Vries. There are also

forms with broader leaves more closely clustered.

Fig. 3. Mature plant of a large-flowered form of Oenothera Lamarckiana De
Vries.

i had leaves much narrower and more loosely clustered than in

Lamarckiana and between these types was a wide range of inter-

mediates. The differences became more conspicuous as the cul-

ture matured and finally the following types were distinguished

in a careful analysis made by Mr. Bartlett:

Type I. Oenothera Lamarckiana. Leaves crinkled, stems green with red

papillae at the base of long hairs, buds both viscid-pubescent and pilose. 44 plants.

Type II. Differed from Type I in that the longer flowering side branches were

red above, although the main stem was clear green. .5 plants.

Type III. Differed from Type I only in having red stem coloration. 6 plants.

Type IV. Differed from Type I only in the intensely red sepals (a character

of 0. ruhrinervis). 2 plants.

Type V. Differed from Type I in having the red stem coloration of Type III*

and the intensely red sepals of Type IV. 1 plant, rubrinervis-\\k&.
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Type VI. Differed from Type I in having plane leaves. 1 plant.

Type VII. Differed from Type I in its narrow, plane leaves with red vfeins.

2 plants.

Type VIII. Similar to Type VII except for intensely red sepals. 1 plant.

Type IX. Leaves crinkled, stems clear green (papillae at the base of long hairs

not red as in Type I). 4 plants.

Type X. Leaves crinkled, stem clear green as in Type IX, buds viscid-puberu-

lent only, not pilose. 38 plants.

Type XI. Differing from Type X in that the lower leaves were red-veined.

1 plant.

Type XII. Differed from Type X in having a red stem and the lower leaves

red-veined. 1 plant.

To one familiar with hybrids of Oenothera the behavior of the

plant from Santa Cruz in this culture can have but one interpre-

tation. The plant could not have been representative of a pure

species. It must have had a germinal constitution of mixed

parentage (heterozygous), or, in other words, it must have been

of hybrid origin. No plant of an approximately uniform germinal

constitution (homozygous) would have thrown off such a variety

of types differing in such clear cut characters.

This culture thus illustrates the necessity of testing experimen-

tally any plant which may be supposed to present evidence that

Oenothera Lamarckiana occurs in the American flora as a native

species. The discovery of the Santa Cruz plant suggested the

possibility that Lamarckiana grows wild in California. The cul-

ture from its seeds showed that the plant was hybrid in character

and consequently was not representative of a native species.

Its history is not known but we suspect that the plant was a

garden escape from Lamarckiana (frequently grown for ornamen-

tal purposes) which had hybridized with some other species of

the neighborhood. It was certainly not pure Lamarckiana be-

cause of the very great number and variety of the different types

thrown off in the culture.

A brief description of Oenothera Lamarckiana De Vries together

with some photographs illustrating its most important characters

will be given for those who are not familiar with the plant.

1. Rosettes. The mature rosette (fig. 2), 4 to 5 dm. broad, consists of broadly

• elliptical or spatulate leaves with sinuate margins, irregularly toothed below, and
very strongly crinkled. There are forms of Lamarckiana with broader leaves,
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shorter petioled, and more closely clustered than in the example shown by the

photograph.

2. Mature plant. The mature plant (fig. 3), about 1.5 m. high, has normally a

strong central stem from the base of which grow long side branches, about 1 m.
long, and shorter branches are usually present about midway up the central stem.

Flowering portions of the stem are usually unbranched. Red papillae at the base

of long hairs give the upper green portions of the stem a very characteristic color-

ation. The foliage on upper portions of the plant (fig. 4) consists of ovate-lanceo-

late leaves, short petioled or almost sessile, and crinkled.

Fig. 4. Side branch of a large-flowered form of Oenothera Lamnrckiana De
Vries, with a leaf from the lower portion of the main stem.
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3. Inflorescence. The close inflorescence (fig. 4) has sessile bracts, broad at the

base, early in the season equalling or exceeding the length of the young buds; later

in the season the bracts may be much shorter.

4. Buds. The buds in the largest-flowered forms of Lamarckiana (fig. 4) are

8 to 9 cm. long. The cone is stout and 4-angled. The sepals are green, in some
forms streaked with red; sepal tips thick or not markedly attenuate. The pubes-

cence on sepals, a heavy pilose and puberulent covering, consists of long hairs

arising from papillae among numerous short sessile hairs. In the smaller-flowered

forms the buds are from 7 to 8 cm. long and correspondingly smaller in their parts.

5. Floivers. The largest-flowered forms have petals 4 to 4. 5cm. long, and stigma

lobes 5 to 7 mm. above the tips of the anthers. The smaller-flowered forms have

petals 2.5 to 3 cm. long and frequently the stigma lobes are about on a level with

the tips of the anthers. The ovaries bear red papillae at the base of long hairs.

6. Capsules. The capsules vary in shape, in some forms being stout and rela-

tively short, about 2 cm. long; in other forms more attenuate and about 3 cm.

long.

Some remarks will not be out of place on the reason why the

problem of the origin of Oenothera Lamarckiana is a matter of

such great interest. As is well known the e\ddence for the muta-

tion theor}^ of De Vries rests chiefly upon the behavior of Lam-
arckiana in throwing off marked variants ("mutants") in suc-

cessive generations. De Vries assumed that Lamarckiana was

a native American species and interpreted its beha\'ior as the gi\"ing

rise to new species through the sudden appearance of wide varia-

tions (saltations). Many botanists are critical of the interpre-

tation of De Vries and hold that Lamarckina is not representative

of a wild species but is, on the contrary, of hybrid origin, and that

its beha\'ior illustrates the phenomenon of the splitting of a hybrid

into diverse forms. So far no clear evidence has been presented

that Lamarckiana is or ever was the component, as a wild species,

of any native flora, but it is onlj^ fair to state that the southern

and western United States have not been thoroughly explored.

This is why we hope that botanists of these regions will push

the search with vigor.

For the view that Lamarckiana is hybrid in character there is

evidence from experimental studies upon the plant itself, the lat-

est and best of which are described in a recent paper of Heribert-

Nilsson.' There are also the experimental studies of the writer^

^ Heribert-Nilsson, N., Die Variabilitat der Oe7iolhera Lamarckiana nnd das

Problem der Mutation. Zeitsch. ind. Abstam. u. Vererbungslehre, 8: 89, 1912.

» See Davis, Am. Nat. 46: 193, 1911, and 46: 377, 1912.
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on hybrids between 0. grandiflora and forms of 0. biennis which

show points of resemblance to Lamarckiana and behave in a

manner similar to Lamarckiana when grown through second and

third generations. If forms resembling Lamarckiana are found

growing wild in any part of America the mere record of their ob-

servation will be in no sense conclusive that the plant represents

a wild species. Its progeny must be tested through experimental

cultures, and their beha\dor alone will determine the character of

the original plant as in the case of the cultures just described from

the Santa Cruz plant. This is why we emphasize the importance

of checking field observations by experimental studies and empha-
size the necessity of collecting seed from any plant under observa-

tion.

In conclusion the writer expresses the hope that botanists will

cooperate with him in the study of the problems outlined above.

He hopes that observations will be promptly reported and speci-

mens sent to him and above all that seeds will be collected from

any plant that resembles Lamarckiana or the specimens on the

sheet in the Gray Herbarium. I shall be very glad to furnish

seed of Lamarckiana to anyone who wishes to grow the plant and

thus to become familiar with its characters.



EVAPORATION CONDITIONS AT SKOKIE MARSH

EARL E. SHERFF

University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

The general ecological conditions at Skokie Marsh have already

been described in large measure by Baker, ^ and, more recently,

by the present writer.- Only a brief description need be given

here. The marsh proper (fig. 1) extends with frequent inter-

ruptions from west of Highland Park, Illinois, to west of Winnetka,

IlUnois, a distance of about 12 km. A small, meandering stream,

the Skokie, enters from the north and during the wet seasons,

autumn to spring, is often 1 meter or more deep.

The plants along the course of the stream constitute a rather

narrow but typical reed swamp formation. Among the prom-

inent plants here are, Typha latifolia, Scirpus validus, S. flumatilis,

Phragmites communis, Sparganium eurycarpum, Sagittaria lat-

ifolia, Nymphaea advena, Sium cicutaefolium, Acorus Calamus and

7m versicolor. Along each side of the reed swamp occurs a

level and, in some places, very broad area of swamp meadow
formation. This consists largely of tall perennial grasses, by
far the most abundant being Calamagrosiis canadensis, although

Glyceria nervata and Phalaris arundinacea are dominant in cer-

tain places. Near the margins of the marsh, true meadow is

present at a few points; elsewhere, the ground is in use for culti-

vation or has become occupied by forest. Typical of the meadow
are Poa pratensis, Agrostis alba, Eleocharis palustris, Viola cucul-

lata, Equisetum arvense, etc., and the average height of the her-

baceous plants is much less than of those in the reed swamp and

swamp meadow formations.

' Baker, F. C, The ecology of the Skokie Marsh area, with special reference to

the MoUusca. Bull. 111. St. Lab. Nat. Hist. 8: no. 4. 1910.

2 Sherff, E. E., The vegetation of Skokie Marsh, with special reference to sub-

terranean organs and their interrelationships. Bot. Gaz. 53: 415-435. 1912.
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The stretches of forest present in many places at the edge of

the marsh, while not usually considered as belonging to the marsh,

are of interest because of the light that they throw upon the suc-

cessional development of vegetation with the passing away of

Fig. 1. Map of Skokie Marsh; the dotted line represents Skokie Stream

marsh conditions. Along the east side of the marsh, the ground

surface slopes gently upward toward a rather high morainic ridge

that roughly parallels the marsh. And as one proceeds toward

this ridge, he leaves behind him such woody species as Cornus
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stolonifera, C. Amomum, Cephalanthus occidentalis and Salix lon-

gifolia, and passes in turn thickets composed of Samhucus cana-

densis, Populus tremuloides, and taller species of Salix, forest com-

posed largely of Quercus bicolor, Q. rubra, Fraxinus nigra, F.

americana and Ulmus americana, and finally reaches a forest

composed of Quercus rubra and such upland species as Q. alba,

Q. coccinea and Carya ovata.

Li\dngston, in his well-known studies of transpiration, found

that, in a general way, the measure of transpiration in plants

was fairly indicative of their respective environmental conditions.

The transpiration rate for most plants being roughly propor-

tional to the rate of evaporation of water from a partially open

receptacle, he introduced the porous-cup atmometer for measur-

ing the evaporation rate of water. Four of these atmometers'

were set out May 21, 1911, at different stations indicatd on the

map ;—an instrument at station 1 , near the edge of Skokie Stream

;

one at station 2, in the outer part of the reed swamp; one at station

3, in the outer part of the swamp meadow, and one at station 4,

in a stretch of forest east of the marsh. Instrument no. 1, was

in the center of a dense growth of Typha latifolia. As the sum-

mer advanced, plants of Scutellaria galericulata and Teucrium

occidentale grew up in the shelter of Typha. No. 2 was surrounded

by Iris versicolor, Sium cicutaefolium and a few plants of Typha.

No. 3 was in a dense growth of Calamagrostis canadensis, and

no. 4 in a small area of pastured forest, composed chiefly of Quer-

cus bicolor and Fraxinus americana, also a moderate proportion

of F. nigra. The unglazed part of each porous cup extended

from about 22 cm. to about 28 cm. above the ground, gi\'ing a

mean height of 25 cm. Readings were taken weekly, up to and

including October 15, 1911. After correction according to the

method outlined by livingston,* they were plotted graphically,

appearing as shown in figure 2. The ordinates represent the

' None of the atmometers used were provided with a rain-excluding device,

such as recommended by Livingston (Livingston, B. E., Plant World 13: 79-82.

1910).

Livingston, B. E., Evaporation and plant development. Plant World 10:

269-276. 1907. All four atmometers were restandardized in the middle of August

and at the close of the work.
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number of cubic centimeters of water lost per day by a standard
atmometer, while the abscissae represent the intervals between
the weekly readings.

A study of figure 2 shows the periods of maximum and mini-

mum evaporation to have been fairly harmonious at the four

stations. And again, the evaporation rate for the center of the

reed swamp (figure 2, a), where hydrophytism is greatest, was
usually lowest; in the swamp meadow (fig. 2,c), it was somewhat,
higher; in the outer part of the reed swamp (fig. 2,6), still higher.
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Fig. 2. Average daily evaporation rates in o, center of reed swamp; h, outer

part of reed swamp; c, swamp meadow, and d, forest.

and in the Quercus bicolor-Fraxinus americana or swamp white

oak-white ash forest (fig.2,d), it was highest of all. These differ-

ences become perhaps even more visible if we compare the aver-

age daily evaporation amount at each station for the entire period

of 147 days; viz., a, 3 cc; c, 4.27 cc; 6, 4.5 cc, and d, 7.91 cc.

Or, taking the rate for d as 100 %, then the rate for a was 38 %;
for c, 54 %, and for h, 57 %. Expressed in general terms, the

evaporation rates were inversely proportionate to the hydro-

phytism of the station. This is due chiefly to the greater amount
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of moisture in the air where the station is hydrophytic ; and again,

the greater amount of atmospheric moisture was due, in many
places, not merely to the greater sources of supply (soil moisture

or surface water) but to the more difficult' means of escape (be-

cause of the tall rank vegetation evoked by hydrophytic condi-

tions). It will be noted that the average rate in the outer part

of the reed swamp (b) sUghtly exceeded that in the swamp-meadow
,(c). This may be explained easily, however, by the fact that

in the swamp meadow the vegetation remained more dense and

compact in late summer than in the outer part of the reed swamp,

thus retarding evaporation.

Transeau^ has obtained in a mesophytic forest on Long Island,

New York, an average daily evaporation rate of 8.5 cm. This

was based upon readings taken during a period of less than one

month. More recently, Fuller" has obtained for typical mesophy-

tic forest, and based upon readings extending over 155 days, the

average daily rate of 8.1 cc. While we are not justified by the

data at hand in attempting final comparisons, yet, so far as they

go, these data indicate that evaporation is slightly less rapid in

the swamp white oak-white ash forest than in climax mesophytic

forest. If this indication is sustained by further study, as it

undoubtedly will be, it will coincide very exactly with the fact

that, in the normal development of mesophytic forest from hydro-

phytic formations, Quercus hicolor, Fraxinus americana, F. nigra,

etc. are antecedent to trees of the climax mesophytic type {Fagus

grandifolia, Acer saccharum, etc.).

In the autumn of 1911, a study of evaporation at different

levels above the soil surface was made. Beginning September

3, weekly readings were taken with four atmometers arranged

at different heights in a dense growth of Phragmites communis,

and with three more atmometers added to the one already at

station 1, among Typha. The last readings were taken on Octo-

ber 22. After correction to correspond with the readings of a

' Transeau, E. N., The relation of plant societies to evaporation. Bot. Gaz.

46 : 217-231. 1908.

'Fuller, G. D., Evaporation and plant succession. Bot. Gaz. 62: 193-208.

1911.
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standard atmometer cup, the data were plotted graphically.

Among Phragmites (fig. 3). the average daily evaporation for the

seven weeks, at 0 cm. (the soil surface), was 2.5 cc; at 25 cm.,

4 cc. ; at 107 cm., 5.3 cc. ; at 198 cm., in the uppermost atmospheric

stratum among the Phragmites plants, 7.5 cc,—or just 300 % as

great as at the soil surface. Among Typha (fig. 4),^ the average

daily evaporation for the seven weeks, at 0 cm., was .64 cc; at
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Fig. 3. Average daily evaporation rates among Phragmites communis, at

a, 0 cm.; b, 25 cm.; c, 107 cm., and d, 198 cm.

Fig. 4. Average daily evaporation rates among Typha lalifolia, at a,

0 cm.; b, 25 cm.; c, 107 cm., and d, 175 cm.

' Because of the faulty working of the atmometer at 0 cm., the results for the

first two and the last weeks are not plotted, and the average here given (0.64 cc.)

is for the remaining four weeks. Enough certain data were obtained, however,

for the other three weeks to show that the total average would have been even

less than 0.64 cc.
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25 cm., 1.5 cc; at 107 cm., 2.7 cc; at 175 cm., in the uppermost

stratum, 6.4 cc,—or just 1000 % as great as at the soil surface.

These differences in the rates among Typha were strongly accent-

uated because the readings were taken in autumn, when many of

the Typha leaves had started to wither and bend over, thus gi\dng

greater exposure in the upper strata and greater shelter in the

lower. Then, too, numerous plants of Scutellaria galericulata,

Teucrium occidentale, Polygonum Muhlenbergii, etc., absent

among Phragmites, were present among Typha and acted as a

further check to evaporation in the lower strata (in which, to a very

great extent, they vegetated).

The data plotted in figures 3 and 4 corroborate very emphatically

those of Yapp,^ who found that during a total of about fifteen

days, the evaporation rate just above (not, as at Skokie Marsh,

in the upper strata of) tail "sedge vegetation" was over 1500 %
as great as it was at 12.5 cm. above the soil surface. They con-

form likewise v^dth the more recent results of Dachnowski^ who
obtained during about five days, at a height of 150 cm. in an .Amer-

ican bog, an evaporation rate 200 % as great as at a height of

7.5 cm. Obviously, we must conclude wdth Yapp, that plants

may grow in proximity to each other and yet, if vegetating in

different strata above the soil surface, be subject to wi(iely differ-

ent growth conditions. Thus, for example, Riccia natans and

Typha latifolia may be found together in great quantity, but

they vegetate mostly in different atmospheric strata and hve

under evaporation conditions much more different than do Teu-

crium occidentale (of the reed swamp) and Aster salicifolius (of

the swamp white oak-white ash forest), plants of similar height

and growth form.

Acknowledgement is made of the writer's indebtedness to Mr.

George D. Fuller, of the University of Chicago, for many helpful

suggestions during the progress of the work described here.

' Yapp, R. H., On stratification in the vegetation of a marsh* and its relations

to evaporation and temperature. Annals of Botanj- 23: 275-320. 1909.

' Dachnowski, A., The vegetation of Cranberry Island and its relations to the

substratum, temperature and evaporation. Bot. Gaz. 52: 126-150.
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Paleobotanical Literature.—The third volume of this preten-

tious bibliographic work has just been received from the press of Gustav

Fischer.^ It is a larger book than the two which have preceded it and

contains 570 closely printed pages, furnishing an additional example of

the marvellous scientific productions of German publishers at absurdly

low prices, which is in such striking contrast to publishing conditions

in this country. The book is divided into two parts. The first part

arranged by authors whose contributions are numbered chronolog-

ically commencing with number one for each author with their first

paper in 1908 or since. The second part, which comprises the major

portion of the volume, contains an account of the scope of each contribu-

tion listed in Part 1 ; a hst of all the geological horizons mentioned : all

the new genera and species proposed; a list of all species both living and

fossil with which comparisons have been made; all anatomical, morpholog-

ical and phylogenetic results—-the whole arranged alphabetically. The
work is done better than that of any comparable bibliographic under-

taking, either international or otherwise, that I have had occasion to

use and deserves to be in the hands of every working botanist and geolo-

gist. It should prove indispensable to all botanical students who have

any interest in keeping up with the rapidly increasing contributions

which paleobotany is making to botany. It is proposed to publish an

annual volume of this sort hereafter, but the undertaking, which is a

prodigious labor of love on the part of Dr. Jongmans, partially depends

on a reasonable subscription list. I understand that American individ-

uals and institutions have been particularly backward in their support.

It would seem to be far more scientific to give the modicum of support

necessary to insure the prompt publication of subsequent volumes of

this exceedingly valuable work, than to attempt to rectify a laissez

faire policy at some future time hy clumsy international cooperation

and subsidies.

—

Edward W. Berry.

' Die Palaeobotanische Literatur, Dritter Band, Die Erscheinungen der Jahre

1910 und 1911 und Nachtrage fiir 1909. Herausgegeben von W. J. Jongmans,

Fischer, Jena, 1913.
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Life History of Cutleria.—-Yamanouchi has recentlj^ presented

the result of his work on the Mfe history of Cutleria.^ His material was
collected at the Bay of Naples and the investigation was carried on there

and at the University of Chicago. The main question dealt with in this

paper is whether Cutleria exhibits true alternation of generations or

merely polymorphism. The author finds that vegetative and germ

cells of Cutleria have 24 chromosomes; that the 2 x generation initiated

at fertilization continues until an upright column with an expanded,

disc-like base is formed, which becomes the plant known as Aglaozonia;

that all cells of Aglaozonia have 48 chromosomes; that Aglaozonia

produces zoospores with 24 chromosomes which germinate into plants

not expanded, but filamentous like Cutleria; therefore he concludes that

Cutleria with the zoospore that produces it is the gametophytic genera-

tion, and Aglaozonia with the fertilized gamete from which it develops

is the sporophytic generation. As further evidence that the alternation

of Aglaozonia with Cutleria is due to "the potential characters of their

germ plasm" and not to environment, the author calls attention to the

fact that although his cultures were grown at a depth of 15-20 cm.

instead of the normal depth of 1-5 m., the zoospores and the fertilized

gametes behaved exactly as they do in their natural habitat. Apogamy
was observed, but cultures from unfertilized gametes were not developed

to the reproductive stage. One striking difference between plants

from fertilized gametes and those from unfertilized gametes was the

slow growth of the latter. Apogamous plants had 24 chromosomes.

Yamanouchi believes that apogamy in Cutleria may be a "reversion

to the ancestral type of asexual spores which certainly existed before

the appearance of sexuality in the gametophytic generation."—J. G.

Brown.

Influence of Ultra-violet Rays.—As the result of a series of

experiments Stoklasa has contributed some interesting observations on

the influence of ultra-violet rays on vegetation. ^ Etiolated seedlings

of corn, oats, barley and peas were subjected under bell-jars to ultra-

violet rays of different wave length. When the wave length was less

than SOO/Uy" there was no influence on the formation of chlorophyll. After

a two hours' exposure to rays with a wave length of 400 to 300/^JU the

^ Yamanouchi, Shigeo, The Life History of Cutleria. Bot. Gaz. 54: 441-502>

pis. 26-35, December, 1912.

^ Stoklasa, A. et al., Ueber den Einfluss der Ultra-violetten Strahlen auf die

Vegetation. Centrb. f. Bakt. 2 Abth. 31: 477, 1911.
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plants had taken on a green color {-omparable with that in plants ex-

posed to full sunlight for six hours. According to Stocklasa's observa-

tions the synthesis of chlorophyll proceeds best with a wave length of

575 to The protoplasm of the epidermal cells was affected by

long exposures so that certain of the cells became brown, without injury

having been done to chlorophyll in the subjacent parts. Many flowers

were found to be wilted and some of them even to be killed after a two-

hour exposure. Leaves appear to be more resistant to injury than do

flowers, and out of door plants more resistant than those grown under

glass. The protoplasm of bacteria responds more quickh' to illumina-

tion with ultra-violet raj's than that of phanerogams. Azotobader

shows itself to be verj' susceptible, being killed by an exposure of eight

to ten seconds at a distance of 10 cm. If, however, a screen is used,

cutting out all the rays less than 240fxfx in length, not all of the organisms

are killed after an exposure of five seconds.

—

Frederick A. Wolf.

Ohio Peat Deposits.—The Geological Survey of Ohio has recently

issued a volume on the origin, formation, and uses of the peat deposits

of that state.^ The book contains a discussion of the general properties

of peat, its distribution in the United States, and its occurrence in Ohio

by counties. The fourth chapter is by C. A. Davis, of the U. S. Bureau

of Mines, on the economic utilization of peat. This is followed by three

chapters on the history and development- of Ohio peat deposits, and four

chapters on the causal and limiting factors in the process of peat forma-

tion. In addition to the large amount of detailed information concern-

ing the bogs of Ohio, it contains altogether the most complete discussion

of the northern type of peat deposits that has appeared in this country.

The author has brought together much of the literature bearing on bog

plants, their migrations, and their relation to ecological factors, as well

as the results of his own studies of the connection between bacteria

and the toxicity of bog solutions. His general conclusion is that the

well known toxic properties of bog soils are the result of bacterial activi-

ties. If the data presented are not always exclusive of other interpre-

tations, they contribute materially to our knowledge of this phase of

bog soils, and that most interesting of all agricultural problem.s—soil

fertility.—E. N. T.

' Dachnowski, A., Peat Deposits of Ohio. Geological Survey of Ohio, Fourth

Series, Bull. 16, pp. 424, figs 29, pis. 8, map. Columbus, 1912.



NOTES AND COMMENT
Blakeslee and Jarvis have extended their bulletin on Trees in Winter

into a sumptuous book of 450 pages, bearing the same title (The Mac-
millan Company, 1913). The first half of the volume treats of the prop-

agation, planting, pruning and care of trees, of the methods for con-

trolling bacterial deca}' and insect ravages, and of the proper use of trees

in securing landscape effects. The second half contains the illustrations

and keys for determination of trees in -R-inter condition. Although the

title obscures the most w-idely useful half of the book, we hope that this

half will be discovered hy the public and that use will be made of it

for the conservation of our shade and ornamental trees.

We are requested to call attention to the fact that the students and

friends of Professor Dr. Engler, of Berlin, wish to conamemorate his

seventieth birthday, on March 25, 1914, by the erection of a marble

bust, toward which contributions are solicited. These may be sent

either to the Deutsche Bank, Chausseestrasse 17, Berlin, or to Professor

Dr. L. Wittmack, Platz von dem neuen Tor 1, Berlin, with designation

of their purpose. It may interest friends of Professor Engler in this

country to know that he is expecting to join the party of European

plant geographers who will \'isit the United States during the coming

summer.

Professor F. E. Clements, of the University of Minnesota, announces

a summer Graduate School of Ecology-, to be in session during July and

August at ^Minnehaha, on Pike's Peak, in the midst of a region of great

vegetational diversity and interest. Professor Clements will be as-

sisted bj' Professor Ra^-mond J. Pool, Dr. Edith Clements, and Dr.

H. L. Shantz. Several fields of investigation are offered in the quanti-

tative study of plant formations and in indi\idual response to habitat.

Among the articles which will appear in early forthcoming numbers

of The Plant World may be mentioned : Osmotic Pressure and Related

Forces as En\'ironmental Factors, by Burton E. Li^-ingston; The Vege-

tation of Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, by E. X. Transeau; A Chart

of Physiological Processes, by William E. Lawence; and Forest Dis-

tribution in the San Juan Islands, bj' George B. Rigg.
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IV. OSMOTIC PRESSURE AND RELATED FORCES AS
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

BURTON EDWARD LIVINGSTON

The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

In every vacuolated cell that is in osmotic equilibrium, the

outwardly directed pressure of the vacuole must be opposed by an

equal force directed inwardly. The latter force is a resultant of

several component forces, which arise in various ways. If the

cell is not in osmotic equilibrium the vacuole must enlarge or

contract more or less rapidly, this change tending always to equa-

lize the outwardly and inwardly directed forces, until equilibrium

is established.

"WTiile the origin and magnitude of vacuolar pressures have been

the subject of many publications, I am not aware that the forces

directed against these have ever received anything like adequate

treatment. This is somewhat surprising, when we consider that

all phenomena that can be related to the former must be equally

related to the latter; for, all movements of osmotic adjustment are

directly conditioned by the difference in magnitude between these

two factors.

It is my purpose in this paper to examine the forces opposed

to vacuolar osmotic pressure, and to consider the conditions which

seem to control these in ordinary plant cells. Our study will

also bring us into touch with the physical factors which appear to

control turgidit}^ and water-content in non-vacuolated cells.

The forces which oppose the vacuolar osmotic pressure of a

naked cell belong to several different physical categories. There

are first of all, (1, 2) the two forces of surface tension, of the inner

and outer surfaces of protoplasm. Both of these surface films,

tending to contract, exert a slight (but probably not nearly always

negligible) inward pressure upon the vacuole.

(3) Between the two surface layers just mentioned lies the pro-
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toplasm itself, simultaneously a colloidal suspension and a true

solution, of many substances. This mass appears to possess con-

siderable cohesion, being neither a true solid nor a true liquid,

and whateN'er cohesive force is here present must tend to resist

stretching and vacuolar enlargement.

(4) As a true solution, the protoplasmic mass must resemble

the vacuolar solution and its solutes should exhibit a diffusion

tension, this latter developing an effective osmotic pressure at

the two peripheral films. The inwardly directed pressure tends

directly to oppose the vacuolar pressure and the outwardly di-

rected one should tend to enlarge the outer plasmatic surface, to

increase the volume of the protoplasmic mass itself, and to cause

the virtual entrance of water into the latter from without. The
outward pressure should be opposed by the external surface ten-

sion above mentioned, as well as by any osmotic or other inwardly

directed pressures developed in the immediate surroundings of

the cell.

(5) As a colloid, the protoplasmic mass possesses considerable

power of imbibition and may attract water at both peripheries.

This force of imbibition should act in the same general manner as

does the osmotic pressure of the plasma, tending to prevent enlarge-

ment of the vacuole and to increase the volume and water content

of the protoplasmic mass itself.

The water-'mbibing power of protoplasm has recently been

given a prominent place in general physiology through the bril-

liant work of Martin H. Fisher, who has formulated and defended

the thesis that many phenomena of water absorption and of tur-

gidity, which have heretofore been attributed to osmotic pressure,

are in reality due to colloid imbibition. Wliile there appears to

be no ground for doubt that Fisher's contention must hold, at

least in many instances, for non-vacuolated cells (such as compose

the majorit}^ of animal tissues), the student of plant physiology

will not be readily convinced that osmotic pressure does not play
'

the prime role in the maintenance of turgidity in the commonly
vacuolated cells of plants, where the protoplasmic mass, itself

usually possessed of no very great viscosity, is relatively very

small as compared to the vacuole.
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The water-imbibing force of any body is well known to depend

upon two conditions, the nature of the imbibing material and its

ivater content. For any gi\-en material, the greater its water con-

tent the less is its attraction for water, so, that the entrance of the

liquid into the imbibing mass is concomitant with a rapid fall in

the magnitude of the force that causes entrance. We may safely

assume that nearl}^ dry protoplasm (such as occurs in seeds and

spores, for example) possesses an enormous attraction for water.

As this liquid is absorbed, however, the attractive force rapidly

falls off in magnitude, and in the ordinary active plant cell the

resistance to water loss must be comparatively small. Neverthe-

less, we may be sure that the imbibition force here under discus-

sion is, in every static case, in equilibrium with the osmotic pres-

sure of the vacuole; were it otherwise water would either enter

or leave the protoplasm, and this process would continue until

the attainment of the equilibrium which is here assumed.

Reference has heretofore been made only to the naked cell,

where the peripheral bounding surface, which separates the cell

from its environment, is the external film of the protoplasm itself.

Immediately surrounding most plant cells is, however, the cell wall

which is conveniently considered as part of the cell. Beyond
the cell wall lies what we term the cell environment, this being

usually made up of other cells (in which case a single wall becomes

common to two cells) . Less frequently the cell environment con-

sists of objects which are not so clearly related to protoplasmic

processes as is the cell wall. I shall consider next the free, walled

cell, such as that of a single-celled alga, immersed in a weak solu-

tion.

If such a free cell is turgid and in osmotic equilibrium, the wall

is more or less deformed by the vacuolar pressure, and, being

elastic, it exerts an inward pressure upon the protoplasm which

just balances the stretching force applied from within. The
wall is, for all practical purposes, a solid; hence we do not need to

consider its surfaces as essentially different from its general mass,

and its extensibility and elasticity are functions of its cohesion.

There are two other forces resident in the wall, however, both

tending to resist the stretching force from within. As in the case
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of the protoplasm, these are an osmotic pressure of dissolved sub-

stances and an imbibition force; for the cell wall, too, is to be

regarded as both a colloid and a true solution. As a colloid, much
of its material is coagulated, it is hydrogel, and like other hydro-

gels it exhibits the power of imbibition. By virtue of this power

the cell wall tends to absorb water at both its surfaces, from the

contained protoplasm on one side and from the cell environment

(which, in our present instance, is a weak aqueous solution) on

the other. Of course this tendency toward water imbibition (or

resistance to water loss) results in a second force which opposes

the stretching force from within. But at the same time, absorp-

tion of water automatically reduces the force of imbibition, so

that as water enters the wall from without, this inwardly directed

force soon vanishes, the wall approaching imbibitional saturation.

Furthermore, as has been remarked, the imbibing force varies

not only with the water content of the imbibing colloid, but also

with the nature of the colloid, and vegetable cell walls vary greatly

in this latter respect, being composed of different sorts of material

in different cells and also in the same cell at different times.

With alteration of a cell wall, as by impregnation with wax-like

substances, the water content corresponding to imbibitional satura-

tion is of course lowered. It thus comes about that many cell

walls, notably the external ones of peripheral cells, may be imbibi-

tionally saturated with water and at the same time may contain

only a very small amount of this liquid. Such walls are often

said to be imper\dous to water, though of course the}^ are always

permeable to some extent. In these waxy walls the gradient of

imbibitional attraction for water, between the condition of com-

plete dryness and that of saturation, is apparently very steep,

so that the force of imbibition, only a little before saturation is

attained, is still great.

What we have thus far considered as imbibed water in the cell

wall is of course not pure water but a solution. In so far as the

outer protoplasmic film is permeable to the solutes within its

mass these should diffuse outward and bring the imbibed solution

of the wall into concentration equilibrium with the protoplasmic

solution. Indeed, there must always be freedom of interchange
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of dissolved material between the water of the wall and that of

the protoplasm in so far as this is not prevented by impermeability

of the outer protoplasmic film or by adsorption forces resident in

one or other of these two phases. The outer surface of the wall

must be considered as permeable to all the solutes of the environ-

mental solution, and consequently the wall solution should tend

to be in concentration equilibrium with the solution of the envir-

onment. It thus comes about that the wall exerts an osmotic

pressure inward upon the protoplasm, and this osmotic force is

to be added to the forces of cohesion and of imbibition alread)^

mentioned.

Since the cohesion of the cell wall is very much greater than

the force resulting from the cohesion and surface tensions of the

protoplasm, it is clear, as every one knows, that of two cells in

distilled water, the one with and the other without sl wall, there

can be developed within the walled cell, without explosion, a

much higher osmotic pressure than could occur in the naked cell.

As the wall is progressively stretched its force of elasticity in-

creases, until this force balances the outward pressure within, and

a static condition is attained. Long before this could happen in a

naked cell with the same vacuolar pressure, rupture of the proto-

plasmic envelope would usually occur. The outward pressure

upon the inner wall surface is, in the case we have now before us,

numerically equal to the vacuolar osmotic pressure diminished

by the inwardly directed forces already mentioned as resident

within the protoplasmic mass, and also diminished by the like-

wise inwardly directed imbibitional and osmotic forces of the wall

itself. Opposed to this remainder is the force of elasticity of the

cell wall, and the action and reaction here implied result in the

condition of turgidity with which we are so well acquainted. If

the solution of the wall be concentrated enough, in proper solutes,

to develop at the outer protoplasmic surface an inwardly directed

force of sufficient magnitude so that the outwardly directed

pressure remainder just considered becomes nill, then no turgid-

ity is manifest ; the wall is not stretched, and the cell is already in

the wilted condition. With a still higher concentration of envir-

onmental solution and of cell wall, the protoplasmic envelope
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leaves the wall, and we have virtually a naked cell, for the wall

now takes no part in determining the pressure equihbrium.

Such a cell is of course plasmoh^zed.

It is clear that, when the cell environment consists of other

cells, no forces of different nature from those already considered

need be taken into account. If a tissue be in osmotic equilibrium,

all of the various forces already- dealt with must just balance one

another; otherwise one cell must tend to enlarge and another to

contract until such equilibrium be attained.

I have reviewed these fundamental features of cell physics in

order that we may have clearly in mind the somewhat complex

interaction of forces which must be supposed to determine the

degree of turgidity present in a cell and, in the absence of equilib-

rium, the direction of water movement through its wall. Most
writers in this field have neglected the component forces and their

complicated inter-relations, gi\'ing attention usually only to

the apparently simple balance between vacuolar and en\'iron-

mental osmotic pressure. Plant physics has now proceeded far

enough, however, so that it frequently becomes requisite to con-

sider other forces than these two; indeed, no very clear concep-

tion of the relations obtaining between a cell and its surroundings

is possible in any case unless the complex interplay of forces which

has been here outlined is taken into account. The details of cell-

di\dsion, of wall formation and of cell growth, as well as those of

water loss and water intake, and probably also those of manj^

so-called regulatory responses, seem likely to be comprehended

only through as thorough an analysis as is possible of the physical

conditions which hold in the cell and in its environment.

I wish now to turn attention to certain aspects of the environ-

mental complex and to make tentative inquiry regarding causal

relations which may be discoverable between certain environ-

mental conditions and the forces which we have been considering.

Perhaps the simplest mode of approach to the questions which I

have in mind is to suppose changes to take place in the surround-

ings and try to picture the main results of such changes as they

become effective in the cell.

Let us begin wdth a walled, vacuolated cell, turgid, and sur-
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rounded by a solution, and let us assume an equilibrium therein

of all the various forces heretofore dealt with. We have seen that

an increase in the concentration of the environmental solution

must result in decreased turgidity and in exit of water from the

protoplasm and vacuole, provided only that the assumed increase

in concentration be due to solutes to which the protoplasm is not

as permeable, at this time, as it is to water. This environmental

change afTects the cell by increasing the effective osmotic pressure

acting inwardlj^ from the wall upon the protoplasm. That it

may also alter the imbibing properties of the wall is not ruled out,

but such alteration would probably be of relatively' little impor-

tance in most cases. As a result of increased osmotic pressure in

the wall, we have a readjustment of the wall itself; it becomes

less stretched and its particles rearrange themselves. This may
well be a cause for alteration in rate or mode of action of those

coagulative or precipitating processes by which wall growth is

carried out. Furthermore, water is removed from the protoplasm

and from the vacuole. This means that the nature of the surface

films between vacuole and protoplasm and between protoplasm

and wall may be more or less profoundly^ altered, from which

may arise, as may be conceived, permeability changes and many
changes in the numerous protoplasmic processes which we group

together as metaboUsm. The removal of water from the proto-

plasm probably not only alters its surface films but also changes

its state of suspension, thus accelerating or retarding various

processes which may be dependent upon the surface relations

existing between the numerous phases of the mass. A glance

at the results of recent studies upon enzyme action suggests

many possibilities in this connection. A decrease in the effective

osmotic pressure of the wall may be supposed to institute similar

alterations, in the opposite direction.

It is to be remembered that osmotic changes in the environment

have not been distinguished, in many cases as yet, from chemical

changes, so that little definite knowledge may be brought forward

in this connection. Nevertheless we are pretty^ sure that an in-

crease in en^nronmental osmotic pressure results, sometimes at

least, in altered cell growth, thickening of wall, formation of pig-

ments, and the like.
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Let US now suppose that our cell be removed from solution and
placed in air. Water will evaporate from the cell wall, unless,

indeed, the environmental air be constantly saturated with water

vapor and be enclosed within a chamber having walls impermeable

to water vapor. (It is not sufficient merely to presuppose con-

stant atmospheric saturation for this exception.) Evaporation of

water will result in two changes of primary importance, namely, an

increase in the concentration of the wall solution, and a decrease

in the imbibed water content of the wall itself. The first of

these changes should act in a manner similar to that already con-

sidered, where the environmental solution was supposed to be

increased in concentration, but it is probable that the present

change, from solution to air, would, in most cases, soon result in a

much greater increase in concentration of wall solution than would

the former one. Nevertheless, this is probably not nearly as

important in conditioning physiological reaction as is the second

change just noted.

This other change, decrease in the imbibed water content of the

wall substance, is undoubtedly of very far-reaching import. Like

the osmotic increase of the wall solution it also must produce an

exit of water from protoplasm and vacuole, with whatever results

may accompany this exit. Furthermore, the rise in magnitude of

the force of imbibition in the wall, which must be assumed here,

acts to decrease the vapor tension of the imbibed water (as does

also, to a less degree, the increased concentration of the wall solu-

tion) , and consequently to hinder evaporation. The more water

is removed from the wall, the greater will be the imbibitional force

attracting water thereto, the more water will pass out of the proto-

plasm and vacuole, and the lower will be the rate of evaporation.

The removal of water from cell walls, with its concomitant

results, first causes what Renner,i has termed Sdtigungsdefizit

and what Brown and have called incipient drying. If the proc-

* Renner, O., Experimentelle Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Wasserbewegung.

Flora 103: 171-248, 1911.

' Livingston, B. E., and Brown, W. H., Relation of the daily march of transpira-

tion to variations in the water content of foliage leaves. Bot. Gaz. 63 : 309-330,

1911.
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ess of incipient drying be carried far enough, it of course results,

consecutively, in loss of turgidity, wilting, death from water loss,

and finally desiccation.

But in our supposed experiment, the evaporation of water from

the cell wall might proceed at such a slow rate that sufficient

time might elapse for various changes to occur in the nature of

the wall—as its impregnation with waxy materials, for example

—

and if such reactions occurred thevapor tension of the wall and its

water loss by evaporation might be enormously decreased. Such

reactions occur commonly in leaves raised out of water by growth

and in the emergence of aerial leaves from the practically satur-

ated and enclosed atmosphere of the bud. A parallel phenomenon

no doubt occurs in animals when they pass from an aqueous to

an aerial environment, as frequently at the time of birth, ekdysis,

etc. Reactions to incipient drying must be common in the super-

ficial cells of subterranean plant roots, when subjected to pro-

gressive dessiccation of the soil. It also, appears that the produc-

tion of sporangia, conidia, etc., by the common moulds may be

related to the altered relations between the force of wall imbibition

and the osmotic force within the cell, initiated by the action of

increased water loss from exposed wall surfaces.

It is apparent that the general principles just outlined are

applicable in those cases where no vacuole exists and where it

may be possible that the outwardly directed force of the cell is

finally imbibitional in the protoplasm rather than osmotic in the

vacuole. It is also apparent that the water-extracting power of

the environment ma}^ be due to the force of crystallization, as

when the surrounding water freezes, as well as to osmotic, imbibi-

tional, capillary and evaporational forces. I shall refrain, how-

ever, from any specific discussion of these various cases.

Most cells that are exposed to the air, and consequently to

evaporational water loss, are not so exposed on all sides. Gener-

ally they are peripheral cells of a tissue mass and are directly in

contact with other, deeper-lying cells, from which water may be

withdrawn. The deeper cells are usually in contact, intermit-

tently at least, with an environmental solution, and diffusion from

behind—as we may say—tends to prevent desiccation through
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evaporational water loss. In such cases, as in the epidermal cells

of plant leaves, evaporation of water from the exposed wall

increases the imbibitional force in that region and water is drawn

from the protoplasm, from the vacuole, and from the unexposed

parts of the wall. The increase in imbibitional and osmotic

forces thus initiated results in a withdrawal Of water from neigh-

boring cells in which there may be a lower attraction for water.

Thus the process of water removal is transmitted through the

tissue to some more or less permanent source of supply. Most
plants continuously remove water from their subterranean envi-

ronment, through their roots. Many plants, and all land animals,

receive water from the surroundings at more or less irregular

intervals. In this respect the cactus which absorbs sufficient

water in a rainy period to allow usual transpiration, growth, etc.,

for a year or more, is not essentially different from the camel,

which also can continue its usual transpiration and excretion

for rather long periods of time, without intake of water from the

environment. The obvious point here is simply this, that evapor-

ational water loss must be checked altogether, or there must be

adequate entrance of water to the transpiring cells, otherwise,

ultimate desiccation must ensue.

As in every phenomenon depending upon supply and demand,

the factors which condition the state of the organism at any given

time are not those of static equilibrium, but are relative rates of

change. Thus a peripheral leaf cell may, at a given instant, be

receiving water from other cells at a certain rate and may be los-

ing water to the air also at a given rate. If these two rates are

numerically equal, the cell may remain in its present state, as

far as water content is concerned. If the rates are not numerically

equal, however, the cell must be either gaining or losing in its

absolute water content. This proposition is rendered extremely

complicated by the facts already mentioned, that the water con-

tent of protoplasm and of cell wall determine, in great measure,

the attraction of these bodies for water or their resistance to water

loss, and the same is of course true osmotically for the vacuolar

solution. Thus the very fact that a cell is gaining in water con-

tent is a cause for increase in its rate of loss and for decrease in its
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rate of intake, the environment of the cell being supposed to

remain the same.

From the foregoing considerations it appears probable that all

plant cells excepting those to which the environmental complex

presents on all sides identical conditions of water-supplying or of

water-extracting power, are to be thought of as practicalh' never

attaining even to the dynamic equilibrium of balanced rates of

water intake and of water exit. Much less do they attain the

static equilibrium of balanced forces presupposed in the earlier

part of this discussion. The problem of the water relations be-

tween cells and their environment is thus seen to be an exceedingly

complex affair, but it is nevertheless a problem in the solution of

which we may hope to make rapid progress, for many of the forces

and rates of water movement, with which it is concerned, are

already susceptible of quantitative study.

In conclusion, I may emphasize, in a somewhat different way,

some of the points which have come up in my earlier paragraphs,

beginning now with the emdronment instead of with the cell.

The envirormiental complex, as far as the water relation is con-

cerned, may be looked at as exerting upon the entire peripheryof

the organism an influence which tends toward water extraction.

The only exception to this generalization is to be found in the

purely ideal case where the surface of the organism may be sup-

posed to be bathed with pure water. In such an ideal case, the

cell wall (or the outer layer of the protoplasm) would soon beconie

imbibitionally saturated with a pure solvent in which no osmotic

pressure would be manifest, and the saturation of the wall would

preclude any outward imbibitional attraction for water.

If the environment presents an aqueous solution to the exposed

surface, then there must be developed in the cell wall (which may
be assumed to be imbibitionally saturated with this solution) an

osmotic pressure which tends directly to oppose the outward force

arising from osmotic pressure in vacuole and protoplasm. As
this environmental solution might become more and more concen-

trated, the inwardly directed pressure should consequently in-

crease, and the stretching strain upon the wall from within should

decrease and finally disappear, after which plasmolysis should

occur.
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If, instead of environmental osmotic pressure, the force tending

to withdraw or withhold water from the cell be a force of imbibi-

tion, one of capillarity, or one of crystallization, existent in the

surroundings (as in the case where the superficial cells of plant

roots or of subterranean animals are in contact with a soil of low

water content or where water is being frozen at the cell periphery),

then the effect of the surroundings is to extract water from the

cell walls and thus increase their force of imbibition, which, as

we have seen, acts upon the cell in quite the same manner as does

external osmotic pressure. Further, with the superficial surface

bathed by air, this (according to its relative humidity and rate of

circulation) exerts upon the cell the same kind of influence as

that exerted by the environmental forces just referred to, and

water is extracted from the cell wall, resulting in the same increase

in its imbitional force.

By this sort of summaiy, we see that the environmental force

opposed to water intake may be manifest in any one of four forms,

all of which are effective in the same way (as far as our present

interest is concerned). These four forms are, osmotic pressure,

the force of imbibition or capillarity, the force of crystallization

of water, and the force of evaporation. In the study of the water

relations of any plant or animal, one or more of these external

forces must be taken into account, and in the higher plants all

three are important. The relative rates of inward and outward

movement of water, which determine the water content of cells,

tissues and organisms, are directly determined by the magnitude

of these forces, on the one hand, and of internal osmotic pressure

or protoplasmic imbibition, on the other.



FOREST DISTRIBUTION IN THE SAN JUAN ISLANDS:
A PRELIMINARY NOTE»

GEORGE B. RIGG
University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.

The San Juan Islands are a part of the state of Washington

and are situated between the Strait, of Juan de Fuca and the

Strait of Georgia. There are on these islands four conspicuous

cases of hills in which the north slope is densely forested while

the southern slope is practically destitute of trees. The forest is

largely coniferous and is mainly of one species

—

Pseudotsuga

taxifolia. The four elevations referred to are: (1) the hill at

Cattle Point at the southern end of San Juan Island; (2) South

Hill, near the town of Friday Harbor, on the same island; (3)

Spieden Island, which is a narrow island about two miles long,

extending in an east and west direction just north of the northern

end of San Juan Island, and (4) Sentinel Island, which is small

and rounded, and is situated just south of Spieden Island.

Of these four hills the one at Cattle Point is the most conspicu-

ous because it is situated near the path of commerce and is so

located that the contrast between the two slopes can be readily

seen from passing ships. The distribution of the forest at that

point is frequently commented on and the question as to its cause

raised. The trees at the summit of Cattle Point Hill show the

effect of the strong southerly winds which prevail there, especiall}^

during the winter. Many of the trees on the ridge of the hill have

their branches much better developed on the north side than on

the south. In some cases branches originating on the south side

of a trunk have their direction entirely reversed and grow toward

the north. In other cases even the whole tree is so bent toward the

north as to be almost prostrate, the trees thus affected being mainly

Pseudotsuga taxifolia and Pinus contorta. In many of the trees

' Contributions from the Puget Sound Marine Station Xo. 3.
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of these species growing near the summit of the ridge the tops are

dead, while in some cases the whole tree is dead. These facts

suggest strongly that the barren condition of the southern slope

might be due to the strong southerly wind that prevails there in

winter. West of this hill is a ridge so low that both the north and

the south slope are very gentle and there is no sharp line of divi-

Fig. 1 Map of San Juan Island and neighboring islands. (Drawn from

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart No. 6300.)

sion between the two slopes. Here both slopes are entirely barren

of trees. On the basis of the wind theory this might be explained

on the ground that here the wind has a clean sweep across both

slopes.

In an unpublished manuscript on The Glaciation of Puget

Sound, Mr. J. Harlen Bretz has called attention to the fact that
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the soil on those portions of Cattle Point Hill and South Hill

where the forest has failed to grow "is gravelly and bears the

flora of the outward prairies" and has suggested that although the

wind is of some importance in the ecological problem in\'olved

"the difference in soil on the two slopes is the chief cause for the

difference in forest distribution."

This suggestion led the writer of this paper to investigate, dur-

ing the summer of 1911, the character of the soil on the barren and

the forested portion of these four elevations. He had made obser-

Fig. 2 Cattle Point Hill from the west, showing the forested north slope

and the treeless south slope. The low treeless ridge is in the foreground (pho-

tograph by Dr. T. C. Frye).

vations on the evident effect of wind on the trees on Cattle Point

Hill in 1908 and 1909. It was found that in all four of the cases

the soil on the barren portion of the elevation is black and pow-

der}', containing a good deal of gravel, while the forested portion

is everywhere covered with 2 feet or more of yellow cla}' contain-

ing occasional irregular fragments of rock. This layer of claj' is

largely free from gravel. At its surface is a few inches of forest

humus. Beneath this clay, the character of the soil is much the

same as it is at the surface on the barren portion of the elevation.

In all four of the cases discussed in this paper, it was found that
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the barren portion of the elevations is everywhere characterized by

the gravelly black soil, and the forested portion by the yellow

clay soil. The substratum conditions are not the same in all

four—Cattle Point and South Hill being moraines and Spieden

Island and Sentinel Island being bed rock.

It was found that in one place on the Cattle Point elevation a

portion of the northern slope is barren of trees, and this portion

was found to be characterized by the black gravelly soil, just as

the barren southern slopes are. The low ridge at Cattle Point

above referred to was found to have gravelly soil on both slopes.

Fig. 3 A portion of the summit of Cattle Point Hill, showing distorted and
dead trees at the edge of the forest (photograph by Dr. T. C. Frye).

It was found also that on South Hill, Spieden Island, and Sen-

tinel Island the trees at the summit show practically no distorting

effect of wind. Whatever wind effect takes place is confined to

the very tops of the trees and is so slight that it is not noticeable

in any general view of these elevations, being detected only by

a careful scrutinizing of individual trees. The bending of the

tops of trees, apparently as a result of wind, is common through-

out San Juan Island, and the bending of the tops of occasional
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trees on the three elevations referred to seems to be no greater

than in other places where the forest flourishes in spite of the

influence of wind on the tree tops. On Spieden Island occasional

trees are found on the southern slope and even these are practi-

cally free from wind effects. Many of the trees on the southern

slope of Spieden Island are Quercus garryana, a very few are

Pseudotsuga taxifolia. A good many specimens of Quercus

garryana are found on the summit of the ridge, while only occa-

sional ones are found in the forest on the northern slope, and

these only near the summit.

Fig. 4 The south slope of Spieden Island (photograph by Ethel M. Bar-

dell).

The conditions here of a transition from a yellow clay soil

producing a fir forest to a gravelly soil producing pract cally no

trees is strikingly similar to the conditions found near Tacoma,

Washington, where the forest borders the open gravelly prairie.

The fringe of oaks between the forested area and the open prairie

occurs in both cases.

It is seen, then, that of the four conspicuous cases of barren

southern slopes and forested northern slopes above referred to.

THE PL.txT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. fl. June, 1913
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only one case shows any conspicuous evidence of the effect of wind.

It seems difficult to accept as the single common cause an influ-

ence that shows any considerable effect in onl}^ one case.

All the islands of the San Juan group are glaciated and Bretz

has suggested the agency of the glacier in bringing about the soil

conditions found on the two slopes of Cattle Point Hill and South

Hill. Of the former he says: "The gravelley southern face of

this great hill of Vashon drift is interpreted as having been origi-

nally a steep alluvial fan built against the ice front at the debou-

chure of a glacial stream The till on the northern

slope records the ice wall against which the deposit was banked."

Of the latter he says: "It is considered to record a briefer pause of

the retreating edge of the ice."

To what extent the relative water-retaining capacity of the

two soils mentioned is responsible for the forested condition of the

one and the barren condition of the other, as well as the question

of their relative fitness for the growth of mycorrhiza and micro-

organisms which may possibly be determining factors in this for-

est distribution are subjects worthy of investigation.

It seems quite probable that several factors are concerned in

the question of forest distribution in the San Juan Islands. It

is evident, however, that in a determination of the causes of the

distribution large consideration will have to be given to edaphic

factors.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

Recent Work on Evolution in the Dicotyledons.—Certain pieces

of work emanating from the Phanerogamic Laboratories of Harvard

University have thro\vn so much Hght on the evolution of the Dicotyle-

dons that they deserve to be made more available to American readers.

These studies began with researches on oak wood, but the first con-

clusion of wide application was reached by Eames^ when he announced

the rather revolutionary view that the primitive Angiosperms were arbo-

rescent rather than herbaceous plants, and that their woody cylin-

der was a continuous ring of secondary xylem with uniseriate medullar}'

rays. Although we naturally do not haVe any of the ancestral Dicoty-

ledons at the present time, the genera Casuarina, Alnus and Carpimis

probably show as primitive a wood structure as any existing members
of the group. Castanea appears to show a simple condition, for its rays

are all of the uniseriate type, but it is held- that this is a case of reduc-

tion. In the seedlings of white oaks uniseriate rays are exclusively

found,' and this seems to be a case of recapitulation, as is indicated by
the fact that fossil oaks from the Miocene of California show an inter-

mediate condition between uniseriate rays and the broad form which

is characteristic of the mature wood of Quercus. These intermediate

stages are also to be found in the live oaks and certain of the alders.

Moreover Bailey^ has shown that the uniseriate ray may be made to

reappear in adult oaks through the influence of a severe wound. In-

stances of reversion due to wounding are becoming frequent, and the

present case forms an interesting addition to the list. From these dif-

ferent lines of evidence the conclusion is dra^ra that the ancestral

Dicotyledons had exclusively uniseriate rays, in Avhich respect they

resembled Conifers and other living and fossil Gymnosperms.

' Eames, A. J., On the origin of the herbaceous type in the Angiosperms. Ann.

Bot. 25 : 215-224, pis. 14, January 1911.

^ Bailey, I. W., The evolutionary history of the foliar ray in the wood of the

Dicotyledons. Ann. Bot. 26: 647-661, pis. 63-63. July 1912.

' Eames, A. J., On the origin of the broad ray in Quercus. Bot. Gaz. 49: 161-167,

pis. 8-9, March 1910.

* Bailey, I. W., Reversionary characters of traumatic oak woods. Bot. Gaz.

60: 374-380, pis. 11-12, November 1910.
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The circumstances which have determined the evolution of the her-

baceous type have received consideration (Eames, 1911). The chief

impetus in this evolution seems to have been supplied by the leaf trace,

a state of affairs corresponding well with the more familiar development

of the stele in Pteridophytes. In the Angiosperms adaptations to mod-
ern climatic conditions have been brought about by the formation of

storage parenchyma in the neighborhood of leaf traces. The plants

instanced by Eames in support of this view are the semi-herbaceous

Rosaceae, Potentilla, Sanguisorba and Geum, but the oaks also furnish

evidence pointing in the same direction.

The older view concerning the ontogenj' of a wood}' stem seems to

have originated from a study of vines such as Aristolochia which show

a circular row of bundles in the young stem, but a more or less solid

stele after the lapse of a few years. In highly specialized plants like

vines the protoxylem groups are rather remote, but in Quercus there is

a fairly continuous woody cylinder from the first.

The influence of the leaf trace has been felt also in plants which in

the course of evolution have retained the arboreous habit. In the oaks

the accumulations of storage parenchyma above and especially below

the point of entrance of a leaf trace have given rise to the broad rays

which give oak wood its characteristic grain. As stated earlier, the

seedling oak possesses only uniseriate rays (Eames, 1910); these gradu-

ally approach each other in groups, and fusion finally occurs, with

the production of what may properly be called a compound ray. Species

of Alnus show aggregations of narrow rays, the so-called "false rays,"

which represent stages of incomplete fusion of narrow rays. It is accord-

ingly improper to speak of the broad rays of Quercus as "primary,"

for they represent fusions, not the original rays of the young stem.

Groom (Ann. Bot. 25. October 1911) has raised certain objections to

this theory of origin of broad rays, and his arguments have been con-

sidered by Bailey in his paper of 1912.

Further stages in what may be called the evolution of wood are shown

in Fagus and many other genera in which fusiform or multiseriate rays

occur. Thompson has shown, ^ that in Casuarinaceae, Fagaceae and

other families a dissection of compound rays has occurred, resulting in

the production of multiseriate rays. Stages in this process are found

in seedlings, roots and other parts.

* Thompson, W. P., On the origin of the multiseriate raj- of the Dicotyledons.

Ann. Bot. 25: 1005-1014, pis. 77-78, October 1911.
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Among the orders which show the multiseriate ray is Sapindales.

Miss Holdeii" finds that Aesculus shows uniseriate rays normally, but

multiseriate rays in the petiole, root and reproductive axis, and infers

that this genus is a degenerate member of Sapindales, just as Castanea

and Cafstanopsis are degenerate members of the oak family.

Miss Holden has also shown' that many species of Salix and Popuhis

have uniseriate rays, and parenchyma located at the outer edge of an

annual ring (terminal), but that primitive regions of the plants show

multiseriate rays and vasicentric parenchyma. It follows that the low

position in schemes of classification usually assigned to Salicales is not

borne out by anatomical data, but that the order appears to be a high

one showing features of reduction.

The foregoing studies form an admirable illustration of a saying of

Jeffrey, to the effect that recapitulation, reversion and retention are the

three R's of biological science.—M. A. Chrysler.

^ Holden, Ruth, Some features in the anatomy of the Sapindales. Bot. Gaz.

53: .50-.58, pis. 2-3, January 1912.

' Holden, Ruth, Reduction and reversion in the North American Salicales.

Ann. Bot. 26; 16.5-17.3, pis. 20-21, January 1912.



NOTES AND COMMENT

Stanford University has published a volume of contributions which

is memorial to the late Prof. William Russell Dudley, for seventeen

years Professor of Systematic Botany at Stanford. Appreciations of

the life and personality of Professor Dudley are given by several of his

colleagues, together with lists of his publications and of his students

at Cornell and at Stanford.

Among the contributions in the Dudley Memorial Volimae may be

mentioned the following: A paper by Professor Dudley on the vitality of

Sequoia, in which he describes the history of scars caused by fire in a

tree 2171 years old; a scar three feet in width requiring 105 years in

healing, other smaller scars requiring shorter periods, but none of them
having occasioned any decay. Professor Campbell has described the

developmental history of Calycularia, a Javan liverwort, the general

features of which resemble Pellia, at the same time that they indicate

the desirability of a revision of the systematic arrangement of the thal-

lose Jungermanniales. Professor Peirce records the results of clinostat

experiments made to determine the influence of equilateral illumination

on the structure of fern prothalli and of foliose and thallose liverworts.

The radial structure induced in species of Anthoceros failed to be exhib-

ited by the other material experimented upon, although the fern pro-

thalli were erect in habit, and produced antheridia and archegonia on

both surfaces. Dr. Abrams contributes a descriptive key to the Gym-
nosperms growing on the grounds of Stanford University. President

Jordan has contributed a paper on The Law of Geminate Species, which

is essentially the same as his paper of this title published in 1908. Dr.

W. A. Cannon gives the results of a stud}' of the salt content of several

plants found growing in an alkaline depression, together with deter-

minations of the conductivity of their juices. The plants investigated

were species of Atriplex which grow zonally about the edges of the alka-

line area. The plants encountered in passing into the area show a

successive decrease in calcium and an increase in sodium, together with

an increase in the electrical conductivity of their juices.

The recent appearance of Mr. Norman Lament's book The Problems

of the Antilles has caused The London Times to espouse warmly his

186
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advocacy of a University of Tropical Agriculture. Proposals for such

an institution have been before the British public for ten years and, as

The Times dubiously states, "have attained the qualified success of

receiving official consideration." Mr. Lamont makes a strong casein

favor of an agricultural school of the highest character, calling attention

to the extent of British tropical territory, to the immanent exhaustion

of many spontaneous products which must henceforth be produced by

cultivation, to the great diverseness of tropical agriculture, and to the

need in which it -stands for the investigation of its problems and the

training of men to attack them and to disseminate the best obtainable

knowledge. As The Times further states, "The importance of scientific

treatment of soils, plants, and plant diseases is more and more recognized

in this country, where we have centuries of practical experience to guide

us. The tropical agriculturist has no such guidance, and his depend-

ence upon science is by so much the more complete. " The further sug-

gestion that such a University be located in the West Indies will be

warmly seconded in America. There is no distinctly tropical locality

on British soil which is as healthful and as accessible to Europe as the

West Indies. There could be no better location for the institution than

the island of Jamaica, which is only ten days from England, and pos-

sesses an array of climatic and soil conditions that would greatly extend

the possibilities of experimental cultivation. Perhaps the recent ap-

pointment of Sir Sydney Olivier, late governor of Jamaica, to the Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries will aid in the furtherance of Mr. Lamont's

scheme, as well as in the presentation of the advantages of a location

in Jamaica rather than in the more distant Trinidad or the flat and
crowded Barbados.

We have received the first two volumes of a new serial publication

of the Forest Service, entitled Review of Forest Service Investigations.

The Review is designed as a vehicle for the publication of short contri-

butions and of reports of progress. It is purely technical in its charac-

ter and is addressed only to foresters and those interested in the details

of the work of the Forest Service. The Forester states in his Letter of

Transmittal that in the Review "a certain freedom will be given for

the expression of individual opinion." Can we believe our own eyes?

Are the men who are doing the scientific and technical work of our

government to be given so much fresh air as this? Of course the giving

of "a certain freedom" really means the giving of an uncertain freedom,

and this circumstance may prevent the members of the Forest Service
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from inhaling unduly large amounts of the ozone of scientific inspiration

and health. Has the suppression of individual opinion in the scientific

bureaus resulted from an inferior quality of opinions, offered by men
of incomplete training, or has the suppression itself kept out of the

rank and file of the government service the men whose opinions are

sound?

Through a delay in the mails the following paragraph was omitted

from the end of Mr. Charles S. Ridgway's article, Callo.se in Root-

Hairs, in the April issue of The Plant World:

Since the above went to press callosed root-hairs have been found on

corn roots produced entirely in a moist atmosphere, and also on those

growing in pure crushed quartz moistened with distilled water. It

seems, therefore, that the formation of callos^ is due to intracellular

enzymatic action in root-hairs as well as in sieve tubes, as suggested bj'

Hill and by Sykes, in Annals of Botany, vol. 22, 1908. However, no

conclusive evidence has been found, as yet, which throws sufficient

light on the physiological significance of callosed root-hairs to warrant

conclusions.
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THE VEGETATION OF COLD SPRING HARBOR, LONG
ISLAND. I. THE LITTORAL SUCCESSIONS

EDGAR NELSON TRANSEAU

State Normal School, Charleston, Illinois

The following notes on the vegetation of northern Long Island

were made during the period from June, 1906 to August, 1907.

It was the writer's intention to spend an additional summer in

checking up the records after the paper was written, but other

interests have made this impossible. It is now published in spite

of evident shortcomings as a contribution to the dynamic relations

of the vegetation of Long Island and as a record of certain plant

associations which must sooner or later be modified or destroyed

by the ever encroaching suburban population of New York.

Long Island, which with Cape Cod and the intervening islands

forms the northern extension of the Atlantic coastal plain, is 120

miles long and 20 miles wide. At its western end it is separated

from the mainland by water channels scarcely more than a mile

in width. The coast of Connecticut lies from 5 to 25 miles to the

northward.

The north shore of the island is marked by a range of hills ha\'-

ing an elevation of from 100 to 300 feet (fig. 1). From a point

just south of Cold Spring a second range extends eastward nearly

parallel with the first and about 6 miles farther inland. Between

these two ranges is a table-land which slopes gently to the south-

ward and unites through the gaps wuth the more extensive plains

which form the southern half of the island. The north shore is

precipitous and broken by narrow bays which extend several miles

inland. The south shore is formed by salt marshes, beyond which

at varying distances lie barrier beaches. The presence of a few

large and numerous small lakes and depressions gives much of the

topography a glacial aspect and adds materially to the variety of
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habitats. The absence of streams from a large part of the island

is a natural consequence of the underlying sand and gravel.

The oldest rocks are of Cretaceous age, and these form the basis

of all the major topographic features of the island. The present

topography was developed in late Pliocene. According to Veatch^

the area was invaded five times by glaciers. The last two invasions

were phases of the Wisconsin epoch, and to them we owe the kettle

holes of the morainic portion and the extensive outwash plains.

There may have been vegetation on the southern margin of the

island during these latter cold epochs but it could hardly have

contained any of the present coastal plain plants.

Fig. 1. Sketch Map of Long Island showing relation to the mainland, position

of the ternainal moraines, and the larger divisions of the vegetation. Compiled
from data furnished by Mr. Henry Hicks, Dr. H. N. Whitford, U. S. Geological

Survey maps. Bowman's Forest Physiography, and personal observations.

Since the retreat of the glaciers the most important changes

have been the building of spits and bars, the erosion of the head-

lands, and the development of marshes inside the harbors. Dur-

ing the postglacial period the altitude of the land probably varied

somewhat with reference to sea level. Hollick^ has accounted for

the occurrence of pine barren plants on Long Island and the islands

' Veatch, A. C. Underground Water Resources of Long Island, New York

.

Professional Paper No. 44, U. S. Geol. Surv. 1906.

2 HoUick, Arthur. Plant Distribution as a Factor in the Interpretation of Geo-

logic Phenomena. Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 12: 189-202. 1893.
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to the eastward on the assumption that the land stood from 100

to 200 feet higher than at present, thus forming an almost contin-

uous land surface from New Jersey to Cap Cod. Veatch doubts

Hollick's conclusion and fails to find any corroborative evidence

from the geological record. ^Moreover Salisbury'' gives evidence

that the land along the New Jersey coast has risen relative to the

sea some 50 or 60 feet in postglacial times. On the basis of the

tilting of the glacial Lake Passaic beaches, it is to be presumed

that the Long Island coast has risen even more. On the south

shore there is undoubted evidence of recent sinking, but this is too

insignificant to be of importance in the matter of plant migration

to the island.

The validity of Hollick's conclusion, that a former land connec-

tion is required to account for the presence of coastal plain plants

on Long Island, depends not so much upon the fact that a number
of these species are found there as upon the proportion of these

plants found in northern New Jersey that cross the New York
harbor barrier. The magnitude of this barrier can only be esti-

mated by comparing its effects with the effects of other water

barriers along the coast.

To this end I prepared a list of the species practically confined

to the coastal plain, and whose southern limit is south of Virginia.

This excludes from the list of Long Island coastal plain plants

only eleven species which are either endemic or do not extend so

far south. The list includes 298 species. Assuming that the

present northern limit of these species is determined largely by

physiographic factors, the important barriers to the northward

migration of these species are Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay,

New York Harbor, and the termination of the costal plain in east-

ern Massachusetts. If New Jersey stood lower in early post-

glacial times there would also be a water barrier in the central part

of that state. Of course climatic factors are involved in limiting

the northward range of these plants. For example the excess of

rainfall over evaporation shows a marked decrease northward.

There is also a decrease in the absolute minimum temperature

' Salisbury, R. D. Glacial Geology of New Jersey. N. J. Geol. Surv. 1902.
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from 0°F. in eastern Virginia to — 10°F. in eastern Massachusetts.

But these are gradually changing factors and their influence is

selective, i.e., they determine which species shall drop out. To
account for the sudden disappearance of a large number of species

we must look to the discontinuity of the habitats.

Of the 298 species of southeastern Virginia (fig. 2) , 94 fail to cross

Chesapeake Bay. At Delaware Bay the list is decreased to 179 by
the loss of 25 species. In central New Jersey 15 drop out. At

Fig. 2. Diagram showing effect of barriers on the northward extension of the

range of 298 coastal plain species found in southeastern Virginia.

New York harbor the remaining group of 164 species is diminished

by 45. Twenty-seven species reach their northern limit on Long

Island, and of the 92 which reach Massachusetts 55 go no farther.

This leaves 37 to find their "farthest north" along the coast of

]\Iaine and the maritime provinces of Canada.

The arrangement of the coastal plain plants according to their

northern-most stations brings out clearly the fact that the greatest
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barriers to the northward migration along the Atlantic coast are,

or have been, Chesapeake Bay, New York harbor, and eastern

^Massachusetts. The first prevented the passage across it of 31.5

per cent of these plants, the second reduced the New Jersey

quota by 27.4 per cent, and the last formed an effectual barrier to

59.7 per cent of the plants that reach it. The large percentage of

species that fail to cross New York harbor points to greater bar-

riers in the past than at present. The dropping out of 8.3 per

cent of the species in central New Jersey also points to an early

postglacial barrier there.

In the light of these data the following conclusions seem war-

ranted: (1) That we need not postulate an early postglacial land

connection to account for the pine barren flora of Long Island

;

(2) That the number of coastal plain plants on Long Island de-

mands a greater barrier than the present one to account for

its deficiency in these species; (3) That the present distribu-

tion of plants is in harmony with the geological evidence that

the land stood lower than at present in early postglacial times.

For convenience of description the vegetation of Long Island

(Fig. 1) may be roughly divided into four interrelated types: (1)

the littoral vegetation, including the submerged marine algae, the

salt marshes, and the beach associations
; (2) the pine-barrens,

occupying most of the outwash plains east of Hicksville and -\mity-

ville and exhibiting two phases, the dry pine barrens and the

swamps; (3) the prairie of the Hempstead plains; and (4) the oak-

chestnut forests of the northern half of the island.

There are today no data on the basis of which the plant forma-

tions of this region might be described in the order of their estab-

lishment following the retreat of the glaciers. The flora from

which the island derived its plant formations in early postglacial

times, under other climatic conditions, must have included many
boreal species long extinct. But a stud}' of the present associa-

tions furnishes information relative to the genetic development

of the vegetation at the present time, especially on nascent coastal

and denuded inland areas. Historical evidence has also been of

service in connection more especially with the forests and the

prairie.
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With both marine and fresh water plant associations as starting

points in the evolution of the higher vegetation groups, the num-

ber of possible directions from which an association may have

been derived or toward which it may develop is greatly increased.

When there is added to this the periodic fluctuation of the sea

water level, with its consequent redistribution of points of equal

wave action, it will be seen that the interpretation of the field

relations of the pioneer associations is far more difficult than in

inland situations. As for the determination of the physical fac-

Fig. 3. The beach near Batons Point Light at low tide. In the distance may be

seen the rocks on the Submerged Beach, which break the force of the waves and

afford a foothold for algae. In the foreground is the Lower Beach with a line of

debris showing the height of the last high tide. Above the Lower Beach may be

seen a small portion of the Middle Beach with its covering of small boulders.

Above this lies the narrow Upper Beach and Cliff.

tors involved in the habitat dynamics scarcely a beginning has been

made.

From what has been said of the geological history of the island it

is probable that both historically and physiographically the gene-

tic development of the vegetation begins in the plant associations

of the littoral belt. Considering the beach as including all of the

areas occupied b}^ the shore drift in transit, from the standpoint

of the vegetation there are four well marked divisions (fig. 3).
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The zone of drift which is submerged even at low tide will be

termed the Surbmerged Beach. The Lower Beach is the portion

worked over by the summer waves and corresponds closely with

the area between the lowest and highest summer tide lines. Dur-

ing the storms of winter the waves attain a still higher level and

define a third division, the Middle Beach. The Upper Beach lies

beyond the action of the sea. It is present only where aggrada-

tion is or has been the prominent process. It is here that the

dunes begin their development.

THE MARINE SUBMERGED BEACH

The submerged beach as above defined may be further divided

for the convenience of description, according to the type of grada-

tion locally dominant. Owing to the irregularity of the coast

line the alternation of areas dominated respectively by aggrada-

tion and degradation takes place at rather frequent intervals as

one passes along the strand. Where erosion is strong and large

materials are handled the conditions for plant life are very differ-

ent from those where fine materials alone are carried and the

active process is deposition. The former situations are usually

found at the bases of headlands, the latter more often in the bays

and harbors. Between these physiographic extremes every pos-

sible variation may be found. The former will be designated the

Exposed Submerged Beach, and the latter the Protected Sub-

merged Beach.

EXPOSED SUBMERGED BEACH

The Laminaria Formation. The greater part of the beach

along tjie Sound which is submerged belongs in this category.

The presence of large rocks which are not continually moved
determine to a large extent whether-the vegetation shall consist of

anything more than the microscopic forms. Even if the larger

forms of red and brown algae start to develop on sand and gravel

areas, movement of the component rock fragments destroys them,

or owing to increased buoyancy the pebbles rise to the water's

surface and are sooner or later cast on shore. Alicroscopic forms

of green and bluegreen algae however do maintain a precarious

existence even in these extreme conditions.
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Where the waves have eroded headlands, among the detritus

that accumulates on the submerged beach are glacial boulders of

sufficient size to resist further movement. These are efficient

agents in the reduction of the force of the waves, the few large ones

protecting those of smaller size, all affording an extensive foothold

for the growth of the larger algae. At Lighthouse Point, Eatons

Neck, which may be taken as a typical example of this habitat,

a further barrier to erosion has been constructed by the mussels.

By means of their holdfasts they have formed a rather rigidly

cemented layer of shells often several inches in thickness over the

entire surface intervening between the rocks.

Although I have named this formation for the Laminarias,

these plants do not extend so far west in the Sound as Cold Spring

Harbor. The dominant plant is Chondrus crispus. I have ob-

served farther north along the coasts of Massachusetts and Nova
Scotia that the Chondrus is one of the conspicuous plants of the

upper Laminarian belt. It seems therefore that we may best

classify these plants of the submerged beach as the Chondrus
Association of the. Laminaria Formation. The other members
of this association are Chorda jilum, Chordaria flagelliformis, Calli-

thamnion baileyi, C. americanum, Dictyosiphon foeniculaceous,

Cystoclonium purpurascens, Rhabdonia tenera, Ahnfeldtia plicata,

Griffithsia hornetiana, and principally on the mussels Polysiphonia

violacea. IVIany of these plants grow as epiphytes, the smaller

on the larger. The conditions which determine the habitat posi-

tion of these plants are largely unknown. Their rather constant

position and behavior when transferred to aquaria suggest an

adjustment to certain light intensities, to well aerated and sedi-

ment free water, to temperatures lower than those occurring in the

shallowest waters along shore. Unlike the forms of the next for-

mation the majorit}^ of th.es6 plants are of exceedingly delicate

texture, and exposure to the air for even a few minutes is harmful.

This association is found at several points on the north side of

Lloyds Neck, with varying proportions of the component algae. At

Rocky Point, Center Island, somewhat the same conditions occur

on a smaller scale. The vegetation of the boulders off shore is

largely made up of migrants from the next association. In gen-

eral it may be said that the variety of algae in this association is
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greatest where the slope is small and the rocks extend farthest into

the Sound.

Returning to the conditions at Eatons Neck J.ight it should be

noted that as we approach the shore or the low tide line on the

rocks there is a marked increase in the areas occupied by Fucus,

Ascophijllum
,
Enterovwrpha, Edocarpus, etc. These belong to

the Rockweed Formation. The transition between these forma-

tions is very gradual, and one misses entirely the well definined

line of separation so frequently seen on land.

PROTECTED SUBMERGED BEACH

The Eel Grass Formation. Within the harbors are consider-

able areas in which the wa\'e action is so slight that only the finer

drift particles are moved. These become places of aggradation.

The upbuilding is usually slow and the bottom is made up of sand

and mud. These are typical places for the growth of eel grass.

This plant spreads by rootstalks and usually forms a compact

growth. With its long upright ribbon-like leaves it produces the

appearance of a submerged meadow. Ruppia maritima is com-

monly associated with it. The conspicuous secondary species are

epiphytes on the eel grass and include Cem/riiwm rubrum, C. stridum,

and Melosira granulata. Ulva laduca,Enteromorpha dathrata, and
E. intestinalis are also of secondary importance. In Great South

Bay on the south side of Long Island this formation occupies ex-

tensive areas in water whose depth is about a meter at low tide.

There it not only grows to greater length but the number and

variety of associated algae is very much increased. As an aid to

aggradation it is of the greatest importance, not only because of

its own contribution of vegetable matter but because of its effi-

ciency in slowing down waves and currents and causing them to

deposit any materials held in suspension. Where this formation

attains its greatest development, owing to stagnation, the water

is warmer than elsewhere during the summer. Not uncommonly
this formation is associated with a salt marsh and later passes into

that stage of the vegetation.

In tidal creeks, such as that on the east side of Center Island or

the north side of Lloyds Neck, the Eel Grass Formation is domi-
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nant. From the stand point of elevation this habitat might be

classified under the Lower Beach, for these creeks are usually well

above low tide. They owe their existence to the cutting off of a

lagoon by the building of a barrier. The lagoon sooner or later

develops into a salt marsh covered with water only at high tide.

The run-off of water during low tide leads to the maintenance of

these channels or creeks. Where the creek enters the sea there is

usually an area in which the substratum is almost continually in

motion. The tendency of the creek to form a bar across its mouth
by the deposition of materials held in suspension is opposed by
the waves and the shore currents. Upon the relative efficiency

of these agents depends the amount and the configuration of the

deposit. The agitation of the substratum is usually sufficient to

prevent the growth of vegetation. Consequently there is a mini-

mum of vegetation at the debouchure. The amount and variety

increase as we go up the creek until a point is reached where the

Zostera completely fills the channel. Here the conditions are not

so favorable for the algal constituents and they decrease rapidly

in number. The presence of a large number of red algae is prob-

ably to be correlated with the perfect aeration of the water. When
the tide rises the water which flows inward is fresh from the Sound

or outer harbor. When it falls the water which has been spread

out in a thin layer over the marsh rushes out with a current suffi-

cient to afford rapid change. During low tide the light conditions

are nearly the same as above the water level. It was noted in

this connection however that where the red algae attained their

best development the creek was shaded b}' high banks or by the

adjoining growth of Spartina cynosuroides.

The Dasya Association. At the mouth of the creek on Cen-

ter Island, outside the bar, scattered specimens of Dasya elegans,

Grinnellia americana, Griffithsia bornetiana, and Callithamnion

americanum occur attached to the sandy bottom. A short dis-

tance up the creek from its mouth where rocks afford a stable

foothold Ulva laduca, Enteromorpha clathrata, E. intestinalis, and

Ceramium rubrum appear. Zostera appears first on the concave

side of the curving channel where the water is shallowest and

the current weakest. At first it supports an abundant growth

of Melosira. Then Ceramium rubrum, C. strictum, and Entero-
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morpha intestinalis become such abundant epiphytes as to obscure

the Zostera itself. On the rocks in the bottom of the channel the

flora is further enriched by Bryopsis plumosa, Dasya elegans,

Gracilaria multipartita, and Rhahdonia tenera.

The future history of this tidal creek phase of the Eel Grass

Formation is easy to predict. The continual aggradation of the

salt marsh by sedimentation and the accumulation of vegetable

debris diminishes the quantity of water which must flow in and

out through the channel at each tide. This means decreased

erosion and finally the inability to prevent the choking up of th

channel by Zostera. This stage has already been reached toward

the upper end of the creek. With the choking up of the channel

comes the gradual encroachment of the pioneer plant of the salt

marsh, Spartina cynosuraides. Fiicus, especially the form with

the spiralh' twisted thalli commonly forms the principal associate

of the Spartina. The further development will be discussed under

the salt marsh. The decrease in quantity of water in the late

stages results in decreased exposure to the air in the marsh, in-

creased temperature of the outflowing water during the summer,

decreased rate of flow, and an increasing tendency of the channel

to go dry between tides.

A third phase of the Eel Grass Formation is to be seen in the

mud flats at the inner end of Cold Spring Harbor. These flats are

exposed to the air in large part at each low tide so that physio-

graphicalh^ they partly belong to the lower beach. But they need

to be mentioned in this connection as the last remnant of this

formation. They offer conditions unsuited for its best develop-

ment and at the same time the depth of water at high tide is suffi-

cient to prevent the immediate coming in of Spartina. But
aggradation is comparatively rapid and if present tendencies are

not interfered with the salt reed grass will take possession. The
channel which connects this mud flat with the outer harbor sup-

ports some of the red algae already mentioned in connection with

tidal creeks, but the number and variety is subject to great varia-

tion in successive years.

^

Johnson, D. S. and York, H. H. The Relation of Plants to Tide Levels. Cold

Spring Harbor Monograph (will contain a detailed description of this inner harbor

by tide levels).
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THE LOWER BEACH

The strand between the summer tidal limits Schimper has

designated the "emerging beach." Under another system of

classification than the physiographic this would be a capital term

for this habitat. The semidiurnal change of the medium sur-

rounding the plants, is its most striking characteristic. This

change may involve not only sea water and air but also fresh water

derived from rain, beach springs, and streams. It also involves

certain other factors, alternation of strong and weak light, rapid

changes of temperature, variations in the concentration of the

medium from zero to the degree where crystallization takes place,

and exposure to t^he full action of the waves at some part of everj'

cycle. It should also be noted that the time of submergence and

emergence vary as we go from the low tide line to the line of the

highest tides. • At extreme low tide the plants are subjected to the

dangers of evaporation and dessication only at infrequent intervals

and for a short time. At the high tide line there is almost con-

stant exposure to the atmosphere. Between these two extremes

the variation is not regular but depends upon the peculiarities of

the tidal flow. All of these influences determine in just what part

of the beach a particular plant may be able to maintain itself.

The lower beach habitats are continuations of those of the sub-

merged beach. The portions of the latter which failed to develop

the larger algae because of their instability are continued upward

into areas of like character, and they are again free of all forms but

the microscopic.

THE EXPOSED LOWER BEACH

The Rockweed Formation. This is one of the most conscipu-

ous features of all northern coasts. Reaching its maximum devel-

opment a short distance above low tide, it shades below into the

Chondrus Association and the Eel Grass Formation, and abo\'e

in protected situations it passes over to the Salt Marsh Formation.

Where it occurs on exposed shores near the Sound it extends but

a short distance above the low tide line. In the inner harbors on

rocks and sea walls it extends well up toward the neap high tide
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line. The dominant species are Fucus vesiculosus and Ascophyl-

lum nodosum. These brown leathery much-branched rockweeds

are conspicuous at all seasons of the year. They probably consti-

tute nine-tenths of the bulk of the formation. Their relative posi-

tions do not seem to be constant in this vegetation belt. At

Coopers Bluff for example the lower portion of the formation is

dominated by Ascophyllum, the upper by Fucus. At the head of

the harbor on the sea walls just the reverse is true in places. At
Coopers Bluff the associated plants of the lower levels are Enter-

omorpha clathrata, Ceramiuvi rubrum, and Rhabdonia tenera.

Growing abundant^ on the Ascophyllum as epiphytes are Melo-

sira granulata, Ceramium strictum, Polysiphonia fastigiata, and

Ectocarpus siliculosus. In the upper portion of the belt the most

conspicuous secondary species is Porphyra laciniata.

At Lighthouse Point, Eatons Neck, in addition to the dominant

plants the following occm*: Ectocarpus littoralis, Enteromorpha

clathrata, Porphyra laciniata, Punctaria latissima, Ceramium rub-

rum, and Gracilaria multipartita. Kemalion multifidum and Clad-

ophora sp. are added to this list on the rocks of Lloyds Beach

beyond the lighthouse. In the inner harbors Monostroma is a

constant associate extending nearly into fresh water areas.

In the outer harbors and along the Sound where rocks and piers

give some protection from the waves and deposition is taking

place, this formation is gradually encroached upon by the salt

reed grass (Fig. 4). Fucus and Gracilaria are among the last

plants to disappear. In all fully exposed situations the upper

portion of the lower beach is destitute of vegetation and the suc-

cession beyond the Rockweed Formation is interrupted (fig. 5).

THE PROTECTED LOWER BEACH

The Spartina-cynosuroides Association. In areas shielded

from intense wave action, the lower beach furnishes the habitat

for the salt reed grass. It attains its best development just below

the line of the neap high tides. With its strong erect stems and

closely interwoven roots and rootstocks, it not only withstands

considerable wave action but forms an important factor in deposi-
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Fig. 4. Upper part of Rockweed J^ormat ion at low tide, showing the coming in

of Spartina cynosuroides. Center Island.

Fig. 5. Lower Beach on Center Island, partially protected by boulders. Lower

portion covered with the Spartina-cynosuroides Association, upper part destitute

of vegetation. At the right is the Middle Beach occupied by the Xanthium-

Atriplex Association.
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tioii. In the inner harbors and land locked lagoons this associa-

tion is the forerunner of the Salt Marsh Formation. Here in the

early stages it often covers extensive areas. Besides the grass

the only plants of importance are Lilaeopsis lineata, Gracilaria,

Fucus, and Ascophyllum. I have already pointed out itssiicces-

sional relations to the Eel Grass Formation and the Rockweed
Formation. When deposition has raised the soil surface well up
toward the high tide line the Spartina cynosuroides dwarfs rapidly

and give way to the Spartina patens Association.

THE MIDDLE BEACH

This is the playground of the autumn and winter waves. Along

exposed shores gradation is so rapid that nothing entirely with-

stands the wave action during this period of the year. On October

19, 1906, for example, at East Beach a single storm resulted in

the deposition of a 6-inch layer of gravel over this portion of

the strand. Depending on the direction of the wind with refer-

ence to the shore drift, the currents may bring about either ero-

sion or deposition. In the inner harbors the result is largely the

deposition of the fine materials carried by the sea water and the

freshwater streams that enter them. Judging by the examina-

tion of salt marsh soils this water borne material is not by any

means equal to the organic matter deposited by the vegetation

after the level has once been raised to within half a meter of the

mean high tide level.

THE EXPOSED MIDDLE BEACH

The Xanthium-atriplex Association. There is great diffi-

culty in defining this association by the use of two plant names.

As is commonly the case in open pioneer associations there is the

greatest local diversity in its floral composition. Almost as

many minor divisions might be recognized as there are common
species. The exposed or dry middle beach is subject to extreme

insolation, drought, and high temperatures. ]VIy temperature

records go as high as 110°F. for the upper inch of soil and the

air. The plants are occasionally subjected to salt spray, although
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the soil is not distinctly saline. The evaporation is not as great

when measured for weekly intervals as that of the salt marsh.

The dominant plants on the Sound side of Lloyds Neck are

Xanthium echinatum, Oenothera biennis, Atriplex patula hastata,

Fig. 6. In places near the Sound the Spartina-patens Association is frequently

dominated by Salicornia. Center Island just above Fig. 4.

Sueda maritima, Chenopodium album, Euphorbia polygonijolia,

Verbascum thapsus, Salsola kali. Convolvulus sepiuni pubescens,

and Arenaria peploides. On the harbor side of Lloyds Neck
Cakile edentula, Atriplex arenaria, and Strophostyles helvola are also

common. An occasional rootstock of Avimophila arenaria, and
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Lathyrus maritimus has invaded this belt from above. Else-

where Daucus carota, Bidens bipinnata, Lactuca canadensis, Rumex
acetosella, and Oenothera oakesiana are locally abundant. All

these plants are annuals, or are in their first year stage. Aside

from the two exceptions noted above all have arisen from seed.

THE PROTECTED MIDDLE BEACH

The Salt Marsh Formation. The Spartina-patens Associa-

tion. Just below the mean high tide line in the salt marsh as

one follows the succession from open water to dry land there is usu-

ally an abrupt change in the height of the vegetation. On the

outer side of this line is Spartina cynosuroides a meter or more in

height ; on the landward side Spartina patens, less than half a meter

in height dominates. Where the salt marsh is well developed

there is also a rather abrupt change in the slope of the substratum

at this same line. The soil is usually peat underlaid with sand

or gravel. Spartina patens is usually the dominant plant of the

association, as in the salt marsh near the Station for Experimental

Evolution. But its dominance may be interrupted by Distichlis

spicata, as at the west end of Lloyds Harbor and in the extensive

marsh on the southeast side of Lloyds Neck. The secondary

species are Salicornia amhigua (fig. 5), S. europaea, Juncus gerardi,

Atriplex patula hastata, Plantago maritima, and Limonium caro-

linianum. In the autumn the Salicornia becomes conspicuous

through its briliant red coloring.

The Juncus-gerardi Association. At a slightly higher level

in the salt marsh Juncus gerardi becomes dominant and the

Spartina patens is reduced to second place. Although these two

plants have so nearly the same requirements as to be nearly always

found together, the slight difference made by a change in level of

a few centimeters shows in their relative abundance. The
associated species are Gerardia maritima, Solidago sempervirens,

Aster tenuifolius, Distichlis spicata, Pluchea camphorata, Triglochin

maritima, and Eleocharis rostellata.

As I have shown elsewhere the rate of evaporation at the outer

edge of the Spartina-patens Association is greater than in any

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. 7, JULY, 1913
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other habitat of this vicinity.'^ This corresponds with certain psy-

chrometer and thermometer readings in which it was found that

during the hottest part of the summer the lowest relative humidity

and the highest temperatures were also recorded in this associa-

tion. As shown by thermograph records made during May,
June, and July, 1907, the soil surface temperatures vary during a

day from 20° to 40°F. This is somewhat less than the variation

on the exposed beaches, but greater than the variation in the fresh

water marsh and the upland associations. At a depth of 1 foot

Fig. 7. The Ammophila Association of the Upper Beach on East Beach, north

of Northport.

the soil temperatures show no diurnal deviations. In the salt

marsh near the Carnegie Station the salt content of the water in

the Spartina cynosuroides Association is similar to that of the

open harbor. Counting this as 100 per cent there is a steady

decrease in salt content as we go toward dry land. At the tension

line between this and the Spartina-patens Association the average

salt content of the soil water is 85 per cent. About the middle

of the Spartina-patens Association this is reduced to 76 per cent.

^ Transeau, Edgar N. The Relation of Plant Societies to Evaporation. Bot.

Gaz. 45: 217-231. 1908.
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The middle of the Juneus gerardi Association shows about 57 per

cent of salt. Where the Scirpus robustus has invaded farthest

from the fresh water marsh the salt content is 13 per cent. Aspid-

ium thelypteris marks the zero line of salinity in this marsh.

Another soil factor in salt marshes demanding attention is the

presence of gases, especially hydrogen sulphide. This is elimi-

nated in striking quantities when the soil is disturbed particularly

toward the outer margin.

The Baccharis Association. On the southeast side of Lloyds

Neck the Juncus-gerardi Association is followed by a shrub belt

in which Baccharis halimifolia and Iva oraria are the characteristic

plants. The presence of such secondary species as Solidago sem-

pervirens, Limonium carolinianum, Panicum virgatum, Myrica

carolinensis, Agrostis alba maritima, Rhus copallina, and Andropo-

gon scoparius clearly indicate the fact that this association is on the

tension line between salt and fresh water. In all the local marshes

it occupies a narrow border line. This association may also be

seen in the marshes of Lloyds Point and Centerport. The further

development of this association brings in the scrub oaks and their

associates of the Pine Barrens Formation.

Many of the larger salt marshes are situated at the heads of the

harbors. The adjoining uplands are composed of unconsoli-

dated rock and the drainage is for the most part underground. As
a result when the surface of the salt marsh approximates the ex-

treme high tide level the ground water becomes fresh and the suc-

cession passes into the fresh water marsh. Even though some of

the area be invaded by the extreme tide of autumn and winter,

the seepage of fresh water outward is so constant that plants

which are not at all halophytes are uninjured.

The Swamp Formation. The Scirpus Association. The
dominant plants are Scirpus americanus, Scirpus rohustus, and
Hibiscus moscheutos. These occupy the tension line and with-

stand occasional inundations of brackish water. Chemical tests

between tides show the absence of chlorides in the middle of this

association. Ptilimnium capillaceum, Pluchea camphorata, Aster

novi-belgii litoreus, Asclepias incarnata pulchra, Lysimachia ter-

restris, Eleocharis rostellata, and Aspidium thelypteris are the com-
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moner secondary species. In part they are remnants of the Jun-

cus-gerardi Association. The remainder are the fresh water

swamp pioneers. The evaporation in this association is only

two-thirds of that occurring at the outer margin of the salt marsh.

In the middle of the succeeding swamp formation the evaporation

is further reduced to one-third. The influence of the salt on the

relative humidity of the marsh air is very clearly indicated, for

the wetness of the substratum is about the same in both the marsh

and the swamp.

T
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Fig. 8. Diagram to show the successional relationship of the several plant

associations.

THE UPPER BEACH

The AMMOPHrLA Association. Beyond the reach of the waves

except during violent storms lies the upper beach. The principal

agency concerned in its building and modification is the wind. Its

soil is uniformly sandy and only slightly saline. There is usually

some humus present. Deposition by the wind is often going on in

this formation, resulting in the building up of this belt as an ele-
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vated ridge with its steep slope toward the sound. The evapora-

tion is less than that of the salt marsh by 25 per cent. The domi-

nant plants are Anirnophila arenaria, Lathyrus maritimus, and

SoJidago sempervirens. These plants make up an unusually large

part of the vegetation. The scattered secondary species are

numerous, of which the most common are: Oenothera biennis,

Cyperus grayi, Salsola kali, Atriplex patula hastata, Strophostyles

helvola, Artemisia caudata, Dondia maritima, Chenopodium album,

Rhus radicans, Oenothera oakesiana, Bidens bipinnata, Pluchea

camphorata, and Lactuca canadensis.

On the bars and spits the further development of this formation

leads to the establishment of the Prunus-maritima Association.

At the bases of the headlands the upper beach is constantly

invaded by the clay, sand, and gravel brought down from above by
various agencies of erosion. The Ammophila Association is here

succeeded by the pioneer association of the cliffs. \\Tiere the

upper beach is extensive and dune formation occurs another set of

associations is developed. All of these associations are so closely

allied to the forest successions that they will be discussed in that

connection. The object of this paper has been mainly to show the

trend of the marine successions on northern Long Island, hence

no attempt has been made to discuss the literature bearing on the

causes of the successions or the plant associations that have been

distinguished on neighboring coasts. By way of summary a dia-

gram of the various successions is given in figure 8.



A NORTHERN PRICKLY PEAR

J. C. BLU.MER

North Batileford, Saskatchewan

While collecting plants on the north bank of the North Sas-

katchewan River at North Battleford, Canada, in latitude 53°, the

writer found, on August 14, 1912, a little colon}' of a very small

prickly pear. Its longest joints are little more than 1 inch in

diameter and raise not more than 2 or 3 inches above the ground,

if at all. The very young joints are cylindrical, not flat like those

of the desert prickly pears. Even the adult joints, while quite

flat, are relatively very thick. The obovate joints and the color

of the spines suggest Opuntia Blakeana. A single dried flower was

found upon a shrivelled ovar}', but no fruits were maturing. The
plants have fibrous roots, ramifying through the surface soil.

Reproduction takes place by the joints becoming detached and

sending out roots of their own, as is characteristic of some cylin-

drical species of the Lower Sonoran Desert. Only one colony

could be found, which covers densely an area of some 6 or 8 square

yards.

Specimens were sent to Washington, D. C, whence they went to

the plant introduction garden of the Department of Agriculture,

at Chico, California, and Dr. Griffiths writes: "The Opuntia which

you kindly sent belongs to the 0. polyacantha group, as indicated

by Professor Wooton, and should be classed under 0. fragilis. It

represents the northern form of that species and differs from it, so

far as I know, only in stature. I have however not seen flowers

and only two imperfect fruits. Yours is the second collection I

have seen recently from the region. The first came in a short time

ago from Alberta, almost directly west of you and north of Calgary.

There it grew on sandy soils. Your specunen has slightly larger

joints. I am quite certain that we shall be able to grow your plant

along with the other, .... and this will enable me to

210
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make comparisons with other collections now growing here from

Texas and Kansas."

Since the isothermal lines in western Canada take a southeast-

northwest direction, this locality should mark what is physically

perhaps the most northern outpost known for any cactus.' Yet

cacti are b}^ no means rare in Canada, for Palliser saw sage brush

and cactus on the bluffs of the South Saskatchewan, and Macoun
and other travellers found the same and other arid land plants

abundant in the valley of the Red Deer River in southern Alberta,

growing on cretaceous clay. Macoun, in his Manitoba and the

Great Northwest, writes of his travels in southwestern Saskatche-

wan, some 200 miles south of this place, as follows: "For 30 miles

west of Moosejaw Creek the country was very dry, and frequent

sand and gravel hills were seen with occasional patches of cactus,

Opuntia missouriensis, where the surface was sandy." Again he

states regarding the region south of the present city of Moosejaw:

"Nearly 20 miles over a perfectly level plain, which in places was
covered with a profusion of cactus, brought us to the base of the

^Missouri) couteau, at a point near the Cactus Hills. The plain

between the creek and the hills was principally cretaceous clay,

and occasional patches of it were without any vegetation except

that peculiar to arid soil." The soil on which the North Battle-

ford plants grow is a hard clay which may prove to be an outcrop

similar to the clay above mentioned, and a part of the Cretaceous

Beds of Dawson's Boundary Survey. It is probable that much of

the cactus mentioned by Macoun is this prickly pear. It is clear

that the plant is found both on sands and cretaceous clays, either

in one or more specific forms, and that it is almost or quite absent

on the rich prairie soil composed of glacial drift.

Another cause for the presence of this far northern colony may
be the fact that it nestles on the southwest side of the bluffs skirt-

ing the river, where it receives the fullest possible benefit of the

sun's rays. The primary cause, however, may lie bcliind the fact

that it is found in one of the numerous buffalo \\ ;iilows. It is

'^The northernmost locality recorded for any species of cacni-* is in latitude

56° 12', on the banks of the Peace River, where Macoufi found Opunlia

ynissouriensis.—Ed.
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entirely possible that the mother joint may have been carried

hundreds of miles and across a great stream on the hide of a buffalo

since these animals formerly roamed over the Canadian prairies

as far as Peace River in countless thousands.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

Cotton in Egypt.—The author of this work/ the fifth of a series of

Science Monographs pubHshed by the IMacmillan Company, has been

for some years, since 1904 indeed, officially concerned, as an attache of

the Egyptian Department of Agriculture, with a study of the cotton

plant. That a definitely recognizable deterioration of the lint of the

much desired long staple cotton has taken place during the more recent

period of its cultivation in Egypt, is well known to spinners and stu-

dents of the plant. This is one of those perplexing problems, in agri-

culture if one will say so, which can be understood and corrected only

by the application of accurate method. This was, primarily, the task

undertaken by Mr. Balls, who has approached the matter from the

physiological and from the genetical points of view. Of particular inter-

est to the plant physiologist is the author's attempt, hy no means unsuc-

cessful, to sublimate field ecological methods, thereby bringing them
into the domain of stricter physiological experimentation. To have

recorded stomatal action automaticallj- in field plants for a sustained

period by means of an ingenious device, the stomatograph, an auto-

graphic elaboration by Air. Balls of Dr. Francis Darwin's porometer, is

a distinct achievement and this instrument and its work must turn out

to be of very great value to the plant physiologist and ecologist; this

quite aside of the question of the precise meaning to be attached at the

moment to the rate of draft of air through the leaf. The inference that

such air movements are a function solelj^ of the condition of the stomatal

openings is, in the opinion of the reviewer, .susceptible of criticism, for

one can very readily conceive of increased internal friction lowering the

rate of air movement independently of change in the dimensions of the

stomatal aperture. At any rate, an opportunity is now afforded, by

combining Mr. Balls' method with one devised by the reviewer^ whereby

it may be possible to differentiate between the stomatal movement and

change in the mechanical condition of the interior of the leaf.

1 Balls, W. Lawrence, The Cotton Plant in Egypt. Svo, pp. xvi + 202. Lon-

don: The MacmLUan Company. 1912. ($1.60.)

- Lloyd, Francis E., Leaf water and stomatal movement in Gossypiutn. Bull.

Torr. Bot. Club 40: 1-26. January 1913.
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^Ir. Balls disclaims, rather too modestly perhaps, a finished character

to his product. Patience for imperfections is asked for—-he pleads that

"Egypt has been a lonely place for a botanist." Very well does the

reviewer understand the meaning of such a plea, but takes pleasure in

saying that Mr. Balls' work, granted to be imperfect and incomplete,

needs no apology. Both in the interest of pure science as of economics

it is to be hoped that he will continue it.

The first part of the work deals with the physiological problem to

which the author has been impelled by his genetical studies, occupying

in their statement the second part. The brief opening chapter is an

historical account suggesting a romance worth while reading, were the

fragments of evidence now available made the parts of a known whole.

At present the earliest date for the existence of the cotton plant in

Egypt is B. C. 200—-a but "trivial" antiquity in Egypt. Following is

the account of the physiological studies and of the conclusions drawn

therefrom, which will interest especially those, aside from students of

cotton, who have studied the phj^siological behavior of plants under

semi-arid conditions.

Seedlings from early sown seed are successfully attacked by the sore-

shin fungus at lower temperatures—^around 20°C. At 33° plantlets are

only slightly affected. A critical study of the relation, in the fungus,

of growth to temperature leads the author to the view that, at higher

temperatures—beginning at about 30°C.—the effect of an additional

factor is made manifest—graphically, in the straightening of the growth

curve, in the organism by cessation of growth. This "limiting factor,"

in the sense of F. F. Blackman, is a toxic substance still unidentified,

but the presence of which is evident by the resumption (jf growth on

its removal from the culture.

The inhibiting effect of sunshine on the growth of the cotton plant

is recorded, and explained as due to the too great loss of water, sufficient

to cause eVen a contraction of the stem. The reviewer has found simi-

lar conditions to obtain in Alabama at relatively high humidities, as

shown by a regular daily reduction in the water content of the leaf,

and measurable contraction of the tissues—leaf and stem—during the

day. Similar relations have been demonstrated to occur in certain

plants at Carmel, California. These, and the data afforded by workers

at the Desert Botanical Laboratorj^ indicate that these are facts of

probably wide application. Balls further attributes cessation of growth

in cotton at higher temperatures (beyond 35°C) to "thermotoxy"

—

due, as in the above-mentioned fungus to the accumulation of a toxic
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substance ''X." Night temperatures are however important in favoring

growth especially during the first half of the growing season.

The march of stomatal behavior was obtained by means of the

stomatograph. The stomata begin to open at sunrise, reaching their

maximum at about 9 a.m. By noon closure is complete, no subsequent

opening having been observed. The maintenance of moderate aper-

ture, and a slower closing on cloudy days is attributed to illumination

"as there is no water-shortage." The results are taken (perhaps some-

what conditionally) to indicate that water-shortage is the direct cause

of stomatal closure, a view supported bj' the reviewer's own work. He
found the stomata to close at a time coincident with the partial wilting

of the leaf (involving a net water-loss) and this quite earh- in the day—
9 to 11 hours.

Concerning transpiration Balls has little to say, the only data supplied

are those obtained by initial weighing of removed leaves. He has

avoided the potometer method, which, in the reviewer's experience, has

no small value in as severe a climate as that of southern Arizona. Balls'

data furnish, however, the indications that transpiration is "practically

in abeyance at night and early morning," has reached the maximum
by 9 to be retained till past noon, in spite of the fact that the stomata

are nearly closed. Here the stomata are i^ot the limiting factor; de-

creased humidity and higher temperatures increase evaporation, and

hence maintain the transpiration rate.

Of particular interest to the reviewer is Balls' studj' of boll shedding.

Prime interest centers in the correlation between shedding and the

position of the water table. Obvious is the meaning of this in regard

#to the effect of irrigation which ha*s been found in Egypt to bring up

the water table to a level inimical to the cotton plant. Those familiar

with the fate of non-drained and over-irrigated areas will see here a

case of first importance in exemplification of the principle that the whole

of the problem of making the desert blossom as the rose is not merely

in adding water to the soil. Balls concludes then that boll shedding

intervenes as a result of the asphyxiation of the roots and a consequent

limiting of water supply. The reviewer has in hand evidence that the

shedding is directlj' a consequence of limited water supply to the boll

(and is so far in harmony with Balls), but that the more immediate cause

lies in the anatomical and morphological relations of the boll to the

shoot bearing it. The water supply is thereby readily limited, even

. though the soil water conditions are favorable enough—evidence for

which is in process of preparing for publication. The reviewer must,
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in a measure, disagree concerning the character of the abciss layer and

maintain that it is not so simple as represented by the author. This

howelver is a minor point.

The remaining portion of the work, which concerns genetics, must

remain for those directly interested. The lack of final generalization

desirable for the non-specialist does not deter from its value. It repre-

sents an immense amount of detailed work which, carried forward by

the author, must certainly lead to important scientific and economic

results. He says trenchantly, however, by way of a practical generali-

zation from the observed facts of inheritance, that the agriculturist of

the near future will not choose his seed and then look for his land, but,

having chosen his land will "manufacture" a cotton plant to suit it.

In concluding, it may be stated that the hypothesis, earlier favorably

entertained, that the deterioration of Egyptian cotton is due to the rise

of the water table, is in the condition little short of a proven case and

that it remains to modify agricultural methods in order to bring the

crop back to its proper standard.—F. E. L.

Algae and Dissolved Gases.—The present contribution^ to this

interesting problem is based upon results obtained both in the field and

in the laboratory. Serial observations on a lagoon in the Missouri

Botanical Garden in 1911 showed that the rise in the number of algae

in June, which reached the "water bloom" stage in July, was accom-

panied by a gradual increase in the quantity of dissolved oxygen, the

maximum amount being well above the saturation point. Correlated

with this was a decrease in the carbon dioxide. In the process of photo-

synthesis the algae consumed all of the free and enough of the half»

bound carbon dioxide to give the water an alkalinity equivalent to

7 cc. of this gas per liter. The water then remained alkaline until the

autumn rains began in September. Owing to the unfavorable condi-

tions after this time, the oxygen decreased in amount and the carbon

dioxide increased. By December the former had declined to 3 cc. and

the latter had risen to 10 cc. of free carbon dioxide per liter of water.

In laboratory experiments it was found that algae grown in culture

media containing an excess of oxygen had a brighter color than the

control cultures, or than those grown in media containing an excess of

free carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide cultures showed chiefly coeno-

1 Chambers, C. O., The relation of algae to dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide,

with special reference to the carbonates. Twenty-third Ann. Rept. Mo. Bot. •

Garden, pp. 171-207, 1912.
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bill with spherical cells to which iodine imparted an intense brown color.

Experiments with several kinds of bicarbonatcs indicated that the cal-

cium, potassium, and sodium compounds were the most favorable

sources of carbon dioxide for the process of photosynthesis, manganese

bicarbonate gave no results, and ammonium-carbonate was toxic— C".

JUDAY.



NOTES AND COMMENT

In April of the present year the British Vegetation Committee was

dissolved and provision was made for the continuation and enlargement

of its work by the formation of the British Ecological Society, under

the presidency of Prof. A. G. Tansley. The activities of the commit-

tee have been made well known through the publication of Types of

British Vegetation and numerous scattered papers, and much may be

expected from the newly organized society. One of its earliest steps is

the inauguration of a quarterly publication. The Journal of Ecology,

which is to be edited by Prof. Frank Cavers and published by the Cam-
bridge University Press. The Journal is to be devoted to short articles

of general interest and to reviews of ecological literature, and will not

undertake the publication of lengthy special papers.

It is gratifying to note that the projectors of the Journal do not plan

to devote it solely to the broad marshes of descriptive ecology and the

seolian sands of ecological classification and nomenclature, but aim to

embrace in its scope geography, geology, meteorology, climatology,

plant phj'siology and anatomy, in so far as these subjects are relevant

to ecological problems.
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THE

RADIO-ATMOMETER
Is a black-brown form of the white Atmometer, already

widely known. The manner in which it may be used

in conjunction with the white Atmometer in studies of

light intensity has been described by the devisor, Prof.

B, E. Livingston, in the following papers:

The Plant World, vol. 14, pp. 96-99, May, 191 1.

The Botanical Gazette, vol. 52, pp. 418-438, December, 1911.

These black-brown cups can now be supplied in the natural

state at $1.00 each; $8.00 per 10.
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AUTO-IRRIGATOR
A BOON TO EVERY GROWER

OF POTTED PLANTS

THE Auto-Irrigator is a simple device

for placing water in the soil of pots

in quantities as needed. Is abolishes

the watering nuisance, and maintains a

practically constant soil moisture, at any

amount from saturation nearly to dryness,

according to the adjustment of the instru-

ment. It requires attention only two or

three times a month, and its use results in

a great improvement of plant growth as

compared with sporadic surface watering.

The essential feature of the Auto-Irrigator is a porous clay cup

such as is used in the Atmometer. Its installation requires the use of a

stopper, tubing, and a vessel to contain the water supply. The degree

of soil moisture maintained is determined by the height of the reservoir

in relation to the pot. The length of time during which the apparatus

may go without attention depends chiefly on the size of the reservoir. It

may be used in pairs or in groups, and operates equally well in pots, in

benches, or in outdoor beds. Full instructions for installing and oper-

ating will be furnished on request or with orders.

For further information regarding the use of the Auto-Irrigator see:

Plant World, Vol. 11, pp. 39-40, February. 1908.

Plant World, Vol. 13, pp. 220-227, Septe.nber, 1910.
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THE POROUS CUP ATMOMETER
Is the most simple and efficient instrument ever devised for the

measurement of evaporation. Its readings are a measure of the

combined effect of humidity, temperature, and wind, and as such

are of great value in all kinds of botanical, agricultural, and horti-

cultural operations which require an estimation of the differences

in these factors as affecting plant growth in different situations.

Its installation requires only the use of a jar, corks and tubing as

described in the first article referred to below.

The atmometer may also be used to maintain high humidities

in experimental work; to provide a constantly moist surface for

germinating spores or growing algae, fungi and protonemata.

When immersed in the soil and fed with water by tubing,

the atmometer cup is capable of maintaining constant degrees of

soil moisture, either in tne open or in pots and greenhouses, the

degree of moistness being determined by the height of the supplying

reservoir above the soil.

This type of atmometer cup was devised by Dr. Burton E.

Livingston. Professor of Plant Physiology in Johns Hopkins

University, and its adjustment, operation and scope of usefulness

have been treated in the following articles in THE PLANT
WORLD:

Vol. 10, No. 12, p. 269; Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 79;

Vol. 11, No. 1, p. 1; Vol. 13, No. 5, p. Ill;

Vol. 11. No. 5, p. 106; Vol. 13, No. 9, p. 220.

We are able to supply the atmometer cups in the NATURAL
state for use in soil or for cultures, COATED AT THE BASE for

use in measurement of evaporation; or COATED AND STAND-
ARDIZED for careful climatological and ecological work in

which it is desirable to know the value of the readings obtained

in terms of the adopted standards which have already been widely

used. Our prices for these types are:

NATURAL CUPS apiece $ .50. .per 10 $4.00

COATED AT BASE " .60.. " 5.00

COATED and STANDARDIZED. " 1.00.. " 7.00

SOIL CUPS (seconds) when in stock. " .35.. " 3.00

Cups which have been used will be restandardized at 25 cents

each; Reground and standardized at 40 cents.

Eastern orders are supplied from Baltimore; western from

Tucson.

THE PLANT WORLD, Tucson, Arizona
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THE PRESERVATION OF FRESH WATER
CHLOROPHYCEAE

GILBERT MORGAN SxMITH

University of Wisconsiif, Madison, Wis.

Although there are in existence several formulae for the preser-

vation of Chlorophj-ceae without destroying their natural color,

the results obtained by their use are generally unsatisfactor3\

The two essential criteria for the success of a solution of this sort

are the retention of the natural color and the absence of plasmoly-

sis. In the work here reported on, an attempt has been made to

determine the efiicienc}' of the preserving mixtures which are in

general use, and also the effect of certain modifications in the con-

stitution of these mixtures. The preservative effects of certain

other new combinations were also investigated.

Chromic acid and mercuric chlorid have proven very valuable

in cytological work for fixation of algae without plasmolysis. The
solutions which I have used have contained these substances for

the preservation of the algae, and various copper salts for the reten-

tion of the color. For the chromic acid combinations, the chrom-

acetic mixture of Chamberlain^ was taken as a basis. This was

used in the following strengths with the different copper salts as

indicated. The capital letters preceding the name of the com-

pound refer to the abbreviations employed in tables I-III showing

the results obtained.

(1) CaCl/2 Chrom-acetic-cupric chlorid (half strength).

Chrom-acetic mixture
_

50 cc.

Water 50 cc.

10 % cupric chlorid solution 10 cc.

(2) CaCl/4 Chrom-acetic-cupric chlorid (quarter strength).

Chrom-acetic mixture 50 cc.

Water 150 cc.

10 % cupric chlorid 10 cc.

(3) CAS/2 Chrom-acetic-copper sulphate (half strength).

(4) CAS/4 Chrom-acetic-copper sulphate (quarter strength).

' Chamberlain, C. J. Methods in plant histology. 2d ed., 1905, p. 247.
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The latter two solutions were made in the same manner as the

chrom-acetic-cupric clilorid mixtures, except that a 10 % copper

sulphate solution was substituted for the 10 % cupric chlorid

solution.

The value of mercuric chlorid as a preservative was obtained

by the use of the mercuric chlorid mixture given by Chamberlain^

to which different copper saks were added.

(.5) MC Mercuric-chlorid-cupric-chlorid.

Mercuric chlorid mixture 100 cc.

10 % cupric chlorid solution 10 cc.

(G) MC/2 Mercuric-chlorid-cupric-chlorid (half strength).

Mercuric chlorid mixture 50 cc.

Water 50 cc.

10 % cupric chlorid solution 10 cc.

(7) MS Mereuric-chlorid-copper-sulphate.

Mercuric chlorid mixture 100 cc.

10 % copper sulphate solution 10 cc.

(8) MS/2 Mercuric-chlorid-copper-sulphate (half strength).

Mercuric chlorid mixture 50 cc.

Water 50 cc.

10 % copper sulphate solution 10 cc.

The ordinary commercial 40 % formalin, reduced to 4 %, formed

the basis of another series of mixtures. The effect of different

salts of copper, either singly or in combination, was tried with the

formalin. The following mixtures were used:

(9) FAC Formalin, copper acetate and cupric chlorid.

4 % Formalin 96 cc.

10 % Cupric chlorid solution 2 cc.

10 % Copper acetate solution 2 cc.

(10) 2FAC Double strength formalin, copper acetate and cupric chlorid.

4 % Formalin 92 cc.

10 % Cupric chlorid solution 4 cc.

10 % Copper acetate solution 4 cc.

(11) 3FAC Triple strength formalin, copper acetate and cupric chlorid.

4 % Formalin 88 cc.

10 % Cupric chlorid solution 6 cc.

10 % Copper acetate solution 6 cc.

(12) FS Formalin, copper sulphate.

4 % Formalin 96 cc.

10 % Copper sulphate 4 cc.

* Chamberlain, C. J. Loc. cit., p. 248.
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(13) '2FS Double strengtli formiilin, coppor siilphiito.

4% Formalin 92 cc.

10 % Copper sulphate S cc.

(14) 3FS Triple strength formalin, copper sulphate.

4 % Formalin 88 cc.

10 % Copper sulphate 12 cc.

(15) FN Formalin, copper nitrate.

4 % Formalin 96 cc.

10 % Copper nitrate 4 cc.

(16) 2FN Double strength formalin, copper nitrate.

4 % Formalin 92 cc.

10 % Copper nitrate 8 cc.

(17) .3FX Tri])le strength formalin, copper nitrate.

i% Formalin 88 cc.

10 % Copper nitrate 12 cc.

The following mixtures h&ve also been recommended for the

preservation of green algae:

(18) M ^Morehouse's mixture'

Copper acetate 1 gram

Camphor water 130 cc.

Glacial acetic acid 20 drops

Glycerin 260 grams

In using formula (18) the first three ingredients should be mixed

together, the glycerin added, and the whole mass filtered. The
Morehouse mixture was also tried in various dilutions, as given

below

:

(19) M/2 Morehouse's mixture (half strength).

Morehouse's mixture 50 cc.

Water 50 cc.

(20) M/3 Morehouse's mixture (third strength).

» Morehouse's mixture 33 cc.

Water 66 cc.

(21) M/4 Morehouse's mixture (quarter strength).

Morehouse's mixture 25 cc.

Water 75 cc.

(22) M/5 Morehouse's mixture (fifth strength).

Morehouse's mixture 20 cc.

Water 80 cc.

'Morehouse. Amer. Monthly Mic. Jour. 4 : 234, 1883. Cited by Strasburger,

E., Das Botanische Practicum. 3 Aufl., p. 674.
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The mixtures of Ripart and Petit/ and that of West, the for-

mula for which has been given by Nieuwland,^ have been used

extensively for the preservation of green algae. The following is'

their composition:

(23) R and P Ripart and Petit's mixture.

Camphor water (not saturated) 75 cc.

Water 7.5 cc.

Acetic acid (crystals) 1 gram
Copper acetate 0.3 gram

Copper nitrate 0.3 gram

(24) R and P/2 Ripart and Petit's mixture (half strength).

Ripart and Petit's mixture 50 cc.

Water 50 cc.

(25) NW Nieuwland-West mixture.

Potassium acetate 2% solution

Copper acetate to color solution

Amann" has given a complicated formula which has recei^•ed

the endorsement of Lagerheim' and'Strasburger.^ The color is

retained by the use of copper salts, while the preser\'ative effect

is secured by a lacto-phenol solution. Two solutions are described

:

a weak solution and one of ten-fold strength. In my work I have

used the latter diluted to the desired strength.

The lacto-phenol mixture is made in the following manner:

Phenol (crystals) 20 grams

I>actic acid (sp. gr. 1.21) 20 grams

Glycerin (sp. gr. 1.25) 40 grams

W'ater 20 grams

(26) CLP Amann's copper-lacto-phenol.

Cupric-chlorid (crystals) 2 grams

Copper acetate (crystals) 2 grams

Lacto-phenol 96 grams

(27) 2CLP Double strength copper-lacto-phenol. i

Cuprie chlorid (crystals) 4 grams

Copper acetate (crystals) 4 grams

Lacto-phenol 92 grams

* See Carnoy, La Biologie Cclhilaire, p. 94. Cited by Lee, A. B., The micro-

tomist's vade mecum, 5 ed., p. G5.

« Nieuwland, J. A. The mounting of algae. Hot. Gaz. 47: 237-238. 1909.

^ Amann, J. Conservirungsfliissigkeiten und Einschlus.smedien fiir Moose. Chlor-

und Cyanophyceen. Zeitschr. f. wiss. Mikrosk. 13: 18-21. 1896.

' Lagerheim, G. Technische Mittheilungen. Zeitschr. f. wiss. Mikrosk. 14:

350-354. 1897.

* Strasburger, E. Das Botanische Practicum. 3 -\ufl., p. 692.
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(28) 3CLP Triple strenglli copper-lacto-phcnol.

Cupric chloric! (crystals) G grains

Copper acetate (crystals) 6 grams
Lacto-phenol 88 grams

The method used for testing the vahie of the different mixtures

gi\ en above consisted in putting a small amount of an alga in a

test tube containing 10 cc. of one of the mixtures, corking the tube,

and allowing the material to stand from two to three months in a

well-lighted room before examining.

It was thought at first that some prediction could be made in

regard to the plasmolytic effect of the different mixtures if the

concentration of a sodium chlorid solution causing plasmoh'sis

were known. Table I, which gives the minimal percentage con-

TABLE I

Table showing that the plasmolytic equivalents obtained in one genus are not the same
as those in another. The numbers refer to the percentage concentration at which

' plasmolysis takes place. When there was no plasmolysis the fact ivas noted by two

minus signs, incipient plasmolysis was designated by a plus and a minus sign,

and serious plasmolysis by two plus signs.

>

<

o
o
e
o

1
<
8

<
s
m
z
o
>

<
es
><

a
o
a
Zn

s
s
S
o
c
o
a
m
o

NaCl 3.5^ 2.5-4 2-3 2-3 1-2 1-1.5

CLP 20(?) 12 below 2

2CLP 12 4 10 below 2

3CLP 8 4 below 2

XW + + + + •
-

FX + + + +
R and P + + + + + +

centration of a sodium chlorid solution causing plasmolysis in

different species of algae, and the concentration of the different

preservative mixtures which produce the same effect, shows that

this expectation is not realized and that there is no relation be-

tween the plasmolytic action of sodium chlorid and that of the

mixtures in question. Thus, Vaucheria is plasmolyzed in 3.5 to

4 % sodium chlorid and Oedogoniuvi in 1 to 1.5 % sodium chlorid

solution, while Nieuwland-West's mixture causes plasmolysis
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TABLE II

Vaucheria sp. Material collected August 23, examined Xot ember 15

SOLUTION

CAC/2.
CAC/3.
CAS/2.

CAS/3
MC
MC/2.

.

MS
MS/2.

.

FAC...

2FAC..
SFAC.
FS
2FS. . .

.

3FS.. .

.

FN
2F\...

3FX...

M...

M/2.

M/3.
M/4.
M/5.

R&P...
R&P/2
XW. . .

.

NW/2.

.

CLP

2%.
4%.
6%.
8%.
10%.
12 %.
14%.
16%.
18%.
[20%.
2%.

2CLP
4%.
6%.

PL.tSMOLTSIS
!

1

COLOR

+ +
:

brown

+ + brown

+ + brown

+ + brown

+ + olive green

+ + olive green

+ + green

+ + green

+ + green

+ + green

i

+ + green

+ + green

+ + green

green

+ - green

+ + green

+ + green
1 pale bright green

+ + green

+ + green

+ + green

1
+ + green

1

~ ~

1

pale green

1 + + green

' + + green

1 + + green

+ + green

greenish brown
— — greenish brown

brown green

1

brown green

green

green

green

green

deep green

deep green

green

green

green

REMARKS

Top of

cloudv

solution

Has the characteris-

tic yellowish tinge

of Vaucheria
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TABLE II—Continued
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I'l.ASMOLYSIS

2CLP

3CLP

8%.
10%.
12%
14%.
16%.
18%.
20%.
2%.
4%.
6%.
8%.
10%.
12%.
14%.
16%.
18%.
20%.

green

green

green

green

green

green

green

bright green

green

green

green

green

green

green

green

green

green

in the former and not in the latter. Again, in sodium chlorid,

Chaetophora is plasmolyzed in 2 to 3 % solutions and Spirogyra

in 1 to 2 % solutions, while in Amann's copper-lacto-phenol there

is plasmolysis in Chaetophora in a 12 % mixture but no plasmolj^-

sis of Spirogyra occurs in a 20 % mixture. Similar results were

obtained with Ripart and Petit's mixture.

A good idea of the comparative results obtained with different

preserving mixtures of Vaucheria is given in table II. In experi-

menting with other algae different results were obtained so that

the general conclusion may be drawn that there is no one solu-

tion that will preserve all green algae equally well. The best

preservative for any alga and the concentration of the mixture

that will not cause plasmolysis must be determined by actual

experiment in each case.

The mixtures containing chromic acid or mercuric chlorid proved

a failure in every instance. The chromic acid mixtures did not as

a rule cause plasmolysis, but there was no trace of the green

color left in the algae and the cytoplasm was usually colored brown
by the continued action of the acid. At first the mercuric chlorid

caused an olive coloration of the chromatophores and a blacken-
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ing of the nuclei, which gradually spread until the whole proto-

plast was colored black. There was more plasmolysis caused bj'

the mercuric chlorid mixtures than by those containing chromic

acid.

Formalin mixtures with the addition of copper salts behaved

fairly well as far as the preservation of the green color was con-

cerned. There was little difference in the color obtained, the for-

malin-copper sulphate mixtures giving somewhat paler shades

than the others. In all cases the addition of the copper salt

caused a much brighter color than was present in algae preserved

in formalin alone. The addition of the copper salt increased the

pla.smolytic action of the mixture in the cases of Vaucheria and

Spirogyra. As formalin is an unstable compound and also vola-

tile, its use as a preservative is not to be recommended, since in

e\'ery case one of the more stable mixtures gave equally good

results.

Morehouse's mixture usually preserved the color well, but it

caused greater plasmolysis than any of the other mixtures used.

When the solution was diluted to a concentration at which there

was no plasmolj^sis, then the color preservation was not so .satis-

factory. Another disadvantage in the use of this mixture is that

molds are apt to appear on the surface of the liquid.

Ripart and Petit's mixture caused plasmolysis in half of the

forms on which it was tried. In the cases in which there was no

plasmolysis, the green color was not retained.

Nieuwland-West's mixture gave a bright green color in all

cases except with the Zj^gnemateae, in which a brownish color

appeared in the cytoplasm and the chromatophores disintegrated.

It was the only mixture which produced a green color and no

plasinolysis in Oedogonium. The mixture does not prevent the

growths of molds very well, and for that reason its use is not to be

recommended except in cases like that of Oedogonium in which

no other mixture will give satisfactory results.

Amann's copper-lacto-phenol was the most promising mixture

tried, since the preservation of the algae was perfect in every case.

The u.se of this mixture has the disadvantage that the color is

not as bright a green as one might wish, the chromatophore ha^-
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ing a more or less transparent 3'ellowish tinge. The mixture does

not color the cytoplasm, but the nucleus is frequently tinged a

faint ydlow brown. This slight staining of the nucleus is not

marked enough to be a disadvantage; on the other hand it brings

out more strongly an organ of the cell that is usually difficult to

see. The pyrenoids, as a rule, are rendered less refractive by the

action of the mixture, so that they do not stand out as well as in

the living material. However, they are not so far obliterated

as to render them difficult of observation. There is not as great

a difference as would be expected between the action of a 2 %
and that of a 20 % concentration of the mixture. The retention

of the color in the mixtures below a concentration of 5 % is not as

good as in concentrations of from 5 % to 20 %. In the 2 % and

the 4 % solutions there was a tendencj^ towards a blackening of

the colorless cytoplasm and an olive coloration of the chromato-

phores. The best results were obtained in a concentration of

from 10 % to 20 %. The doubling or the tripling of the amount
of the copper salts, leaving the other constituents unchanged,

gave unfavorable results. The use of the double or the triple

copper-lacto-phenol (mixtures no. 27 and no. 28) frequently caused

the chromatophores to change their color to olive or brown, while

the amount of plasmolysis was also increased.

The nature of the mixture obtained, when the different constitu-

ents of the copper-lacto-phenol are added to one another, is hard

to determine. The point at which plasmolysis occurs with each

of the individual components of the mixture was determined in

the case of Spirogyra. The concentration of the mixture causing

plasmolysis was also determined and found to be somewhat greater

than the concentration obtained by computation from plasmo-

lytic data with the individual components. This may be due to an

antagonistic action between different substances in the mixture

similar to that which exists between calcium and sodium as has

been shown by Osterhout.* This difference is not marked
enough to justify one in calling the copper-lacto-phenol mixture

a ''balanced solution."

' Osterhout, W. J. V. On tho importance of physiologically balanced solutions

for plants. II. Fresh water and terrestrial plants. Bot. Gaz. 44: 259-272, 1907.
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TABLE III

Value of different preservatives with various algae. The arrangement of the genera

is that of Willc (10)

PBESBRVATIVE^ PLAB-
MOLT8IS

COLOR
•

CONJUGATAE
Zygnemataceae
Spirogyra Link 16 % CLP green

Zygnema (Ag.) de By. 10 % CLP bright green

IVXesOCARPACEAE

Alougeotia (Ag.) Wittr. 10 % CLPXV y (j V-/ 1JX y CI lu *v f^i ecu

CHLOROPHYCEAE
J. IWJ I.\J\-i\J\j\j .^iJ CjHJ

Tetrasporaceae
TGlvdspoYci Link 10 % CLP green

DictyosphdcviuTti Naeg. 10 % CLP -1
1

green

ROTRYOfOr'P ACT? A F

BoiTyococcus Ivzg.

{lueffi-giaid West)

.

10 % CLP reddish Color naitur^l but

UCliO VCIJ'
opaQue. Brown

PROTOCOCCACEAE
ChciTdcixttit A. Br 10 % CLP -\

1
green

OoCYSTACEAE
dilovclld' Beyer 10 % CLP green

T'plTnfTtPf'iift Wp.sjf. 10 % CLP -1 green

10 % CLP green

T-rvHRnniPTv a pit a i?

PcdidstTiiTii jV'Ieyen

.

10 % CLP ^1 ecu

Hydvodiciyon Roth... 10 % CLP -1 pale yellow

CoELASTRACEAE green

i-jcc 1 vt-uC'i IfI U/o lyitry Kjii . . .
10 % CI,P -1- _

1
green

10 % CLPX\/ V^XJX -1

Crucigenia Morren .... 10 % CLP green

Coelastrum Naeg 10 % CLP + - green

Sorastrum Kzg 10 % CLP + - green

Selenastrum Reinsch. 10% CLP green

Ankistrodesmus Corda 10% CLP green

CHAETOPHORALES
Ulotrichaceae

Ulothrix Kzg 10 % CLP + +
!

green Badly plasmo-
i lyzed

Microspora Thur 10 % CLP
1 + + green

Trihonema Derb. &.

Sol 10 % CLP + - yellow green Chromatophores
slightly shrunk-

Bumilleria Borzi 10% CLP
1

+ + brown
en.
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TABI.i; III—Continued

Chaetophoraceae

PBESEBVATIVE

NW
Oedogoniaceae
Oedogonium Link .

Bulbochaeie Ag 10 % CLP
SIPHONOCLADL\LES
Cladophoraceae
Cladophora (Kg.)

Wille 10%
SIPHONALES
Vaucheriaceae

Vaucheria D. C 10 % CLP

CLP

PLAB-
I

U0LY8IS

Draparnaudia Bory. .

.

10 % CLP

Chaetophora Schranck 12 % CLP + -
Stigeoclonium Kg 10 % CLP
Slercococcus Kg.

{Gongiosira Kg.).... 10 cr
/O CLP + +

Protoderma Kg 10 cr
/O CLP

Aphanochaetaceae
Aphanochaete A. Br.. . 10 % CLP

COLEOCHAETACEAE
Coleochaete Brcb

— — green

green

green

+

I _

Slight plasm
old cells.

dark green

green

green

bright green

green

+ + green

green

The results obtained show that the specific preservative for

every alga should be experimentally determined. Table III is a

summary of the results obtained with a large number of genera

preserved in 10 % copper-lacto-phenol. The arrangement of the

genera is that of Wille. When other concentrations were used

and better results obtained, mention is made of the fact.

The results given above also bring out the fact that large volumes

of the copper-lacto-phenol mixture should be used for the preser-

vation of algae. To be on the safe side, there should be about

ten volumes of the solution to one of the alga.

Copper-lacto-phenol mixture is not a good preservative of

color in the blue-greens and the Diatoms. In the latter the brown
color of the chromatophore is changed to a bright green. In some

species of Melosira the yellowish-brown color is retained. When

'° Wille, X. Conjugatae und Chlorophyceae. Engler und Prantl, Nat. Pflanz.

Nachtrage ziim T. Th. 2, .\bt. 236 und 2.37. Lief. 241 und 242, 1910.
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blue-greens are preserved in the copperrlacto-phenol, the color

changes to a bright green in most Nostocaceae and Oscillatoriaceae,

and to a brown in the Chroococcaceae. In exceptional cases

the blue-green color is retained, but these cases are so rare that the

solution should not be used for the preservation of these algae.

The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professors

Charles E. Allen and James B. Overton for their very helpful sug-

gestions and criticism during the progress of this work and in the

preparation of the manuscript.



A DEMONSTRATION HERBARIUM

H. M. BENEDICT

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, 0.

The accompanying illustration shows a device which, has proved

a ver}^ satisfactory adjunct to laboratory work in elementary

botanj', as it has practically solved the problem of keeping the

elementary students in constant contact with a selected herbarium.

Each of the metal frames is of the right size to contain the

regular mounting paper. Two momited specimens are placed

back to back, then placed between two glass plates, and the com-

bination is then slipped through the open upper end, down into the

metal frame. The metal frame can then be inserted in the swing-

ing wings. The horizontal bars of the wings have slots along the

upper and lower sides, in which the metal frames are securely

held. Since the slot in which the upper edge of the frame rests is

very deep, the whole frame can be lifted high enough to disengage

it from the lower slot and thus be easily and quickly remov ed from

the wing, and as easily replaced, without disturbing the other

frames.

A^Tiile at present we are using but 4 wings, the pivot has room
for 14 more which can be added at any time, which would occupy

but 24 square feet of floor space and yet display 432 specimens.

Any number of extra frames can be made, and thus those plants

which are often used for class work may be permanently kept in

frames. By the use of a special case for holding these permanent

specimens, a demonstration herbarium of great convenience can

be provided.

The ease and rapidity with which the mounted plants can be

displayed leads to a greater use of the herbarium and to a much
greater interest on the part of the students. Thirty minutes time

is sufficient to remove one demonstration and install the types
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needed for an illustration of the next topic. The changes from day
to day are ver^- effective in attracting continual attention on the

part of the students. This is further enhanced by the possibility

of installing the apparatus in the center of a room, or wherever it

The demonstration herbarium in use

will most effectively strike the eye, the swinging wings taking up
but little space and casting no permanent shadows. The protec-

tion afforded by the glass and the frames to the mounted plants,

is complete, and therefore such mounted specimens may be safely

passed around the class, and used in various ways.
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This particular apparatus is a modification of the widely used

devices for the display of commercial products and was made to

order by the Multiplex Display Fixture Company of St. Louis,

and similar apparatus may be obtained from them.

In practice this method of displaying herbarium specimens has

proved to be a decided advance in effectiveness and convenience

upon the customary methods.

\



BOOKS AND LITERATURE

Osmotic Pressure.—All physiologists should know Alexander Find-

lay's Osmotic Pressure^ and know it well. This little book is one of

its publishers' series of Monographs on Inorganic and Physical Chem-
istry, this series being edited by the author of this book.

Findlaj^ writes not primarily for physiologists, but for students of

physical chemistry, a feature which gives the reader to feel that he is

in contact with an author whose familiarity with the field here covered

goes deeper than that acquired by one whose interest in osmotic pres-

sure has been mainly physiological. The treatment is concise and at

the same time quite clear and readable; the reviewer read the book

through at a single sitting. Physiologists have long been in need of

just such a treatise as this, for most writers on physical chemistry are

interested in osmotic pressure largely for the advancement of the theory

of solutions, and the subject has usually received but inadequate

treatment excepting from this standpoint. The book before us seems

exceedingly well balanced, however, and all phases of this exceedingly

important domain receive what must be accounted a very adequate

treatment. A goodly number of references to the literature, extend-

ing from Abbe Nollet (1748) to Morse and other workers who are still

busy in this line, make an essential part of the presentation.

Since Findlay's contribution toward the advance of physiology wiW

lie chiefly in helping to clear up the vagueness and ambiguity in regard

to osmotic pressure, so prevalent in the minds of biological students,

it may be well here to make brief mention of his treatment of the sub-

ject in some of its more befogged regions. Dutrochet's terms of endos-

mosis and exosmosis are tacitly dropped. "The single term osmosis

is now used to denote the whole process of diffusion through a mem-
brane or permeable septum" (p. 1, footnote). The importance of the

membrane in producing osmotic pressure receives here, at last, the

attention which it logically demands, though the matter is not as strongly

emphasized as might be desired. "In view of the misunderstandings

and confusion of thought to which the use of the expression 'osmotic

pressure of a solution' has given rise, it may be emphasized here that

'Findlay, Alexander, Osmotic pressure. pp. 84. Longmans, London, 1913

($1.00).
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the exprossion is, strictly speaking, incorrect. A solution does not, in

itself, have any osmotic pressure; and the term is used, in a somewhat

loose manner certainly, to denote the hydrostatic or mechanical pres-

sure which wouhl he produced if the solution were separated from the

pure solvent by a membrane or septum which is permeable only to

the solvent It is osmosis that produces the osmotic pres-

sure, not osmotic pressure which produces osmosis. Nernst, it is true,

identifies the osmotic pressure with the expansive force which brings

about diffusion; but it does not seem to the writer to be wise to use

these two terms synonymously, although the 'expansive force' can, of

course, be measured by the osmotic pressure" (p. 4, footnote). The
reviewer prefers to employ the term diffusion tension (for either solvent

or solute) to denote this expansive force within the solution, which

may or not become mechanically evident as osmotic pressure. Without

a membrane between the two solutions, or between the solution and

the pure solvent, there is thus no osmotic pressure; osmotic pressure

develops when a suitable membrane is introduced and the membrane
plays as important a part in this as does the fulcrum in the action of

a lever. If the membrane is not perfect, the osmotic pressure never

equals the diffusion tension.

Findlay emphasizes strongly the fact that the van't HofT theory of

solutions "never claimed to be valid except for very dilute solutions,

and for these the theory is perfectly valid" (p. 46). He points out

that solutions of higher concentration -should not be treated from the

standpoint of this theory, nor from that of van der Waal's equation,

but should be approached from the standpoint of an ideally perfect

solution, the general equation for which should be valid for any con-

centration.

A satisfactory chapter on the cause of osmosis and the action of

the semipermeable membrane closes the book. Osmotic pressure "is

a function not of the concentration, expressed in grams or gram-mole-

cules per litre, but a function of the molar fraction" (p. 66). This

fraction is the number of molecules of solute divided by the number
of molecules of solvent in the solution. It is pointed out that the

bombardment theory of the origin of osmotic pressure has been prac-

tically abandoned by physical chemists, excepting for elementary expo-

sition. "The probability of its revival does not, however, appear to

be excluded" (p. 70).

The reviewer has neyer been able to perceive any very great differ-

ence between the theory of attraction of the solvent and that of the

bombardment of the membrane by the solute particles, as far as osmotic

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. 8, AugUSt. 1913
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pressure is conccriKMl.- Of course hydration is to be considered as

altering the nature of the active solute particles, making them larger,

giving them other new properties and changing the value of the effec-

tive molar fraction. Granted that there are particles of some kind

which ma.y be considered as effective solute particles, and granted that

these particles can be effective and retain their peculiar properties only

within the limits of the solvent, it follows that an attraction of solvent

by solute, causing entrance of the former into the solution through

the membrane, must add to the "driving force of diffusion" of the

whole liquid solution, solvent and solute particle? alike. Since, how-

ever, the solvent particles are free to pass the membrane in both direc-

tions, no pressure upon the membrane can be exerted by these, and

we arrive at the conclusion that the pressure developed must be imme-

diately due to the "driving force of diffusion," or diffusion tension,

of the effective solute particles. The latter may be pictured as pressed

more strongly against the membrane or compelled to bombard it more

vigorously, by the crowding into the solution of solvent particles, the

latter entering because of attraction. Thus, in a solution in contact

with the pure solvent, there is developed a certain diffusion tension of

the effective solute particles, and this may act to produce osmotic

pressure when a suitable membrane is interposed. It makes little

difference whether we suppose this diffusion tension to be due to the

temperature of the dispersed solute, emphasizing, as we must, the fact

that this tension cannot be effective beyond the limits of the solvent,

which alone allows dispersal; or whether we maintain that the tension

here considered is due to the entrance of solvent into the - solution

because of attraction, thus producing hjxlrostatic pressure in the latter,

which pressure must be transmitted in all directions, to the solute par-

ticles and thence to the semipermeable membrane. Since such theo-

retical considerations serve us only as mental pictures, and since the

gas-pressure theory is so much simpler, and hence so much more valu-

able, in physiological considerations, it seems that physiology may
retain this theory without apology, and thus make for clarity in a field

in which it.s publications have not usually been characterized by this

quality.

An excellent review of the various theories which have been advanced

to account for the action of the osmotic membrane is included in this

last chapter of the book before us. Of course no final and general

conclusion can yet be reached in this connection.—B. E. L.
.

- Uvinpston, B. E., T he role of diffusion and osmotic pressure in plants.

Chicago, 1903.
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Practical Bacteriology.—Dr. J. G. Lipinan, of the New Jersey

Experiment Station, has prepared a third cchtion of his book Bacteria in

Relation to Country Life,^ which is a thoroughly physiological treatment

of bacteria in their relation to all the arts and industries, particu-

larly to those of the farm and home. In a series of forty-nine chapters,

of varying length, the entire field of activity of the non-pathogenic bac-

teria is well co\'ered. The shortness of some chapters is in direct relation

to the amount of knowledge of the forms discussed, rather than to less

detailed treatment. This is illustrated in the case of the short chapter

on the bacterial agencies which cause bad bread in rare instances ; the

normal processes in bread making being due to quite different organisms.

The questions of contamination of food and drink, of purification of wastes,

of decay of organic sul)stances, and the ripening processes—as in cheese

and butter—are considered successively in a clear and non-technical

manner, and the industrial uses of bacterial activity—as in the prepara-

tion of hemp and flax—are explained. The book is written for that im-

portant group "the general reader, " and to this end the "technical terms

and expression'* have been eliminated as far as possible." The l)ook is

therefore not a text for students but rather a discussion of the life proc-

esses, uses, and occurrence of the various bacteria "as thej^ affect the daily

tasks upon the farm." Good illustrations add to the clearness of the

text, and are sufficiently numerous to meet the purpose of the book.

—

Frederick H.| Blodgett.
i

Transpiration in Parasitized Leaves.—Few studies have been

made of the transpiration of parasitized plants, although it is frequently

assumed that the host reacts to its diseased condition by a change in the

rate of trans] )irat ion. In the present investigation^ use was made of a

.special apparatus that did not necessitate the removal of the leaves from

the trees, with a resulting rliscovery of d(;creased water loss in apple

leaves affected with the rust as compared with normal leaves. This con-

dition is the reverse of that previously reported by Blodgett for a rust

on Rubiis. The difference in results may be exjilained by the fact that

the loss of water is facilitated in the latter form by the destruction of the

ventral epidermis, which exposes the parenchyma to dcssication, while

the form on apple leaves diminishes the amount of transpiration by the

'Liprnan, J. (',., Bacteria in Relation to Country Lifo. Pp. 480. New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1911. (S1.50).

^Reed, H. S. and Coolcy, J. S., 'I he transpiration of apple leaves infected

with Gymnonpiirnngiiim. Bot. Gaz. 55: 421-430. Fig. 1. 1913.
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closure of substomatal cavities and intercellular spaces, the result of hy-

pertrophic changes in the spongy tissue. This retardation of transpira-

tion in apple leaves is believed to be a factor in accounting for the bad

physiological condition of affected trees. This would not appear to me,

however, to be as potent a disturbing factor as the reduction in the

photosynthetic area due to the presence of the numerous aecial sori,

—

Frederick A. Wolf.
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Announcement has been made of the itinerary and arrangements

for the American Phytogcographic Excursion, which has been planned

by Dr. H. C. Cowles and Prof. F. E. Clements, and will be partici-

pated in b}' about fifteen European plant geographers. After a number
of short trips in the vicinity of New York and Chicago the party will

be formally organised at the University of Chicago and will leave that

city on August 8. A day wiU be spent at Lincoln, Nebraska, and a

day or two at Akron, Colorado, permitting an examination of the

prairies and the great plains respectiveh'. Under the guidance of Pro-

fessor Clements about ten days will be spent at Manitou, Colorado,

in a study of the slopes of Pikes Peak. The Great Basin region will

be seen at Salt Lake City and at North Yakima, Washington, and the

Pacific north-west will be explored in the vicinity of Tacoma and of

Medford, Oregon. The second week in September will be spent in

central California, where the botanists of Stanford University and of

the University of California will act as guides to the Yosemite and

the Mariposa Grove of sequoias. Two days will be spent at the Coastal

Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution at Carmel, CaUfornia, and a

single daj' at the shores of the Salton Sea. The regular Excursion will

terminate in late September at Tucson, where a week will be spent

in an examination of the work and environs of the Desert Laboratory

and in an ascent of the Santa Catalina Mountains.

The Excursion is an outcome of the International Phytogcographic

Excursion through Great Britain in the .summer of 1911, in which the

organisers of the American Excursion were participants. The itinerary

has been planned so as to give a comprehensive view of the principal

vegetational features of the United States, and it cannot fail to afford

interest and stimulation to the members of the party, aside from the

advantages of personal contact and the interchange of views. It is

to be hoped that many members of the party will make the choice of

route from Tucson to New York, which is open to them, in such a way
as to see Texas and the coastal region of the south-eastern States

—

thereby filling the one serious gap in the review of American vegetation

which they will })e able to make.

239
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Britton and Brown's Illustrated Flora of tlu^ Northern States and

Canada, the first and only work of its kind and scope, has just appeared

in a second edition (Charles Scribner's Sons). The general features

of the first edition have been retained, both in the typographical style

and the handling of the subject matter. There has been a slight exten-

sion of the territory covered, to include the entire mainland of eastern

Canada together with Newfoundland, and a westward extension to

include the whole of Nebraska. An addition of 504 species has been

made to the 4162 which were described in the first edition, a few alter-

ations in nomenclature have been made, and some of the illustrations

have been replaced by more effective ones.

The concise and exact descriptions of the Illustrated Flora recom-

mend it to general use among botanists even more than do the illus-

trations, helpful as these are to the beginner or the person who is

endeavoring to become acquainted with a new flora in a short time.

Although works of this character are primarily designed to give only

information as to the identity of plants, it is extremely unfortunate

that they should not also be made the vehicles of a portion of our

knowledge as to the habitat and distribution of the various species.

Very many plants are so ubiquitous in occurrence and very many hab-

itats are so ill defined in their physical characteristics, that precise

habitat statements could be made for only 40 to 60% of the north-

eastern flora, but they would be well worth making for these plants,

which would comprise the most important species from a geographical

standpoint. Statements of distributional limits would be much easier

to make, for every large herbarium contains enough material to enable

the author of a flora to describe the range of each species much more

specifically than is. commonly done. In the Illustrated Flora, and a

score of other floristic works, it is customary to mention the two states

which terminate the distribution of a species, or perhaps the three or

four states which occupy its corners, when it would be both possible

and easy to mention half a dozen other states or some physiographic

or geographical region to which the plant is confined, thereby giving

a far more definite idea of its distributional area, and correspondingly

increasing the usefulness of the Flora.

Elementary Studies in Botany is a new high-school text from the

hand of Prof. John M. Coulter (D. Appleton and Company). It is

manifestly designed to meet the latter-day demand for practical instruc-

tion which will closely relate school work to the activities of the farmer.
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the horticulturist and the forester, yet it is calculated to place this

relation on a much saner and more balanced basis than some of the

recent texts which we have seen. It is designed, as Professor Coulter

states, to provide "the practical application of knowledge, rather than

practical work without knowledge." The first of the two parts into

which the book is subdivided is given to the general morphology of

the vegetable kingdom, with brief treatment of the special morphology

of reproductive parts. Throughout the discussion of the groups of

cryptogamic plants the physiological performance of the organs receives

adequate attention, and the space devoted to the seed plants is largely

given to the leaf, stem, and root in their environic relations. The

second part of the book, which is the more original section, opens with

a brief sketch of the physiological processes of plants and the nature

of soils, and proceeds through a discussion of methods of propagation

and breeding to an account of some of the most important cereals,

vegetables, fruits, and ornamental plants, with a brief chapter on for-

estry and a concluding one on plant diseases. The two parts form

a year's work, and they should be used in the order of their presentation.

The existence of such a text should do much to check the multiplication

of high school courses in agriculture, which are usually about as rational

in their inception and execution as would be a course in electrical

engineering given to students who had received no training in physics

or mathematics.

Dr. W. A. Cannon, of the Desert Laboratory, contributes to the

Bulletin of the American Geographical Society (July, 1913) an article

on The Physiography and Vegetation of the Algerian Sahara, based

on his exploration of that region in the winter of 1910-1911. The
region described lies south of the Saharan Atlas, on the course of a

journey from Laghouat to Ouargla and thence northward to Biskra.

The sparse vegetation of the stony deserts, the sandy deserts, the

alluvial flats and of the chotts and oueds is described, particularly in

the light of the relation which the types of root systems bear to the

distribution and density of stand. Outside the oueds, with their high

water table, the actual number of plant individuals is greatest in the

shallowest soil, owing to the limited horizontal extension of the roots as

compared with those of the few plants which inhabit the deeper soils.

The first of the papers read before the Botanical Society of America

at Cleveland in the Symposium on Permeability and O-smotic Pressure
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—three of which have appeare'l in The Plant World—was published

in Science, jVIarch 21, 1913 (vol. 37, p. 427). This paper was prepared

by Prof. Jacques Loeb, of the Rockefeller Institute, and his title was
Avogadro's Law and the Absorption of Water by Animal Tissues in

Crystalloid and Colloid Solutions.

Persons who wish to bring themselves down to date on anj' subject

whatsoever will be able to spend many hours with the Brittanica Year-

Book for 1913 (The Encyclopedia Brittanica Compan}-, ' New York).

The activities of the past three years are most thoroughly recorded

not onl}^ in the fields of politics, military operations, sport and the

technical industries but in the pure sciences as well. The eight pages

devoted to botany are contributed by Prof. J. Bretland Farmer, and

they arc well worth reading.

The following papers will appear in early issues of The Plant World

:

From the Red Sea to the Nile, by D. T. MacDougal; A First Study of

the Relationship between the Weight of the Bean Seed and the Time
Required for Germination, by J. Arthur Harris; Plants Introduced into

a Dessert Valley as a Result of Irrigation, by S. B. Parish; College

Work in Plant Pathology, bj^ F. H. Blodgett; and Cement Aquaria,

by G. E. Stone.
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widely known. The manner in which it may be used

in conjunction with the white Atmometer in studies of

light intensity has been described by the devisor, Prof.

B. E. Livingston, in the following papers:

The Plant World, vol. 14, pp. 96-99, May, 191 1.

The Botanical Gazette, vol. 52, pp. 418-438, December, 1911.

These black-brown cups can now be supplied in the natural

state at $1.00 each; $8.00 per 10.
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THE Auto-Irrigator is a simple device

for placing water in the soil of pots

in quantities as needed. Is abolishes

the watering nuisance, and maintains a

practically constant soil moisture, at any

amount from saturation nearly to dryness,

according to the adjustment of the instru-

ment. It requires attention only two or

three times a month, and its use results in

a great improvement of plant growth as

compared with sporadic surface watering.

The essential feature of the Auto-Irrigator is a porous clay cup

such as is used in the Atmometer. Its installation requires the use of a

stopper, tubing, and a vessel to contain the water supply. The degree

of soil moisture maintained is determined by the height of the reservoir

in relation to the pot. The length of time during which the apparatus

may go without attention depends chiefly on the size of the reservoir. It

may be used in pairs or in groups, and operates equally well in pots, in

benches, or in outdoor beds. Full instructions for installing and oper-

ating will be furnished on request or with orders.

For further information regarding the use of the Auto-Irrigator see:

Plant World, Vol. 11, pp. 39-40, February. 1908.

Plant World, Vol. 13, pp. 220-227, September, 1910.

New Cups for Auto-Irrigator:

$.50 each, $4.00 per 10.

Seconds (cups which have already seen use as atmometers):

$.35 each, $3.00 per 10.
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No. 1 Four Species $1.00
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Not duplicat ing the above; and including two Platopuntias
and two Cylindropuntias.

No. 3 Four Species $2.50

Contains no Opuntias and no duplicates with Lots 1 and
2. Includes Cereus giganteus.

No. 4 Twelve Species $4.00

Being a combination of the above three lots.

No. 5 Twelve Species of Opuntia $4.00

Comprising Lot 2 and eight other species, including Opuntia
Bigelovii.

No. 6 Twenty Species $10.00

A fine diversified lot and a great bargain. Includes Cereus
giganteus. Echinocactus Wislizeni and Echinocereus rigid-

issimus.
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Automatic Transpiration Apparatus

The apparatus devised by Dr. E. X. Transeau for the graphic recording of

tran.spiration rate has been placed in our hands for sale. This apparatus was

described and illustrated in Botanical Gazette, Vol. .52. pp. 54-60.

Full particulars and prices on application.
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Five back numbers of The Plant World, of our own choosing, will be sent post

free for 60 cents. Our regular price would be $1.50. The issues available for

this offer are generously illustrated, and especiallj' rich in articles on plant

geography, ecological botany, and travels, not to mention a wide range of

other subjects. Any preference of the purchaser for particular numbers, or

for a particular class of articles, will be honored as far as possible.
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Living Plants and their Properties

By J. C. Arthur and D. T. MacDougal

A series of lectures on nutrition, irritability, and other fundamental subjects

in plant phj'siology. This is not a text-book, but is excellent matter for side

reading and should be in every educational institution and library.

234 Pages, Illustrated Price, $1.2.=>

Bibliography of Evaporation

By Grace J. Livingston

A complete bibliography of evaporation, embracing the literature of all lan-
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FROM THE RED SEA TO THE NILE

D. T. MacDOUGAL

Desert Laboratory, Tucson, Arizona

The measurement of the physical conditions which enter into any-

given environment and the estimation of their separate physio-

logical effects have come to form a very important part of geo-

botanical science. No part of this subject has a wider interest

than the matter of the light and moisture relations of organisms

;

and, by reason of the exceptionally favorable conditions under

which research upon these topics may be prosecuted at the Desert

Laboratory, no little amount of attention has been devoted to

them.

It has been found profitable to carry out the detailed and exact

work of the Desert Laboratory at Tucson ; then to test the gener-

alizations reached, by brief \dsits to other arid regions.

It was with no little anticipation that the author set out from

Cairo, in company with Mr. G. Sykes, in January, 1912, for the

purpose of making a traverse from the Red Sea across the inter-

vening mountain ridge, then down the gentler slope to the Nile;

after which, a. caravan was to be organized that would take us far

into the Libyan Desert.

The journey was to begin in a maritime region with a monsoon
climate, where the annual total of nine inches is received in mid-

winter; and, within a few hundred miles to the westward of the

mountain barrier, a region would be penetrated in which the rain-

fall is so uncertain that it is, for the biologist, a feature of compara-

tively little importance: the supply for plants and animals being

derived from the ground-water; which is probably plutonic, or

derived from such distant sources as to be not identifiable as to

its origin.

This interior desert, which stretches practically without inter-

ruption from the mountains near the Red Sea westward three
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thousand miles to the Atlantic Ocean, has a continental tj^pe of

climate in which the only possible precipitation would be that re-

sulting from the upward movement of great bodies of heated air

resting on land masses of extended area, with consequent inrush

of colder air and rain-fall. Months, or even years, msLV intervene

between the confluence of conditions which might bring about pre-

cipitation in any one place in this desert; which is, therefore,

about as arid as any portion of the earth's surface. This is fur-

ther indicated by the possible evaporation which might take place

from a free water surface, variously measured and estunated as

being about twelve to fifteen feet yearlj^ in portions of the Lib-

yan desert and the Sahara to the westward ; which is much greater

than that of any part of the American desert.

The Red Sea of the Pharaohs, like its prototype the Red Sea

of Cortez (Gulf of California), stretches away to the southeast-

ward from the mouth of a river which has traversed a great desert

on its way from the mountains to its delta. The mountains in

both cases rise with some abruptness from near the western shore.

During three days of steaming east of Suez, we saw ranges rising

with increasing height until westward of our landing place at Port

Sudan, Gebel Erba with an elevation of over five thousand feet was

sighted.

The reddish-brown slopes appeared forbiddingly bare and decep-

tively near; but the desert-wise traveler is accustomed to wide

spaces on the map, and knows from experience that -the vegetation

of regions with certain periodic rainfall will be rich in species of

highly localized distribution. A day's experience in these moun-
tains near Kamobsana, a week after our landing, afforded an addi-

tional illustration of this fact; as sixty species of seed-plants in

bloom were collected from a single hill and from the bed of the

khor or streamway at its base, in a few hours.

Sea beaches are much the same ever3'^\^here in the temperate zone

by reason of the uniformly saline character of the substratum and

the equable temperature; the chief differences in the vegetation

being due to the presence of rock, sand, clay or mud deposits

above the tide line.

It seemed highly appropriate that we should begin our westward
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progress across Africa by an examination of the immediate shore

of the narrow" sea separating Arabia from the Sudan; and this was
done by a five-mile tramp over saline flats and back on the lower

parts of the gravelly slopes. As might be expected, this brought

us into contact with a number of halophytes or salt plants, such as

Zygophyllum simplex, Suaeda vermiculata, two sedges, a half-dozen

grasses, a Cuscuta, a Convolvulus, a Solanum, an Acacia, and a num-
ber of small herbaceous and shrubby species of the "winter

Fig. 1. Halophytic vegetation on shore of the Red Sea, near Port Sudan.

annual" and "winter perennial" type: those which were not

halophytic or xerophytic being of the habit which brings them
from seedUng to flower in exceeding brief time (see Fig. 1).

Here too, were great clumps of the succulent Coralluma (Fig. 2),

a member of the milk-weed family, of which various species were en-

countered extending to the summits of the mountains to the west-

ward and not hitherto included in the flora of Egypt except in a

single species which extends westward through the Mediterranean
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countries. The large species near the shore consisted of short,

main stems dividing into numbers of closely arranged, angled,

leafless branches reminiscent of Cereus and its allies. The genus

is widely distributed in Africa; and, with the succulent, tree-like

euphorbias, figures as cacti in newspaper accounts of hunting

trips, or more fortunately they are given local names. Incidentally

it is to be said that the cultivation of cacti in Egypt and the Sudan

is very limited. Many travelers report that a few species are ex-

Fig. 2. Coralluma; a succulent asclepiad on the slopes near shore of Red Sea,

Port Sudan.

tensively planted in the countries west of Eg^'pt, Tripoli, Tunis and

Algeria; but in no place did we see any serious use being made of

any of these plants; and the total amount encountered in two

thousand miles of land travel would not have covered an acre.

The Indian fig (Opuntia ficus-indicd) is planted around dwellings

occasionally, even in the remote oases, and a second species of

Opuntia inermis was seen near a group of native houses along the
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branch of the railway which goes from the main Port Said-Cairo line

eastward to the Port of Suez at the Red Sea end of the Suez

canal. About four species are cultivated in India, while a recent

writer in the Annals of Botany (1912) notes that Opuntia vulgaris

from California (?) is well established on the granite rocks in

eastern China. It seems possible that a few species of the twelve

hundred included in this family may become widely useful; but the

possibilities are suggested rather than demonstrated by any tests

made outside of Mexico.

After the examination of the shore, we began to look up the long

slopes toward the mountains twenty miles away. The most suit-

able means of beginning the penetration of Africa seemed to be the

native transport, camels; and it was upon the humps of these that

we rode up and across the long bajadas of detrital material with

great patches of brown, desert pavement of wind and sand polished

pebbles and made our progress to where the channels of some

dry washes, which are known as "khors, " offered a number of

features worth a close examination.

The collector who travels atop of a camel, after having backed

the western cow-pony, will find several changes of technique nec-

essary. First of all, one's head is full ten feet from the ground;

and, although a good horizon is gained, yet near views of small

plants are not obtained. When, however, interest grows to the

point where one feels he simply must dismount—and interest

should be very concrete and determined to warrant this procedure

;

for dismounting from a camel is equivalent, in mental effort, to

stopping a transcontinental limited or a five-day Atlantic liner

—

the word is passed to your attendant, and intimation is also given

to your mount. Then begins a scene that, properly staged, would

hold an average audience a quarter of an hour. The animals begin

to weave about, snarl and roar in expostulation, while the riders

continue the low throat clearing sound that, finally, may bring

your animal down to the ground, resting on the apex of his breast

bone with his legs folded under him. The photographs and notes

secured, you seek your saddle once more, which now stands about

the height of your belt and looks as easily attainable as a seat in

a trolley car. Here, however, the novice may come to quick dis-
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comfiture. The camel is slow in all but two things. One of these

is rising from the ground; and no sooner do you touch the saddle

than he may go up to his full height with lightning-like rapidity,

which may mean a very bad spill ; and even veteran riders may ac-

cept the aid of a camel boy who holds the animal's head to the

ground until the rider is safely seated.

The vegetation of arid regions is striking to the casual observer

;

but it is no less characteristic than the surface geological features.

Rocks crumble and the fragments fall to the bottom of the cliff and

roll down the slopes everyivhere, but the character of the disinte-

gration of the mountain walls and the position which the detrital

material takes at their bases is largely determined by the amount
of precipitation and by the streams which are formed in conse-

quence. Likewise, the conditions offered by the detritus accum-

ulated around the bases of arid mountains are different from those

presented by the basal slopes of such material in places with a pre-

cipitation which overbalances evaporation. This may indeed be

a study in geology; but it is a subject which the physiologist out

of doors must understand if he is to attempt any adequate expla-

nation of the habits and action of desert vegetation. The masses

of detritus which are carried out of the canons of Arizona moun-
tains run out as rounded tongues of loose material for a distance of

a few to fifteen or twenty miles and, by reason of their arched or

curved surfaces, are known by the Mexican term of bajadas.

The mountains of this side rise abruptly from so near the sea

that the detrital material which has tumbled and rolled down the

long, sloping bajadas has pushed out into the sea, covering its bed

to a very slight depth near the shore, where the loose material is

carried about by the waves. The vegetation of the bajadas, with

its characteristic spreading, flatfish tops, included xerophytic

shrubs, Acacia rubica var. erythraea, colocynth (Citrullus colocyn-

thus), and a second small melon, Cucumis prophetarium. One of

the most striking plants was a shrub with slender, switch-hke,

leafless branches six to ten feet in height with the appearance of an

Ephedra, which was found to be Leptadenia spartium, usually

occurring along the margins of dry stream ways.
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After having made some acquaintance with the slopes, attention

was next turned to their upper margins and the foot-hills between

which the streams come down; and it was found at once that now,

instead of being among the species usually given as Egyptian and

listed in Muschler's Flora (Flora of Egypt, 2 vols. Friedlander und
Sohn, Berlin, 1912), most of the highland floral elements were of

Somaliland and of Abyssinia. The actual field work was done by
disembarking from the train at Sal Lom and going up the slope

to a hill, a few miles away; and in this brief excursion, an unknown
Geigeria was secured, while the much grazed, thorny tree Cadaba
was encountered. The slopes of the hill at Sal Lom bore a number
of small, densely branched, leafless trees with a greenish bark.

Euphorbia cuneata, which resembled greatly its Mexican relatives,

the torote or Bursera. (Fig. 3). The entire group of plants bore

the external features of slopes running down to the Gulf of Cali-

fornia, and some of the same genera were represented; but it was

noted that, although the rainfall was periodic and limited, the

number of species which bore accumulations of large balances of

water was small, and, in most of these, the surplus was under-

ground rather than in members of the shoot, or in leaves.

After leaving the coast at Port Sudan, no accommodations were

to be secured
;
and, as the time allowed for this section of our Afri-

can work did not pennit us to undertake the tedious and long

drawn-out task of organizing a camel train, a small saloon car, with

its interior divided into a work room and sleeping quarters for three,

was chartered for the trip across the summit to the Nile, and ar-

rangements were made with the superintendent to set the car out

on sidings in the desert at places in which the walking radius would

reach characteristic features of the region.

The first stop was made at Kamobsana alongside a great khor

(K.Adit) at an elevation of 1500 feet. (Fig. 4.) It was possible to

climb Gebel Harrim, a minor peak nearby, to an elevation of 2700

feet and to explore the bed of the khor itself. During the course

of a strenuous day here, it was possible to secure reputable speci-

mens of ninety species of seed plants, ferns and liverworts, with

which to key our observations. This richness of species speaks of

a highly localized flora, represented by a few individuals of each



Fig. 4. Khor Adit at Kamobsana. The small tree is an Acacia, and the shrubs

in the dry stream-bed are Leptadenia.
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form. The proportion of species not represented in the flora of

Egyptwas even larger. The steep hill-sides bore many leguminous

shrubs, such as Acacia alhida, species of the succulent, leafless

Coralluma, while another asclepiad, the Leptadenia, was very

abundant along the khor. Here also, the treemilk weed, CaZoiropis

procera, reached as much as fifteen or twenty feet in height (Fig.

5). This tree is truly a weed, its broad, thick leaves being seen

all over Egypt. The milky juice exudes in quantity when the

Fig. 6. Elevated valley in mountains between the Red Sea and Valley of the

Nile. Coralluma, Aloe and Leptadenia are abundant.

tissues are cut, and exercises an intensely burning sensation on the

skin—the membrane of the eyes being especially sensitive to its

effects, so that it is reputed to destroy the eye, by the natives.

Chenopodium murale was encountered along the khor previous

experience having been had with this plant as a pioneer on

the sterilized beaches of the Salton lake in California.
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The underflow of the khor formed a supply of ground water

which was readily available to deeply-rooting plants with the re-

sult that a positivel}^ luxuriant effect was given in some cases;

among which was that of Cissus quadrangularis, which formed great

masses of angled stems and thick, waxy leaves over the adjoining

shrubs, while a parasite, Cistanche lutea (Orobanchaceae) was fas-

tened upon its roots.

No stop was made in the valleys on the crest of the range, but

our car was attached to a freight train making long stops at places

Fig. 7. Slope towards the Xile in the Red Sea province of Sudan. The
depression shows camel-grass, Leptadenia and Acacia albida.

where undisturbed vegetation came to within a few feet of the line.

This enabled us to see that here the succulents were represented by

aloes and by the fleshy asclepiads mentioned above (Fig. 6).

After winding about among the mountains for many miles, the

route started down the long, gentle drainage channels which finally

lead to the Nile; and the change in vegetation was like that in com-

ing through the San Gorgonio pass in southern California, where
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one passes from a flora, rich in succulents, to a region in which the

prevaiHng types are spinose xerophj^tes, or forms with switch-Uke

branches. Succulents do not find place, in any number, in a cli-

mate in which the rainfall is uncertain in occurrence.

The tree milkweed (Calotropis) fringed the channels of the khors;

and we had our car set out on a side track along the Khorel Ushari,

at the station of Talgwarab. Awa}'" from the khor the country

presented the aspect of endless, flattened ridges of coarsely broken

Fig. 8. Fertile eastern bank of the Nile with palms

stone, the exposed surfaces of which were deeply browned by the

desert sun. (Fig. 7). The depressions contained some finer mate-

rial, and in these lower places were the few plants constituting the

entire vegetation; among which were included the switch-like

Leptadenia, camel-grass and a composite or two. One might read-

ily believe that these plants would need a sap so concentrated as

to show over a hundred atmospheres of osmotic pressure in order

to draw solution from such a substratum.
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Wide, westerly slopes of this character stretch away in arid mo-

notony to the Nile, which with its fringing band of green a few hun-

dred yards or a very few miles in width, winds away to the north-

ward (Fig. 8) . This green strip constitutes, practically,the whole of

inhabited Egj^pt. The inhabitant knows but little of the reddish-

brown mountains back from the Nile, and there is but little for

grazing animals on them. In places, the striking picture is pre-

Fig. 9. Rocky shore of the Nile over which sand from the Libyan desert is

pouring into the river.

sented of the alluvial lands being all on the eastern shore of the

river, at the toe of the long slopes, while on the west bank, the

Libyan sands pour over the rocks and down through the narrow

screen of shrubs at the water's edge into the muddy current (see

Fig. 9) ; so that one may walk from Nile mud into the driest

desert in a dozen places.



A CHART OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES: AN AID TO
THE TEACHING OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY^

WILLIAM E. LAWRENCE
Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oregon

It is often difficult for the student of plant physiology to under-

stand the extreme complexity and the delicate conditions of

equilibrium in the protoplasmic mechanism. This is perhaps due

to the many close relationships and the intricate interdependence

of the processes, which constitute a chemical equilibrium not suffi-

ciently emphasized by most texts. In the teaching of plant physi-

ology, as of many other subjects, some graphic representation of

the ideas involved frequently gives a much firmer and clearer

mental grasp than that attained by any other method, and the

writer has found that a diagram of the physiological life-cycle is

of great benefit, not only for the beginner but for the more ad-

vanced student as well. It is often necessary to place so much
emphasis on the chemical and physical individuaUty of each physi-

ological process, that it is difficult to impress the student with

the idea that these processes are also very intimately associated

and that their sequence is a chemical and physical one, so that

plant physiology is in danger of being interpreted as a collection of

so many independent processes. If, however, the student can

secure a mental perspective of all these physiological processes

in relation to each other and in relation to the life-cycle of the

whole plant, he will have one of the best foundations for a thor-

ough understanding of plant activities.

The chart herewith presented attempts to meet this need. Of

course it should not be given to the student in its complete form

at the beginning of his study. Neither should the reader feel

discouraged if his first glance gives him the impression that it is

' Contribution from the Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, Oregon

Agricultural College, No. 2.
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beyond practical application. If the student's attention can be

first directed to a few of the main features he will soon find himself

easily working through the other related reactions.

The chart is built up before the student from da}^ to da}', as

the lectures or recitations in the class room present the different

physiological processes. This method affords an opportunity to

place each new subject studied in its proper relation to the other

subjects that ha\ e already been treated and keeps the mind con-

stantly on the lookout for the new reactions and new relations

which are to follow. By the time the student has completed the

phj'siological life-cycle he should be able to grasp the delicate

adjustment of the plant mechanism in a rather satisfactory way.

In order that physiological nomenclature may be entirely con-

sistant with the chemical and physical reactions found in the liv-

ing plant protoplasm, such words as implj' a purpose, or a definite

and direct relation to a foreseen end have been avoided, it can

not be emphasized too strongly that such words as storage, reserve,

translocation, waste products, and the like, often give an uncon-

scious if not a conscious impression that there is a mysterious some-

thing in the life of the plant, which directs all reactions to a

purposeful end. On the other hand such words and phrases as

accumulation, transfer, and by-products avoid this impression

and emphasize the true chemical and physical nature of the

processes.

No claim can be made that this chart is complete, but it is merely

an attempt to suggest a method of teaching which has a rather

broad application. The teacher of course can modifj' the chart to

fit cases of partial and complete parasitism, • and saprophytism

as well as the corresponding host relations. Only the barest out-

lines of physiology can^ be given, viz: the process, its essentials,

products, and by-products. The various conditions both without

and within the plant which control these processes can of course

not be indicated on a diagram of this size.
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EXPLANATION OF THE CHART

It is unnecessary to give a detailed description of every reaction

shown in this chart. The reader will need only to follow through

a few of the more important processes to secure an idea of its mani-

pulation. Certain reactions which are most evident or most

essentiallj^ connected with the life of the plant, and certain sub-

stances and energj^ forms which are met with in greatest amounts

are indicated, respectively, by broad connecting lines and hea\^'

lettering. The narrower lines and lighter lettering signify the

minor processes, substances and energy forms, chiefly from a

quantitative point of view. This distinction is of course arbi-

trary, but the use of a greater number of gradations would lead to

confusion rather than to clearness.

It will be observed that the processes which are primarily in-

cluded in constructive and destructive metabolism are arranged in

a closed circle and read in a clockwdse direction. The sequence

of the various processes, their dependence upon one another and

their relation to those which follow are indicated by the arrows.

In this way may be seen almost at a glance, not only the contribu-

ting factors and resulting products or processes, but also other alter-

natives or minor Unes of activity. While it requires considerable

study to trace all the various relations, it is at least readil}^ ob-

served that no process is in any way independent of all others, a

point which is of exceedingly great fundamental * importance.

The interaction of all these processes constitutes that very delicate

and automatic system of material changes called vitality, which

is manifested by the production and very existence of the plant.

Since all chemical and physical changes depend fundamentally

upon temperature, and since the plant body and its surroundings

always tend to come into (and indeed approach), temperature

equilibrium, it is clear that every physiological process which ren-

ders kinetic energy potential must be accompanied by absorption

of heat, either from the environment or from some region of the

body in which a reverse process is liberating heat. Likewise, the

heat liberating processes are accompanied by a transfer of heat

either to the exterior or to other regions. To bring these consider-
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ations into the chart would confuse it by undue complication and

has not been attempted.

The plant's nutrition may be considered as starting with the

absorption of the light energy from without and its transformation

into the potential form in the process of photosynthesis, which

depends—in a material way—chiefly upon CO2 from the air and

HoO from the soil. The process results in the production of car-

bohydrates and the release of oxygen, the latter either escaping

to the air or being compounded with carbon in the respiratory

process. The principal product—as far as the plant is concerned

—is sugar, as shown by the broad line. The products of photo-

sjTithesis may follow several paths through the plant before their

final incoiporation into the protoplasm.

The chief reactions taking place within the plant are shown by
arrows which traverse the chart, or by the broad bounding lines

that connect the principal processes. Those products which

escape from the plant, some of them re-entering, are shown by
lighter arrows leaving the chart or running around it; e.g., the

O2 arrow from atmosphere to respiration. Throughout the chart,

every change invohdng the movement of food from one cell to

another is shown by the word transfer, inserted in a broken arrow.

\^Tiere the line is continuous, not interrupted by any process, or

by the word transfer, it is an indication that the reaction takes

place within the cell.

Because of the wide differentiation in the plant kingdom, it is

impossible to make a general scheme which will apply to all plants.

In plant evolution, we know that physiological differentiation

always precedes morphological change, and that ph^'siological

varieties are far more abundant than morphological. For plants

which accumulate sugar, the principal path of change would be:

sugar-starch-digestion-transfer-accumulation . For protein-accumu-

lating plants sugar contributes largely to the formation of pro-

teins, it is transferred, accumulated, or assimilated according to

the physiological characteristics of the protoplasm in different

regions of the plant body or in different periods of the plant's

life. There should be as many physiological variations as there

are plants in the world. Different physiological conditions should

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER, 1913
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be encountered with different developmental stages, as in case

of the different seasons of the year for all plants and of different

years for biennials and plants of a more than two year cycle. It

should be possible to construct charts to suit the peculiar physio-

logical characteristics of any given plant, as in the case of special

researches.

Factors bearing upon assimilation may be worked out by fol-

lowing the arrows back to their origin. Catabolic processes may
be traced from protoplasmic decomposition through respiration

and other decomposition processes. These reactions are charac-

terized by the release of energj^ and also by the production of a

great variety of substances, such as chlorophyll, enzymes, fats,

and the whole category of so-called by-products such as essential

oils, gums, resins, organic acids, tannins, alkaloids, pigments, cell

walls, etc. Thus is brought out, with considerable clearness, the

whole chemical cycle of the plant, which ends with the ultimate

return of all chemical elements and energy to their original source,

the surroundings.

In conclusion, emphasis should be given to the pedagogical

importance of building up this scheme before the student's eyes

from day to day. It is essential that each succeeding lecture

should take up the uncompleted chart at the point to which it

was previously carried, until, finally, the whol^ life-C3^cle has been

traced.

The writer wishes especially to express his thanks to Prof. Bur-

ton E. Livingston, of the Johns Hopkins University, for his inter-

est and criticisms; and to all others who have kindly given helpful

suggestions.

ADDITIONAL NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS

1, 2, and the water produced in the process of respiration constitute the so-called

"metabolic water." See: Babcock, S. M. Metabolic water: Its production and

role in vital phenomena. Univ. of Wise. Research Bull. 22: 87-181, 1912.

3. Elements not used in protein manufacture but set free in the process.

4. Includes such substances as creatin, and creatinine, as well as CO2. See:

Sullivan, M. X. The origin of creatinine in soils. U. S. Dept. Agric, Bureau of

Soils, Bull. 83, 1911.

5. The portion of the chart within the heavy dotted line includes the reactions

that go on within the plant body.
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6. Any accumulated food which had not boon usod during the life of the plant or

any by-products produced would be released, after death, by the decay of the cell

walls.

7. The "oxidation" of carbohydrates and the release of energy by the process of

respiration has been questioned. References and a discussion of this subject may
be found in the following: Armstrong, E. Frankland. The simple carbohydrates

and the glucosides. 2d ed. pp. 12.5-131, 167-168, 1912. Barnes, C. R. The theory

of respiration. Bot. Gaz. 39 : 81-98, 1905. Also in Science n. s. 21: 241-2.52, 190.5.

Barnes, C. R. Physiology (in Coulter, Barnes, and Cowles, Textbook of Botany,

Part II), pp. 401 and 403, 1910.

8. '' Fe as a catalyst (?)" refers to the formation of chlorophyll, although it does

not enter into chemical combination. On the other hand Mg has been shown to be

a constituent part of chlorophyll.

9. Water of transpiration. This is much more in amount than the water used in

the photosynthetic process.

10. Assimilation. More correctly two steps should be recognized here, first, a

decomposition of the plant foods (carbohydrates, fats, amides, and proteins are the

most important) due to the hydrolytic enzymes; and second, the synthesis of the

specific cell protein compounds into protoplasm, likewise due to enzymes.

11. Enzymes. Since most chemical changes connected with the protoplasm

depend upon enzymes, and since every living cell in the plant contains enzymes

which are probably connected with every synthetic and digestive process it would

complicate the chart too much to show all these relations. This has not been

attempted further than to indicate the more important synthetic relations and the

digestive role preceding food transfer.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

The Living Plant.—If anj'thing can justify ignoring the first sen-

tence of Professor Ganong's newest book, The Living Plant, ^ perhaps

an admiring friendship of twenty-five years may. This book, though

not intended for "botanical colleagues," cannot fail to interest plant

physiologists at least, and it may well receive the attention of colleagues

of other botanical brands.

The buoyant style in which the book is written gives double testi-

mony, first of confidence in an interested body of readers, and second

of enthusiasm in the subject. Few enjoy both in equal measure. The

purpose of the book is so to dispense information as to whet the appe-

tite of the intelligent reader. This information, made up of the facts

accumulated by many students of plants, is based on certain assump-

tions, on a certain genial philosophy of nature, in accordance with

which the facts are interpreted. Some of these assumptions are clearly

stated by Ganong in his first chapter, "The various ways in which

plants appeal to the interests and mind of man;" but others are made
so automatically as to be unconscious. Conceding this philosophy, the

book is clear and logical in its treatment of the facts of nature. We
may be curious about "The prevalence of green color in plants, and

the reason why it exists" (Chapter II), but we cannot all be perma-

nently satisfied with the striking 'answer that "the greenness of vege-

tation is simply the wastage of that part of the white light of the sun

which is not needed in photosynthesis." We know that food is made
photosynthetically by most plants, but photosynthesis is not the only

conceivable means of making food, nor is its course so well understood

that we can see why it is the prevalent means. In this same chapter,

however, is a capital discussion of the so-called autumn coloring for

which the northern and northeastern states are so justly famed.

The chapters next following discuss subjects with which Ganong has

gained familiarity during many years of successful teaching. His exper-

imental demonstrations and the apparatus known by his name attest

his accomplishments. These pages treat the usual subjects of the plant

'Ganong, W. F., The Living Plant. New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1913.
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physiological laboratorj-. But do we realize that what we discover and

demonstrate on a very minute, and it should be admitted, on a very

inexact, scale in laboratory and experiment house, takes place on a

great scale out of doors in every growing season? Ganong realizes this

and tries to demonstrate it to others, less wholesomely familiar with the

woods and fields.

Then follow chapters on cross-pollination, dissemination, plant breed-

ing, classification, and evolution. These subjects are treated from the

usual standpoint but with unusual charm. One cannot help regretting

the perpetuation of the idea of "mimicry" in books about plants,

whatever may be said about its occurrence in zoological literature; for

unless one concedes consciousness to plants, can one admit that they

mimic? This, however, is but a minor fault, only too easy for natural-

ists after the generations of training to which they have been subjected.

One word of protest should be uttered against the publisher, who
has so loaded a readable book with heavj^ clay paper that it is most

inconvenient unless supported by something more stable than the hand.

—G. J. P.

Toxicity of Salts.—Publications have appeared from time to time

in support of the idea that very small quantities of certain inorganic

salts in solution are either extremely toxic to plant growth or may
act as a stimulant. The present paper^ includes, in the form of a

preliminary report, a series of investigations upon the tolerance of

wheat and vetch to the presence of copper sulphate, zinc sulphate,

manganese sulphate and sulphuric acid. It is concluded from this

work that the tolerance of plants for certain of the inorganic salts,

commonly regarded as very poisonous, is much greater than we have

been wont to believe and moreover that they do not merely tolerate

them but are actually stimulated by quite considerable quantities of

the toxic salts. One is not at all surprised at these conclusions when
he notes that a sandy soil to which had been added a good supply of

humus, was used in which to grow the plants. This would render it

impossible to even guess at the number of unknown factors under the

names of absorption phenomena and chemical reactions between the

salts added and those already present in the soil, which would enter

into the interpretation of results.

—

Frederick A. Wolf.

•Lipman, C. B. and Wilson, F. H., Toxic inorganic salts and acids as aflfecting

plant growth. Bot. Gaz. 55 : 409-420. 1913.



NOTES AND COMMENT

In discussing before elementary botany classes the role of the various

physiological processes that occur in leaves it is customary to introduce

some experiment which demonstrates the suction force resulting from

the transpiration of water from a cut-off leafy branch. While it may
be self-evident to many students that such a phenomenon is the nat-

ural effect of the physical process of evaporation, just as "root pres-

sure" is attributable to osmosis, nevertheless empirical proof that a

similar reaction may be secm-ed by purely artificial means is instructive.

For this purpose the writer for several years has employed to advantage

the diffusion shells manufactured by Schleicher and Schiill. The scheme

may not be a new one, but in view of its extreme simplicity, the ready

availability of the materials needed, and the fact that the \\Titer has

never seen this particular application suggested elsewhere, it seems

worth while to call attention briefly to the method followed.

The shell is soaked in water for a few hours, then filled wth water,

and tightly connected (wired) by means of a rubber stopper to a glass

tube, which is also filled with water. The lower end of the tube is

then dipped into a phial of mercury, this part of the manipulation

being performed under water to avoid the entrance of air into the shell,

and finally tube and shell are clamped in an upright position. One
essential part of the apparatus has not been mentioned. In order to

prevent its collapse, a roll of wire gauze is closely fitted inside the shell

before filling with water. Fifteen or twentj^ minutes may elapse before

the mercury commences to rise in the tube, due to the preliminary

drying off of the surplus water from the surface of the shell, together

with the imperfect fit of the gauze framework, but once started it

ascends with a fair degree of rapidity. Using the ordinary 100 by 116

mm. shell, attached to 3 mm. (inside diameter) tubing, the column of

mercury rises at a rate of 2 to 3 mm. per minute—the rate would of

course vary with external conditions—and ordinaril}^ reaches a maxi-

mum height of about 17.5 cm. The porous clay cup atmometer would

be equally adaptable to such an experiment, but the striking super-

ficial resemblance of the shell to a plant cell makes the experiment as

described doubly impressive.—G. E. Nichols.
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Dr. H. A. Gleason, of the University of Michigan, has contributed

a paper to Torreya (Augu.st, 1913) on the relation of prairie fires to

forest distribution in Illinois. Dr. Gleason brings some additional facts

to the support of his belief that the middle western states were for-

merly more heavily forested than now and that forest fires have been

the chief cause of their recession to the scattered groves and belts

of the present time. The work of Professor Shimek on the prairies of

Iowa (see The Plant World: 15: 142) led him to the conclusion that

evaporation is the most imiDortant factor in retarding the advance of

the forest onto the prairie. The divergence of these views does not

necessarily form the ground for a controversy. It may well be that

evaporation is not so important a factor in this connection in Illinois

as it is in Iowa. In fact, it is to be expected that an artificial factor

such as fire would exert its maximum effect in disturbing natural vege-

tation near the transition region between two climatically controlled

areas, while \vithin these areas its effect would sink to a secondary

importance.

To everyone who is interested in the broader aspects of agriculture

we would commend the publications of the International Institute of

Agriculture, at Rome. Their Monthly Bulletin, now in its fourth year,

is published in English and contains original articles, agricultural in-

telligence and statistics, and abstracts of literature much more extended

than those of the Experiment Station Record. The Bulletin, the Year

Book and the other publications of the Institute may be secured at

extremely reasonable rates of subscription.
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Is a black-brown form of the white Atmometer, already

widely known. The manner in which it may be used

in conjunction with the white Atmometer in studies of

light intensity has been described b}- the devisor, Prof.

B. E. Livingston, in the following papers:

The Plant World, vol. 14, pp. 96-99, May, 191 1.

The Botanical Gazette, vol. 52, pp. 418-438, December, 1911.

These black-brown cups can now be supplied in the natural

state at $1.00 each; $8.00 per 10.
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THE POROUS CUP ATMOMETER
Is the most simple and efficient instrument ever devised for the

measurement of evaporation. Its readings are a measure of the

combined effect of humidity, temperature, and wind, and as such

are of great value in all kinds of botanical, agricultural, and horti-

cultural operations which require an estimation of the differences

in these factors as affecting plant growth in different situations.

Its installation requires only the use of a jar, corks and tubing as

described in the first article referred to below.

The atmometer may also be used to maintain high humidities

in experimental work; to provide a constantly moist surface for

germinating spores or growing algae, fungi and protonemata.

When immersed in* the soil and fed with water by tubing,

the atmometer cup is capable of maintaining constant degrees of

soil moisture, either in the open or in pots and greenhouses, the

degree of moistness being determined by the height of the supplying

reservoir above the soil.

This type of atmometer cup was devised by Dr. Burton E.

Livingston, Professor of Plant Physiology in Johns Hopkins

University, and its adjustment, operation and scope of usefulness

have been treated in the following articles in THE PLANT
WORLD:

Vol. 10, No. 12, p. 269; Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 79;

Vol. 11, No. 1, p. 1; Vol. 13, No. 5, p. Ill;

Vol. 11, No. 5, p. 106; Vol. 13, No. 9, p. 220.

We are able to supply the atmometer cups in the NATURAL
state for use in soil or for cultures, COATED AT THE BASE for

use in measurement of evaporation; or COATED AND STAND-
ARDIZED for careful climatological and ecological work in

which it is desirable to know the value of the readings obtained

in terms of the adopted standards which have already been widely

used. Our prices for these types are:

NATURAL CUPS apiece $ .50. .per 10 $4.00

COATED AT BASE " .60.. " 5.00

COATED and STANDARDIZED. " 1.00.. " 7.00

SOIL CUPS (seconds) when in stock. " .35.. " 3.00

Cups which have been used will be restandardized at 25 cents

each; Reground and standardized at 40 cents.

Eastern orders are supplied from Baltimore; western from

Tucson.

THE PLANT WORLD, Tucson, Arizona
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Including Mamillaria, Echinocereus, Platopuntia, and Cylin-
dropuntia.

No. 2 Four Species of Opuntia
Not duplicating the above; and including two Platopuntias
and two Cylindropuntias.

No. 3 Four Species
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2. Includes Cereus giganteus.

No. 4 Twelve Species

Being a combination of the above three lots.

No. 5 Twelve Species of Opuntia
Comprising Lot 2 and eight other species, including Opuntia
Bigelovii.

No. 6 Twenty Species

A fine diversified lot and a great bargain. Includes Cereus
giganteus, Echinocactus Wislizeni and Echinocereus rigid-
issimus.
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Automatic Transpiration Apparatus

The apparatus devised by Dr. E. X. Transeau for the graphic recording of

transpiration rate has been placed in our hands for sale. This apparatus was

described and illustrated in Botanical Gazette, Vol. 52. pp. 54-60.

Full particulars and prices on application.
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Five back numbers of The Plant World, of our own choosing, will be sent post

free for 60 cents. Our regular price would be SI. 50. The issues available for

this oSer are generously illustrated, and especially rich in articles on plant

geograph}', ecological botany, and travels, not to mention a wide range of

other subjects. Any preference of the purchaser for particular numbers, or

for a particular class of articles, will be honored as far as possible.
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Living Plants and their Properties

By J. C. Arthur and D. T. MacDougal

A series of lectures on nutrition, irritability, and other fundamental subjects

in plant physiology. This is not a text-book, but is excellent matter for side

reading and should be in every educational institution and library.

234 Pages, Illustrated Price, $1.25

Bibliography of Evaporation

By Grace J. Livingston

A complete bibliography of evaporation, embracing the literature of all lan-

guages from 1670 to 1908, with the titles arranged in chronological order. The
full and discriminating annotations accompanying each title form the most val-

uable feature of this work, especially to those who are interested in the bear-

ings of evaporation on agriculture, forestry, and plant and animal ecology.

121 Pages Price, $1.25
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The Vaporimeter

Is an instrument for the measurement of evaporation, devised by Dr. E. N.
Transeau, of the Eastern Illinois State Normal School. The essential feature
of the device is a slender, elongated cup. glazed over the lower half. Its in-

stallation is extremely simple, as no stopper and tubing are necessary, and
its successful performance recommends it for all classes of field and laboratory
use. For illustration and full description see Botanical Gazette, Vol. 49, pp.
459-460, June, 1910.

Price, each $1.20 Per ten, $10.00

The Non-Soluble Atmometer

A new type of atmometer manufactured for us in Germany from carefully
purified materials, so as to contain practically no soluble matter of any kind.
The cup is somewhat smaller than the other types of atmometer which we
handle, and is glazed at the base for convenience in manipulation. This in-

strument is recommended for longseries of readings in which re-standardization
is impractical, as well as for short series in which a high degree of accuracy is

required.

Price, each $2.00 Per ten, $16.00
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A FIRST STUDY OF THE EELATIOXSHIP BETWEEN
THE WEIGHT OF THE BEAN SEED, PHASEOLUS
VULGARIS, AND THE TBIE REQUIRED FOR ITS
GERMINATION

J. ARTHUR HARRIS

Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington, D. C:

I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The possibility of the existence of a relationship between the

weight of the seed and the time required for its germination

was suggested by the evidence of a differential mortality with

respect to seed weight brought to light in the analysis of the

records of field experiments for a number of varieties of garden

beans.' A second stud}' was, therefore, so planned as to fur-

nish both a further test of the existence of a differential mor-

tality and a series of approximate determinations of the degree

of association between the weight of the seed and the time

required for its germination. The principal data bearing on

selective mortahty have already been published.

-

This contribution is limited to a setting forth of the bare

facts concerning the weight and time relationship. The expla-

nation of the observed phenomena in more general physical and

chemical tenns, and their orientation with respect to other work

in germination seems premature—especially in \'iew of more

refined experiments already under way.

In the second paper on differential mortality, the essentials of

the experiments were outlined. Thus it is unnecessary to go

into these matters in any considerable detail here. It is desir-

* Harris, J. Arthur, On differential mortalitj- with respect to seed weight occur-

ring in field cultures of Phoscolus vulgaris. Amer. Xat. 46: 512-525. 1912.

^ Harris, J. Arthur, Supplementary studies on the differential mortality with

respect to seed weight in the germination of garden beans. Amer. Xat. (in

press)

.
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268 J. ARTHUR HARRIS

able, however, to emphasize the fact that the problem of deter-

mining these relationships is not a simple one and that in con-

sequence the measures here gi\'en are very rough prehminary

approximations merely. The results are, indeed, qualitative

rather than quantitative, although they are given numerical

expression.

The difficulties to which this condition is due are essentially

two-fold: inabilitj' to control closely enough the physical con-

ditions to which the seeds were subjected in germination and
inability to measure with accuracy the time required for develop-

ment up to any selected stage.

These obstacles are of the kind which can to a. considerable

extent be overcome in more refined work. If one inquires why
these more precise methods were not applied, the answer is sim-

ple. Practicability is a primary requisite in any investigation.

By working with large numbers, a general solution of the prob-

lem could be obtained incidentally in the carrying out of other

studies b}^ an additional amount of labor which although exces-

sive was not prohibitive. Now that the major lines are blocked

•out greater refinement in any detail may be profitably sought.

The chief experimental difficulties lie in the control of tem-

perature and substratum moisture. These, especially tempera-

ture, differ considerabh' from experiment to experiment, but I

believe such fluctuations have no great effect upon the correla-

tion coefficient (except possibly as they may be influenced by

differences in mortality) for, in no case were two or more lots

of material combined.

Probably a greater source of error in the correlation coefficients

is the variation in the soil moisture of the pots of an individual

experiment. Notwithstanding great care, I fear that this fac-

tor was far from satisfactorily controlled. It cannot disturb

the general trend of the results for the seeds were individually

labeled, thoroughly shuffled and scattered quite at random

through the house. Thus no particular series or type of seed

was subjected to better or worse conditions than others. It

must, however (besides its possible influence through variations

in the percentage of mortalit}') , influence the variability in time
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required for germination, and in this way probably reduce the

correlations and decrease the trustworthiness of the determina-

tions.

Turning from the difficulties presented by the physical factors

to those inherent in the organisms, we note that it is not easy to

obtain a quantitative measure of the time required for germina-

tion—for there is no clearly marked stage at which geraiination

may be said to begin or end. The selection of a period of some

particular physiological significance to the plant as it grows in

nature seemed for the selective elimination phase of the work

desirable. The moment of pushing through the soil cannot be

used because the exact time (in individual cases) is so much
dependent upon the character of the substratum. Sometimes a

considerable tent of sand will be raised and the seedling remain

covered for a few hours longer; in other cases, from a slightly

different texture or moisture content, the seedling breaks through

earlier. The stage selected was that of the opening out fiat of

the primordial leaves. It is then that the full beginning of

photosynthesis is possible. To be sure, the time is influenced

by various circumstances, e.g., light and moisture, but it is,

because of its physiological significance in life in the open, a

logical stage, and empiricalh- it proves sufficient for first approxi-

mations.

All the seedlings entered in the tables from which correlations

are deduced were nomial.^

The time required for germination was recorded in units of

three-hour range. The centers of these classes were taken for

purposes of calculation at 1, 4, 7 and 10 a.m. and 1, 4, 7 and 10

P.M. Thus the seedlings recorded as having germinated {i.e.,

having opened out their primordial leaves) at 1 a.m., include all

those germinating between 11:30 p.m. and 2:30 a.m. of the same
night; those centered at 7 p.m. include all which opened their

leaves between 5:30 and 8:30 p.m.

This method of measuring the time required for germination

' These form Class A of the earlier paper, which the reader may consult for

details. It is impossible to draw a sharp line between normality and abnormality,

and personal equation probably plays some, but not a large, part.
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necessitated the examination of the experiments eight times a

d&y. Since as many as 8000 pots were sometimes involyed in

a single planting the labor of recording was exhausting in the

extreme, especially when the plants were germinating most rap-

idly. I have most heartily to thank Mr. Leo Macy for taking

two of the eight daily periods.

With regard to the statistical technique, little need be said.

Ordinary correlation tables were formed and the coefficients cal-

culated by a convenient modification of the well known product

moment method.*

II. PRESENTATION OF DATA

The correlations, with the number of seeds upon which they

are based and their probable errors, are given in table 1.^

The 50 determinations are divided into 36 positive and 14

negative. Now, if there were no biological relationship what-

ever between the weight of the seed and the time required for

its germination, the result of an experiment would not be a cor-

relation of zero, but a low (positive or negative) value due to

the unavoidable errors of sampling or of experiment. There

being—as far as known—no complex of errors tending regularly

to throw the results in the positive or in the negative direction,

the outcome of a series of experiments should (within the limits

of fluctuation determined by the laws of chance) be equally

divided between positive and negative. Since on the assump-

tion of no physiological relation between the weight of the seed

and the time required for gennination, the chances of positive

* Sheppard's correction was applied to the second moment for both time and

weight.

The publication of the fifty large tables of data cannot reasonably be expected.

They have been carefully verified, and all constants calculated at least twice.

The correlations were then again checked within certain limits by the calculation

of the correlation ratios. Only the end results—the correlations—are published.

The physical constants for seed weight may be found in the second paper on

selective mortality. Those for time required for germination are omitted, since

I hope later to obtain constants for much more closely controlled conditions.

' The key letters are those used in other papers on Phaseolus. They open

the way to considerable information concerning the seed. The final letter,

separated from the others by a dash, is the number of the germination test.
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TABLE 1

N

NHD-J.

CORRELATION AND
PROBABLE ERROR

XHDD-J..
XHDD-.M.
XDH-D...
XDH-E. .

.

XDD-D .

.

XDD-E. .

.

XDDD-D.
XDDD-E.
XDHH-D.
XDHH-E.
USS-I lOSo

US8-K....

FSS-I

FSS-L
FSH-C. . .

.

FSD-C. . .

.

FSHH-C .

.

FSDD-C .

.

GGH-F....

77 — 0 OSS 0 076

170 —

0

191 0 050

209 +0 131 0 046

676 +0 059 0 026

817 +0 103 0 023

1419 +0 053 0 018

867 —

0

038 0 023

1209 +0 029 ± 0 019

176 +0 163 ± 0 050

258 +0 077 0 042

88 +0 Oil 0 072

57 +0 107 ± 0 0S3

387 —

0

025 0 034

375 +0 095 =fc 0 035

514 -0 052 ± 0 030

451 +0 112 =4= 0 031

lOSo +0 047 ± 0 o:o

1098 +0 101 it 0 020

700 -0 092 0 025

1180 +0 035 0 020

472 +0 066 ± 0 031

232 +0 073 0 044

867 +0 058 ± 0 023

680 -0 035 0 026

594 +0 076 0 028

GGH-C...

GGH-K..
GGH2-F..
GGH2-G..
GGHo-K .

.

GGD-F...
GGD-G...
GGD-K...
GGD2-F .

.

GGD,-G..
GGDo-K..
GGHH-F.
GGHH-G.
GGHH-K.
GGDD-F.
GGDD-G.
GGDD-K.
LL-A
LL-B
LLS-A...
LLS-B...
LLS-H...
LLS-K...
W-K
GGS-L. . .

.

CORRELATION AND
PROBABLE ERROR

191 —0.133 ± 0.048

435 +0.047 ± 0.032

425 +0.047 0.033

348 —0.008 0.042

341 +0.099 0.036

222 +0.022 =t 0 045

121 —0.245 =fc 0.058

237 +0.033 zfc 0.044

401 —0.016 ± 0.034

302 +0.186 ± 0.038

.413 —0.122 ± 0.033

303 +0.053 0.039

116 +0.138 0.061

292 +0.132 ± 0.039

322 +0.011 =t 0.038

135 -0.105 =fc 0.058

329 -0.102 zfc 0.037

69 +0.23S zfc 0.077

26 +0.075 zfc 0.132

365 +0.260 zfc 0 033

200 +0.185 zt 0 046

2207 +0.408 zfc 0 012

243 +0.466 zt 0.034

549 +0.139 zt 0.028

179 +0.142 zt 0.049

and negative deviations from zero are equal, the probable error

of an observed deviation for the present series is

0.6745 1/50x0.5x0.5 =2.38

The deviation of the actualh^ observed ratio, 36 : 14, from the

theoretical, 25 : 25, is thus 11 ± 2.38. This excess of 11 positive

coefficients out of a total of 50—an excess of 44% over the

number to be expected if biologically there were no correlation

between weight and germination time—being over 4.5 times its

probable error is almost certainl}' significant.

The evidence just presented for a real biological interdepend-

ence between seed weight and length of time required for ger-

mination is strengthened by a study of the individual constants.
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Of the 14 negative values, only 6 are numerically higher than

r = —0.10. Of the 36 positive correlations, 16 are higher than

that value. When the number of observations is not very

large, little significance is to be attached to a correlation of only

r = ±0.10. Only two of the negative correlations fall farther

from 0 than r = — 0.19. Of the positive correlations, 6 fall in

the neighborhood of + 0.20 or higher. The mean of the 14

:'?9°9oooo

I : 1 r 1 90oo
I N I r .1 I ; M M I . I990O.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Fig. 1. Values of correlation between weight and time required for germina-

tion.

Fig. 2. Trustworthiness of correlations as measured by ratio to probable

error.

negative correlations is r = — 0.089, that of the 36 positive deter-

minations r = +0.113. For the whole 50 cases, the mean is

r = + 0.057.

These facts are shown graphically in diagram 1, where the

length of the bars represents the magnitude of the coefficients.

The circles and broken lines rising above the zero bar stand for

the positive values, while the solid dots and firm lines below the

zero bar indicate the negative.
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The impression convej^ed by the graph or by a classification

and study of the constants is two-fold. First, that the correla-

tion between seed weight and time required for germination is

very low indeed—of such an order that many experiments involv-

ing large numbers of seeds are required to obtain a trustworthy

measure of its intensity. Second, that when the magnitude as

well as the numbers of individual constants is taken into account,

the evidence for a positive correlation between weight of seed

and time required for germination is much more convincing.

Consider now the statistical tnistworthiness of the individual

constants as indicated by their probable errors. The ratio

rjE^ is shown in diagram 2. Appealing to the actual numerical

values for more precise information, it appears that of the 14

ratios for negative constants only 6 exceed 2.5, while only 1 is

over 4.0. Of the 36 ratios for positive correlations, on the other

hand, 23 are over 2.0, 19 are over 2.5, 12 are over 3.0, 8 are over

4.0 and 3 are from 7.0 to 33.0. The mean ratio for the negative

cases is only 2.15 while for the positive correlations it is 3.76.

Thus, as far as the statistical significance of the individual con-

stants is concerned, there can be no doubt that those indicating

a positive correlation are much more reliable than those which

indicate a negative.

I have also classified the fifty experiments according to the

six distinct varieties of beans used. The number of experiments

for the individual strains, ranging from 1 to 19, is not large

enough to make it worth while to consider them in detail. In

all six cases, however, the correlations are either exclusively or pre-

ponderantly positive in sign, and the general average is positive.

Apparently, some varieties show higher correlations for the two

variables under consideration than others do, but the final answer

to this question depends upon the results of further studies.

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It has been shown with a high degree of probability that in

Phaseolus vulgaris there is a positive correlation between the

weight of the seed and the time required for its germination

—

in other words, that as the weight of the seed increases from the
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lower to the higher grades the time required for its germination

also becomes longer.

The evidences for this conclusion are (a) the significantly larger

number of experiments which give positive correlations, (b), the

numerically larger mean values of the positive correlations, and

(c), the greater trustworthiness (as indicated by probable errors)

of the positive coefficients.

The fact that both positive and negative values of the coeffi-

cients occur may tend to shake the confidences of the reader in

the generality of the conclusions, even for the varieties dealt

with. Of course, it is too early to say that certain conditions

of growth or treatment of seed may not regularly result in a

negative correlation between weight and time, but it seems much
more likely that the negative correlations are simply the extremes

of the kind of fluctuations invariably seen in any series of experi-

ments involving the measurement of delicate relationships and

in which external conditions can be but grossly controlled. Their

occurrence is indeed no more remarkable than the fact that no

two records in a series of transpiration readings agree exactly.

Finally, I must caution the reader against the extension of

the conclusions here drawn beyond the materials—taxonomically

or physiologically limited—of this paper. There are strong sug-

gestions that some varieties show a much higher correlation

between the two variables under consideration than do others.

It is also quite possible that the conditions under which the

seeds were grown or the age of the seed have measurable influence

upon the intensity of the relationship. Thus while there can

be little doubt that the condition here demonstrated is the gen-

eral rule in Phaseolus vulgaris, it is quite possible that some

series might be found giving results at variance with our own.

The data here given are so keyed that in conjunction with

other published papers on Phaseolus, it is possible to consider

them with regard to all these points, but in view of the fact

that materials for other experiments are being gathered more

detailed analysis seems superfluous.

In the meantime, the contents of this paper stand as recon-

naissance findings, merely. Their presentation is justified by

the clearness and definiteness of the results.



PLANTS INTRODUCED INTO A DESERT VALLEY AS A
RESULT OF IRRIGATION

S. B. PARISH

San Bernardino, California

A desert of an extreme type, the soil parched and bare of vege-

tation, or with stunted gray shmbs growing at wide inter\'als

—

a land of desolation—such once was what is now the rich farming

country known as Imperial Valley. Situated on the southern

borders of the Colorado Desert, and depressed below the level of

the sea, it receives a precipitation so scanty and so irregular as to

be almost negligible in its effects upon plant life. Yet the .soil

itself, a silt deposited by the Colorado Ri^'er, is rich in all the

elements of fertility; only water was needed to cover it with

verdure.

In 1902 this lack was supplied by the completion of an irriga-

tion system of canals and laterals, by means of which water from

the Colorado River was introduced and distributed over the valley.

As a result a compact bod}' of some 275,000 acres has been brought

into a high state of cultivation, highway's and railroads have been

constructed, and towns and villages have been built, with the

traffic and the intercourse of a busy population. It is a great

artificial oasis, bounded by the highline canals, beyond which

stretches the unreclaimed desert.

With the entrance of man upon the scene, exercising his mral

and urbane activities, the entire en^-ironmental conditions were

changed. He speedily eradicated the sparse desert vegetation

and prepared a virgin field for his crops, with which appeared

their inevitable accompaniment—weeds—where before not a sin-

gle one had been able to intrude itself. As time goes on these will

be reinforced by new arrivals, so that it seems worth while, at this

early period in the history of the "\^alle3', to put on record a census

of its present constituents. Not alone will this be useful as afford-

275
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ing a basis for future comparisons, but it has certain peculiarities

which are of interest in themselves.

The introduced plants of the Valley are composed of three

classes, distinguished by the sources from which they are derived.

Those of the first class number but two species, which have been

within recent years brought in from the eastward by the Southern

Pacific Railway and distributed, not only in this Valley, but

throughout southern California. One of these, Trihulus terres-

tris, is everywhere common about railway stations and yards, and

in many places has spread into the streets of the towns. The other.

Solarium eleagnifalium, is quite common in like places, but al-

though it enjoys the advantage of an earlier introduction, it is

neither as ubiquitous not as abundant as the other plants intro-

duced by irrigation.

There are a number of plants which are indigenous in the bot-

tom lands of the Colorado River, and in its delta, most of which

also grew about the lagunas and salinas which formerly existed

in the Valley, which have now, as a sequence of irrigation, become

the most abundant, the most widely spread, and the most obnox-

ious weeds with which the Imperial farmer has to contend. In

some cases they have come from the drained lagoons which are now
turned into farms, but for the most part they have been carried

in by the irrigation water, and thus sown over the fields. In the

same way have entered a few weeds which grow in the bottom

lands at the intake of the main irrigation canal, but which are not

known elsewhere in California. It is evident that this is a most

effective means of dissemination, for the seeds are deposited upon '

the moist bed left by the irrigation, so well adapted to facilitate

their germination. In crops cultivated by plow or hoe the young

weeds may be destroyed, but much of the land is devoted to alfalfa,

and here they are checked only by mowing, which in most cases

is ineffectual.

A novel method of road-making which is practiced in the Valley

has a tendency to establish and maintain roadside weeds. It is cus-

tomary on the most traveled highways to throw up a considera-

ble ridge of earth through the center of the roadway, andwhen one

side becomes cut up and dusty by travel, it is flooded from the irri-
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gation canals, and the other side of the road is used. When this,

in turn, becomes bad the process is reversed. In this way some

weeds are enabled to maintain themselves by the wayside.

Such of these plants as need a constant supply of water are by

reason of that requirement confined to the banks and margins of

the main canals. In these places occur some shrubs that are

entitled to be considered as weeds. On the banks of a newly

constructed canal there first appears a fringe of Pluchea sericea

and Baccharis glutinosus, and when these are removed there often

comes up a close grow^th of the slender cane-like stems of Salix ex-

igua. Mingled with the shrubs, or often occupying the entire banks

is a luxuriant growth of Physalis Wrightii and Amaranthus Pal-

meri. Very infrequently are to be found small colonies of Datura

discolor and Sesbania macrocarpa. The latter tends to spread into

the fields. While under favorable circumstances it may attain

the height of a dozen feet, the seedling plants begin to fruit

before they have grown to half that number of inches, so that

with such facilities for propagation it is likely to increase in abun-

dance, although its heavy seeds are not adapted to water trans-

portation.

The shallow margins of all the older canals are grown up with

Scirpus paludosus, and as it is practically impossible to eradicate

it, constant labor is necessary in order to prevent it from check-

ing the flow of the stream. It does not flourish on those ditches

to which water is admitted only at stated intervals, but there its

place is taken by a rank growth of Echinochloa zelayensis and

Paspalum distichum, which is almost as troublesome.

Altogether the worst weed of the Valley is Aster spinosus. It

grows in clumps of several slender and nearly leafless stems two

or three feet high, whenever there is sufficient moisture in the soil

to supply its demands. It is known to the farmers as "wild as-

paragus," not from any resemblance of its woody stems to the

succulent sprouts of the garden vegetable, but because, like that,

it has tough matted rhizomes, very resistant to the plow, which,

cut in pieces, originate new plants. It is said that when a field

becomes badlj^ infested it can be cleared only by allowing it to lie

unirrigated for a year—to return temporaril}^ to desert conditions.
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Another river-bottom plant which has become common is the

annual grass Leptochloa imbricata. The inhabitants, recognizing

the means by which it is distributed, give it the name of "water

grass. " It ripens an abundance of seed, which is readily shattered

out, and in the climate of the Valley probably is reproduced by
germination more than once in the year. As a crop weed it appears

mostly in alfalfa fields. I have seen some in which the grass made
quite as much a show as the legume. While it doubtless has some

feeding value it cannot but deteriorate the xahiQ of hay in which it

is present in any considerable amount.

Echinochloa colona is also frequent in alfalfa fields, and along

the streets and in the yards and lawns of the towns. Other weeds

common in such places are Leptochloa imbricata, Amaranthus

Palmeri and Physalis Wrightii, all of which have been mentioned

as frequent elsewhere. Atriplex semibaccata is almost exclusiveh'

a ruderal weed, and as such is abundant in places, as near Imperial.

Sida hederacea, known as Running Malva, is troublesome in places,

and is very difficult to eradicate. It probably comes in from the

bottom lands of the Alamo and New Rivers, two tributaries of

the Colorado delta which penetrate the Valley. From the same

sources Lippia nodiflora and Sesuvium sessile sometimes make
their way into the fields on the adjacent bluffs, but they have not

become pests.

In addition to the indigenous plants which have assumed the

role of weeds, there are some introduced plants of the Colorado

bottoms which have entered the Valley through the irrigation sys-

tem. The commonest of these is Eclipta alba, a cosmopolitan

plant of tropical and subtropical regions. This is very abundant,

making a luxuriant growth on the banks of canals, and is one of the

commonest weeds in waste places. The cockle-bur of the Vallej',

Xanthium commune, also comes from the Colorado river-bottom,

where it is common. It is widely diffused throughout the Valley,

and in places abundant. This species is unknown in the older

settlements of southern California, where its place is taken by

Xanthium canadense. The derivation of Aster ezilis and Eriger-

on canadense is uncertain, as they are alike common along the lower

Colorado Ri-\'er and in the other valleys of California, but their abun-
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dance and universality in the Imperial region favor the possibility

that they entered it from the former source.

Chloris elegans is a common grass in fields and about towns.

It grows also along the Colorado River, but in the older settled

parts of southern California has only made its appearance in re-

cent years, and as an occasional waif, introduced probably from

Imperial Valley. It has been considered as indigenous along the

southern border of the Colorado Desert, but I have seen it nowhere

under conditions that did not indicate that it was an introduced

plant.

The remaining group of plants introduced into the Imperial

Valley comprises those which are more or less common in most

parts of southern California, but are not found in the alluvial

lands of the lower Colorado. They are largely cosmopolitan weeds

which follow the footsteps of civilized man. They have unques-

tionably reached the Valley through its intercourse with the older

parts of California. None of them are here abundant, most were

seen only in a few places, and some of these, which elsewhere are

among the commonest of weeds, are here little more than adven-

tive.

Among grasses Cynodon dactylon and Paspalum distichum are

common in all parts of the Valley, Setaria glauca is frequent but

nowhere abundant, and Holcus halepensis is rare. Helianthus

annuus is often seen but not in quantity, Sonchus oleraceus is abun-

dant and S. asper occasional. Chenopodium murale, Brassica

nigra, Melilotus indica, Malva parviflora, Portulaca oleracea and

Ambrosia psilostachya were all seldom seen, and are as yet hardly

more than adventive.

An interesting feature of the Imperial flora is the number of

common weeds of California which were not observed in any part

of the Valle3\ The following is a list of them:

Amaranthus chlorostachys Bromus maximus var.

Amaranthus graecizans Bromus rubens

Amaranthus hybridus Capsella bursa-pastoris

Avena barbaia Centaurea solstitialis

Avenafatua Chenopodium album
Bidens pilosa Chenopodium ambrosioides

Brassica campestris Cotula coronopijolia
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Erodium cicularium

Erodium moschatum

Festuca myurus
Hordeum murinum
Hordeum pusillum

Lamarkia aurea

Lactuca scariola var.

Lolium perenne

Lolium temulentum

Marruhium vulgare

Medicago denliculata

Mentha viridis

Melilotus alba

Nasturtium officinale

Polygonum aviculare

Polypogon monspeliensis

Ricinus communis
Rumex crispus

Rumex conglomeratus

Salsola Kali var.

Sisymbrium officinale

Stellaria media

Silybum Marianum
Urtica urens

Xanlhium canadense

Xanihium spinosum

The fact that none of the abo^'e plants were observed in the

course of two explorations of the whole Valley, in which particu-

lar attention was given to the weed flora, is not proof that not one

of them has in any place obtained a limited foothold, but it is good

evidence that none are, at most, more than merely adventive, and

that most of them are absolute!}' absent from the Valle\'. That, in

the course of time, the most, if not all of them will be introduced

is inevitable. It will be interesting to observe how manj' will

adapt themselves to the climatic conditions of the Valley, and to

what extent they will prove capable of meeting the competition

of the weeds v.'hich alread}' ha\'e possession, and which are

suited to the environment in which they grow. Some of the worst

have elsewhere proved themselves fulh' capable of enduring desert

aridit}', but to others it will probably be prohibiti^'e.

Bulletin 2i0 of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the Uni-

versity of California contains a list of eleven species of Imperial

Valley weeds, four of which were not seen in the Valley hy the

writer. These are Wild Morning Glory {Convolvulus incanus),

Dodder (Cuscutaepiihymum), Foxtail (Hordeum jubatum), and Star

Thistle (Centaurea melitensis). Xo particulars are given as to the

extent of their occurrence.



CEMENT AQUARIA

G. E. STONE

Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass.

No botanical laboratory is properly equipped without some

place in which to grow aquatic plants, mosses, liverworts, etc.;

and to grow them successfully in winter it is very important to

have the proper conditions, both as regards the temperature of

the water and air, and sunhght to keep the plants in a healthy

condition. For instance, it is always very difficult to carry Chara

and Nitella over winter, and the best method we have seen

consists in keeping the plants where the temperature of the air

and water is very constant and there is not too much light.

Too sudden changes in the temperature of the water must be

prevented, for nothing is more injurious to aquatic plants than

allowing the water to become too warm or too cold. For some
plants the balanced aquarium, in which plants and animals are

grown together, is best.

The writer has had many years' experience with aquaria for

plants to be used in the laboratory, and a few fish for pets.

Large glass jars, either square, rectangular or round, have proved

very unsatisfactory; they are so easily broken, especially if sand

is placed in the bottom. Besides, the small volume of water

is easily influenced b}' temperatures, and this is disastrous to

the growth of aquatic plants. Even the large, iron aquaria, with

a capacity of 25 to 30 gallons, are unsatisfactorj^ in some waj's,

and are also ver^^ expensive.

In the construction of the botanical laboratorj^—Clark Hall

—

at the Massachusetts Agricultural College several years ago, con-

siderable space was left in the small greenhouse connected with

the building for aquaria, and a place to grow mosses, liverworts,

etc. We felt sure that the unsatisfactor}- and expensive iron

and glass aquaria which seemed to be the onh' things available
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could be improved upon, so several aquaria were constructed,

all on different lines, from cement, some of which contained about

18 inches of water, others even more, and some only 9 inches.

Two were made of brick, lined with cement, with only the over-

head light, while the others all had side light, in varying degrees.

This gives us a variety of conditions as regards depth of water

and illumination for growing different plants.

The aquarium shown in figure 1 is 12 feet long, 28 inches wide

and 8f feet high, and is made of cement and angle iron. It is

in four different sections, the upper part being divided into three

sections and is about 5 feet from the floor. The bottom of

these three sections is reinforced with Ij inch iron tubing. The
main part consists of one large tank, and while the glass in the

front extends only about half-way to the bottom, the illumina-

tion is excellent. The upper three sections are about 4 feet

wide each, and contain about 9 inches of water.

After being cast in cement, the aquarium, including the back

(see fig. 1), was covered with small pudding stone to give it a

nistic appearance. Peat was placed in the little chinks left for

the purpose, and in these we grow small vines, ferns, etc., which

are watered by a constant drip from several perforated block

tin pipes, allowing the water to trickle slowly down over the

stone.

Figure 2 shows horizontal and vertical sections of an aquarium

not illustrated in this article, but built on the same principle.

This is 8 feet long,' 14 inches wide, and contains 16 inches of

water. It was built almost entirely by student labor and cost

about $12.

All these aquaria were first cast in frames, and three coats

of cement were used. A is about 4 inches thick and made of

one part cement and 2 parts sand; L, a thin coat about j inch

thick, made of half cement and half sand. This lining coat of

cement was colored with lampblack, making a better background

than the light cement. Angle and "T" irons, in some cases

anchored more firmly to the cement by means of wires, are

imbedded in the cement to afford support for the glass. There

is a space about | inch wide and f inch deep at the bottom,

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 1(3, NO. 10, October, 1013
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and an inch deep on the side in which to imbed the plate glass,

for which purpose we used regular aquarium cement. In all

cases we covered the rough top of the plate glass with a split

piece of heavy brass tubing, which makes an excellent finish.

All the aquaria are provided with overflows, the pipes being

imbedded in the cement.

Close to the large aquarium is an apartment lined with cement

and covered with pudding stone for growing mosses, liverworts,

and ferns. This is also watered b}' a constant drip, and the plants

grow rapidly and remain in good condition under their favorable

environment. The little enclosure is constructed after the model

at Smith College, designed by Prof. W. F. Ganong.

Fig. 2. Cross and longitudinal sections of cement aquaria. a,ba.ndl, different

thicknesses and grades of cement.

We have never been troubled to any extent with leakage,

although for a few weeks magnesia from the cement ran down
over the stone on a lower corner of one aquarium. It has been

said thgct cement is not a good substance for aquaria, but we
have had plants and fish in ours eA^er since we constructed them,

and have never noticed any ill effects. Still, it would be a wise

precaution, on account of the magnesia and other chemicals in

cement, to fill and empty the aquaria once or twice before put-

ting in plants or fish.

As we do not like to have too much mnning water in our

aquaria on account of its effect on the plants, we have made
some use of aerators. A de^'ice which will give a large number
of minute bubbles has been rather hard to find, but our experi-

ments have shown that if air under slight pressure is forced

through cylinders of wood about h inch in diameter and f inch
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Fig. 3. Device for aerating aquaria, c, wooden cylinder inserted into metal

connections through which air is forced under pressure.

long, thousands of very minute bubbles are secured, giving excel-

lent aeration. We use sections of dowels securely fastened in

brass iron pipes in such a way that the air is forced through the

cells or ducts (see fig. 3). Some woods we have found to be

very much better than others for this purpose.

In our estimation these home-made aquaria are as satisfac-

tory, as the manufactured article, if not more so, and are cer-

tainly very much cheaper.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

Soil Chemistry.—Perhaps the most important single phase of soil

science in the United States has been the violent controversy concern-

ing the theories of soil fertility announced by Professor Whitney, Dr.

Cameron and their associates in the United States Bureau of Soils.

Few factors, if any, have furnished equal stimulant to observation and

research in this field. Unfortunately, the point at issue has been too

frequently obscured by most regrettable personalities which have been

no more pertinent than they have been seemly. In the opinion of the

reviewer the point of difference is very simple and readily defined.

The older theory—opposed by the Bureau of Soils—assumed the soil

unchanging. Certain useful elements (plant food materials) got into

the soil when it was formed and stayed. These elements might, it

is true, be partially lost by leaching, but the only source of loss practi-

cally important was believed to lie in the removal of plant food ele-

ments in the garnered crops. This would constitute an actual and

artificial "depletion" of the food supply of the soil. From this theory

there follow two practical conclusions: (1) soil analysis ought to express

or indicate soil fertility; (2) soils will be exhausted or worn out by
cropping.

Against this theory, then current, if not universal, Professor Whitney

and Dr. Cameron alleged that the two practical conclusions just stated

were not in accord with the facts of observation and that their falsity

was due to the incompleteness of the theory upon which the conclusions

were based. According to the Bureau of Soils the content of plant

food materials is not the only factor affecting soil fertility and frequently,

if not generally, it is not the main factor. Furthermore, the content

of plant food is not an unchanging value and it may increase as well

as decrease by natural processes. There is such a thing as self-enrich-

ment of the soil.

It is perhaps significant that never, to the reviewer's knowledge,

has the essence of the Bureau's theory been attacked. Always the

attacks are against single supporting arguments or against more or

less secondary conclusions. For instance, the suggestion of organic

"toxic principles" present in soils and retarding growth received on
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its auiiouncement a veritable storm of derision although this is not

and never was an essential of the Bureau's position. It is simply an

attempt to grasp one of the many "other factors" upon which fertility

may depend. The reviewer holds no brief for the Bureau's theories

in detail, but it seems that for the essence of the theory no one need

argue longer. To mention only a few of many workers, the results

of Russell and BoUey on the living constituents of the soil; of Dach-

nowski, Schreiner, Shorey and others on the organic but non-living

constituents; of !Mitscherlich and Livingston on the physical relations

of plant, soil and soil water, make it quite impossible that we should

continue to regard plant food content as the whole or even the larger

part of soil fertility.

Having had—let us hope—enough of what the reviewer thinks, let

us return to what Dr. Cameron thinks. The book before us^ is two
things in one. First, it is the latest and unquestionably the best pre-

sentation of the position of the author and his associates in the con-

troversy above outlined. Second, it is a repeated attempt to apply

the findings of physical chemistry to the phenomena of the soil, this

point of view having been originally proposed by Dr. Cameron in 1900^

and gradually developed since that time by him and his various asso-

ciates. The book begins with three introductory chapters devoted to

the general nature of the soil and the usual systems of soil management
and examination, in which is developed the conclusion, now almost uni-

versally accepted, that the chemical determination of the plant-food

elements of a soil very seldom throws any light on its fertility. There
follow two contrasted chapters in which are outlined the older static

theory of fertility and fertilizers and the newer dynamic theory of the

Bureau of Soils, which theory regards soil conditions as incessantly

changing and the supply of plant food materials as naturally renewable

and continually renewed. There is an outline of the means by which
this renewal is effected, including the movement of the soil solution, the

phenomena of normal soil erosion and translocation by wind and water

and the matter of the continual renewal of the soil cover in general by
rock weathering and decay. Next come four chapters devoted primar-

ily to the application of the laws and concepts of physical chemistry to

some of the soil phenomena. Th'ere is a suggestive, though very brief,

s\mamary of the properties and behavior of the film water, an outline

' Cameron, Frank K., The Soil Solution. 136 pp. Easton, Pa. : The Chemical
Publishing Company. 1911. ($1.25).

- Field Operation, Bureau of Soils, 1899, p. 149.
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of solubility relations of the soil minerals and the soil solution, a re-

markably understandable chapter on absorption and adsorption in the

soil, and a chapter discussing the relations of the plant to the concen-

tration of the important nutrient salts in the soil solution. The tenth

chapter returns to the dynamic concept of soil phenomena and outlines

in detail the dj^namics of the soil solution and the reasons for believing

that the concentration of this solution in the useful elements is com-
monly maintained at a sufficient value, regardless of the removal of

these elements by plants. The three follo^^^ng, and final, chapters dis-

cuss respectively the organic compounds (including "toxic principles")

lately discovered to be present and important in the soil solution, the

theory and practice of the use of fertilizers from the dynamic and
physico-chemical vieAV'point of the volume, and the phenomena of exces-

sive salt accumulation or soil "alkali," also from the same point of

view. Not the least merit of the book is an abundant citation of liter-

ature—a merit all too rare in the American papers in this field. If

perhaps American publications and especially those of the Bureau of

Soils appear a little too prominently in the footnotes that is a natural

fault and one which Dr. Cameron recognizes and justifies in his preface.

The really important Russian literature appears to be entirely unnoted,

but this is readil}' excused on the ground of its inaccessibility to American

readers.

The book is scarce^ one for beginners in soil science or for those

without training in chemistry. It must be invaluable to the serious

student of soils or to the specialist in chemistry who desires acquaint-

ance with the applications—past and prospective—of his science. No
one pretending to acquaintance with soil chemistry can afford to ignore

this book. It is not necessary to agree with Dr. Cameron but it is

necessarj' to know Avhy and wherein one does not—^E. E. Free.

Danish Plankton.—Ostenfeld's comprehensive publication' on the

plankton of the Danish shore waters embodies work carried out during

the years 1898-1901, and will be of special interest to students of marine

algae and to marine ecologists. After giving an account of the pre-

vious work done upon floating vegetation the author attacks his prob-

lem from three distinct centers: (1) The ecological factors in operation,

(2) the biology of the larger groups, (3) the distribution of individual

species. In order to determine the exact nature of the distribution of

' Hansen-Ostenfeld, C, De Danske Farvandes Plankton. Kgl. Danske Selsk.

Skrifter, 7 Raekke, Nat. Math. Afd. 9, 2, pp. 117-478, Copenhagen, 1913.
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plankton and the controlling factors nine stations were established. In

the first section of the paper the salt content of the water, light, tem-

perature, and the amounts of carbon dioxide and oxygen are discussed,

and the varying intensity of these factors at the several stations is

shown and is held to be responsible for the differences in distribution

of the various forms. In the second section the author discusses the

biology of the plankton, their form, structure and life-cycles, and brings

to our attention the various associations (samfund). The greater por-

tion of the publication is given over to the listing of the plankton and
the description of their distribution. The author has listed 145 species,

of which one is new, and has given in tabulated form the distribu-

tion of each species for the nine stations during the entire year.— A.

L. Bakke.



NOTES AND COMMENT

The sixth of the new series of bulletins of the Department of Agri-

culture is a capital example of the conveyance of technical knowledge

to the general public in a usable form. Mr. F. V. Coville has been

working for several years on some of the economic plants which thrive

on acid soils, and in the bulletin under notice he has discussed the

utilization of acid soils by the selection of such crops as are tolerant

of the conditions they present.

The new scheme of publication which has been adopted by the De-

partment of Agriculture is sure to make for a wider dissemination and

utilization of the practical results secured by its workers, wathout con-

fronting the layman with a bewildering mass of technical details. The
one danger which is most imminent in the scheme is that it may not

be possible for the department to publish all of the purely scientific

papers which are submitted by its bureaus. There are already many
contributions of the highest value lying upon the slielves of the Depart-

ment, destined to be delayed in publication or else to be buried for all

time. If it is a function of our government to incur the expense of

scientific work it should be not only its function but its duty to pro-

vide for the publication of such work.

Mr. George B. Sudworth has issued, as a publication of the Forest

Service, an atlas showing the detailed distribution of the thirty-six

species of pines which occur north of southern Mexico. The maps are

15 by 29 inches in size, and are sufficiently detailed to constitute a dis-

tinct contribution to our knowledge of the ranges of the pines. We
regret to learn that there is little likelihood of the continuation of the

atlas to cover other genera of trees.
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RADIO-ATMOMETER
Is a black-brown form of the white Atmcmeter, already

widely known. The manner in which it may be used

in conjunction with the white Atmometer in studies of

light intensity has been described by the devisor, Prof.

B. E. Livingston, in the following papers:

The Plant World, vol. 14, pp. 96-99, May, 191 1.

The Botanical Gazette, vol. 52, pp. 418-438, December, 1911.

These black-brown cups can now be supplied in the natural

state at $1.00 each; $8.00 per 10.
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THE POROUS CUP ATMOMETER
Is the most simple and efficient instrument ever devised for the

measurement of evaporation. Its readings are a measure of the

combined effect of humidity, temperature, and wind, and as such

are of great value in all kinds of botanical, agricultural, and horti-

cultural operations which require an estimation of the differences

in these factors as affecting plant growth in different situations.

Its installation requires only the use of a jar, corks and tubing as

described in the first article referred to below.

The atmometer may also be used to maintain high humidities

in experimental work; to provide a constantly moist surface for

germinating spores or growing algae, fungi and protonemata.

When immersed in the soil and fed with water by tubing,

the atmometer cup is capable of maintaining constant degrees of

soil moisture, either in tfie open or in pots and greenhouses, the

degree of moistness being determined by the height of the supplying

reservoir above the soil.

This type of atmometer cup was devised by Dr. Burton E.

Livingston, Professor of Plant Physiology in Johns Hopkins

University, and its adjustment, operation and scope of usefulness

have been treated in the following articles in THE PLANT
WORLD:

Vol. 10, No. 12, p. 269; Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 79;

Vol. 11, No. 1, p. 1; Vol. 13, No. 5, p. Ill;

Vol. 11, No. 5, p. 106; Vol. 13, No. 9, p. 220.

We are able to supply the atmometer cups in the NATURAL
state for use in soil orfor cultures, COATED AT THE BASE for

use in measurement of evaporation; or COATED AND STAND-
ARDIZED for careful climatological and ecological work in

which it is desirable to know the value of the readings obtained

in terms of the adopted standards which have already been widely

used. Our prices for these types are:

NATURAL CUPS apiece $ .50. .per 10 $4.00

COATED AT BASE " .60.. " 5.00

COATED and STANDARDIZED. " 1.00.. " 7.00

SOIL CUPS (seconds) when in stock. " .35.. " 3.00

Cups which have been used will be restandardized at 25 cents

each; Reground and standardized at 40 cents.

Eastern orders are supplied from Baltimore; western from

Tucson.

THE PLANT WORLD, Tucson, Arizona
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THE DESERTS OF WESTERN EGYPT

D. T. MacDOUGAL

Desert Laboratory, Tucson, Arizona

The traverse from the Red Sea brought us to Atbara on the

east bank of the Nile late in January, 1912. The brief examination

made of the mountainous area between the river and the Red Sea

had sufficed to give a comprehension of the general features of a

diversified arid area with definitely recurring periodic rainfall.

It was next proposed to visit some part of the interior desert

with its unrelieved topography and continental climate. Pre-

paratory to this move the Nile was first followed up by rail to the

confluence of its two main branches, the Blue and the White Nile

at Khartoum. The region here lies within sixteen degrees of the

equator and receives but 2.5 to 6 inches of rain with the result

that pronounced aridity is prevalent.

Alany considerations had led to the conclusion that Luxor on

the lower Nile would be the most advantageous place from which

to start into the Saharan region, and we made our way down to

that place by rail and steamer, in such manner that many stretches

of the country were observed as closely as necessary for our pur-

poses, and the effects of the flooding due to the formation of the

great lake in the river above the Assouan dam were noted.

The final plan fixed upon for the remaining field work entailed

making a great loop to the westward from Luxor, tracing a C-

shaped course through the Libyan desert and coming back to the

Nile two hundred miles lower down. All negotiations having

been completed, we left the river at Owasla-el-Wahat, 100 miles

below Luxor, on a train that ran over the government narrow

gauge railway a hundred and fifteen miles across the eastern table

land of the Libyan desert down into the basin or depression which

lies the various little towns of the oasis of Kharga (pronounced

'Harga). A caravan had been organized against our coming at
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the Merkez of the Western Egypt Development Company, and

two days after arrival our camels strung out to the westward

along an ancient caravan track toward the next oasis, Dahkla,

about a hundred miles distant. The caravan included nine bag-

gage camels, three for riding, a cook and five camel drivers.

Bedouins and Sudanese negroes, all under the care of the sheik

Abu Salem. To have organized such an outfit independently

would have taken a person skilled in Oriental bargaining a fort-

night, but all of this was done by the company which put us in the

field fuUj^ provisioned for the trip for a total charge of about

twenty-two dollars per day. Additional expense was incurred

in securing sheep or turkeys for fresh meat at the oases. (Fig. 1.)

The traveler interested in the technique of field work finds many
things to engage his attention in African expeditions either in the

wet or dry countries. Our first solicitude was of course concerning

the amount of water carried, which seemed entirely inadequate.

Neither horses nor motors were to be kept suppHed, however, and a

camel will travel two or three hundred miles without a drink and

may lengthen this distance to a thousand under certain circum-

stances, according to authentic reports. Temperatures were

high, yet the heat by no means led to the consumption of six-

teen to twenty pints per diem, the customary allowance of a

man in Arizona or Mexico. Other effects of the sun were more

ma»'ked however. The ground was mostly rocky or sandy with

predominant yellowish tinge which seemed to heighten the burning

effects on the skin in a very marked manner, even on persons well

inured to desert climates. This reflection from the ground

would of course be a condition affecting plants as well as animals.

The entire region is without any elevation of any great mass or

height and being interior to the continent the uprush of heated

air and the consequent replacement by winds is not followed by
rains to such extent as to be a factor in maintaining the soil mois-

ture at a proportion important for vegetation. The vagrant storms

which might cause precipitation in any one place once in a few or

once in a great many years, might give sufficient moisture to

start rapidly growing plants of short cycle into action, but such

"summer annuals" were very rare in the region traversed,, al-
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though taken by Schimper to be very important in some parts of

northern Africa.

The Cahuilla basin in southern Cahfornia shows an annual

evaporation of about 116 inches, but the measured evaporation

from locahties near our point of departure is estimated at 150

inches yearly and is probably greater to the westward. It is

evident therefore that it is the ground water that is to be taken

into consideration in a study of the vegetation. The oases are

mostly in the lowermost parts of great basins or hollows in the

sandstone and limestone where seeps, flowing wells and springs

occur. Such places are fully occupied and cultivated by man,

and in addition to the economic plants grown there are to be

found the usual number of weeds and introduced plants, which

have only a minor interest to the student of arid regions.

At many other places however, the ground w^ter comes to the

surface layers in such diffusion that it will not permit of agricul-

ture. Here and in sand dunes and crevices of rocks are the habi-

tats in which the undisturbed native plants are to be sought.

One hundred and seventy-two species of plants were collected in

the.few days devoted to the eastern desert with its diversified topog-

raphj^, varied habitat conditions and definitely recurring rainfall,

a state of affairs duplicated in the arid regions of southwestern

America. But thirteen species were found in the month in which

we were wandering over the Libyan desert, which were not affected

by irrigation or agricultural operations, and one of these was a

parasite living on the roots of one or more of the other twelve. A
brief characterization of this notable dozen will afford the basis of

some profitable considerations:

Alhagi Maurorum (Leguminosae) or aqul is an erect, much
branched spinose shrub reaching a height of three to five feet,

which is widespread in sandy and gravelly places over northern

Africa. It forms a very valuable food for camels, and these ani-

mals do not seem to be deterred from grazing on it by the sharp

and pungently odorous spines, which are fairly rigid and about

an inch in length. The plant is said to yield a manna which is

used locally and exported from some places in Arabia (see figure

of leaves and branches of Alhagi, Schimper's Plant Geography,

p. 613, 1904).
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Arislida plurnosa is a perennial grass with short heavy stems

abundant in sandy wastes in which some scant supply of moisture

comes from below. ^Miniature accretion mounds or dunes are

formed b}' the action of the wind against its clumps. The blades

of the leaves are revolute and roll up so strictly that they appear

to be C3'lindrical, and as they are short and stiff the plant presents

a spinose aspect (see cross section of leaf of Arislida by Tschirch,

reproduced in Schimper's Plant Geography, p. 615, 1904). Al-

though noted from mam' places in northern Africa and As a this

plant was encountered in but one place and that between the oases

of Farafra and Baharia (?ee Fig. 4).

CaUigonum comosum (Polygonaceae) is a small shrub 2 to 4

feet in height, which is abundant in northern Africa, and was seen

in the same locality as Aristida. This plant has been characterized

by Volkens as having extremely long and deeply penetrating roots.

No time could be devoted to excavation to test this matter and

the conclusions of this author seem to have been arrived at de-

ductively.

Caryoxylon foetidum Moq. (SaUola foetida Del) (Chenopodia-

ceae) is a shrubby perennial 2 to 3 feet in height, the younger

branches of which present the characteristic aspect of the salsolas.

It is abundant in sandy ground in the greater depressions in

northern Africa and Asia. The camel-drivers apphed the term

"Khreyt" to it, but it was found that this word was used loosely

to denote almost any plant eaten by a camel.

Cistanche lutea (Orobanchaceae) was found in the vicinity of

more than one host, and its pm'plish scales and yellowish flowers

make it a conspicuous object in places where the colors are gray

or dull. Bedouins appear to boil the fleshy stems and use the

decoction as a medicine, it being known to them as "Haluk."

Farsetia aegyptica var. ovalis (Cruciferae) or "Garba" is a small

shrub 1 to 2 feet in height with narrow, inear leaves, inhabiting

sandy places and among rocks in northern Africa and southwestern

Asia.

Haloxylon Schweinfurthii (Chenopodiaceae) is a small shrub

branching from the base, the branches being jointed and pale

yellow. Their thickness suggests succulence at certain times,
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but the plant was found on the summit of a high sandstone es-

carpment several hundred feet above the oasis of Dahkla in sit-

uations n which the ground water must have been very far

beneath its roots. Later its small cliunps dotting the landscape

at long intervals caused us to travel many miles to examine them

in the hope that another species had been found. This plant is

reported only from Egypt and the individuals seen were near the

western limits of its range.

Imperata cylindrica is the "halfa" grass of northern Africa and
according to Muschler it is widely distributed in warm dry coun-

tries with marked local variations, which however are of such quan-

titative character as to not serve to separate sub-species or varie-

ties. It is a tall grass and is usually seen along embankments and

in sandy places.

Tamarix mannifera is a small tree with slender pUant branches

growing in sandy places and capable of enduring highly concen-

trated soil-solutions. The stems usually serve as accretion centers

for the formation of dunes which may rise so high as to cover the

tree, or to leave only the branches protruding. Probably more

than one species was seen but only one specimen was taken which

has been identified as above. The leaves are minute and while the

stems are small yet their slenderness gives them a switch-like

effect. The larger stems are used as camel-sticks. The genus

is made up of species found around the Alediterranean in warm
dry places. Xerophytism and halophytism are represented in the

habits of the group. (See Fig. 3.)

Traganum nudatum (Chenopodiaceae) shares with Haloxylon

the characteristic of being found in the most arid situations in

sandy wastes and dry slopes. It is a small shrub branching from

the base, the axils are fleecy, and the slender grayish stems have

the general aspect of a highly speciaUzed xerophyte.

Zygophyllum coccinea (Zygophyllaceae) is a small shrub 2 to 4

feet in height which is common in sandy places in the Libyan

desert and seems to be abundant over a wide area in Africa.

In addition to these plants which were kindly identified by Dr.

A. B. Rendle of the British Museum of Natural History fsee

Rendle A. B.) Journal of Botany, 1913) the fruiting stems of a
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small woody legume were collected near Kharga which could not

be named. An herb probably a crucifer was also found out in

the desert to the westward of this place which was represented only

by dead stems, and capsules. This last-mentioned was the only

native plant the activity of which seemed to be conditioned by
precipitation.

Two of this small list of plants habituated to desert conditions

were grasses, three were chenopods, two were crucifers, two were

legumes, one a tamarisk, one a smartweed and one a zygophyll.

The single parasite probably requires some time for attaining

maturity, but its cycle closes with flowering. But one, and that

an unrecognizable species, was an annual; the irregularity and

sparsity of the rainfall precluding anything like the development of

annuals to be found in the mountainous regions east of the Nile

or in the American deserts.

Alhagi is very spinose, and Aristida has an armored effect, with

its pointed, rigid leaves; but the remainder of the species were

simply indurated and leathery, exhibiting but few of the structures

to which many writers ascribe a protective function. It is notable

that the most spinose member of the group is the favorite food of

the camel. No examinations of root systems were made. A root

system of sensational dimensions is attributed to Calligonum by
Volkens from a superficial examination of the upper part of the

underground organs. Cannon, however, in some excavations in

northern Algeria, concluded that the roots were mostly arranged

in generalized types of branching, diffusing in all directions from

the base of the stem. Nothing in the soil conditions would spe-

cially favor great extension of any member except, perhaps, cases

in which the ground water diffused upward through a narrow

crevice or chimney in a hard substratum.

Tt is notable that succulents are not represented in the plants

mentioned above. The three chenopods are halophj^tic but did

not appear to have undergone hydration to such extent as to

permit the accumulation of any great surplus or balance of water.

Most of the fleshy halophytes of this family wilt very quickly when
the water supply is cut off, but these forms seemed capable of long

endurance to drought, and such capacity would be necessary for

their continued existence in this region.
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All of the species with but one exception are characterized by a

wide distribution, spreading over northern Africa, into Asia Minor

and some go still farther east into the drier regions of India. If

this region has ever been subjected to the conditions now preva-

lent in the interior deserts of America, in which a diversified topog-

raphy and periodic rainfall make for a high degree of differentia-

tion of the floral constituents and a narrow localization of the

species, progressive desiccation and base levehng have long since

reduced the country to a great expanse of low stony and sandy

stretches with wind worn hills and low plateaus in which the

environmental conditions are monotonous and arid. Such a

change would of course be followed by the extermination of all

but a few forms, and these would naturally be of the kinds included

in the list given above.

Haloxylon Schweinfurthii is limited to an extent of territory no

larger than Arizona, but many dozens of species are known from

places in American deserts no larger than an ordinary farm, in

single canons, or on one slope of unique environic combinations.

Travelers' tales of great stretches absolutely devoid of vegeta-

tion and of boundless seas of desert sands are common in books

descriptive of journeys in northern Africa. Schimper however,

says in regard to such statements "Notwithstanding the extreme

dryness of the climate,the occasional abundance of common salt and

the fact that the soil except in loamy localities permits the rapid

percolation of the scanty rainwater, there are nevertheless few

places where a glance around fails to reveal a single plant (Plant

Geography, p. 608, 1904).

In view of these conflicting opinions interest ran high as to the

outcome of our own experience. Two conditions affect the ob-

server which might have an important bearing on his conclusions.

First of all travel is usually by caravan and a track is not a single

path, or road, but is a web of trails which may cover a strip of

ground a mile or more in width in the open. The camels weave

about, crossing from side to side as they go along, and ravage any-

thing but rock and sand, eating the most unpromising things.

Thus the camel boys found it necessary to guard the small fagots

collected for fuel during the day's march to prevent them being
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chewed up by these animals. As a result of this habit vegetation

is generally obliterated near the track and the careless observer

might conclude it entirely absent. The rider, however, sits aloft

with his head at least ten feet from the ground and if keen-eyed

may get good \'iews of minute objects at some distance although it

is often not easy to distinguish clumps of plants from rocks, a

fact that caused us to make many tedious detours.

The second day of our journe}^ in the Libyan desert was one in

which no plant in place, living or dead, was seen from the time

that we started at sunrise until we went into a dry camp among
some low hills at sunset. No note had been taken of the matter

on the afternoon of the previous day, but we started on the morn-

ing of the third day and made five or six miles before we encoun-

tered a small patch of dead stems, much like small tomato plants,

in a depression at the base of a small hill, which had been scoured

out by sand and wind. There were evidences to the effect that a

rainstorm had occurred a year or two previously and the run-off

from the little hill had come down as if from a roof furnishing suffi-

cient moisture for a place about as large as a kitchen garden in

which the seeds of these annuals, probably transported to the

place by wind, had germinated.

Other wide, bare spaces were crossed from time to time which

measured a few miles across, and the surface of a windswept table

land between Farafra and Baharia that occupied us for eleven

hours in crossing was without plants, the species below both rims

being a tufted grass.

It was notable that birds, Hzards, and gazelles were seen in these

bare places as well as beetles and perhaps other insects. The
larger animals have a long radius of action and might traverse any

of the bare places, although as may well be understood manj^ of

them may pass their entire existence without water except the small

proportion obtained in the indurated and leathery plants upon
which they feed. It was not easy to determine as to the food of

the lizards and beetles. As the Bedouin says the latter live upon
pebbles, the problem is left for solution to other biological travel-

ers. In closing it may be said that the lack of vegetation in such

places as those described is not ultimately due to lack of water
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but to wind-action. Plants are found in innumerable places in

which the supply is no greater than that of the bare areas, but in

exposed places the surface layers of sand and gravel are shifted

about, exercising a corrosive action that is destructive to plants

and highly important in determining the contours of the hills and

surface of the rocks. Highly specialized desert species might

survive the aridity, but the shifting substratum does not permit

them to attain maturity, a condition which would affect both the

tender rapidly developing annual and the slowly growing leathery

xerophytes.



COLLEGE WORK IN PLANT PATHOLOGY^

FREDERICK H. BLODGETT

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, College Station, Tex.

Phytopathology is that branch of botanical science which deals

with the changes produced by parasitic fungi and bacteria upon

the host plant, together with the remedies for the resulting plant

diseases. The science of phytopathology may be divided into

three sections, as in the case of zoo-pathology. These are diag-

nosis, etiology and therapeutics. Of these, practically all the work

that is done falls under the first two, strongly in contrast with

the work on animals, where curative measures are so important.

With the usually much shorter generations in plants, and the

means of rapidly increasing the number of indi^'iduals not availa-

ble in zoology, the need of restoring a diseased individual to

health is usually less important than is the prevention of diseases

in other individuals. Preventive medicine has been the rule in

botany rather than the novelty as in zoology. The application

of curative measures is practically excluded through the absence

of a circulatory system in plants by which any remedial sub-

stances could be distributed through the tissues. Surface appli-

cations alone are generally possible, and these do not restore to

health, but only prevent or check injury. The practice of the

phj^topathologist is "a pound of prevention and only an ounce

of cure."

In the examination of diseased plants the two phases of the

study that are ordinarily of the most importance are the deter-

mination of the trouble itself and of the mode of attack. With

the present knowledge of parasitic fungi these two details are often

^The discussion here presented is condensed from a paper read before the Con-

ference for the Advancement of Agriculture at the Texas Agricultural and Mechan-
ical College, February 10, 1913. The omitted portions were historical or explana-

tory in character, and not essential to the subject when prepared for printing.
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SO closely associated as to be but one in practice, as the recog-

nition of the fungus causing the disease is immediately associated

with its probable mode of attack. This applies most closely to

those groups of disease producing fungi which cause leaf spots on

foliage and the common rots on fruits. At intervals diseases

are found which are apparently caused by fungi not previously

recognized as pathogenic, and in such cases diagnosis and etiology

—what the disease is, and how its begins—become distinct steps

in the examination.

The possible treatments for plant diseases include four lines of

action. These are (1) killing the spores of the parasite as they

germinate on the plant subject to attack, by coating the plant

with a protective film of some fungicide. (Apple scab). (2)

By kilhng dormant spores while they are inactive on the parts of

plants that would become invaded under favorable conditions.

(Peach leaf curl) . (3) Killing the fungus itself as it grows over the

surface of its host. This is possible only with surface mildews,

etc. (4) Removal of wild or cultivated plants upon which the

fungus depends for a part of its life cycle. This covers such

relations as between barberry and wheat, for wheat rust; cedar

trees and apple or pear, for apple rust; goldenrod and grasses, in

grass rusts.

RELATIONS TO OTHER BOTANICAL SUBJECTS

Plant pathology is contrasted with mycology and bacteriology,

which are respectively concerned, not with the disease induced,

but with the fungi or bacteria infesting the various host plants

which act as nutritive media for the parasites. It is hnked to

horticulture, since both are concerned with growing plants,

rather than with dead ones ; and to agronomy since many of the

diseases concern field crops.

A knowledge of plant structures (plant morphology), in addition

to the general one of growing plants, is an essential detail in the

general work on plant diseases. It often happens that two closely

related plants are of distinctly different resistance to disease.

This difference may be due to various conditions, but is frequently
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associated with a difference in the natural defense by the host

against invasion. A common type of defensive structures is

either a thickening of the exposed walls of leaf cells, or of the

formation of a waxy substance upon the leaf surface. In either

case the susceptibility to leaf diseases is less than in unprotected

forms.

Plant physiology gives the life processes of the healthy plant, as

a basis for the study of the deranged activity in the diseased speci-

mens. It, therefore, is an important element in the study of

diseased plants; since the behavior of the diseased specimens, the

changes produced in the tissues by the parasite, and the natural

means of protection are all better understood through the physio-

logical changes produced, than as separate facts. Treatments are

often determined by some physiological feature of the plants con-

cerned, and injury may be, traced to a physiological detail.

Horticulture, in so far as it has to do with the general work of

plant propagation and fruit raising, is a closely related subject

—

for one can best recognize diseased conditions after he knows well

the appearance in health, both of the growing plant and of develop-

ing fruits. A knowledge of the rules of plant breeding may ena-

ble one to add disease resistant qualities to some variety valued

for its fruit, and thereby gain an immense advantage in the fight

against loss by parasitic fungi.

Chemistry is brought to the aid of the plant pathologist in find-

ing the exact composition of spraying solutions, and in the more

complex questions that have to do with the changes within the

plant cells under the influence of the invading organism. Recent

studies as to the changes which occur in spraying materials,

made up from identical stock solutions but differently handled, is

a case in point. Such fundamental factors as water requirement

vary greatly between healthy and infested plants, in a majority

of cases.

IMPORTANCE OF THE COURSE

Before discussing the make-up of a course for a particular in-

stitution, it may be helpful to review the work in the other land

grant colleges in the same subject.
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From the official list of agricultural colleges and experiment

stations for December, 1911, the number of men may be found'

who are teaching any of the subjects which form a part of the agri--

cultural course in the several state colleges.

Of the forty-eight state institutions given in the list referred to,

'

only fourteen (Vermont, New York, Maryland, West Virginia,

North Carolina, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota,

Arkansas, Utah, Washington, Oregon and California) have pro-

fessors of plant pathology. New Jersey has been added to these

since the list was pubhshed. Two others (Alabama and Iowa)

have assistants in the botanical department carrying the title of

assistants or instructors in plant pathology. In some of the other

colleges courses in mycology or plant diseases are given under the

biological, botanical or horticultural departments.

A definite course in plant pathologj^ as mentioned in the cata-.

logs varies in importance from*a single term, usually in the

senior year, to post-graduate courses leading to the higher degrees.

There is little information as to the scope of the course, as in

some institutions it is offered as a unit of work in the department

of botany; in others as a semester or term subject in the depart-

ment of forestry or of horticulture.

AIM OF COURSE

A subject which is of sufficient importance to form a course

in the senior year in colleges, or in post-graduate work in univer-

sities, should have some definite purpose or aim beside the mere
subdividing of the field to which it may belong. There should

be a definite reason for a course other than dividing a large class

into small sections as teaching units. In plant pathology what
is the purpose or goal for which the course is organized? In the

catalogs examined no purpose is stated; no reason is given for the

existence of the coui'se as offered. The lack of defined character

and relationship in most instances gives one the impression that

the courses are offered as a means of subdividing large classes,

rather than as a step toward a definite goal.

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. 11, NOVEMBER, 1913
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The general character of the work in the courses, so far as may
be gathered from the catalogues, is of two types: (1) To give

information as to the groups of fungi to which the parasitic forms

belong, as a systematic basis upon which to discuss cause and

control of individual diseases. (2) To give a foundation which

can be developed in subsequent years into professional training

in plant pathology. The first of these is ordinarily the only one

for which there is time in a college course, thus excluding the

second purpose from the average course. This is especially true

in those colleges giving only the last term of the senior year—the

shortest term of the college course—to this topic. A mere sketch

of the field can be given under such conditions as the frequent

interruptions incident to graduation often seriously interfere

with work in the laboratories, without which little can be gained

of permanent value.
^

PLACE IN CURRICULUM

In nearly every case, when a course in plant pathology is shown

in the catalogs, it comes in the senior year, and is often for a

half-year only. Some of the colleges do not offer general courses

in plant pathology, but give consideration to diseases of forest

trees, or fruit trees, or vegetables. In most cases the course

immediately preceding is mycology, or its equivalent under other

designation. Work in bacteriology, at least for one term, is also

an essential antecedent or associated subject to the courses as

usually offered.

In some of the colleges no attempt is made to teach plant

pathology as a college course—the only courses offered being for

graduate students. As these are among the strongest of the

institutions under consideration, this omission deserves attention.

The following summary may be taken as representing the work

in plant pathology in an average institution of the type in mind,

naturally not fitting any one of them exactly. A chart has been

prepared to show the main features of the course as distributed

through the last years in high school, the full college course, and

two years of post-graduate work leading to a master's degree in

plant pathology.
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A Course in Plant Pathology. Prepared by comparison of a number of State College

and University Catalogs as to the topics within the course, but independently

grouped in sequence.

mOB SCHOOL FHESBMAN 80PHOM0BE JUNIOR SENIOR POST-GRADUATE

Elem. Botany
Morph. and

Taxonomy
Hort. and
Plant

Breeding

Econ. Ent.

Cryp. Bot.i

Pathol.2

Plant Brdg.

Physics

Plant Phys.

Gen.Chem.

Qualitative

and Quant.

Analysis

Plant Phys.

Org. Chem.

Plant Path.

Agr. Chem.

GermanGerman
1

German

Physics

FrenchFrench

German

^Including Mycology.

^Including Bacteriological Laboratory work.

In the above table only those subjects are shown that are either the accepted

prerequisites to plant pathology, or are of direct value as adjuncts to the botanical

training of such a course. In the post-graduate column, the work in plant breed-

ing is supposed to have to do with the introduction of resistant strains, while

physiology should work with the alterations of normal activity due to the presence

of the parasites, in the tissues of the host plants. The separation of students into

horticultural, agronomical, and other special lines is considered as occurring at

end of sophomore year.

The subjects mentioned are those directly related to the aim

of the com-se, either as consecutive topics, or as adjuncts thereto,

and are considered as continuing beyond graduating, finally meet-

ing the requirements for a second degree in science. No refer-

ence is made to history, economics, psychology, or other subjects

usually required in the various institutions in one or another

year of residence. These are taken for granted.
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The omission of stated courses in plant pathology in several

of the state colleges does not mean that no instruction is given

in the relation between fungi and higher plants. These relations

are indicated in the study of the fungi concerned, in courses in

systematic mycology, or in cryptogamic Botany. In such study the

identity and characteristics of the fungus have prime considera-

tion, rather than the effect produced upon the diseased plant, but

some information is naturally gathered about the effect of the

parasite.

In regard to the insertion of a year's work in horticulture a

word should be added. Recent work in the Department of

Agriculture on wilt resistant varieties of cotton and cowpeas, and

elsewhere on rust resistant varieties of wheat show the value in

practice of a knowledge of plant breeding in control of disease

injury. The benefit thus to be gained may be fostered by giving

the student early personal contact with work in raising plants as

in horticulture, and in propagating selected strains, and in plant

breeding. In post-graduate work this could be directed toward

the discovery or development of a strain immune or highly resis-

tant to some of the common truck garden diseases. A general

plan or project could be inaugurated to run for a series of years,

so that the classes after the first year might have the benefit of

cumulative results as stimulus and inspiration in current detail.

(A further benefit from the "project" plan would be derived by
the student through the training secured in having a set purpose

in his work ; and by the department giving the instruction in hav-

ing an increased probability of demonstrating the soundness of

the training offered, by actually developing rot resistant strains of

lettuce, or tomatoes resistant to fruit rot.)

COURSE IN PLANT PATHOLOGY

In only two instances has the actual course in plant pathology

as offered in an institution been given in detail, so far as my search

has gone. These are the courses in Miami University^ and in

^Bruce Fink. A College Course in Plant Pathology. Phytopathology, 2 : 150,

1913.
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Washington University,' the latter now apparently discontinued.

Neither of these belong in the group of land grant colleges to

which reference was made previously. An outline has been pre-

sented^ of a third course, including three post-graduate years, as a

desirable preparation for professional work in plant pathology.

At Miami the work was definitel}^ planned for each exercise of the

year, and aimed to teach the student something about the habits

of the more important members of each important group of para-

sitic fungi. At Washington University a skeleton course formed

the basis of the work, but the developing interest of the students

was made use of to inaugurate experiments conducted by them-

selves, to answer queries raised in class work. This involved a

considerable use of plant houses, and a knowledge of plant propa-

gation not everj-iv^here at hand. In both courses work with

artificial cultures, as in bacteriology, was an integral part of the

work as reported.

Each of these courses devotes most of the time to the study of

the causative organisms, and to the effect produced in ths host by
the parasite. Remedial measures receive scant attention, as

curing plant diseases is impracticable in most cases. But by
knowing the manner of invasion, rate of growth, and similar

details concerning the parasitic fungus protective measures can

be taken, and actually diseased parts removed with reasonable

confidence as to the health of the remaining portions.

PEDAGOGICS

As a principle in teaching, the use of horticultural work to in-

troduce the study of plant diseases, that is, the study of living

normal before that of djdng or diseased plants as parts of the same

course, has good precedence. In plant physiology the plant is

examined as to its activity under natural conditions, then in

modified condition. So the study of diseased plants would

naturally foUow the study of healthy ones, as integral parts of the

'Herman Von Schrenk. On Teaching of Vegetable Pathology. Bull., Tor.

Bot. Club, 29: 1912.

^L. R. Jones. Relations of Plant Pathology to Other Brnachesof Botanical

Science. Phytopathology, 1: 39, 1911.
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same course in horticulture or forestry, rather than as a subject in

a separate department. Such close relations between courses

in the care and propagation of plants, and those in common dis-

eases and possible remedies becomes especially important when
there is no equipment in the department of botany in which this

relationship can be gained. In the absence of a botanical de-

partment the use of the department of horticulture as the agency

of teaching plant pathology is still more advisable, as it is quite

distinct from subjects included under "biology." • In those col-

leges in which the work in the two subjects is under the same

professor the practical working of this plan can be easily demon-

strated.

A student, especially if immature in years, or in scholastic de-

velopment, needs to have the relation of the several topics of his

course as intimate as the subject matter allows. The tendency

to multiply names and subdivide subjects is an element of con-

fusion in teaching, however useful it may be in cataloging.

In the catalogs examined there is a division of subjects between

the departments named which delegates to botany those topics (or

courses within a department) which are theoretical in character,

while those of a practical nature are offered by the department

of horticulture or forestry, but diseases of plants, as a course, is

usually offered as a botanical subject rather than as one mnder

horticulture.

If one has a knowledge of fungi from taxomic work on them in

the botanical laboratory; a knowledge of the diseases commonly
met with in orchard or truck garden, gained in his horticultural

studies; some information as to occurrence and growth of bacteria

and molds, from the bacteriological laboratory, a special course in

plant diseases is largely duplicating work already done, and the

undergraduate student is apt to so regard it and derive a mini-

mum of benefit therefrom. After the courses just mentioned, his

time could be well used in the third senior term in the review of

the main facts in plant pathology, with the suggestion of work

on the spraying of plants for specific troubles. This could be

the concluding detail of work in the Horticultural Department.
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PURPOSE OF THE COURSE

If one should take the course in plant pathology as given by

the best institutions, what field of usefulness or employment lies

before the student on graduation? A graduate with a half-year's

course (senior year) in selected examples of diseases should be able

to materially reduce the injury done by the common diseases

on the farm, such as early blight and scab of potato ; rot and leaf

curl of peach; smuts in the cereals; or fire blight in the orchard.

The untrained plant grower does not recognize the presence of

disease until leaves, fruits, or whole plants are actually dying.

The invading fungus has by then frequently completed its life in

the host tissues, and scattered the spores by which it may spread

to new individuals. This could have been checked or prevented

had the diseased condition been recognized by the plant grower

earlier, and the infested parts removed before the fungus reached

maturity. To one familiar with a number of typical diseases,

the evidence is seen at an earlier stage than it is apparent to others,

and hence a more prompt check to the damage is possible.

The graduate of a college of agriculture should have received the

training needed to gain this end. From this a simple step could

make a demonstrator of the successful graduate in agriculture,

and thus greatly increase his field of activity, and his value to the

community. In such work there would be an incentive to keep

in touch with the advances and discoveries in the fight against

disease. It might be that a few students would wish to become
experts in plant pathology—and these might have positions in

view as teachers or as scientific employees in the State Depart-

ments of Agriculture, in the United States Department of Agri-

culture, or in the colleges and experiment stations. To reach

these wider fields post-graduate work would be needed, and fa-

miharity with French and German is often a requirement. This

professional training need not concern us, however, as this is the

work of universities, rather than of colleges.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the whole matter as presented may be summarized

briefly. Work in plant pathology may be given advantageously

as a part of the regular college work in Horticulture.^ When
given, it naturally is the concluding course of the group taken,

and occupies a part or all of the senior year. The subject matter

should be so chosen as to show the most serious diseases of impor-

tant crop plants, with due consideration for as wide a range of

types of parasitic fungi as practicable. The student on gradua-

tion should be able to give actual help in his communitj'' in recog-

nizing and controlling the common diseases of crops.

'The corresponding course in Botanj' might be concerned with parasitic fungi

and be a careful studj- of a few types, chiefly in regard to the inter-relations be-

tween the tissues of parasite and host, the formation of enzymes, the water rela-

tions of healthy and diseased plants, and similar intensive details, rather than to

its economic side.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

A New Problem in Adaptatiox.—The more deeply lying problems of

organic adaptation are treated from a new and most illuminating point

of view in Henderson's unique discussion of "the fitness of the environ-

ment,"' and all biologists interested in organic evolution will do well to

give this book very serious consideration. More than that, the book

deserves the attention of all physiologists, of whatever school, and stu-

dents of the broader aspects of the non-biological natural sciences will

also find it full of philosophical interest.

If organisms are fitted or adapted to thrive in such environments as

the world offers to them, it is obviously just as true that these environ-

ments are fitted or adapted to allow organisms to thrive therein. Biolo-

gists have wondered at and tried to "explain" the fitness of organisms to

their surroundings, but the little volume before us appears to embody the

first serious scientific attempt to study the adaptations of the surround-

ings to living things. As the author points out, the idea of fitness in the

environment is not entirely new; it inspired much writing in the now
practically forgotten field of natural theolog\', and a few instances of

environmental fitness are the common property of scientists, but "it has

been the habit of biologists since Darmn to consider only the adapta-

tions of the living organism to the environment "
(p. 5). As the re-

viewer has emphasized elsewhere,^ fitness or adaptation, is a characteris-

tic or quality which objects are observed to possess in various degrees,

and like other qualities of objects, these are explained, in the scientific

sense, by showing how they depend upon other and more fundamental

qualities of the same or other objects. Thus, the fitnesses of li\ang things

are to be referred back to peculiar properties or powers residing in these

things, which in turn are functions of still more fundamental qualities, and

so on to the limit or our present knowledge. Explanations are first ex-

' Henderson, Lawrence J., The fitness of the environment, an inquiry into the

biological significance of the properties of matter. Pp. xv + 317. New York:

The Macmillan Company. 1913. ($1.50.)

* Livingston, B. E., Adaptation in the living and non-living. Invitation paper

read at the SjTnposium on Adaptation of the American Society of Naturalists,

Cleveland, January 2, 1913. Amer. Nat. 47: 72-82. 1913.
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pressed in terms of very general characteristics, and their statement

becomes more specific as knowledge advances. Thus, many writers have

pointed out that the adaptation to seeing which is manifest in the verti-

brate eye is a function primarily of the manner in which this organ devel-

oped, this manner having been dependent upon the development of the

various component tissues and cells. The components have developed

as they have because of final causes, a primal impetus (Bergson) or

entelechies (Driesch), and so on. To one who appreciates the progress

already made by natural science toward a knowledge of specific prop-

erties of objects such explanantions are unsatisfactory, not because

they are not true but because they are not true enough; they do not

express enough of the truth. Explanations must always lack finality,

from the very nature of the universe, but they must not (and hypothet-

ical explananations should not) fail to present their propositions in the

most fundamental terms that may be possible at the time. Now, while

the characteristics of living things are in many cases not yet referable to

the fundamental variables of physical science (time, space, matter and

energy) , the characteristics of the environment of living things are thus

referable, and it is this sort of reference with which the book before us

deals. Professor Henderson has set forth a very complete study of the

most fundamental physical and chemical properties of matter and the

characteristics of energy, as these condition the attributes of the general

environment which render the latter adapted to plants and animals.

Since it is only possible to study the fitness of the environment with

reference to certain characteristics of the things environed, and since such

characteristics of the things environed, must be as fundamental as pos-

sible, still being applicable to all living things, the author is led at the

outset to erect three postulates as expressing the primary requisites for

the existence of organisms. First, the organism must be physically and

chemically complex, more so than other objects in nature; second, the

physical and chemical conditions within the organism must be compa-

ratively stable, they must not vary beyond defined limits; and third,

there must ever be an interchange of material and energy between the

organism and its surroundings. The problem thus inquires: through

what properties of matter and energy is it possible for objects to exist

that are characterized by a high degree of complexity, regulations of con-

ditions, and metabolism? The main features of the material environment

are taken for the present discussion, as water, carbon dioxide and the

three chemical elements derived from the decomposition of these com-

pounds. The author proceeds to set forth a host of physical and chem-
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ical properties of these five substances, and these properties are all clearly

shown to contribute toward extreme fitness of the environment. The

presentation is very thorough, considering the small size of the book, and

the outcome of it is highly convincing, The properties of water and

carbon dioxide, and their elements, are almost all maxima or minima

in the scale of the properties of the substances and elements known to

exist in the universe; not only is the environment of living things fit,

but it is more fit, for complex, regulated and metabolic mechanisms,

than any other envirorunent of which the universe is or has been

capable. "No other environment consisting of primary constituents

made up of other known elements, or lacking water and carbonic acid,

could possess a like number of such highly fit characteristics, or in

any manner such great fitness to promote complexity, durability, and

active metabolism in the organic mechanism which we call life" (p.

272). "Given matter, energy, and the resulting necessity that life

shall be a mechanism, the conclusion follows that the atmosphere of

solid bodies does actually provide the best of all possible environments

for life" (p. 273).

In the final chapter, on life and the cosmos, some of the more philo-

sophical aspects of the problem in hand receive brief attention. The

fitness of the environment is "no mere accident; an explanation is to

seek. It must be admitted, however, that no explanation is at hand"

(p. 276). Biology "has not been able to escape the recognition of

natural formative tendency, which Darwin identified as the result of nat-

ural selection. And now it appears to be necessary to postulate a

like tendency in the evolution of inorganic nature" (p. 280). An in-

teresting discussion of the struggle in biology beween the ideas of vitalism

and those of mechanism closes this chapter, but an adequate idea of this

cannot be here presented.

There are few features of the book that can be criticised adversely,

and those few he largely in fields where feeling and not ratiocination con-

trol. To the reviewer, for example, there seems no reason for maintain-

ing the time-honored fine of demarcation between science and philosophy;

whatever portions of philosophy can justly have place within the realm of

knowledge must be accounted science, the rest is perhaps art. Meta-

physics looks out upon the same universe as does biology, and the sooner

the two can join their forces the more rapidly may we hope to advance

our understanding of the things about us and within us. Also, the idea

is manifest at various points throughout the book, that some things are

still to be explained by chance or accident (e.g., p. 304). Would it
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not be better for biological philosophy to let chance and accident go, and

deal frankly with its own ignorance or failure to analyze? Such points

are at present of little importance, however, considering the prevalent

trend of biological thought and the very valuable character of Professor

Henderson's main thesis, and the book is to be highly recommended to

every one who is interested in natural phenomena.—B. E. Livingston.

Life Zones of New Mexico.—Field work by Bailey^ and other mem-
bers of the Biological Survey, has been embodied in a bulletin on the

life zones of New Mexico. The physical relief of New Mexico is re-

sponsible for a diversity of flora and fauna which is so great as to bring

within its boundaries six of the seven life zones which are recognized

by Merriam and his workers as occurring in the United States. The
bulletin under notice is most interestingly illustrated, is supplied with

copious lists of species, and includes a map of the zones of the state on

a scale of 21 miles to the inch.

Although this publication does much toward giving us a more precise

knowledge of the biogeography of a state which exhibits a complex in-

terdigitation of regions, nevertheless it does nothing to increase our

confidence in the theoretical basis which has been used in distinguishing

the regions. Bailey states that "the temperature during the season

of growth and reproduction controls the ranges of animals and plants,

and therefore determines the extent and limits of the several zones," a

statement which can be assailed and refuted from a dozen points of

view. In the delimitation of the life zones in New Mexico the distri-

bution of yellow pine has been taken as the criterion for the bounds of

the Transition Zone, in spite of the fact that the lower limit of this tree

in the mountains of the southwest is one of the most striking and well

known cases of the limitation of a forest type through edaphic and at-

mospheric moisture conditions. The Upper Sonoran Zone is shown to

have an upper subdivision characterized by nut-pine and juniper, and

a lower characterized by grasses, cacti and yuccas. Here—within one

of the life zones—-is a contrast of vegetation as great as that between the

Lower and- Upper Sonoran Zones themselves. In describing the Big

Hatchet Mountains the statement is made that "the north slope above

7000 feet should be Transition Zone in climate, although the mountains

are very barren and no characteristic species of the zone were recorded."

A description follows of the Upper Sonoran species characteristic of the

1 Bailey, Vernon, Life zones and crop zones of New Mexico. No. Am. Fauna
No. 35, pp. 100, Was hington, 1913.
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mountain, and an iJlustration is given of Agave growing at the summit at

8100 feet elevation. On the map of the state the summit of the Big

Hatchet Mountains is colored Transition. In other words it appears

that a zone is a zone even if all of its characteristic species are absent.

It is earnestly to be hoped that the workers in the Biological Survey

will endeavor to develop a more natural system of zones, and that they

will depart frequently from their attempt to distinguish biogeographi-

cal regions on the basis of the controlling influence of a single environ-

mental factor.—F. S.



NOTES AND COMMENT

The tenth anniversary of the establishment of the Desert Laboratory

was celebrated at Tucson, Arizona, on September 20. During the day

demonstrations of researches in progress were made to visitors, includ-

ing members of the International Phytogeographic Excursion, as fol-

lows:

10.30 A.M. Suite of Plants in Series of Environic Reactions. By Dr. D. T. Mac-
Dougal.

10.45 A.M. Prof. W. L. Tower's Experiments on the Influence of Environic Fac-

tors in the Evolution of the Chrysomelid Beetles. By Mr. J. G.

Sinclair.

11.00 A.M. Researches on Water Relations of Plants. By Prof. B. E. Livingston,

assisted by Mr. Pulling and Mr. Shive.

12.00 A.M. Certain Features of Correlation Between Climate and Vegetation in

the Tucson Region. By Dr. Forrest Shreve.

12.30 A.M. Experimental Studies in the Root-Habits of Desert Species. By Dr.

W. A. Cannon.
2.00 P.M. Calorimetric Method of Determination of Leaf-Temperatures. By

Mrs. Edith B. Shreve.

2.15 P.M. Comparative Light Measurements and the Chemical Effects of Radiant

Energy in Plant Processes. By Dr. H. A. Spoehr.

2.45 P.M. Exhibition of Progenies of Young Plants Affected by Ovarial Treat-

ments. By Dr. D. T. MacDougal.
3.00 P.M. Water Balance of Desert Plants. By Dr. D. T. MacDougal.
3.15 P.M. Ascent of Tumamoc Hill: or Drive to Cactus Garden of the University

of Arizona.

Exhibition of Publications.

In the evening forty scientists were the guests of the Carnegie Insti-

tution of Washington at dinner. Brief addresses were made by Ge-

heimrat Professor Engler, Director of the Royal Botanical Garden of

Berlin; Professor R. H. Forbes, Director of the Arizona Experiment

Station; Professor B. E. Livingston, Director of the Laboratory for

Plant Physiologj' of Johns Hopkins University, and Dr. Eduard Riibel

of Zurich. Congratulatory telegrams from President Woodward, Pro-

fessor V. M. and Mrs. E. S. Spalding, and others were read. The mem-
bers of the International Phytogeographic Excursion also presented tes-
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timonials of plate to Professor H. C. Cowles, Dr. Geo. E. Nichols and

Geo. D. Fuller.

The members of the Excursion had been the guests of the Carnegie

Institution during the previous week at the Coastal Laboratory at

Carmel, California, and at the Salton Sea. During the week following

the anniversary date, subsistence, tentage and transportation were fur-

nished to a party of thirty traversing the desert to the base of the Santa

Catalina Mountains, and making the ascent to the summit of Mt. Lem-
mon and the Montane plantation. Ample opportunity was given for

observations and discussion of factors affecting distribution, including

temperature and evaporation gradients, origin and development of

formations and the physical and physiological facts implied in concep-

tions of chaparral, desert, steppe, forest, etc.

The establishment of the Desert Laboratory was authorized by the

Trustees of the Carnegie Institution late in 1902. Messrs. F. V. Coville

and D. T. MacDougal selected a site at Tucson in February, 1903, and

after citizens had contributed two hundred acres of land and other con-

cessions, a laboratory was erected and Dr. W. A. Cannon as Resident

Investigator took over the building and began work in September,

1903.

The Department of Botanical Research was created by the Trustees

in December, 1905, and Dr. D. T. MacDougal was appointed Director,

with headquarters at the Desert Laboratory. The equipment has been

extended to include the Coastal Laboratory' at Carmel, California, and

experimental plantations at various places, and the Department sustains

relations with a large number of collaborators in various institutions.

Mr. Alan G. Ogilvie, of the School of Geography of Oxford Univer-

sity, read a paper at the June meeting of the Royal Geographical Society

on Impressions of the Vegetation in the United States (The Geograph-

ical Journal, October, 1913). Mr. Ogilvie was one of the delegates of

the Society to the Transcontinental Excursion of the American Geo-

graphical Society in 1912, and his paper describes vividly the transi-

tions of vegetation which are observable in crossing the continent.
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the precious material passing through his hands was destined to

be buried in volumes too cumbersome for easy reading, urged
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THE MOST WONDERFUL BOOK IN THE WORLD
Eleven Editions: a Century and a

Half of Development
1. No more striking evidence could be given of the immense

expansion of knowledge in modern times than the growth of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica. The three volumes of the first edition

(I7(iS), mainly the work of a single hand, have grown to 29 volumes
in the 11th edition, the outcome of collaboration among some 1,500
distinguished specialists. And this growth of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica is an indication also of the extent to which the need of

such a work has increased with the expansion of knowledge. If a

book of this kind was in demand 145 years ago, when a useful ac-

count of knowledge could be given in three volumes, how much
more is such a resource needed to-day, when the required inform-
ation occupies almost ten times as many volumes?

A Nearer Approach to Perfection
2. Besides the growth tliat naturally accompanies the increase

of knowledge, each successive edition shows also an internal im-
provement upon its predecessor. The instrument is ever perfecting

itself, until we come to the present edition, and to an advance for

which the whole history of encyclopaedias affords no measure.
Apart altogether from the immense superiority of its compact and
handy format, the 11th edition excels all previous books of the kind
in the following points:— (a) it is more thoroughly and consistently

abreast of its times, (/') it will appeal to the reader as more exhaus-
tive, and (c) to the enquirer as easier of reference.

An Advantage Peculiar to this

Edition
3. These and other improvements—which may all be included

in the general statement that the 11th edition is more systematic
than its predecessors—are the result of a circumstance peculiar to

the preparation of the 11th edition. For the first time in the mak-
ing of an extensive work, the whole book was planned and executed
as one consistent whole, and no part of it was printed and published

until the whole material from A to Z was assembled.

More Useful Because More
Systematic.

4. Hitherto, at the beginning of the task of issuing the Ency-
clopaedia Britannica, the editor had immediately in view the publi-
cation of the first volume only, containing, perhaps, GOO articles.
The inevitable tendency, therefore, was to take the corresponding
volume of the previous edition as a basis and correct the
articles so far as, viewed separately, they seemed to call for correc-
tion. In the present case, the editor had in view the issue, not of a
single volume, but of the entire work, since the whole was to be
published simultaneously. His first business, therefore, was to
plan, with the assistance of his permanent editorial staff and his
contributors in each department, how each indi\'idual subject

—

e.g.^
English History, Chemistry, Religion—could best be dealt with in
a series of connected articles, each of which should give the reader
precisely the information he requires under the heading to which he
would naturally refer, while together they should form an exhaus-
tive treatment of the whole subject.

The Perfected Instrument
5. The 11th edition, therefore, is no mere revision, but a new

ivorkfounded upon afresh survey. It is singularly easy of refer~
ejice because, in every case, a separate article is accorded to the topic
upon which the inquirer seeks information, whereas previously it was
too often lost in an *'omnibus" article of inordinate length. It
is extraordinarily exhaustive^ because these separate articles

were not written independently and at haphazard, according to the
exigencies of the alphabet and the particular volume in preparation,
but in pursuance of a well considered scheme planned to meet the
demands of the whole subject.

Whether he turn to its pages for the answer to a specific question
or for enlightenment upon the whole of a great subject, the reader
will find the 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica mot f

usefulf more thorough, viore iuterestiug, than he could ha\ e imag-
ined possible in a work of such immense scope, or than he could
have expected from his acquaintance with any other encyclopaedia
whateve.'.



INCREASE IN PRICE-No More Monthly Payments

Why the Change Is Made
at This Time

A reader who thinks that it would suit him
better to purchase the Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica on the monthly payment system and at

the low price next year, than to do so now, may
wonder why the sale should not be continued

under the present conditions.

The employment of the large capital required

for instalment sales, and the minimizing of

profit entailed by exceptionally low prices, are

expedient in the case of a new work of which
the contents are so voluminous and so varied

that the}^ cannot adequately be represented by
advertisements. On the other hand, the rapid

distribution of a large number of copies upon
unusually attractive terms firmly establishes

the reputation of the work. Now that this

has been done, a continuous, though slower,

sale through booksellers and agents is more
profitable and less troublesome. On the one
hand, those who most need the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, and those to whom its acquisition

in the ordinary way would be most difficult,

have already subscribed or can at once sub-

scribe. On the other hand, it is now better

known, more highly appreciated, and more con-

stantly used than any other book to which the

20th century has given birth.

The Object Achieved the

Offer Closes
The editor completed a great achievement

when he passed the volumes for press. Its

publishers have now accomplished the equally

necessary task of introducing the volumes in

all parts of the world. And, after this final

subscription sale, those who want the Ency-
clopaedia Britannica must buy it and pay for it

as they buy and pay for any other book.

A Book Now Known to All
It may be safely assumed that virtually every

reader of this announcement has either seen
the new Encyclopaedia Britannica in the house
of some friend, or heard it so highly com-
mended and so often quoted that its general

character and its original features are already
known to him. The notes which appear under
the photograph of the volumes (see next page)
should sufificiently refresh his memory in this

connection ; and for the purpose of this brief

sale it is not proposed to invite applications

for any descriptive prospectus, though spe-

cific questions will gladly be answered.
There are, doubtless, some intending purchasers,

however, who have delayed because theywould hke first

to convince themselves concerning certain points such
as cannot be covered in any general description. In
particular, a reader may argue that his hesitation does
not in the least call in question the value of the book,
only his capacity to profit by it. "A series of volumes
in which leading specialists collaborate to answer any
question that can reasonably be asked should be in-

valuable. Will it prove so in my case? Shall I, in

fact, use it when I have it ? " This is not a matter for

reasoning, but for experiment. Arguments on this head
are words wasted. Only actual examination and use
of the volumes themselves can satisfy the desire to be
reassured on this point.

" Conditional Purchase "

It has accordingly been decided that the wishes of

those who truly seek an answer to this question will

best be fulfilled by permitting conditional purchase,
/. e., the subscriber holds himself free to return the vol-

umes after ten davs' use and claim a refund of $3.75
from the §-5.00 sent with his order. The reader who
would subscribe with this proviso must endorse the order

form "Conditional Purchase." On no account will the

privilege be granted to those who order without such
endorsement, since it is essential that the precise num-
ber of copies supplied on these terms must be known.

For the Present Only
As it is only practicable to part, in this provisional

manner, with a small proportion of the copies now on
hand, this privilege may have to be withdrawn at any
moment. Those who wish to prove for themselves
that the Encyclopaedia Britannica will really be useful to

them, confirming their opinion from actual examination

of the volumes, should make due application to-day.
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EDITION

Closing of the subscription lists for the New ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA—
11th Edition, 2i) volumes, published by the Cambridge University Press, of England. Price to

be increased from $29 to $50, according to the binding. No more monthly payments.

NOW— a volume, and sold direct to the public for monthly
instalments, the complete set delivered on a first payment of only $5.00.

THEN—^5.75 a volume, for full cash payment, through agents

and booksellers only.

INDIA PAPER AND ORDINARY PAPER The extraordinary compactness, flexibility, and
lightness of the India paper edition, in its various

bindings (occupying a cubic space of but 2 feet) immediately appealed to the general public. Of the 51,000
sets already bought, 91 ^ per cent, have been on India paper and only S)4 per cent, on ordinary paper, the
same as that used for the old 9th edition, and those are chiefly for public institutions.

THE BINDINGS of ^^e bindings, the dark red full morocco edition forms the handsomest addition
to any library, worthy a collection of the most expensively bound books; the dark

green sheepskin, by its extreme flexibility, the ease with which it is handled, and its comely appearance, has
proved by far the most popular wth the general public; the cloth binding has been regarded as entirely satis-

factory by those who had to choose the cheapest form.

There is also a beautiful binding
(India paper) in full limp velvet
suede. Prayer Book style, round
comers, gilt edges. Having ex-

treme flexibility, being lined with

leather, the backs may be folded

back against each other and the

volume may be doubled up and
slipped into a coat pocket.

Form of Subscription for the LAST SALE on the
Instalment System and Before the Price is Increased

The Encyclopaedia Britannica Co.,

I20 West 32nd Street, New York.

Please send me the new Encyclopaedia Britannica, iith edition, 29 volumes,

published by The Cambridge University Press, of England. I enclose

being
(p^,''n^*gi^t^'i^^fuij)

^ agree to send the second and all subsequent payments

on the corresponding day of each following month until payment is complete, in accord-
ance with the style of binding and the terms of payment indicated by the X I have placed
in one of the squares below, showing my selection. It is agreed that I shall keep the
boolis, but the title does not pass to me until the total amount has been paid. Terms,
F. O. B. New York.

Please indicate style of binding desired by marking a cross X in one of the
squares shown below.

INDIA PAPER
Strongly recommended, especially in

the Leather bindings.

I I

CLOTH (ordinary covers).

31 monthly pavments of

12

Cash Price ....
I I

FULL SHEEPSKIN (flexible)

37 monthly pavments of

12 "

Cash Price ....
I I

FULL MOROCCO (flexible)

41 monthlv pavments of

12
8
4

'•

Cash Price ....

$.1.00

14.29

21.22
42.06
166.75

$.5.00

18.52

27.56
54.7.:

21'

.1.00

4.75
,7.50 J

After this Sale these
Prices will be

$29.00 more,
i.e.,

Sl()6.75 cash.

$36.50 more,
i.e.,

$203.25 cash.

$50.00 more,
i.e.,

§267.50 cash.

Xante _

A ddress_

Occzipatioii

1/ in IfitsiJiess I

add I'Hsiness address. J

If you wish to have a bookcase for the India paper impression, please mark a cross X
in one the squares shown below.

(1) Single tier, solid mahogany : $14. .50 cash (or 3 monthly payments of So.OOafter
payments for the book are completed).

(2) Two tier, solid mahogany : $8.75 cash (or 2 monthly payments of $-5 00 each)

AN ORDER FORM
is printed opposite. It should

be cut off and mailed at once.

The reader, unless he wishes to

deny himself and, it may be,

his children the possession of

the most wonderful book in the

world, has before him a simple

alternative

:

He can purchase the new
Encyclopaedia BritannicaNOW
for $4.75 a volume, while the

option of making monthly pay-

ments is still open to him.

OR,

he can obtain the Work LATER,
from an agent or bookseller,

for $166.75 cash, and propor-

tionately higher prices in the

better bindings.

Should you for any reason

contemplate purchasing the or-

dinary', or thick, paper impression,

please write for a special order

form. The cash prices are. Cloth,

$130.50 (to be increased §29.00),

or 29 monthly payments of §5.00

each. Also bound in Half-Morocco

and Full Morocco.



THE POROUS CUP ATMOMETER
Is the most simple and efficient instrument ever devised for the

measurement of evaporation. Its readings are a measure of the

combined effect of humidity, temperature, and wind, and as such

are of great value in all kinds of botanical, agricultural, and horti-

cultural operations which require an estimation of the differences

in these factors as affecting plant growth in different situations.

Its installation requires only the use of a jar, corks and tubing as

described in the first article referred to below.

The atmometer may also be used to maintain high humidities

in experimental work; to provide a constantly moist surface for

germinating spores or growing algae, fungi and protonemata.

When immersed in the soil and fed with water by tubing,

the atmometer cup is capable of maintaining constant degrees of

soil moisture, either in the open or in pots and greenhouses, the

degree of moistness being determined by the height of the supplying

reservoir above the soil.

This type of atmometer cup was devised by Dr. Burton E.

Livingston. Professor of Plant Physiology in Johns Hopkins

University, and its adjustment, operation and scope of usefulness

have been treated in the following articles in THE PLANT
WORLD:

Vol. 10, No. 12, p. 269; Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 79;

Vol. 11, No. 1, p. 1; Vol. 13, No. 5, p. Ill;

Vol. 11, No. 5, p. 106; Vol. 13, No. 9, p. 220.

We are able to supply the atmometer cups in the NATURAL
state for use in soil or for cultures, COATED AT THE BASE for

use in measurement of evaporation; or COATED AND STAND-
ARDIZED for careful climatological and ecological work in

which it is desirable to know the value of the readings obtained

in terms of the adopted standards which have already been widely

used. Our prices for these types are:

NATURAL CUPS apiece $ .50. .per 10 $4.00

COATED AT BASE " .60.. " 5.00

COATED and STANDARDIZED. " 1.00.. " 7.00

SOIL CUPS (seconds) when in stock. " .35.. " 3.00

Cups which have been used will be restandardized at 25 cents

each; Reground and standardized at 40 cents.

Eastern orders are supplied from Baltimore; western from

Tucson.

THE PLANT WORLD, Tucson, Arizona
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NOTES ON ROOT VARIATION IN SOME DESERT
PLANTS

W. A. CANNON
The Desert Laboratory, Tucson, Arizona

As observations on the roots of the larger plants are extended

it is becoming more and more apparent that the root-systems of

perennials growing under natural conditions in arid, or semi-

arid regions, have capacities for variation which are character-

istic of the species, or genera, and may also be of significance to

the plant in its survival as well as in a variety of other vital

phenomena. It is also true, however, as will be shown in this

paper, that in nature the limit of root variation, in such instances

as have been studied, may not be attained. Whatever may be

the bearing of this fact on distributional problems, it at least

is noteworthy.

The observations reported in the present paper are along three

lines. They are, in the first place, on plants which are under

wholly normal and natural conditions, in the second place, they

touch cultures in an out-door experimental plot, and, finally,

they concern the behavior of certain species when grown under

special experimental conditions, partly in the greenhouse and

partly out of doors.

VARIATIONS UNDER NATURAL CONDITIONS

Observations show that certain types of roots exhibit in nature

a wide range in variation, which may hold an intimate relation

to the pressure of the soil environment, while, at the same time,

roots of other sorts may show but little deviation from type

although the environment may change. These points may be

illustrated briefly. Plants possessing a pronounced tap root,

such as Koeberlinia and Zizyphus, occur only where there is

much earth room, since their roots are incapable of great varia-
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tion. Such forms as Covillea and Franseria, on the other hand,

have root-systems which may either penetrate fairly deeply or

extend widely according as the soil is deep or shallow. Such

species, whose roots are thus capable of great variation, have

the widest possibilities, other conditions being equal, as to the

habitats they frequent. A third root type consists of a large

development of laterals, horizontally placed, and a poor devel-

opment of the tap root, or other roots capable of deep penetra-

tion. The cacti as a whole and plants of certain other families

with water storage organs have roots of this type. The roots

of the third type, whatever m&y be the depth of the soil, lie

relatively close to the surface, so that it is apparent that soil

depth is not of the first importance among those factors which

determine their position. It will be shown directly, however,

that root-systems of the third type are capable, in nature, of a

certain degree of variation.

For the purpose of showing the extent of root variation to

be found in plants when growing under natural conditions it

will be instructive to note that observed in representatives of

the second and third types. The root-system of Franseria del-

toidea may be selected as representative of the generalized form

of root, the second type, and that of Echinocactus wislizeni as

typical of the third root type.

Franseria occurs on the domain of the Desert Laboratory on

the slopes of Tumamoc Hill and on the subaerial fan which ex-

tends eastward from the Tucson mountains. Occasional speci-

mens are also to be found along the flood-plain of the wash which

lies west of Tumamoc. The soil conditions of the first two areas

are nearly alike, that is, the depth available for the roots of

plants is usually under 50 cm., while the soil by the wash is 2

m. or more in depth. In the first two areas an impervious

hardpan underlies the superficial soils. The root-system of Fran-

seria on the areas having shallow soil consists of a short tap root

and laterals which arise at a depth of about 12 cm., which may
reach outward 1.6 m., and which may attain a depth of 12 to

36 cm. Specimens of the same species, but from the flood-plain,
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were found to have a tap root 1.8 m. in length, and laterals

arising about 15 cm. beneath the surface of the soil. The lat-

erals extended outward 1.4 m., or less, and reached downward

78 cm., or less. There were other roots, secondary also, which

arose from the crown of the main root and which either ran

directly outward and horizontally, or downward to a depth of

1.3 m. The vertical extension of roots from the two localities

is shown in figure 1.

The degree of variation in species having the third type of

root is naturally less than that in plants with generalized roots.

The range is variation can be illustrated by citing what has

been noted in a flesh}^ species, Echinocactus, and a non-fleshy

species, Opuntia versicolor, when growing under soil conditions

unlike as to depth. In shallow soils the root-system of Opuntia

has been found to consist of a fairly short tap root, 20 to 30

cm. in length, and laterals which may attain a length of 1 to 2

m. and which usually do not lie more deeply than 5 cm. Where
the soils are deeper a variation of root development consists

in there being a brush of roots in addition to the tap root, or

taking its place. In any case the roots are fairly well differen-

tiated into anchoring roots and absorbing roots, although, as

will appear directly, this differentiation is not so well marked

as in Echinocactus. The root-system of Echinocactus consists of

a main root, or brush of roots, which go directly downward,

and of laterals which arise close to the surface of the soil and

reach out widely. Sometimes the laterals are 3.5 m. in length;

they usually lie within 1.5 to 3 cm. of the surface. The greatest

var ation in the root-system of Echinocactus, which has been

observed in nature, consists in a large development of the anchor-

ing brush of roots and a relatively small development of the

absorbing and superficially placed roots. In this variation the

anchoring roots reached outward as well as downward and served

as absorbing roots in addition to the usual function. In fact

such a root-system closely resembles the generalized type of

other species. It is to be noted, however, that the roots of the

cactus do not attain a great depth.
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VARIATIONS UNDER CULTURAL CONDITIONS

Early in the spring of 1910 a plot of ground, about 16 m.

square, was set apart in the experimental garden of the Desert

Laboratory as a cactus garden in which it was proposed to ob-

serve the effect of cultural conditions on the root habit of the

plants introduced. The garden is on the western side of the

Santa Cruz River flood plain. The soil is adobe save along the

western border, where the experimental plot was located, which

has an admixture of small stones and sand. A mechanical analy-

sis of soil of the plot was made with the following result.

An area in the center of the plot, 2 m. square, was excavated

to a depth of 1 m. and sand from a neighboring wash was used

to replace the soil removed.

Throughout the 24 months which the culture was allowed to

stand the plot was irrigated once each week in the dry portions

of the spring and summer. The plants, therefore, had at all

seasons a good supply of water.

The following species were planted, in north and south rows,

in the plot. First row. Opuntia arhuscula, from Sacaton, Ai'izona,

and 0. spinosior, from the bajada (mesa) near Tucson. Second

row: Opuntia discata, from Oracle, Arizona. Third row: Opuntia

toumeyi, from Tumamoc Hill, and 0. fulgida, from the bajada

near Tucson. Fourth row : Opuntia vivipara, from the type local-

ity near Tumamoc Hill, 0. discata, from Oracle, and 0. neoar-

huscula, from the bajada near Tucson. The second row passed

by the western edge of the sandy area in the center of the experi-

mental plot,' and the third row passed by the eastern edge of

the area. In all cases stem segments were set out and similar

treatment was given to all.

Per Cent

Coarser than 20 mesh' 32

23

14

9

11

11

20 mesh

.

40 mesh.

60 mesh

.

80 mesh

.

100 mesh

* Twenty to the inch.
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Opuntia arhuscula and Opuntia neoarbuscula

The center of interest in this culture lay in -the character of

the roots as regards being fibrous or fleshy. 0. arhuscula, a

cylindropuntia, has, in nature, fibrous roots, while those of 0.

neoarbuscula, also a cylindropuntia, are fleshy. In addition, the

roots of the latter species lie very near the surface of the ground^

It was desired to learn whether variation in soils, or an espe-

cially good supply of water, would influence root development

away from that characteristic of each species.

In its habitat on the bajada near Sacaton, Arizona, 0. arhus-

cula has a root-system similar in character to that of 0. versicolor

as sketched in a preceding paragraph. That is, there is a brush

of anchoring roots which penetrate the ground 25 cm., more or

less, and laterals which radiate from the central root axis and

assume a position close to the surface of the ground. As stated

above, the roots are fibrous tliroughout.

The Tucson species, 0. neoarbuscula, has roots of a widely

different kind from the species at Sacaton. Not only are the

roots fleshy, as above given, but, also, they lie unusually close

to the surface of the ground. For example, the laterals are

mostly 1.5 cm. deep and can easily be torn from the ground,

or exposed by heavy rains. The anchoring roots, however, are

not unlike those of the Sacaton species.

The character of fleshiness in the cacti is of especial interest.

It has been observed that the roots of seedling cacti, particularly

of the cylindropuntia type, as well as the roots that arise from

the ''joints" of such cacti, are fleshy, although, as is well known,

this character is soon lost. Fleshiness in young plants was at

first thought to be an embryonic condition simply, without ap-

parent and immediate external cause. At the same time it was

noted that the most vigorous growth occurred when the tem-

perature was high and the soil moist. Among those cacti whose

cuttings have fleshy roots was found to be 0. arhuscula, from

Sacaton, and, of course, the Tucson species. With these facts

- W. A. Cannon. The root habits of desert plants. Publication No. 131, 1911,

Carnegie Institution of Washington.

i
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in mind it was of especial interest to observe root behavior of

these species when grown under parallel conditions of soils, water

relations, and of temperature.

Examination of several specimens of 0. arbuscula, from Saca-

ton, grown in the experimental plot, showed the following fea-

tm"es of the roots. From the base of the stem there arose a

brush of supporting roots which extended downward and out-

ward for a distance of about 30 cm. The long, superficially

placed laterals, prominent in the species in its proper habitat,

were lacking. The root-system was essentially a generalized one,

although of a very limited extent. The roots were fibrous

throughout with no trace of the persistence of the embryonic

fleshy roots. The general appearance of the roots of one of the

garden-grown specimens is shown in figure 2.

The specimens of 0. neoarhuscula, from Tucson, were grown

in the experimental plot both in sand and in the garden soil.

The roots in both situations were similar in character, except

only that those in sand lay about 5 cm. deeper than those in the

finer soil. The roots were not numerous and did not form a

brush. They lay 8 to 10 cm. beneath the surface and thus

were much more deeply placed than in the proper habitat. The
leading roots were small where they took their origin but they

thickened rapidly until toward the distal end they become narrow-

1}' spindle-form. Figure 3, A, gives the leading characteristics

of the roots of the species when grown in the experimental plot.

A comparison of the root-systems of the two species when
grown under similar conditions in the garden shows no change

from what is characteristic of each in nature as regards the

quality of fleshiness, but it reveals the interesting condition in

both species of less differentiation where the soil is moist than

where it is dry. The fibrous root habit of 0. neoarhuscula and
the fleshy root habit of 0. arbuscula are thus deep seated and
are to be regarded of fiixed morphological rank.

Opuntia spinosior occurs in the \dcinity of Tucson on the bajada

and has a root system which is similar to that of 0. versicolor

as sketched in an earlier paragraph. It was for this reason that

this, a representative cylindropuntia, was chosen for observation.
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The root-system of 0. versicolor consists of a brush of sup-

porting roots, which penetrate to a depth of 20 to 30 cm., and,

in addition, radiating absorbing roots, which extend outward for

a distance of 2 m., more or less, and He 5 cm., or more, beneath

the surface. As in all mature specimens of cacti with tree-like

Fig. 2. Opuntia arbuscula, from the experimental plot, showing fibrous nature

of the roots.

habit, the bases of the absorbing roots are somewhat thickened

and serve as props, aiding the anchoring roots in maintaining

the upright position of the plant.

In the experimental plot the root-system of 0. spinosior con-

sisted almost wholly of a brush of anchoring roots extending
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outward as well as downward, but, in addition, there were a

few short laterals that, given appropriate water relations might

develop into radiating laterals characteristic of the species (fig.

3, B). The root-system of the irrigated form, in other words,

was a generalized one, since differentiation into absorbing and
anchoring roots, which is so well marked a featue of the species

in nature, under the cultural conditions, was lost.

Opuntia vivipara

Opuntia vivipara is a cylindropuntia the distribution of which,

so far as known at present, is confined to the bottom of a small

wash not far from the domain of the Desert Laboratory. The
soil conditions, and the water relations of the habitat are unlike

those where cacti usually occur in that the soil is deep and the

water relations, relatively good. The root-system of the species

consists of an anchoring and of an absorbing portion, as is usual

with the cacti, but, unlike most other opuntias, part of the

roots are fleshy and part are fibrous. The fleshy roots are slender

fusiform and, like the fleshy roots of 0. neoarbuscula, may give

rise to shoots.

'In the garden cultures the roots of 0. vivipara exhibited not

a little range in variation which was related to soil differences.

Some of the specimens were growing in the garden soil, and some
of them were in sand. Root development was unlike in the two
media. In the garden soil a brush of roots was organized and
a few laterals were formed. The anchoring roots penetrated

about 25 cm. while the laterals lay near the sm-face of the soil.

In the sand, on the other hand, only a brush of anchoring roots

was formed and these roots remained close to the surface of the

soil. WTiether growing in the garden soil, or in the sand a part

of the roots were fleshj'- and a part were fibrous, as in the proper

habitat. It also is noteworthy, whatever may be the significance,

that, as compared with the other species of Opuntia growing in

the garden, the number of roots of vivipara were especially abun-

dant. The root habit of a garden-grown specimen of 0. vivipara

is shown in figure 3, C.
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Opuntia discata

Opuntia discata was the only platopuntia cultivated in the

experimental garden. The habitat of the specimen studied in

the garden was at Oracle, Arizona, but the same species occurs

on Tumamoc Hill, where the Desert Laboratory is situated, and

where the natural development of the root-system of the species

was seen. Briefly given, the root-system of 0. discata consists

of an anchoring portion, which attains a depth of 15 to 25 cm.,

and an absorbing portion, which reaches outward for a distance

of 1.5 m., more or less, and which lies within 10 cm. of the sur-

face of the ground. The roots are fibrous. Thus the species

has a well marked absorbing and an equally well defined anchor-

ing system, as in the cylindropuntias.

In the garden the specimens of 0. discata were planted in the

garden soil, in sand, and certain of them had roots both in the

sand and in the soil of the garden outside. A part of the plants,

also, projected a portion of theii^ roots away from the plot, nad,

as this portion of the main garden was not irrigated, there re-

sulted in the culture an unusually wide range in water relations

as well as in soil conditions. Upon taking up the culture it

was not surprising to find that the roots showed considerable

variation in direction as well as in extent of their development.

The main characteristics of the roots of the plants are as follows.

Such forms as were placed in the natural soil of the experimental

plot had roots which were fairly well differentiated into anchor-

ing and absorbing portions, as in nature. Certain of the absorb-

ing roots attained a length of about 1 m. Such specimens, on

the other hand, as were wholly in sand had anchoring roots

only, that is, a generalized root-system. Finally, such specimens

as were situated on the edge of the experimental plot, and which

were largely apart from the culture conditions of tiie plot, organ-

ized the usual brush of anchoring roots, and absorbing roots

which extended so far as 4 m. from the main axis. One such

plant is shown in figure 3, D.
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VARIATION EXPERIMENTALLY INDUCED

Observations on the habits of species when growing under

natural conditions show, as has been indicated in the first section

of this paper, that a certain amount of variation away from type

is to be expected in most roots. This is greatest in roots of a

generahzed character, ^^^lere the soil conditions compel, such

roots penetrate but little although they may extend widel}^, or,

on the other hand, where the soil is deep the roots may also

attain a considerable depth. The first variation is toward the

root type normal to the cacti especially, where there is a marked
division of function into anchoring and absorbing roots. The
second variation is toward the root type characteristic of Zizy-

phus, which has few, or no superficial roots. With this capacity

for root variation it follows, other conditions being equal, that

plants with generalized roots are capable of adjusting themselves

to a wider range of soil conditions, than plants having other

types of roots. It has been shown, especially, that the tap root

type of root-system restricts its possessor to areas having appro-

priate soil depth. The case is not so clear with the opposite

type, how^ever, since, as the garden cultures reported in the sec-

ond section of this paper indicate, an increase in the soil depth

is not followed necessarily by a correspondingly deeper root pene-

tration. Under the existing natural conditions, species having

the superficial type of roots are wholly dependent on seasonal

rains for their water supply. They do not pierce to levels where

the soil moisture is perennial else it might be easilj^ seen that

their distribution might be more extensive, and very different

from what it is at present. However this may be, it appears

from the results of the garden cultures here reported that irri-

gation of plants with the cactus-tj'pe of roots operates in two

directions. In the first place, it destroj'S the differentiation which

is a characteristic of such roots, and, in the second place, it

tends to a somewhat deeper placing of the roots themselves.

This last is a result of the first in so far as the absorbing roots

do not develop.

It became desirable, with the range and the direction of vari-
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ation of the roots of the cactus type in mind, to plan experi-

ments that would test the extremes of the variation as it was

not supposed this was reached either in nature, or in the

experimental plot. The method employed was that of causing

cuttings, or seedlings, to grow in glass, or metal tubes of a vary-

ing diameter and varying length. By this means deep penetra-

tion, following lateral restraint, would be induced, if such pene-

tration were possible. Further, the effect of a variety of factors,

such as variation in aeration, temperature, and moisture, could

be accurately observed. In the present paper, however, only the

actual penetration of the roots is recorded.

Jatropha cardiophylla

Aside from the cacti there is in the vicinity of the Desert

Laboratory, only one species with the superficial type of root-

system, namely, Jatropha cardiophylla. The roots of Fouquieria

splendens, which are reported on below, are in a measure inter-

mediate between the cactus-type and the generalized roots. The
behavior of the roots of both species are of interest in the pres-

ent connection.

Jatropha is a low growing shrub with willow-like shoots which

bear leaves in summer oxAy. It is a plant with a water balance

by means of the roots which, as will appear inunediately, are

fleshy. The root-system of Jatropha, in its habitat on the do-

main of the Desert Laboratorj^, is peculiar in that anchoring

roots are wanting and the main root is placed horizontally and

is fleshy (compare Plate 13, The Root Habits of Desert Plants).

The laterals arising from the main root are also fleshy. All of

the roots lie within about 5 cm. of the surface of the ground.

Early in the spring of 1912 a young specimen of Jatropha,

with a shoot 10 cm. long, was brought to the greenhouse and

placed in a glass tube 2.5 cm. in diameter and 43 cm. in length.

The soil in the tube was equal parts of sifted sand and adobe.

The culture was moistened thoroughly by sub-irrigation and

emersed for a portion of its length in one of the beds of the green-

house. During the summer the plant was watered frequently.

The culture was taken up September 11.
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When the experiment was terminated the shoot consisted of

two branches of which one was 33 cm. and the other 47 cm.

long. The roots of the plant were composed of a fleshy main
root that ran to the end of the tube, that is, 43 cm. Aborted

laterals were numerous along the fleshy root, and two laterals,

which took their origin near the root crown, extended nearly

to the end of the tube. These were fibrous. At the lower end

of the tube (See fig. 4, A) the main root broke up into several

slender branches, and two of these, which were longer than the

rest, after leaving the tube, inclined sharply upward and finally

attained a level within 4 cm. of the surface of the ground outside

the tube. These roots again branched, and, like them, the ulti-

mate branches were fibrous.

Fouquieria splendens

Fouquieria splendens is a spinose perennial whose interest in

the present connection, as aheady indicated, lies in the fact that

its root-system is in a measure intermediate between the gen-

eralized type, as in Franseria dumosa, and the superficial type

of the cacti. The roots and the shoots also are somewhat fleshy

and serve as reservoirs for food and water. The following sketch

of the roots of the species is of a plant growing on Tumamoc
Hill. The shoots were 1.75 m., or less, in length. The root-

system consisted of a stout main root, which was traced down-

ward 15 cm. Five laterals, also stout, arose near the crown of

the tap root. The roots inclined somewhat as they departed

from the central axis until they lay 16 to 37.5 cm. beneath the

surface of the ground.

To learn to what depth the roots of Fouquieria would pene-

trate if the conditions were suitable, two kinds of experiments

were set up. Long glass tubes were used in one of these, as in

the Jatropha culture, and in the other, especially constructed

metal pipes, larger than the tubes and also of a greater diameter.

Early in May, 1912, a young Fouquieria plant was brought

from its habitat on Tumamoc Hill into the greenhouse and placed

in a glass tube 3.5 cm. in diameter and 1.75 m. long. The cul-
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ture was thoroughly moistened, and was left in the greenhouse

during the summer during which time it was occasionally given

water. On October 4 the plant was removed from the tube.

At that time a shoot 1 cm. long had been formed and both the

new and the older shoots were clothed with leaves. The root-

system of the specimen was found to consist of a slender main
root, 1.1 m. long, and of numerous laterals which were mostly

very short. Of the laterals, one took its origin from near the

crown of the main root and reached downward 30 cm. The
character of the roots of the plant is shown in figure 4, B.

In the second culture seeds were sown in early spring in gal-

vanized iron tubes, 15. em. in diameter and about 1.5 m. in

length. The soil was equal parts adobe and sand. The cul-

tures were given water frequently until June 1, and occasionally

during the siunmer and autumn until they were taken down,

November 27. The root-system of one of the seedlings was found

to consist of a main root, which penetrated 47 cm., and of num-
erous short laterals which arose throughout its entire length. All

of the roots were fibrous.

In brief, the results of the two lines of experiments indicate

that the roots of Fouquieria are really capable of deeper pene-

tration of the soil than has been found in natufe to be the case.

It is not improbable, further, that cultures of longer standing

might show still deeper penetration. Cultures are at the pres-

ent time running to test this point.

Opuntia arbuscula

Early in the spring of 1912 a section of the stem of Opuntia

arbuscula, whose root-system has already been described, was
removed from a specimen growing in the experimental plot and

set out in a glass tube 3 cm. in diameter and L40 m. long. The
soil of the tube was two parts adobe and one part sand. The
culture was placed on the east side of the lath shelter near the

experimental garden and was left until November 27. It was

given water by sub-irrigation until June 1, and but little after

that date.
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Upon the termination of the culture it was seen that the main

root was 1.12 m. long and had penetrated to within about 25

cm. of the lower end of the tube. At the surface of the soil

there were many laterals, which were short and stout, which

made a dense weft and plugged the tube. At a depth of 20 cm.

a lateral arose which reached nearly to the tip of the main root.

Between the uppermost tuft of laterals and the long one, and

below to a depth of 95 cm., but few laterals were formed. Near

the tip of the root, however, the branches were numerous.

Opuntia versicolor

The usual condition of the roots of Opuntia versicolor has been

described above. To learn how far the root development could

be changed from that observed in nature a tube culture of the

species was set up early in May, 1912. The glass tube was 1.5

cm. in diameter and 1.0 m. long. It was filled with sifted sand

and adobe, two parts of the former to one part of the latter.

During the spring and the summer the culture was given water

in the greenhouse, where it was runn'ng, until October 8 when
the culture was ended. An examination of the root-system

showed that the main root had penetrated to a depth of 78 cm.

and that it bore short laterals, 2 to 3 cm. in length, throughout

its entire course. At the crown of the main root the laterals

were very dense and formed a heavy tuft, which is imperfectly

shown in figure 4 C.

SUMMARY

The present paper reports observations on root variation as

observed in nature, in garden cultures, and in especially planned

tube cultures. The leading results can be given as follows.

Variation Under Natural Conditions. Root-sj^stems of

desert perennials may be roughly classed as being either gen-

eralized or specialized. The former type, of which the roots of

Franseria dumosa are given as an example, is capable of greater

variation than those of the latter. When growing in shallow

soils the roots of Franseria are necessarily shallowly placed, and,

in this regard, resemble those of the cacti. When growing in

THE PLANT WORLD, VOL. 16, NO. 12, DECEMBER, 1913
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deep soil, on the other hand, the roots of this species penetrate

deeply, and do not radiate widely, and thus resemble the deeply

peneti'ating roots of Zizyphus.

The cacti, and a few other plants, have highly specialized roots

which lie near the surface of the ground. Such root-systems are

differentiated into anchoring roots and widely reaching absorb-

ing roots. When the soil is coarse, as in sand, the absorbing

roots either fail to develop, or they develop only to a small

extent, and the entire system is composed of the anchoring roots.

A similar result follows an especially favorable water supply.

Thus variation in the cactus type, a highly specialized root-sys-

tem, is toward less differentiation, that is, toward the generalized

root type as in Franseria.

Variation Under Cultural Conditions. The garden cul-

tures were confined to several species of native cacti which were

given a good supply of water for 24 months and were grown in

deep soil, a portion of which was sand and a portion adobe garden

soil.

Two cylindropuntias, 0. arbuscula and 0. neoarhuscula, of

nearly similar subaerial habit, were found to possess, the former

fibrous roots, and the lattter fleshy roots, under natural con-

ditions. The two species were treated in a similar manner and

both had unaccustomed depth of soil and supply of water. The
development of both species, however, was not changed as re-

gards the qualities named.

Opuntia spinosior, 0. vivipara, and 0. discata were grown under

relatively favorable conditions as regards soil depth and water

supply. Certain specimens, also, were placed where their roots

projected in sand. The most striking results were a nearly, or

total suppression of the absorbing system of the roots in certain

cases, by which the root-system was brought to closely resemble

the generalized type. An abundant supply of water operates,

thus, to lessen the differentiation of the roots, and, in addition,

to bring about a somewhat deeper placing of the root-system.

Variation Experimentally Induced. For the purpose of

bringing about the deepest possible root penetration of normally

shallowly rooted species, mainly the cacti, several plants were
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caused to grow in glass or metal tubes of various sizes, with the

follow ng results.

Jatropha cardiophylla, which in nature has fleshy roots that

lie within 5 cm. of the surface, was induced to send roots to a

depth of 43 cm.

Fouquieria splendens has a root-system, which in a measure, is

intermediate between that of Franseria and that of the cacti.

The roots usually penetrate less than 37.5 cm., but in tubes

transplanted specimens were seen to send roots as deeply as 1.1

m. Seedlings of the species, 7 months old, formed a main root

47 cm. long.

Opuntia arbuscula, whose anchoring roots usually attain a depth

of less than 30 cm. and whose absorbing roots lie as near the

surface as 1.5 cm., formed roots, in glass tubes, 1.21 m. in length.

The roots of 0. versicolor, which also are usually shallowly placed,

formed a main root 78 cm. long.



ILLUSTRATION OF THE EFFECT OF PREVIOUS VEGE-
TATION ON A FOLLOWING CROP: CABBAGE AFTER
SESAME.

J. J. SKINNER

Bureau of Soils, Washington, D. C.

A peat soil was sent to the laboratory of Fertility Investiga-

tions from Middle River, California, by Mr. W. W. Mackie, of

the Soil Survey of the Bureau of Soils, with the statement that

the soil had failed to grow cabbages. A crop of sesame had

previously grown on the soil and was cleared from the land about

a month before the cabbages were planted. The cabbage plants

had entirely withered away and died whereas the adjoining rows

which had not previously grown sesame produced good healthy

cabbages.

In the course of a laboratory examination an aqueous extract

of the soil was made by shaking the soil with three parts of water

and filtering through a Chamberlain Pasteur filter. By this proc-

ess a clear extract of the soil was obtained and the extract used

as a culture solution for plants.

Cabbage plants were grown in the solution of the soil so as to

determine if the water extract was also harmful. Culture jars

holding 250 cc. were used as containers of the solution. Ten
young cabbage plants were supported in the solution by means

of a cork which had been notched for the purpose. The tech-

nique and details of this water culture method are described in

Bulletin 70 of the Bureau of Soils. An extract of another soil

known to produce good cabbages was made and young cabbage

plants grown for comparison.

The cabbage plants in the extract of the sesame soil made very

poor growth, showing that the constituents of the soil harmful to

cabbage had been transmitted to the solution. The growth in

extract of the good soil used for comparison was very good. At

342
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the end of three weeks the plants in the good soil extract were

twice as large as those in the extract of the soil which had prev-

iously grown sesame and in which cabbages had failed.

In this experiment a portion of the extract of the sesame soil

was shaken up with very finely divided carbon black, which is a

good absorber. The solution was then filtered free of carbon

black and used as a culture solution for cabbage plants. The
plants grew much better in this carbon treated solution, which

indicates that the carbon black absorbed from the soil solution

something which was harmful to cabbage plants.

In order to determine if the solution of this soil which had
grown sesame was haraiful to other crops, wheat plants were

grown. The wheat plants made very good growth. The soil ex-

tract showed no indication of being a poor culture for wheat

seedlings. The carbon-treated extract grew plants about equal

in vigor to those in the untreated soil solution. There was no

improvement in growth. These facts point to the presence of

some inhibitive material affecting cabbages but not wheat.

By an examination in the laboratory an oily body, which has

a semi-solid appearance when cooled, was extracted from the se-

same soil. The amount of material did not permit of purifjdng

to any great extent, nor was the soil sample sufficient for further

chemical work, but culture experiments were made with the lim-

ited amount of material in order to determine what effect it

would have on cabbage plants and the interesting observations

made therewith are here given.

The oily body was separated from the soil by extracting it

with hot alcohol. About fifteen pounds of soil were used. The
alcohol was evaporated lea^nng a residue, which was purified by
extracting with petroleum ether. Some oily material was se-

cured, which is partly soluble in water.

The fact of the occurrence of an oily body in soil in which se-

same had grown is interesting in connection with the nature of

the sesame plant. The seed produced from the sesame plant

jneld an oil in amounts of about half their weight. Large quan-

tities of the oil-of-sesame are used in the manufacture of soap

and oleomargarine, and for other purposes similar to those in
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which olive and ahnond oil are used. The oil is odorless and

does not become rancid. The seed is also used as food, to a

certain extent. The sesame plant is an annual, the stem grow-

ing to be four to five feet high, bearing leaves which vary in

shape and size. The leaves abound in gummy matter, which

they readily impart to water, forming a rich mucilage. The ex-

tract of the leaves has some medicinal value. It is interesting to

note that the soil contained substances of an oily nature, and

that this soil would not produce certain crops.

The action of the oily substance on plants was tested and the

results are given below. The physiological effect of the oily ma-

Fig. 1. Cultures showing the effect of oily matter, extracted from sesame soil,

on j'oung cabbage plants. (Nos. 1 and 2, nutrient solution. Nos. 3 and 4, nu-

trient solution plus oily material.)

terial isolated was tested on young cabbage plants and wheat

seedlings. These experiments were made by growing the plants

in a nutrient solution of calcium acid-phosphate, sodium nitrate,

and potassium sulphate. Two cultures, with cabbage plants,

grew in the nutrient solutions, and two in nutrient solution con-

taining the oily matter isolated from the soil. A similar ex-

periment was made by growing wheat plants in the culture

solutions.

The oil had an inhibitive effect upon the cabbage plants in so-
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lutions containing nutrient salts. An experiment was also made
by dissolving the oily material as far as possible, in distilled

water and using the water as a culture. In the water cultures

the oily substance was also hannful to cabbage plants. The ef-

fect of the substance separated from the sesame soil on wheat seed-

lings in nutrient solutions and water cultures was only slightly

harmful. The plants in the cultures containing the oily matter

did not make quite as large a growth as the control cultures,

yet it was not nearly so harmful to wheat as to cabbage plants.

The green weight of the plants after three weeks growth is given

in the table. The green weights represent two cultures, each

containig ten plants. The relative decreased growth is also

given.

TABLE I

Showing the effect of oily material isolated from sesame soil, on the growth of cabbage

and wheat plants

CABBAGE WHEAT

Gr. Wt. Relative Gr. Wt. Relative

Nutrient solution 3.36 100 4.50 100

Nutrient solution and oily substance 2.80 83 4.30 96

Distilled Water 2.00 100 2.42 100

Distilled Water and oily substance 1.75 88 2.35 97

From the table it is readily seen that the oily substance was
quite harmful to the cabbage seedlings. In the nutrient solu-

tions the growth was reduced from 100 to 83 and in distilled

water from 100 to 88. The plate shows the cabbage plants growing

in nutrient solution in the early stage of the experiments. Nos. 1

and 2 are the nutrient solutions and Nos. 3 and 4 are nutrient

solutions plus the oily material. As shown in the table the wheat

plants were only slightly affected by the oily substance isolated

from the sesame soil. In nutrient solutions the growth was re-

duced from 100 to 96 and in distilled water from 100 to 97.

From the foregoing it appears that the soil, which had grown
sesame contained constituents which were harmful to cabbage

plants, but did not materially affect wheat seedlings. The field
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observations had shown in addition to the harmful effect of the

sesame soil on cabbages, that soil in different rows of the same
field in which sesame had not grown, cabbages grew well. The
observation is of interest in showing that plants can be affected

by the remains of previous vegetation or previous plant growth

and also that such effects can be more or less specific, affecting

one kind of plant whereas another kind of plant is practically

unaffected.



BOOKS AND CURRENT LITERATURE

The Cause of Growth in Plants.—-Osmotic pressure phenomena
have been somewhat universally accepted as the means by which water

enters the plant cell and brings about the elongation phase of growth, but

Borowikow and others have found this theory seriously inadequate to

account for exceptions which have appeared in the experimental results

of various workers. Notable among these exceptions are: (1) the

fact that the rate of growth frequently bears no relation to the amount
of osmotic pressure of a solution in which the plants are growing; and

(2) that a rapid growth is not always accompanied by a high osmotic

pressure of the growing tissues.

These exceptions have caused M. Fischer and a few others to attack

the problem of the cause of growiih in animal tissues from a different

standpoint, and Borowikow has extended the work to the growth of

plants by measurements of the growth rate of Helianthus annuus.

His results have appeared in two papers,^ in the first of which he de-

scribes an analogy existing between the growth rate and the hydration

of colloids, which may perhaps be best shown by the following.

Swelling of Colloids

1. The rate of swelling of colloids

in the presence of osmotically equal

solutions is different for different so-

lutes.

2. Swelling is greater in the pres-

ence of acids than in pure water.

3. The swelling maximum depends

upon the combined action of both

ions of the solute.

4. The degree of increase of sw^ell-

ing caused bj^ certain acids is repre-

sented by the following order:

HC1> HN03> CH3C00H> H2SO4

Growth of Helianthus

1. Unlike growth rates occur in

osmotically equal solutions.

2. Acids increase growth rate over

the rate in pure water.

3. The amount of increase of growth

in acid solutions depends "upon the

combined action of both ions of the

acid.

4. The amount of increase in growth

due to the presence of certain acids

is represented by the following order:

HC1>H2 S04>HN03>CH3 COOH

Borowikow, G. A., Uber die Ursachen des Wachstums der Pflanzen. Bio-

chem. Zeit. 48, 230-246; 50, 119-128. 1912.
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5. Alkalies increase the swelling to

a greater extent than do acids.

6. The amount of swelling under

the influence of any given electrolyte

depends upon its concentration, in-

creasing up to a known amount and

then decreasing with further concen-

tration.

7. The addition of a salt to an acid

or a basic solution lowers the swelling

rate.

8. The degree of the effect of salt

on swelling is due to the sum of the

effects of the salt and the ions

formed.

9. When arranged in the order of

their power to decrease swelling in an

acid solution the salts used appear as

follows

:

anions: Cl< Br< N03< SCX< I<
CH3COO<S03

;

cations : K < Na< NH4<Mg< Ca<
Ba<Sr<Cu<Fe. .

5. Inorganic bases do not appre-

ciably increase growth rate.

6. The amount of acceleration of

growth depends upon the concentra-

tion of the acid up to a certain point,

after which it decreases with further

concentration, and finally with still

higher concentrations death results.

7. The addition of a salt to an
acid solution lowers the growth rate

which appeared in the presence of the

acid solution. (One or two exceptions

appear.)

8. The rate of growth depends upon

the quantity of acid present as well as

upon the concentration of the salt.

9. When arranged in the order of

their jjower to decrease growth rate

when added to an acid solution, the

salts appear as follows:

anions: Cl< S03< Br< N03< C. O, H3

CNS<S:
cations: K< Na< Li< NH4< Ca< Ba<
Sr<Cu.

The second paper is concerned with the one case of lack of agreement

between the action of the hydration of colloids and the growi:h rate,

namely, the behavior of bases. Organic bases of various strengths were

tested with the result that they show a slight decrease in growth rate.

This failure of Helianthus to show an increased gro^vth rate in solutions

of bases is held to be due to the formation of neutral protoplasmic mole-

cules. This conclusion is based on the agreement of growth rates with

the results of Handowsky's work on egg albumen. Handowskj^ proved

the existence of neutral molecules formed in albumen in the presence

of certain organic compounds and Borowikow finds that, in general,

those compounds which favor the ionization of albumen, increase the

hydration of plasma colloids, and through this the groAvth rate of the

plant. Organic bases increase the number of neutral particles in albu-

men and thus decrease the hydration capacity, while acids increase the

number of positive ions and the hj'^dration capacity. In this way the

decrease in growth shown in the presence of bases in held not to be a

real exception to the analogy between the hj^dration capacity of col-

loids and the growth rate of Helianthus.
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The final conclusions which are drawn from the two papers rriay be

summed up as follows: I. The elongation phase of growth is not caused,

primarily, by osmotic pressure, nor even by turgor pressure, because:

(1) growth rate does not increase or decrease proportionally to the

solution strength of the surrounding liquid, (2) the most rapidly grow-

ing seedling is not the most turgescent one, and (3) a seedling when placed

under conditions where an increase of osmotic pressure will result at

the same time with a decrease of colloidal swelling, shows a lessened

growth rate. II. Growth rate is caused by colloidal swelling of the

plasma colloids of the cells, because: (1) the elongation phase of growth

is possible only under conditions which favor the hj^dration process of

the colloids of the cells, and (2) conditions which increase or decrease

the hydration process, increase or decrease the growth rate in like

manner.

—

Edith B. Shreve.



NOTES AND COMMENT
An inspection of the list of doctorates conferred by American Uni-

versities in 1913 shows that thirty-eight of these are of interest to bo-

tanical science, although but twenty-seven are credited to Botany by
the editor of Science (Science : 38 : 259. 1913). The larger total is the

same as the number of 1912, although the total number of degrees in

the exact and natural sciences fell from 273 to 231 from 1912 to 1913.

This total is taken to include the following, although it is obviously

impossible to make an exact classification without further information

than that conveyed by the bare catalogue

:

Cornell University

Adeline Sarah Ames: Studies in the Polyporaceae.

Maxwell Jay Dorset: Pollen Development in Vitis with Special Refer-

ence to Sterility.

Mary Alida Fitch: Studies in Transpiration.

Harry Morton Fitzpatrick: A Comparative Study of the Development

of the Fruit Body in Phallogaster, Hysterangium and Gautieria.

Margaret Graham: Studies in Nuclear Division of Preissia commutaia.

Bascombe Britt Higgins: A Contribution to the Life History and Physiol-

ogy of Cylindrosporium on Stone Fruits.

George Richard -Hill, Jr.: The Relation of Ripe and Unripe Fruits and

Germinating Seeds to Air.

Tanomo Odaira: A Study of Heredity and Variation in Pure Lines and in

Hybrids of Phaseolus vulgaris.

Martin John Prucha: Can the Efficiency of Bacillus radicicola in producing

Nodules on the Legumes be altered?

Fred M. Rolfs: A Bacterial Disease of the Stone Fruits due to Bacterium

pruni E. F. S.

Vern Bonham Stewart: The Fire Blight Disease in Nursery Stock.

Roland Elisha Stone: The Life History of Ascochyta on some Leguminous

Plants.

Columbia University

Michael Levine: Studies in the Cytology of the Hymenomycetes, especially

the Boleti.

Arlow Burdette Stout: The Individuality of the Chromosomes and their

Serial Arrangement in Carex aquatilis.

Johns Hopkins University

Harvey Bassler: Filicales and Pteridospermae of the Monongahela Forma-

tions of Maryland, including certain Forms from Similar Formations in Pennsyl-

vania.
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George Clyde Fisher: Seed Development in the Genus Peperomia.

LoN. A. Hawkins: The Influence of Calcium, Magnesium and Potassium

Nitrates upon the Toxicity of certain Heavy Metals toward Fungous Spores.

Harvard University

Rollins Adams Emerson: (a) A Genetic Study of Plant Height in Phaseo-

lus vtdgaris: (b) The Inheritance of a Recurring Somatic Variation in Variegated

Ears of Maize.

John William Hotson: Culture Studies of Fungi Producing Bulbils and

similar Propagative Bodies.

James Watt Mayor: Studies on Myxosporidia found in the Gall Bladder of

Fishes from the Eastern Coast of Canada.

Edmund Ware Sinnott: The Morphology of the Reproductive Structures

in the Podocarpineae.

Yale University

Willis Clarke Xoble, Jr.: Some Investigations into the Distribution and

Habitat of the Tetanus bacillus.

University of Chicago

George Lester Kite: The Relative Permeability of the Surface Protoplasm

of Animal and Plant Cells.

University of Michigan

Frank Caleb Gates: The Relation of Winter in the Xerofyty of Peat Bog
Ericads.

Walter Btron McDougall : On the Mycorhizas of Forest Trees.

Charles Herbert Otis : Transpiration of Emersed Water Plants : its Measure-

ment and its Relationships.

University of Pennsylvania

Thomas Franklin Manns : Some New Bacterial Diseases of Legumes and the

Relationships of the Organisms Causing the Same.

Jacob Joseph Taubenhaus: Diseases of the Sweet Pea.

University of Wisconsin

Irving E. Melhus: Germination and Injection in Certain Oomycetes.

William Harold Peterson: Forms of Sulphur in Plants.

Roy Lee Primm: Some Phenomena associated with Cellulose Fermentation.

Nellie Antoinette Wakeman: Plant Pigments other than Chlorophyll.

Washington University

Jacob Richard Schramm: A Contribution to our Knowledge of the Problem

of Free Nitrogen Fixation in Certain Species of Grass-green Algae with special

reference to Pure Culture Methods.

Mildred Webster Spargo Schramm: The Genus Chlamydomonas.

Charles Oscar Ch.vmbers: The Relation of Algae to Dissolved Oxygen and

Carbon Dioxide with special reference to Carbonate.
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University of Minnesota

Elvin Charles Stakman: A Study in Cereal Rusts: Physiological Races.

University of Nebraska

Raymond John Pool : A Study of the Vegetation of the Sandhills of Nebraska.

Tulane University

Eleanor Elmire Reames: On Fresh-water Chlorophyceae and Cyanaphy-
ceae of the Southern States.

The research subjects taken up by candidates may generally be taken

to fall in one of three groups. First the person or persons directing

such research may have made their laboratories prominent in the ad-

vance of knowledge in certain phases of the subject and beginning in-

vestigators are encouraged to take up some problem in connection with

those already under attention. Secondly an advanced worker may go

to a laboratory because of its facilities for carrying out research upon a

subject already fixed upon by him and in which he has already made
more or less progress. Lastly the head of a department finding a num-
ber of candidates on his hands at the beginning of the collegiate year

who have no special bent, aptitude, ability or interest in any special

subject is compelled to cast about for something which may be handed

over to the student with a fair certainty that at the end of two or three

years he will have piled up sufficient material to made a composition

upon which a board may grant a degree (the formality of which is the

chief desire of the student) without discredit to the department or the

institution. The relative value or weight of the theses accomplished

under these several conditions are so obvious as to need no discussion

here. The reader with a general knowledge of the character of the work

carried on by the leaders in botany and allied science at the various

universities included in the list will find a gratifyingly small number of

subjects of the third class, although not so many of the second class

are obvious as might be desirable.

The character of the doctorates is indicative of a movement in re-

search and soundless of procedure which may well account for the fact

that botanical science has held its own with candidates for a degree

while the total in the other natural sciences has fallen from 235 to 193

in number (See discussion of this subject in "The Plant World" for

December, 1912.).—D. T. M.
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THE

RADIO-ATMOMETER
Is a black-brown form of the white Atmcmeter, ahready

widely known. The manner in which it may be used

in conjunction with the white Atmometer in studies of

light intensity has been described b\' the devisor, Prof.

B. E. Livingston, in the following papers:

The Plant World, vol. 14, pp. 96-99, May, 191 1.

The Botanical Gazette, vol. 52, pp. 418-438, December, 1911.

These black-brown cups can now be supplied in the natural

state at $1.00 each; $8.00 per 10.
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THE POROUS CUP ATMOMETER
Is the most simple and efficient instrument ever devised for the

measurement of evaporation. Its readings are a measure of the

combined effect of humidity, temperature, and wind, and as such

are of great value in all kinds of botanical, agricultural, and horti-

cultural operations which require an estimation of the differences

in these factors as affecting plant growth in different situations.

Its installation requires only the use of a jar, corks and tubing as

described in the first article referred to below.

The atmometer may also be used to maintain high humidities

in experimental work; to provide a constantly moist surface for

germinating spores or growing algae, fungi and protonemata.

When immersed in the soil and fed with water by tubing,

the atmometer cup is capable of maintaining constant degrees of

soil moisture, either in the open or in pots and greenhouses, the

degree of moistness being determined by the height of the supplying

reservoir above the soil.

This type of atmometer cup was devised by Dr. Burton E.

Livingston, Professor of Plant Physiology in Johns Hopkins

University, and its adjustment, operation and scope of usefulness

have been treated in the following articles in THE PLANT
WORLD:

Vol. 10, No. 12, p. 269; Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 79;

Vol. 11, No. 1. p. 1; Vol. 13, No. 5, p. Ill;

Vol. 11, No. 5, p. 106; Vol. 13, No. 9, p. 220.

We are able to supply the atmometer cups in the NATURAL
state for use in soil or for cultures, COATED AT THE BASE for

use in measurement of evaporation; or COATED AND STAND-
ARDIZED for careful climatological and ecological work in

which it is desirable to know the value of the readings obtained

in terms of the adopted standards which have already been widely

used. Our prices for these types are:

NATURAL CUPS apiece $ .50. .per 10 $4.00

COATED AT BASE " .60.. " 5.00

COATED and STANDARDIZED. " 1.00.. " 7.00

SOIL CUPS (seconds) when in stock. " .35.. " 3.00

Cups which have been used will be restandardized at 25 cents

each; Reground and standardized at 40 cents.

Eastern orders are supplied from Baltimore; western from

Tucson.

THE PLANT WORLD, Tucson, Arizona
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